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Abstract

A memory abstractionis an abstraction layer between the program execution and the memory that
provides a different “view” of a memory location depending on the execution context in which
the memory access is made. Properly designed memory abstractions help easethe task of parallel
programming by mitigating the complexity of synchronization or admitting more efficient use of
resources. This dissertation describes five memory abstractions for parallel programming:(i) cactus
stacks that interoperate with linear stacks,(ii) efficient reducers,(iii) reducer arrays,(iv) ownership-
aware transactions, and(v) location-based memory fences. To demonstrate the utility of memory
abstractions, my collaborators and I developedCilk-M , a dynamically multithreaded concurrency
platform which embodies the first three memory abstractions.

Many dynamic multithreaded concurrency platforms incorporatecactus stacksto support mul-
tiple stack views for all the active children simultaneously. The use of cactusstacks, albeit essential,
forces concurrency platforms to trade off between performance, memory consumption, and inter-
operability with serial code due to its incompatibility with linear stacks. This dissertation proposes
a new strategy to build a cactus stack usingthread-local memory mapping(or TLMM ), which
enables Cilk-M to satisfy all three criteriasimultaneously.

A reducer hyperobjectallows different branches of a dynamic multithreaded program to main-
tain coordinated local views of the same nonlocal variable. With reducers,one can use nonlocal
variables in a parallel computation without restructuring the code or introducing races. This disser-
tation introducesmemory-mapped reducers, which admits a much more efficient access compared
to existing implementations.

When used in large quantity, reducers incur unnecessarily high overhead in execution time and
space consumption. This dissertation describes support forreducer arrays, which offers the same
functionality as an array of reducers with significantly less overhead.

Transactional memoryis a high-level synchronization mechanism, designed to be easier to use
and more composable than fine-grain locking. This dissertation presentsownership-aware trans-
actions, the first transactional memory design that provides provable safety guarantees for “open-
nested” transactions.

On architectures that implement memory models weaker than sequential consistency, programs
communicating via shared memory must employmemory fencesto ensure correct execution. This
dissertation examines the concept oflocation-based memory fences, which unlike traditional mem-
ory fences, incurs latency only when synchronization is necessary.

Thesis Supervisor: Charles E. Leiserson
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Moore’s Law [110] states that the number of transistors is expected to double every two years. For
over two decades since 1985, the doubling in transistors translated to a doubling in clock frequency,
and application developers simply gained performance by riding the wave ofclock frequency in-
crease. A few years ago, since the processor power density reached the maximum that the devices
could handle, hardware vendors moved to doubling the number of cores every two years in order
to continue pursuing performance increase. Nowadays, the vast majorityof computer systems—
desktops, laptops, game consoles, embedded systems, supercomputers etc.—are built using mul-
ticore processor chips. This shift in hardware trends impacts all areas of computer science and
changes the way people develop high performance software—one must write parallel programs in
order to unlock the computational power provided by modern hardware.

Writing parallel programs is inherently more challenging than writing serial programs, how-
ever. Besides coding the desired functionality, the programmer must also worry about parallel task
decomposition, scheduling the parallel tasks, and correctly synchronizing concurrent accesses to
shared data among the tasks. A decade ago, writing parallel programs wasstill considered as a
domain that requires special expertise. People coded to APIs such as POSIX threads [65], Win-
dows API threads [59], or Java threads [52], structuring their computation into interactingpersis-
tent threads, or pthreads.1 When programming directly on top of these threading APIs, the code
tends to be cumbersome and complicated, because the programmer needs to write boiler-plate code
to handle the task decomposition and scheduling explicitly. Furthermore, sincethe logic for task
scheduling and communication is set up explicitly, entangled within the rest of theprogram logic, if
the number of available processors changes, the program must be restructured in order to effectively
use the resources.

To tackle these challenges and allow parallel programming to be widely adopted, researchers in
industry and academia have been actively developing concurrency platforms. Aconcurrency plat-
form provides a software abstraction layer running between the operating system and user programs
that manages the processors’ resources, schedules the computation over the available processors,
and provides an interface for the programmer to specify parallel computations.

Contrary to the pthreading programming model, a concurrency platform lifts much of the bur-
den off the programmer by providing aprocessor-oblivious dynamic multithreading(dthreading
for short) programming model, where the linguistic extensions for parallel control expose the log-
ical parallelism within an application without mentioning the number of processors on which the
application will run. With the dthreading programming model, the programmer specifies the logical

1No confusion should arise with the use of the term to mean POSIX threads, since POSIX threads are a type of
persistent thread.
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parallelism of the application, and the underlying runtime system schedules thecomputation in a
way that respects the logical parallelism specified by the programmer. Sincethe proliferation of
multicore architectures, the dthreading programming model has emerged as a dominant paradigm
for programming a shared-memory multicore computers, since it provides a layer of parallelism
abstraction, which frees the programmer from worrying about load balancing, task scheduling, and
restructuring the code when porting the application to a different machine.

The concept of parallelism abstraction is well-understood and widely adopted. Many examples
of modern dthreading concurrency platforms exist, such as Cilk++ [94],Cilk Plus [69], Fortress [6],
Habenero [9], Hood [21], Java Fork/Join Framework [90], JCilk [30], OpenMP 3.0 [120], Paral-
lel Patterns Library (PPL) [105], Task Parallel Library (TPL) [92],Threading Building Blocks
(TBB) [126], and X10 [26]. These dthreading concurrency platforms typically employ a “work-
stealing” runtime scheduler, modeled after the scheduler of MIT Cilk [49], which has an efficient
implementation and provides provable guarantees on execution time and memory consumption. In
a work-stealing runtime scheduler, the processors are virtualized as pthreads, calledworkers, and
the scheduler schedules the computation over these workers in a way that respects the logical paral-
lelism denoted by the programmer.

Whereas parallelism abstraction is a well-understood concept, researchers have only begun to
study high-order memory abstractions to support common patterns of parallel programming. A
memory abstractionis an abstraction layer between the program execution and the memory that
provides a different “view” of a memory location depending on the execution context in which the
memory access is made. For instance,transactional memory[64] is a type of memory abstraction
— memory accesses dynamically enclosed by anatomic block appear to occur atomically. While
transactional memory has been an active research area for the past few years, its adoptation in prac-
tice has been slow at best. Similarly, another class of memory abstraction,hyperobjects[48], which
is a linguistic mechanism that allows different branches of a dthreaded program to maintain coordi-
nated localviewsof the same nonlocal object, is only supported in Cilk++ [94] and Cilk Plus [69].2 3

Just as a concurrency platform lifts the burden of scheduling and task decomposition off the
programmer with an appropriate parallelism abstraction, I contend that a concurrency platform can
also mitigate other complexities that arise in parallel programming by providing properly designed
memory abstractions. This dissertation discusses the following memory abstractions:

• cactus stacks that interoperate with linear stacks, a new strategy to maintain a cactus stack
memory abstraction usingthread-local memory mapping(or TLMM ), referred to asTLMM-
based cactus stacks. A TLMM-based cactus stack enables a work-stealing runtime system to
supporttrue interoperability between parallel code and serial code while maintaining provably
good resource usage;

• reducers with efficient access, a new way of supporting a reducer mechanism using a memory-
mapping approach in a work-stealing runtime system that incurs much less overhead;

• reducer arrays, a new reducer type that supports arrays and allows different branches of a
parallel program to maintain coordinated local views of some shared array;

• ownership-aware transactions, the first transactional memory design that provides provable
safety guarantees for “open-nested” transactions; and

2Technically, Cilk++ is the precursor of Cilk Plus; both are inspired by MIT Cilk, but they extend C++ instead of C.
3While the reduction operation that forms the semantic basis of reducer hyperobjects can be found in other modern

concurrency platforms (e.g., Fortress [6], PPL [105], TBB [126], and OpenMP 3.0 [120]) and parallel programming
languages (e.g., *Lisp [89], High Performance Fortran [79], andNESL [12]), the hyperobject approach to reduction
markedly differs from these previous approaches; in particular, hyperobjects operate independently of any parallel control
constructs.
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• location-based memory fences, a memory fence that forces the executing processor’s instruc-
tion stream to serialize when another processor attempts to read the guardedmemory location,
thereby incurring latency only when synchronization is necessary.

In addition, my collaborators and I developed theCilk-M System, which embodies the first three
memory abstractions and serves as a research platform to evaluate the utility of memory abstrac-
tions. The rest of this chapter provides a high-level overview of these memory abstractions and
summarizes the contributions of the dissertation.

1.1 TLMM-Based Cactus Stacks

In a dthreading language such as Cilk, since multiple children of a function mayexist simultane-
ously, the runtime system employs a cactus stack to support multiple stack views for all the active
children simultaneously. In acactus stack, a function’s accesses to stack variables properly respect
the function’s calling ancestry, even when many of the functions operate inparallel. In all known
software implementations of cactus stacks, however, transitioning from serial code (using a linear
stack) to parallel code (using a cactus stack) is problematic, because the type of stack impacts the
calling conventions used to allocate activation frames and pass arguments. One could recompile
the serial code to use a cactus stack, but this strategy is not feasible if the codebase includes legacy
or third-party binaries for which the source is not available. We call the property of allowing arbi-
trary calling between parallel and serial code — including especially legacy(and third-party) serial
binaries —serial-parallel reciprocity, or SP-reciprocityfor short.

There seems to be an inherent trade-off between supporting SP-reciprocity and maintaining
good time and space bounds, and existing work-stealing concurrency platforms fail to satisfy at
least one of these three criteria.4 We refer to the problem ofsimultaneouslyachieving all three
criteria as thecactus-stack problem.

The incompatibility of cactus stacks and linear stacks impedes the acceptance of dthreading
languages for mainstream computing. In particular, SP-reciprocity is especially important if one
wishes to incrementally multicore-enable legacy object-oriented software. For example, suppose
that a functionA allocates an objectx whose type has a member functionfoo(), which we paral-
lelize. Now, suppose thatA is linked with a legacy binary containing a functionB, andA passes&x
to B, which proceeds to invokex->foo(&y), where&y is a reference to a local variable allocated
in B’s stack frame. Without SP-reciprocity, this simple callback would not work.Alternatively,
one could simply rewrite the entire code base, ensuring that no legacy serial binaries call back to
parallel functions; this option, however, is usually not feasible for largecode bases or software that
uses third party binaries.

If one is not willing to give up on SP-reciprocity, another alternative wouldbe to compromise on
the performance bound or space consumption guarantees that the currency platform could otherwise
provide; TBB and Cilk Plus make such tradeoffs. Consequently, there exist computations for which
TBB exhibits at most constant speedup onP workers, where an ordinary work-stealing scheduler
could achieve nearly perfect linear speedup [131]. Similarly, there exist computations for which Cilk
Plus fails to achieve good speed-up due to large stack space consumption,but which an ordinary
work-stealing scheduler could achieve high speed-up with bounded stack space usage.

In Chapter 3, we will investigate how a good memory abstraction helps solve thecactus-stack
problem and enable a concurrency platform to satisfy all three criteria simultaneously. Specifically,

4Java-based concurrency platforms do not suffer from the same problem with SP-reciprocity, because they are byte-
code interpreted by a virtual-machine environment.
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Chapter 3 describes a new strategy to implement cactus stacks in a work-stealing runtime envi-
ronment by using a novel memory mechanism called thread-local memory mapping. Thread-local
memory mapping, orTLMM designates a region of the process’s virtual-address space as “local”to
each thread. The TLMM memory mechanism allows a work-stealing runtime scheduler to maintain
a cactus-stack memory abstraction, referred to as theTLMM-based cactus stack, in which each
worker sees its own view of the linear stack corresponding to its execution context, even though
multiple workers may share the same ancestors in their stack view. By maintaining acactus-stack
memory abstraction, a work-stealing scheduler is able to provide strong guarantees on execution
time and stack space consumption while obtaining SP-reciprocity.

1.2 Support for Efficient Reducers and Reducer Arrays

Reducer hyperobjects(or reducersfor short) [48] provide a memory abstraction for dthreading that
allows different branches of a parallel computation to maintain coordinated local views of the same
nonlocal variable. By using a reducer in place of a shared nonlocal variable, one avoidsdeterminacy
race[42] (also called ageneral race[116]) on the variable, where logically parallel branches of the
computation access some shared memory location.

The concept of a reducer is based on an algebraicmonoid: a triple(T,⊗,e), whereT is a set and
⊗ is an associative binary operation overT with identity e. During parallel execution, concurrent
accesses to a reducer variable cause the runtime to generate and maintain multiple views for a given
reducer variable, thereby allowing each worker to operate on its own local view. The runtime system
manages these local views and when appropriate,reducesthem together using the associative binary
operator in a way that retains the serial semantics and produces deterministicfinal output, even when
the binary operator is not commutative.

During execution, the runtime system employs a hash table, called ahypermap, in each worker,
which maps reducer instances to their corresponding views for the givenworker. Accessing a
reducer thus translates into alookup on the hypermap, which is costly — approximately 11.8×
overhead compared to a normal memory access. In Chapter 4, we will explore how the TLMM
mechanism may support a new way of implementing reducers, referred to asmemory-mapped re-
ducers. Memory-mapped reducers allow a more efficient lookup operation compared to the hyper-
map approach, about 3.3× overhead compared to a memory access. As an extension to the existing
implementations of reducer mechanisms, in Chapter 4 we will also discuss runtime support to allow
parallel reduce operation, which is not currently supported by other concurrency platforms.

Another natural extension for reducer hyperobjects is to allow array types. Existing imple-
mentations of reducers are designed for scalar reducers. If a programmer wishes to parallelize a
large application that contains a shared array, she could either write her own reducer library from
scratch, or declare an array of reducers. While the second approach seems simple enough, it suffers
from three drawbacks which render the mechanism ineffective. First, declaring a reducer variable
requires additional space (compared to the original data type) for metadata, so as to allow the run-
time system to perform the necessary bookkeeping. The amount of spacerequired for bookkeeping
grows linearly with the number of reducer instances times the number of processors used. While the
additional space consumption is expected, as a practical matter, it puts a limit how many reducers
one can use in an application before its memory consumption becomes a bottleneck. Second, by
declaring an array of reducers, access to an individual array element translates into a lookup oper-
ation to find the appropriate local view, which incurs considerable overhead. Finally, it turns out
that, due to how the reducer mechanism works, a parallel execution using one reducer generates a
nondeterministic amount of additional work (compared to its serial counterpart) that grows quadrat-
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ically with the time it takes to perform a view creation and reduction. Ifk reducers are used, and
the reduce operation for each reducer instance is processed serially,the additional overhead from
the reduce operations also grows quadratically onk. While the overhead of managing views cannot
be avoided, minimizing the number of reducers used and the time to perform viewcreation and
reduction can effectively decrease the execution time.

In Chapter 5, we will study library support for reducer arrays to address these drawbacks.
Specifically, the reducer array library allows the programmer to create a reducer variable corre-
sponding to an array of objects, as long as the object type and operationson each object can be
described by a monoid. By associating an array with a reducer, the runtime saves on space consump-
tion due to reducer metadata. More importantly, the compiler is now able to perform optimization
on the lookup operations: instead of requiring one lookup per access to the reducer array, only one
lookup is required for all accesses within a singlestrand, a piece of serial code that contains no
parallel control. Lastly, the library is designed to optimize on the time it takes to perform view cre-
ation and reduction. In particular, the library employs a parallel reduce operation (which requires
runtime support described in Chapter 4), further minimizing the time it takes to perform its reduce
operation.

Even though the idea of reducer arrays is intriguing, it is nevertheless anopen question whether
the reducer array constitutes a useful linguistic mechanism in practice. Whilethis library support
exhibits significant performance improvement over its counterpart, an array of reducers, it can-
not avoid generating additional work associated with view management due tohow the reducer
mechanism works. This additional work puts a hard limit on how many reducers one can use in a
computation before the additional work of managing views dominates the work from the original
computation and forms a bottleneck on scalability. In Chapter 5, we will extend the theoretical
framework on analyzing programs that use reducers due to Leiserson and Schardl [96], analyze how
much “effective parallelism” one can expect when using the reducer array library, and discuss the
implications one can derive from the analysis.

1.3 Ownership-Aware Transactions

Transactional memory (TM), another type of memory abstraction, has beenproposed as a high-
level synchronization mechanism to avoidatomicity races[42] which cause nonatomic accesses to
critical regions (also calleddata races[116]). Transactional memory was first proposed by Her-
lihy and Moss [64] as a hardware mechanism to support atomic updates of multiple independent
memory locations. Ever since the advent of multicore architectures, there has been a renewed
interest in transactional memory, and numerous designs have been proposed on how to support
TM in hardware [7, 35, 56, 111, 124] and software [28, 37, 58, 63,102, 127, 128], as well as hybrid
schemes [29,81,97,98].5

In the TM literature, researchers have argued that transactions may be apreferred synchroniza-
tion mechanism over locking for the masses, for the following reasons. First, TM supports the sim-
plicity of coarse grain locking and at the same time potentially provides performance close to that
of fine-grain locking. With TM, the programmer simply encloses critical regions inside anatomic
block, and the underlying TM system ensures that this section of code executes atomically. A TM
system enforces atomicity by tracking memory locations accessed by transactions (usingread sets
andwrite sets), finding transactional conflicts, and aborting transactions that conflict.Assuming
conflicts are infrequent, multiple transactions can run concurrently, providing the performance of
fine-grain locking.

5There have been many research studies of TM; for a survey of TM-related literature, please see [57].
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Second, TM is morecomposablethan locking — one can easily merge two smaller transactions
into a larger one while maintaining the atomicity guarantee. For instance, suppose that a library
implementing a thread-safe hash table supportsis_full() andinsert() function calls by using
locks. An application using the hash table may wish to callis_full() and subsequentlyinsert()
only if is_full() returnsfalse. To achieve the desired the semantics, the application must en-
sure thatis_full() andinsert() are executed atomically (i.e., no other threads callinsert()

during the intermediate state). One possible approach is for the hash table library to support some
form of lock_table() andunlock_table() function calls, which the application can invoke
around theis_full() andinsert() to ensure atomicity. This approach references the underlying
implementation and breaks the hash table abstraction, however. Another possible approach is for
the application to implement its own layer of locking protocol on top of its accesses to the hash
table. This approach imposes additional burden on the applications developer; moreover, now both
the hash table library and the application must manage its own set of locks for accessing the hash
table. The same issue does not arise if the library implements the hash table usingtransactions. The
application can simply enclose the calls tois_full() andinsert() in a transaction, which forms
nestedtransactions, where anatomic block dynamically encloses anotheratomic block, and the
underlying TM system guarantees that the calls to these functions appear toexecute atomically.

It turns out that previous proposals for handling nested transactions either create large memory
footprints and unnecessarily limit concurrency, resulting inefficient execution, or fail to guarantee
serializability[121], a correctness condition often used to reason about TM-basedprograms, render-
ing the transactions noncomposable and possibly producing anomalous program behaviors that are
tricky to reason about. In Chapter 6, we will examine a TM system design thatemploysownership-
aware transactions(OAT) which, compared to previous proposals, admits more concurrencyand
provides provable safety guarantees, referred to as “abstract serializability.”

With OAT, the programmer does not specify transactions explicitly usingatomic blocks; rather,
she programs with transactional modules, and the OAT system guarantees abstract serializability
as long as the program conforms to a set of well-defined constraints on how the modules share
data. The abstract serializability provides a means for the programmer to reason about the program
behavior, and the OAT type system can statically enforce the set of constraints for the most part, and
the rest can be checked during execution. With this transactional module interface, the programmer
focuses on structuring the code and data into modular components, and the OAT system maintains
the memory abstraction that data belonging to a module is updated atomically and thuspresents a
consistent view to other modules.

1.4 Location-Based Memory Fences

Sequential consistency(SC) [86] provides an intuitive memory model for the programmer, in which
all processors observe the same sequence of memory accesses, and within this sequence, the ac-
cesses made by each processor appear in its program order. Nonetheless, existing architectures
typically implement weaker memory models that relax the memory ordering to achievehigher per-
formance. The reordering affects the correctness of the software execution in the case where it is
crucial that the execution follows the program order and the processors must observe the relevant
accesses in the same relative order. Therefore, to ensure a correctexecution in such cases, architec-
tures that implement weak memory models provide serializing instructions and memoryfences to
force a specific memory ordering when necessary.

On modern multicore architectures, since threads (surrogates for processors) typically commu-
nicate and synchronize via shared memory, the use of memory fences is anecessary evil— it is
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necessary to ensure correct execution for synchronization algorithmsthat perform simple load-store
operations on shared variables to achieve mutual exclusion among threads; it is evil, because it
incurs high overhead. I ran a simple microbenchmark on AMD Opteron with 4 quad-core 2 GHz
CPUs, and the results show that a thread running alone and executing the Dekker protocol [39] with
a memory fence, accessing only a few memory locations in the critical section, runs 4− 7 times
slower than when it is executing the same code without a memory fence.

This high overhead may be unnecessary. Traditional memory fences areprogram-based; mean-
ing, a memory fence enforces a serialization point in the program instructionstream — it ensures
that all memory references before the fence in the program order havetaken effectglobally (i.e.,
visible to all processors) before the execution continues onto instructions after the fence. Such
program-based memory fences always cause the processor to stall, even when the synchronization
is unnecessary during a particular execution.

In Chapter 7, we will turn our attention to the notion of alocation-based memory fencethat
has the same semantic guarantees as an ordinary memory fence,6 but which incurs latency only
when synchronization is needed. Unlike a program-based memory fence,a location-based memory
fence serializes the instruction stream of the executing threadT1 only when a different threadT2

attempts to read the memory location which is guarded by the location-based memoryfence. This
notion of location-based memory fences is a memory abstraction, because thewrite associated with
the fence behaves differently depending on the execution context — it behaves as a memory fence
when synchronization is necessary but otherwise behaves as an ordinary write.

As we will see in Chapter 7, location-based memory fences can be supported by a lightweight
hardware mechanism, which requires only a small modification to existing architectures. Further-
more, we will evaluate the feasibility of location-based memory fences with a software prototype
to simulate the effect of location-based memory fences. Even though the software prototype in-
curs higher overhead compared to what the hardware mechanism would when synchronization is
needed, the experiments show that applications still perform better using location-based memory
fences than using program-based memory fences.

1.5 Contributions

This dissertation consists of two parts. The first part describes the Cilk-Msystem and memory ab-
stractions that the Cilk-M system embodies. Chapter 2 offers a brief overview of the Cilk technology
and the implementation of TLMM to provide background for the next three chapters. Chapters 3–5
discuss the three memory abstractions under Cilk-M in details, including their evaluations. The
second part includes Chapters 6 and 7, which describe the other two memory abstractions that are
independent from each other. Chapter 8 offers some concluding remarks. More specifically, my
dissertation describes the following contributions:

• The design and implementation of TLMM-Based cactus stacks in Cilk-M
Chapter 3 presents TLMM-based cactus stacks, a strategy to maintain a cactus-stack memory
abstraction in a work-stealing runtime system which is critical in solving the cactus-stack
problem. To evaluate the TLMM-based cactus stacks, Chapter 3 analyzesthe performance
and space usage of the Cilk-M system both theoretically and empirically. The Cilk-M system
provides strong guarantees on scheduler performance and stack space. Benchmark results
indicate that the performance of the Cilk-M system is comparable to the Cilk 5.4.6 system

6To be more precise, the proposed implementation for a location-based memory fence provides the same semantic
guarantees as an ordinary memory fence if the program satisfies certain conditions, which we elaborate in Chapter 7.
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and Cilk Plus, and the consumption of stack space is modest. This work was done jointly
with Silas Boyd-Wickizer, Zhiyi Huang, and Charles E. Leiserson and appears in [91].

• The design and implementation of memory-mapped reducers in Cilk-M
Chapter 4 investigates how a reducer mechanism can be supported using TLMM, which per-
mits a much more efficient lookup operations on reducers, approximately 4× faster than the
hypermap approach. Chapter 4 also describes how the Cilk-M system supports parallel reduce
operations, which are currently not supported in other concurrency platforms.

• The design and implementation of reducer arrays in Cilk-M
Chapter 5 investigates library support for reducer arrays, which offer significant performance
improvement over arrays of reducers that provide the same functionality.In addition, Chap-
ter 5 extends the theoretical analysis for analyzing programs that use reducers due to Leiserson
and Schardl [96] to incorporate the use of reducers that employ parallel reduce operations, and
offers some insight as to when the additional work generated by reducers becomes a bottle-
neck in scalability. This work was done jointly with Aamir Shafi, Tao B. Schardl,and Charles
E. Leiserson.

• The design of ownership-aware transactional memory
Chapter 6 explores a TM system design that supports ownership-awaretransactions (OAT),
which is the first transactional memory design that supports “open-nested” transactions that
are composable. The framework of OAT incorporates the notion of modulesinto the TM
system and uses a commit mechanism that handles a piece of data differently depending on
which modules owns the data. Chapter 6 also provides a set of precise constraints on interac-
tions and sharing of data among modules based on notions of abstraction. The OAT commit
mechanism and these restrictions on modules allow us to prove that ownership-aware TM has
clean memory-level semantics. Compared to previous proposals for supporting nested trans-
actions, the OAT system admits more concurrency and provides provable safety guarantees.
This work was done jointly with Kunal Agrawal and and Jim Sukha and appears in [4].

• The design of location-based memory fences
Chapter 7 introduces the concept of location-based memory fences, which unlike the conven-
tional program-based memory fences, incur latency only when synchronization is necessary.
Chapter 7 also describes a lightweight hardware mechanism for implementing the location-
based memory fences, which requires only a small modification to existing architectures. This
work was done jointly with Edya Ladan-Mozes and Dmitry Vyukov and appears in [84].

The Cilk-M system came out as the resulting artifact of the evaluation process, which was a joint
effort with Silas Boyd-Wickizer, Zhiyi Huang, Charles E. Leiserson, and Aamir Shafi. We modified
the Linux operating system kernel to provide support for TLMM, reimplemented the cactus stack
in the open-source Cilk-5 runtime system, and added support for reducer hyperobjects. We also
ported the Cilk-M system to be compatible with the Cilk Plus compiler, so that the runtimecan be
linked with code compiled using the Cilk Plus compiler. The Cilk-M system is unique inthat it em-
ploys TLMM to implement these memory abstractions. Moreover, Cilk-M is the first C/C++-based
dthreading concurrency platform thatsimultaneouslysupports SP-reciprocity, scalable performance,
and bounded memory consumption.
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Part I:

Memory Abstractions in Cilk-M
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Chapter 2

Introduction to Cilk-M

Cilk-M is a dynamically multithreaded concurrency platform that employs an algorithmically sound
work-stealing scheduler [20] modeled after the scheduler of MIT Cilk-5 [49]. It embodies a TLMM-
based cactus stack and memory-mapped reducer hyperobjects and serves as a research platform to
evaluate the utility of memory abstractions. Cilk-M inherited its performance modeland the work-
stealing algorithm from its predecessor Cilk-5. Like Cilk-5, Cilk-M supportsscalable performance
and bounded memory consumption. On the other hand, Cilk-M differs from Cilk-5 in that it supports
seamless transitioning between parallel code and serial code, attributed to itsuse of a TLMM-based
cactus stack. In fact, Cilk-M is the first C/C++-based concurrency platform that supports all three
criteria simultaneously.

Implementation wise, what distinguishes Cilk-M from other concurrency platforms is its utiliza-
tion of thethread-local memory mapping (TLMM)mechanism. Whereas thread-local storage [129]
gives each thread its own local memory at different virtual addresses within shared memory, TLMM
allows a portion of the virtual-memory address space to be mapped independently by the various
threads. The TLMM mechanism requires operating system support, whichmy collaborators and
I implemented by modifying the open-source Linux operating system kernel. TLMM provides a
novel mechanism for implementing memory abstractions, for which Cilk-M’s implementation of
cactus stacks and reducer hyperobjects attest.

This chapter serves to introduce Cilk-M, which embodies the memory abstractions described
in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. Section 2.1 gives an overview of the Cilk-M systemimplementation,
its linguistic and performance models, and the work-stealing scheduler. TLMM is a mechanism
shared by all memory abstractions under Cilk-M. Section 2.2 describes howwe modified the Linux
kernel to provide support for TLMM.1 Since TLMM requires modification to the operating system,
Section 2.3 considers another possible memory-mapping solution to simulate the TLMM effect
without requiring operating-system support.

2.1 Cilk Technology and the Development of Cilk-M

A brief history of Cilk technology

Cilk-M is an implementation of Cilk. Before we overview the development and implementation of
Cilk-M, we shall first overview a brief history of Cilk technology to account for where the major
concepts inherited by Cilk-M originate. Cilk technology has developed and evolved over more than
15 years since its origin at MIT. Portions of the history I document here were before my time at

1Silas Boyd-Wickizer is the main contributor of our first TLMM modification to the Linux kernel.
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MIT. The text under this subheading is partially abstracted from the “Cilk” entry in Encyclopedia
of Distributed Computing[93] with the author’s consent. I invite interested readers to go through
the original entry for a more complete review of the history.

Cilk (pronounced “silk”) is a linguistic and runtime technology for algorithmic multithreaded
programming originally developed at MIT. The philosophy behind Cilk is that aprogrammer should
concentrate on structuring her or his program to expose parallelism and exploit locality, leaving
Cilk’s runtime system with the responsibility of scheduling the computation to run efficiently on a
given platform. The Cilk runtime system takes care of details like load balancing, synchronization,
and communication protocols. Cilk is algorithmic in that the runtime system guarantees efficient
and predictable performance. Important milestones in Cilk technology includethe original Cilk-
1 [15,18,74],2 Cilk-5 [46,49,125,132], and the commercial Cilk++ [27,66,94].

The first implementation of Cilk, Cilk-1, arose from three separate projects at MIT in 1993. The
first project was theoretical work [19,20] on scheduling multithreaded applications. The second was
StarTech [73,82,83], a parallel chess program built to run on the Thinking Machines Corporation’s
Connection Machine Model CM-5 Supercomputer [95]. The third projectwas PCM/Threaded-
C [54], a C-based package for scheduling continuation-passing-stylethreads on the CM-5. In April
1994 the three projects were combined and christened Cilk. Cilk-1 is a general-purpose runtime
system that incorporated a provably efficient work-stealing scheduler. While it provided a provably
efficient runtime support, it offered little linguistic support.

Cilk-5 introduced Cilk’s linguistic model, which provided simple linguistic extensionssuch as
spawnandsyncfor multithreading to ANSI C. The extension isfaithful , which means that parallel
code retains its serial semantics when run on one processor. Furthermore, the program would be
an ordinary C program if the keywords for parallel controls were elided, referred to as theserial
elision. Cilk-5 was first released in March 1997 [49], which included a provably efficient runtime
scheduler like its predecessor, and a source-to-source compiler, compiling Cilk code to processed C
code with calls to the runtime library.

In September 2006, responding to the multicore trend, MIT spun out the Cilk technology to Cilk
Arts, Inc., a venture-funded start-up founded by technical leaders Charles E. Leiserson and Matteo
Frigo, together with Stephen Lewin-Berlin and Duncan C. McCallum. AlthoughCilk Arts licensed
the historical Cilk codebase from MIT, it developed an entirely new codebase for a C++ product
aptly named Cilk++ [27,94], which was released in December 2008 for the Windows Visual Studio
and Linux/gcc compilers.

Cilk++ improved upon the MIT Cilk-5 in several ways. The linguistic distinction between Cilk
functions and C/C++ functions was lessened, allowing C++ “call-backs” toCilk code, as long as the
C++ code was compiled with the Cilk++ compiler.3 Thespawnandsynckeywords were renamed
cilk_spawnandcilk_sync to avoid naming conflicts. Loops were parallelized by simply replacing
the for keyword with thecilk_for keyword, which allows all iterations of the loop to operate in
parallel. Cilk++ provided full support for C++ exceptions. It also introduced reducer hyperobjects.
A Cilk++ program, like a Cilk program, retains its serial semantics when run on one processor.
Moreover, one may obtain theserializationof a Cilk++ program, which is the same concept as
serial elision, by elidingcilk_spawnandcilk_syncand replacingcilk_for with for .

Cilk Arts was sold to Intel Corporation in July 2009, which continued developing the technol-
ogy. In September 2010, Intel released its ICC compiler with Intel Cilk Plus [67, 69]. The product
included Cilk support for C and C++, and the runtime system provided transparent integration with

2Called “Cilk” in [15,18,74], but renamed “Cilk-1” in [49] and other MITdocumentation.
3This distinction was later removed altogether by Intel Cilk Plus, though at the expense of sacrificing the performance

and space guarantees provided by a working-stealing scheduler. We will explore this issue in more depth in Chapter 3
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Figure 2-1: The lineage of Cilk-M 0.9 and Cilk-M 1.0.

legacy binary executables.

The development of Cilk-M

Cilk-M’s runtime system is based on the open-source Cilk-5 runtime system,4 modified to incorpo-
rate the use of a TLMM-based cactus stack. Due to its use of TLMM, the Cilk-M system currently
only runs on x86 64-bit architectures.

The Cilk-M system started out being only a runtime scheduler (referred to as Cilk-M 0.9) and
had no compiler support. Cilk-5’s source-to-source compiler, which supports the basic primitives for
parallel control, does not work with the Cilk-M runtime system due to the differences in how the two
systems maintain cactus stacks. To evaluate the Cilk-M 0.9 runtime system, my collaborators and
I manually hand-compiled benchmarks using gcc’s inline assembly feature to force the compiler to
generate the desired assembly code. Manually compiling all benchmarks soon became impractical,
given that we wanted to experiment with larger applications that use reducers.

It turns out that Cilk-M’s special calling convention closely resembles the calling convention for
parallel functions in Cilk Plus [69]. We ported the Cilk-M runtime to adopt Cilk Plus’ Application
Binary Interface (ABI) [68] so as to interface with the code compiled by theCilk Plus compiler
(referred to as Cilk-M 1.0). Interfacing with the Cilk Plus compiler enabled usto obtain compiler
support for compiling large C and C++ applications with Cilk Plus keywords for parallel control
with much less engineering effort than what building a full compiler would have required.

Figure 2-1 shows the lineage of Cilk-M 0.9 and Cilk-M 1.0 and summarizes the relation between
different versions of Cilk that I mentioned. Cilk-M inherited Cilk-5’s simple linguistics, although
it supports the C++ syntax like Cilk++ and Cilk Plus (includingcilk_for ) due to its use of the Cilk
Plus compiler. Cilk-M’s performance model and its work-stealing schedulercan be traced back
to Cilk-1, although the “work-first principle” [49] mentioned later in this section was derived and
exploited since the implementation of Cilk-5. Henceforth, when I describe the Cilk-M system, I
mean the Cilk-M 1.0 implementation, unless I state Cilk-M 0.9 specifically.

Cilk-M’s linguistic model

Cilk-M supports three main keywords for parallel control:cilk_spawn, cilk_sync, andcilk_for .
Parallelism is created using the keywordcilk_spawn. When a function invocation is preceded by

4The open-source Cilk-5 system is available athttp://supertech.csail.mit.edu/cilk/cilk-5.4.6.tar.gz.
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the keywordcilk_spawn, the function isspawnedand the scheduler may continue to execute the
continuation of the caller in parallel with the spawned subroutine without waitingfor it to return.
The complement ofcilk_spawn is the keywordcilk_sync, which acts as a local barrier and joins
together the parallelism forked bycilk_spawn. The Cilk-M runtime system ensures that statements
after acilk_syncare not executed until all functions spawned before thecilk_syncstatement have
completed and returned.

The keywordcilk_for is the parallel counterpart of the looping constructfor in C and C++
that permits loop iterations to run in parallel. The Cilk Plus compiler converts thecilk_for into
an efficient divide-and-conquer recursive traversal over the iteration space. From the runtime sys-
tem’s perspective, thecilk_for construct can be desugared into code containingcilk_spawn and
cilk_sync. Certain restrictions apply to the loop initializer, condition, and increment, for which I
omit the details here and refer interested readers to [69].

In Cilk-5, there is a clear distinction between function types — a function that contains keywords
for parallel control must be declared to be aCilk function, and a Cilk function must be spawned
but not called. Similarly, only Cilk functions but not C functions can be spawned. Since the Cilk-M
system supports SP-reciprocity, or, seamless interoperability between serial and parallel code, this
delineation between serial and parallel code is lifted. The compiler no longerneeds to keep track of
function types, and whether there is parallelism or not depends on whether a function is called or
spawned — any function may be called as well as spawned; if a function is spawned, it may execute
in parallel with the continuation of its parent; if it is called, while it may execute in parallel with
its children, the continuation of its parent cannot be resumed until it returns. Nevertheless, we shall
keep the same terminology and refer to functions that contain keywords forparallel controls as Cilk
functions.

Although Cilk-M supports large C++ applications compiled using the Cilk Plus compiler, the
current implementation does not handle exceptions that occur during parallel execution. In princi-
ple, Cilk-M could support exceptions, and the implementation might be simpler thanthat in Cilk
Plus, since on Windows, the structured exception handling mechanism provided by the operating
system expects the frame allocation to follow a linear stack layout (i.e., a child frame should be
allocated at a relatively lower address compared to that of its parent, assuming the stack grows
from high to low addresses). As we shall see in Chapter 3, the way Cilk Plusruntime maintains
a cactus stack does not necessarily satisfy this condition, whereas Cilk-Mdoes due to its use of a
TLMM-based cactus stack.

Cilk-M’s performance model

Two important parameters dictate the performance of a Cilk computation: itswork, which is the
execution time of the computation on one processor, and itsspan5, which is the execution time of
the computation on an infinite number of processors.

With these two parameters, one can give two fundamental lower bounds on how fast a Cilk
program can run. Let us denote the execution of a given computation onP processors asTP. Then,
the work of the computation isT1, and the span isT∞. The first lower bound, referred to as the
Work Law, is TP ≥ T1/P, because at each time step, at mostP units of work can be executed, and
the total work isT1. The second lower bound, referred to as theSpan Law, is TP ≥ T∞, because a
finite number of processors cannot execute faster than an infinite numberof processors. Assuming
an ideal parallel computer, a work-stealing scheduler executes in time

TP ≤ T1/P + c∞T∞. (2.1)

5“Span” is sometimes called “critical-path length” [18] and “computation depth” [13] in the literature.
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The first term on the right hand side of Equation 2.1 is referred to as thework term, and the
second term as thespan term. One can also define theaverage parallelismasP = T1/T∞, which
corresponds to the maximum possible speedup that the application can obtain,and theparallel
slacknessto be the ratioP/P. Assuming sufficient parallel slackness, meaningP/P≫ c∞, then it
follows thatT1/P ≫ c∞T∞. Hence, from Inequality 2.1, we obtain thatTP ≈ T1/P, which means
that we achieve linear speedup when the number of processorsP is much smaller than the average
parallelismP. Thus, when sufficient parallel slackness exists, the span overheadc∞ has little effect
on performance.

This performance model gives rise to thework-first principle [49], which states:

“Minimize the scheduling overhead borne by the work of a computation. Specifically,
move overheads out of the work and onto the [span].”

As we shall see in the later chapters, the work-first principle pervades the implementation of Cilk-M.
In particular, the use of a TLMM-based cactus stack in Cilk-M helps minimize the work compared
to a heap-based cactus stack, but at the additional cost of a largerc∞ term. Nevertheless, when an
application exhibits ample parallelism, the largerc∞ term has little effect on performance.

Cilk-M’s work-stealing runtime scheduler

Cilk-M’s work-stealing scheduler load-balances parallel execution across the available worker threads.
Like Cilk-5, Cilk-M follows the “lazy task creation” strategy of Kranz, Halstead, and Mohr [80],
where the worker suspends the parent when a child is spawned and begins work on the child.6 Op-
erationally, when the user code running on a worker encounters acilk_spawn, it invokes the child
function and suspends the parent, just as with an ordinary subroutine call, but it also places the
parent frame on the bottom of adeque(double-ended queue). When the child returns, it pops the
bottom of the deque and resumes the parent frame. Pushing and popping frames from the bottom
of the deque is the common case, and it mirrors precisely the behavior of C orother Algol-like
languages in their use of a stack.

The worker’s behavior departs from ordinary serial stack executionif it runs out of work. This
situation can arise if the code executed by the worker encounters acilk_sync. In this case the
worker becomes athief , and it attempts to steal the topmost (oldest) frame from avictim worker.
Cilk-M’s strategy is to choose the victim randomly, which can be shown [20, 49] to yield provably
good performance. If the steal issuccessful, the worker resumes the stolen frame.

Another situation where a worker runs out of work occurs if it returns from a spawned child
to discover that its deque is empty. In this case, it first checks whether the parent is stalled at a
cilk_syncand if this child is the last child to return. If so, it performs ajoining stealand resumes
the parent function, passing thecilk_syncat which the parent was stalled. Otherwise, the worker
engages in random work-stealing as in the case when acilk_syncwas encountered.

What I have described thus far is a general overview of how a work-stealing scheduler operates,
which applies to the Cilk-5 scheduler as well. Since the Cilk-M system supportsSP-reciprocity,
the Cilk-M runtime differs from the Cilk-5 runtime in that it must keep track of howa function is
invoked to maintain the call versus spawn semantics accordingly. Maintaining thecorrect semantics
during execution is mainly a matter of handling the runtime data structure differently. In this regard,
many of the implementation details of the Cilk-M runtime resemble those of the Cilk++ runtime
system, and I refer interested readers to [48]. In particular, an entry ina ready deque may be either

6An alternative strategy is for the worker to continue working on the parent,and have thieves steal spawned children.
Cilk-1 [18], TBB [126], and TPL [92] employ this strategy, but it can require unbounded bookkeeping space even on a
single processor.
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thread0 thread1

page0heap .datapage2 page1

Figure 2-2: Example of a x86 64-bit page-table configuration for two threads on TLMM-Linux. The portion
of the data structure dealing with the TLMM region is shaded light grey, and the remainder corresponding
to the shared region is shaded dark grey. In the TLMM region, thread0 maps page2 first and then page0,
whereas thread1 maps page1 first and then page0. The pages associated with the heap and the data segments
are shared between the two threads.

a single frame, or a sequence of frames, representing a sequence of called Cilk functions. When a
steal occurs, the entire sequence in an entry is stolen instead of just a single frame. Doing so ensures
that a caller of a Cilk function cannot be stolen and resumed before the Cilk function returns.

2.2 Support for TLMM

A traditional operating system provides each process with its own virtual-address space. No two
processes share the same virtual-address space, and all threads withina given process share the
process’s entire virtual-address space. TLMM, however, designates a region of the process’s virtual-
address space as “local” to each thread. This specialTLMM region occupies the same virtual-
address range for each thread, but each thread may map different physical pages to the TLMM
region. The rest of the virtual-address space outside of the TLMM region remains shared among all
threads within the process.

My collaborators and I modified the Linux kernel to implement TLMM, referred to as the
TLMM-Linux, which provides a low-level virtual-memory interface organized around allocating
and mapping physical pages. The design attempts to impose as low overhead as possible while al-
lowing the Cilk-M runtime system to implement its work-stealing protocol efficiently.In addition,
the design tries to be as general as possible so that the API can be used byother user-level utilities,
applications, and runtime systems besides Cilk-M. This section describes the implementation of
TLMM-Linux and the TLMM interface.

TLMM implementation

We implemented TLMM for Linux 2.6.32 running on x86 64-bit CPU’s, such asAMD Opterons
and Intel Xeons. We added about 600 lines of C code to manage TLMM virtual-memory mappings
and modified several lines of the context-switch and memory-management code to be compatible
with TLMM.

Figure 2-2 illustrates the design. TLMM-Linux assigns a unique root pagedirectory to each
thread in a process. The x86 64-bit page tables have four levels, and the page directories at each
level contain 512 entries. One entry of the root-page directory is reserved for the TLMM region,
which corresponds to 512-GByte of virtual address space, and the rest of the entries correspond to
the shared region. Threads in TLMM-Linux share page directories thatcorrespond to the shared
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addr_t sys_reserve(size_t n):
Reserven bytes for the TLMM region, and return the start address.

pd_t sys_palloc(void):
Allocate a physical page, and return its descriptor.

sys_pfree(pd_t p):
Free the page descriptorp.

sys_pmap(unsigned int n, pd_t p[], addr_t a):
Map then pages represented by the descriptors inp starting at virtual addressa.

Figure 2-3: System-call API for TLMM.

region. Therefore, the TLMM-Linux virtual-memory manager needs to synchronize the entries in
each thread’s root page directory and populate the shared lower-level page directories only once.

TLMM interface

Figure 2-3 summarizes the TLMM system call interface.sys_reserve marksn bytes of the calling
thread’s process address space as the TLMM region and returns the starting address of the region.
sys_palloc allocates a physical page and returns its page descriptor. A page descriptor is analo-
gous to a file descriptor and can be accessed by any thread in the process. sys_pfree frees a page
descriptor and its associated physical page.

To control the physical-page mappings in a thread’s TLMM region, the thread callssys_pmap,
specifying an array of page descriptors to map, as well as a base address in the TLMM region
at which to begin mapping the descriptors.sys_pmap steps through the array of page descriptors,
mapping physical pages for each descriptor to subsequent page-aligned virtual addresses, to produce
a continuous virtual-address mapping that starts at the base address. A special page-descriptor value
PD_NULL indicates that a virtual-address mapping should be removed. Thus, a thief inCilk-M that
finishes executing a series of functions that used a deep stack can map a shorter stolen stack prefix
with a single system call.

This low-level design for the TLMM-Linux interface affords a scalable kernel implementation.
One downside, however, is that the kernel and the runtime system must bothmanage page descrip-
tors. The kernel tracks at which virtual addresses the page descriptors are mapped. The runtime
tracks the mapping between page descriptors and pages mapped in the TLMMregion so as to allow
sharing among workers — two workers share pages by mapping the same physical pages in their
respective TLMM regions. As we shall see in Chapter 3, this scenario indeed comes up in the main-
tenance of TLMM-based cactus stacks. We have considered an alternative interface design where
the TLMM-Linux provides another level of abstraction so that the runtime does not need to keep
track of the page mappings, but this interface would force the runtime systemto bear additional
overhead between steals, so we opted for this low-level interface instead. I will revisit this point in
more detail later in Section 3.2.

The most unfortunate aspect of the TLMM scheme for solving the cactus-stack problem is
that it requires a change to the operating system. Section 2.3 sketches an alternative “workers-as-
processes” scheme, which, although it does not require operating-system support, has other defi-
ciencies.
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2.3 An Alternative to TLMM

Some may view TLMM as too radical an approach to implement memory abstractions, because it
involves modifying the operating system. This section considers another possible memory-mapping
solution that simulates the effect of TLMM which does not require operating-system support. The
idea of theworkers-as-processesscheme is to implement workers as processes, rather than threads,
thereby allowing each worker to map its address range independently and use memory mapping to
support the part of the address range that is meant to be shared. This section sketches a design for
this alternative scheme and discusses its ramifications.

During the start-up of the workers-as-processes scheme, each worker uses memory-mapping
to share the heap and data segments across the workers’ address spaces by invokingmmap with a
designated file descriptor on the virtual-address range of where the heap and data segments reside.
Since processes by default do not share memory, this strategy providesthe illusion of a fully shared
address space for these segments. Since workers may need to share part of their stacks to maintain
a cactus stack memory abstraction, the runtime system must also memory-map all theworkers’
stacks to the file, recording the file offsets for all pages mapped in the stacks so that they can be
manipulated. In addition, other resources — such as the file system, file descriptors, signal-handler
tables, and so on — must be shared, although at least in Linux, this sharingcan be accomplished
straightforwardly using theclone system call.

Although this workers-as-processes approach appears well worth investigating, there are a few
complications that one needs to deal with if this approach is taken. Here is a summary of challenges.

First, the runtime system would incur some start-up overhead to set up the shared memory
among workers. A particular complication would occur if the runtime system is initialized in the
middle of a callback from C to Cilk for the first time. In this case, the runtime systemmust first
unmap the existing heap segment used by the C computation, remap the heap segment with new
pages so that the mapping is backed by a file (so as to allow sharing), and copy over the existing
data from the old mapping to the new mapping.

Second, the overhead for stealing would increase. In order to maintain a cactus-stack memory
abstraction, a thief must remap its stack after a successful steal, so as to reflect the stolen frame
(and its ancestors) that it shares with the victim. Ifm is the number of pages mapped in the victim’s
stack that the thief must map to share, the thief might need to invokemmap m times, once for each
address range, rather than making a single call as with our TLMM implementation, because it is
unlikely that these consecutive pages in the victim’s stack reside contiguouslyin the designated
file. Thesem calls would result in 2m kernel crossings, and thus increase the steal overhead. One
might imagine anmmap interface that would support mapping of multiple physical pages residing in
a noncontiguous range in the designated file, but such an enhancement would involve a change to
the operating system, exactly what the workers-as-processes scheme tries to avoid.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, workers-as-processes makes it complicated to support
system calls that change the address space, such asmmap andbrk. When one worker invokesmmap
to map a file into shared memory, for example, the other workers must do the same. Thus, one
must implement a protocol to synchronize all the workers to perform the mapping before allowing
the worker that performed themmap to resume. Otherwise, a race might occur, especially if the
application code communicates between workers through memory. This protocol would likely be
slow because of the communication it entails. Furthermore, in some existing implementation of
system call libraries such asglibc, calling malloc with size larger than 128 KBytes results in
invoking mmap to allocate a big chunk of memory. Therefore, with this scheme, one would need
to rewrite theglibc library to intercept themmap call and perform the synchronization protocol
among workers for the newly allocated memory as well.
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Despite these challenges, the workers-as-processes “solution” appears to be an interesting re-
search direction. It may be that hybrid schemes exist which modify the operating system in a less
intrusive manner than what TLMM does, for example, by allowing noncontiguous address ranges
in mmap, by supportingmmap calls across processes, etc. We adopted TLMM’s strategy of sharing
portions of the page table, because we could explore a memory-mapping solution for implementing
memory abstractions with relatively little engineering effort. Our work focuses more on such solu-
tion’s implication on the runtime system, however, and not as much on how the memory-mapping
should be supported. Most of the work described in the first part of thisdissertation, including the
design of the runtime system and the theoretical bounds, applies to the workers-as-processes ap-
proach as well. The Cilk-M system seems to perform well, which may motivate theexploration of
other, possibly more complex strategies that have different systems ramifications.
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Chapter 3

TLMM-Based Cactus Stacks

Work stealing [8, 18, 20, 21, 24, 41, 43, 45, 49, 55, 75, 80, 82, 118, 133] is fast becoming a standard
way to load-balance dynamic multithreaded computations on multicore hardware.Concurrency
platforms that support work stealing include Cilk-1 [18], Cilk-5 [49], Cilk++ [94], Cilk Plus [69],
Fortress [6], Hood [21], Java Fork/Join Framework [90], Task Parallel Library (TPL) [92], Thread-
ing Building Blocks (TBB) [126], and X10 [26]. Work stealing admits an efficient implementation
that guarantees bounds on both time and stack space [20, 49], but existing implementations that
meet these bounds — including Cilk-1, Cilk-5, and Cilk++ — suffer from interoperability prob-
lems with legacy (and third-party) serial binary executables that have been compiled to use a linear
stack.1 This chapter illustrates a strategy for maintaining a cactus-stack memory abstraction, called
a TLMM-based cactus stack, with which one can build algorithmically sound work-stealing con-
currency platforms that interoperate seamlessly with legacy serial binaries.

An execution of a serial Algol-like language, such as C [77] or C++ [130], can be viewed as
a “walk” of an invocation tree, which dynamically unfolds during execution and relates function
instances by the “calls” relation: if a function instanceA calls a function instanceB, thenA is a
parentof thechild B in the invocation tree. Such serial languages admit a simple array-based stack
for allocating function activation frames. When a function is called, the stackpointer is advanced,
and when the function returns, the original stack pointer is restored. Thisstyle of execution is space
efficient, because all the children of a given function can use and reuse the same region of the stack.
The compact linear-stack representation is possible only because in a serial language, a function has
at most one extant child function at any time.

In a dynamically multithreaded language, such as Cilk-5 [49] or Cilk Plus [69], a parent func-
tion can alsospawna child — invoke the child without suspending the parent — thereby creating
parallelism. The notion of an invocation tree can be extended to include spawns, as well as calls,
but unlike the serial walk of an invocation tree, a parallel execution unfolds the invocation tree
more haphazardly and in parallel. Since multiple children of a function may existsimultaneously, a
linear-stack data structure no longer suffices for storing activation frames. Instead, the tree of extant
activation frames forms acactus stack[60], as shown in Figure 3-1. The implementation of cactus
stacks is a well-understood problem for which low-overhead implementationsexist [49,51].

In all known software implementations, however, transitioning from serial code (using a linear
stack) to parallel code (using a cactus stack) is problematic, because the type of stack impacts the
calling conventions used to allocate activation frames and pass arguments. The property of allowing

1The interoperability problem is not inherent to languages that are Java-based and byte-code interpreted by a virtual-
machine environment such as Fortress, Java Fork/Join Framework,TPL, and X10, because in such languages, no address
to a stack frame can be captured. Some of these languages, in their current forms, do suffer from a similar problem due
to implementation choices, however.
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Figure 3-1: A cactus stack.(a) The invocation tree, where functionA invokesB andC, andC invokesD andE.
(b) The view of the stack by each of the five functions. In a serial execution, only one view is active at any
given time, because only one function executes at a time. In aparallel execution, however, if some of the
invocations are spawns, then multiple views may be active simultaneously.

arbitrary calls between parallel and serial code — including especially legacy (and third-party) serial
binaries — is referred to asserial-parallel reciprocity, or SP-reciprocityfor short.

SP-reciprocity is especially important if one wishes to multicore-enable legacyobject-oriented
environments by parallelizing an object’s member functions. For example, suppose that a function
A allocates a new objectx whose type has a member functionfoo(), which we parallelize. Now,
suppose thatA is linked with a legacy binary containing a functionB, andA passes&x to B, which
proceeds to invokex->foo(&y), where&y is a reference to a local variable allocated inB’s stack
frame. Without SP-reciprocity, this simple callback does not work.

Existing work-stealing concurrency platforms that support SP-reciprocity fail to provide prov-
able bounds on either scheduling time or consumption of stack space. Thesebounds typically follow
those of Blumofe and Leiserson [20]. LetT1 be thework of a deterministic computation — its serial
running time — and letT∞ be thespanof the computation — its theoretical running time on an
infinite number of processors. Then, a work-stealing scheduler can execute the computation onP
processors in time

TP ≤ T1/P + c∞T∞ , (3.1)

wherec∞ > 0 is a constant representing thespan overhead. As we have discussed in Section 2.1
(Cilk-M’s performance model), this formula guarantees linear speedup whenP≪ T1/T∞, that is, the
numberP of processors is much less than the computation’sparallelismT1/T∞. Moreover, ifS1 is
the stack space of a serial execution, then the (cactus) stack spaceSP consumed during aP-processor
execution satisfies

SP ≤ PS1 . (3.2)

Generally, we shall measure stack space in hardware pages, where weleave the page size unspeci-
fied. Many systems set an upper bound onS1 of 256 4-KByte pages.

We shall refer to the problem of simultaneously achieving the three criteria ofSP-reciprocity, a
good time bound, and a good space bound, as thecactus-stack problem. This chapter shows how
the Cilk-M system utilizes operating-system support for thread-local memory mapping (TLMM) to
support full SP-reciprocity, so that a cactus stack interoperates seamlessly with the linear stack of
legacy binaries, while simultaneously providing bounds on scheduling time andstack space.

The Cilk-M worker threads, which comprise the distributed scheduler, allowthe user code to
operate using traditional linear stacks, while the runtime system implements a cactus stack behind
the scenes using TLMM support. Since TLMM allows the various worker stacks to be aligned,
pointers to ancestor locations in the cactus stack are dereferenced correctly no matter which worker
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executes the user code.
Our prototype TLMM-Linux operating system and the Cilk-M runtime system solve the cactus-

stack problem. In Cilk-M, we shall define aCilk function to be a function that spawns, and theCilk
depthof an application to be the maximum number of Cilk functions nested on the stack during a
serial execution. Suppose that an application has workT1, spanT∞, consumes stack spaceS1 on one
processor, and has a Cilk depthD. Then, analogously to Inequalities (3.1) and (3.2), the Cilk-M
scheduler executes the computation onP processors in time

TP ≤ T1/P + c∞T∞ , (3.3)

wherec∞ = O(S1 +D), and it consumes stack space

SP ≤ P(S1 + D) . (3.4)

Inequality (3.3) guarantees linear speedup whenP≪ T1/(S1 +D)T∞.
This chapter includes performance evaluation of Cilk-M on a variety of benchmarks, comparing

it to two other concurrency platforms: the original Cilk 5.4.6, whose code base the Cilk-M runtime
system is based on, and Cilk Plus, a commercial-grade implementation. These studies indicate that
the time overhead for managing the cactus stack with TLMM is generally as goodor better than
Cilk-5 and comparable to Cilk Plus. In terms of space consumption, experimental results indicate
that the per-worker consumption of stack space in Cilk-M is no more than 2.75 times the serial space
requirement across benchmarks. The evaluation also includes a study onoverall space cconsumption
(both stack and heap) comparison between Cilk-M2 and Cilk 5.4.6 to better understand the trade-
offs made between the Cilk-M runtime implementing a TLMM-based cactus stack and the Cilk-5
runtime employing a heap-based cactus stack. Experiemental results show that the overall space
consumption of Cilk-M is comparable to or better than that of Cilk-5.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 providesbackground on time
and space bounds guaranteed by a work-stealing schedulers using Cilk-5 as a model and describes a
range of conventional approaches that fail to solve the cactus-stack problem. Section 3.2 describes
how Cilk-M leverages TLMM support to solve the cactus-stack problem. Section 3.3 analyzes the
performance and space usage of the Cilk-M system both theoretically and empirically. Section 3.4
provides some concluding remarks.

3.1 The Cactus-Stack Problem Seems Hard

This section overviews challenges in supporting SP-reciprocity while maintaining bounds on space
and time, illustrating the difficulties that various traditional strategies encounter. Before we dive
into how various strategies fail to solve the cactus-stack problem, we shall first briefly review the
theoretical bounds on space and time guaranteed by a work-stealing scheduler, using Cilk-5 [49] as
an example.

Recall how a work-stealing scheduler operates from Section 2.1. For themost part, a worker
pushes and pops frames from the bottom of its own deque, which mirrors precisely the behavior of
C or other Algol-like languages in their use of a stack. Only when a worker runs out of work, its
behavior diverges; the worker turns into a thief, randomly chooses a victim, and attempts to steal
the topmost (oldest) frame from the victim worker.

2Here, I am referring to Cilk-M 0.9 specifically, because the way a spawnstatement is compiled in Cilk-M 1.0 using
the Cilk Plus compiler diverges greatly from that in Cilk-5.
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Strategy SP-Reciprocity Time Bound Space Bound

1. Recompile everything no very strong very strong
2. One stack per worker yes very strong no
3. Depth-restricted stealing yes no very strong
4. Limited-depth stacks yes no very strong
5. New stack when needed yes very strong weak
6. Recycle ancestor stacks yes strong weak
7. TLMM cactus stacks yes strong strong

Figure 3-2: Attributes of different strategies for implementing cactus stacks.

The analysis of the Cilk-5 scheduler’s performance is complicated (see [20]), but at a basic
level, the reason it achieves the bound in Inequality (3.1) is that every worker is either working, in
which case it is chipping away at theT1/P term in the bound, or work-stealing, in which case it
has a good probability of making progress on theT∞ term. If the scheduler were to wait, engage
in bookkeeping, or perform any action that cannot be amortized againstone of these two terms,
the performance bound would cease to hold, and in the worst case, result in much less than linear
speedup on a program that has ample parallelism.

The analysis of the Cilk-5 scheduler’s space usage is more straightforward. The scheduler
maintains the so-calledbusy-leaves property[20], which says that at every moment during the
execution, everyextant— allocated but not yet deallocated — leaf of the spawn tree has a worker
executing it. The bound on stack space given in Inequality (3.2) follows directly from this property.
Observe that any path in the spawn tree from a leaf to the root corresponds to a path in the cactus
stack, and the path in the cactus stack contains no more thanS1 space. Since there areP workers,PS1

is an upper bound on stack space (although it may overcount). Tighter bounds on stack space have
been derived for specific applications [16] using the Cilk-5 scheduler and for other schedulers [14].

Most strategies for implementing a cactus stack fail to satisfy all three criteria of the cactus-
stack problem. Figure 3-2 categorizes attributes of the strategies of which Iam aware. This list
of strategies is not exhaustive but is meant to illustrate the challenges in supporting SP-reciprocity
while maintaining bounds on space and time, and to motivate why naive solutions tothe cactus-stack
problem do not work. We will now overview these strategies.

The main constraint on any strategy is that once a frame has been allocated,its location in virtual
memory cannot be changed, because generally, there may be a pointer to avariable in the frame
elsewhere in the system. Moreover, the strategies must respect the fact that a legacy binary can act
as an adversary, allocating storage on the stack at whatever position the stack pointer happens to lie.
Thus, when a legacy function is invoked, the runtime system has only one “knob” to dial — namely,
choosing the location in virtual memory where the stack pointer points — and there had better be
enough empty storage beneath that location for all the stack allocations that the binary may choose
to do. (Many systems assume that a stack can be as large as 1 MByte.) A strategy does have the
flexibility to choose how it allocates memory in parallel code, that is, code that spawns, since that is
not legacy code, and it can change the stack pointer. It must ensure, however, that when it invokes
legacy serial code, there is sufficient unallocated storage on the stack for whatever the legacy serial
code’s needs might be.
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Strategy 1: Recompile everything

This approach allocates frames off the heap and “eats the whole elephant”by recompiling all legacy
serial functions to use a calling convention that directly supports a cactus stack. Very strong time
and space bounds can be obtained by Strategy 1, and it allows serial code to call back to parallel
code, as long as the serial code is recompiled to use the same calling convention that supports a
cactus stack. This strategy does not provide true SP-reciprocity, however, since serial functions in
legacy (and third-party) binary executables, which were compiled assuming a linear stack, cannot
call back to parallel code. Cilk++ [66] employs this strategy.

An interesting alternative is to use binary-rewriting technology [88, 109, 115] to rewrite the
legacy binaries so that they use a heap-allocated cactus stack. This approach may not be feasible
due to the difficulty of extracting stack references in optimized code. Moreover, it may have trouble
obtaining good performance because transformations must err on the sideof safety, and dynamically
linked libraries might need to be rewritten on the fly, which would preclude extensive analysis.

Strategy 2: One stack per worker

This strategy gives each worker an ordinary linear stack. Whenever aworker steals work, it uses its
stack to execute the work. For example, imagine that a workerW1 runs parallel functionfoo, which
spawnsA. WhileW1 executesA, another workerW2 stealsfoo and resumes the continuation offoo

by setting its base pointer to the top offoo, which resides onW1’s stack, and setting its stack pointer
to the next available space in its own stack, so that the frames of any functioncalled or spawned by
foo next is allocated onW2’s stack.

With Strategy 2, the busy-leaves property no longer holds, and the stackscan grow much larger
thanS1. In particular,W1 must steal work iffoo is not yet ready to sync whenW1 returns fromA.
Sincefoo is not ready to be resumed and cannot be popped off the stack,W1 can only push the
next stolen frame belowfoo. If foo is already deep in the stack andW1 happens to steal a frame
shallow in the stack, thenW1’s stack could grow almost as large as 2S1. That is not so bad if it only
happens once, but unfortunately, this scenario could occur recursively, yielding impractically large
stack space consumption.

Strategy 3: Depth-restricted stealing

This approach is another modification of Strategy 2, where a worker is restricted from stealing any
frame shallower than the bottommost frame on its stack. Thus, stacks cannot grow deeper thanS1.
The problem with Strategy 3 is that a worker may be unable to steal even though there is work to
be done, sacrificing the time bound. Indeed, Sukha [131] has shown that there exist computations
for which depth-restricted work-stealing exhibits at most constant speedup onP workers, where or-
dinary work-stealing achieves nearly perfect linear speedup. TBB [126] employs a heuristic similar
to depth-restricted work-stealing to limit stack space.

Strategy 4: Limited-depth stacks

This approach is similar to Strategy 2, except that a limit is put on the depth a stack can grow. If
a worker reaches its maximum depth, it waits until frames are freed before stealing. The problem
with Strategy 4 is that the cycles spent waiting cannot be amortized against either work or span, and
thus the time bound is sacrificed, precluding linear speedup on codes with ample parallelism.
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Strategy 5: New stack when needed

This strategy, which is similar to Strategy 2, allocates a new stack on every steal. In the scenario
described in Strategy 2, whenW1 goes off to steal work, Strategy 5 switches to a new stack to
execute the stolen work. Thus, nothing is allocated belowfoo, which avoids the unbounded space
blowup incurred by Strategy 2.

Since Strategy 5 maintains the busy-leaves property, the total physical memory used for extant
frames at any given moment is bounded byPS1. The extant frames are distributed across stacks,
however, where each stack may contain as little as a single extant frame. Since each stack may
individually grow as large asS1 over time and the stacks cannot be recycled until they contain no
extant frames, the virtual-address space consumed by stacks may grow up to DPS1, whereD is the
Cilk depth (defined at the beginning of the chapter), a weak bound. Moreover, Strategy 5 may incur
correspondingly high swap-space usage. Swap space could be reduced by directing the operating
system to unmap unused stack frames when they are popped so that they are no longer backed up
in the swap space on disk, but this scheme seems to laden with overhead. It may be possible to
implement the reclamation of stack space lazily, however.

Cilk Plus [69] employs a heuristic that is a combination of Strategy 4 and Strategy5 — the
runtime system manages a large pool of linear stacks and uses Strategy 5 when there are still stacks
available in the pool; only when the pool exhausts, the runtime system switchesto a heuristic similar
to Strategy 4.

Strategy 6: Reuse ancestor stacks

This scheme is like Strategy 5, but before allocating a new stack after stealinga frame, it checks
whether an ancestor of the frame is suspended at acilk_syncand that the ancestor is the bottom-
most frame on the stack. If so, it uses the ancestor’s stack rather than a new one. Strategy 6 is safe,
because the ancestor cannot use the stack until all its descendants havecompleted, which includes
the stolen frame. Although Strategy 6 may cut down dramatically on space compared with Strat-
egy 5, it has been shown [47] to still require at leastΩ(P2S1) stack space for some computations. As
with Strategy 7, the time bound obtained with this strategy exhibits some additional steal overhead
compared to Inequality (3.2), which results from the traversal of ancestors’ frames when searching
for a reusable stack.

Strategy 7: TLMM-based cactus stacks

The strategy employed by Cilk-M and explored in this chapter. In particular,this strategy obtains
the strong bounds given by Inequalities (3.3) and (3.4).

3.2 TLMM-Based Cactus Stacks in Cilk-M

Cilk-M leverages TLMM to solve the cactus-stack problem by modifying the Cilk-5 runtime system
in two key ways. First, whereas Cilk-5 uses a heap-allocated cactus stack, Cilk-M uses a linear stack
in each worker, fusing them into a cactus stack using TLMM. Second, whereas Cilk-5 uses a special
calling convention for parallel functions and forbids transitions from serial code to parallel code,
Cilk-M uses the standard C subroutine linkage for serial code and a compatible linkage for parallel
code. This section describes how the Cilk-M runtime system implements these two modifications.
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Figure 3-3: The view of stacks mapped in the TLMM region of each worker. The stack layout corresponds
to the execution of the invocation tree shown in Figure 3-1. The horizontal lines indicate page boundaries,
and the hexadecimal values on the left correspond to the virtual-memory addresses.

The Cilk-M cactus stack

Recall that any strategy for solving the cactus-stack problem must obey the constraint that once allo-
cated, a stack frame’s location in virtual memory cannot be moved. Cilk-M respects this constraint
by causing each worker thread to execute user code on a stack that resides in its own TLMM re-
gion. Whenever a successful steal occurs, the thief memory-maps the stolen frame and the ancestor
frames in the invocation tree — thestolen stack prefix— so that these frames are shared between
the thief and victim. The sharing is achieved by mapping the physical pages corresponding to the
stolen stack prefix into the thief’s stack, with the frames occupying the same virtual addresses at
which they were initially allocated. Since the physical pages correspondingto the stack prefix are
mapped to the same virtual addresses, a pointer to a local variable in a stack frame references the
same physical location no matter whether the thief or the victim dereferences the pointer.

Consider the invocation tree shown in Figure 3-1(a) as an example. Imaginethree workers
working on the three extant leavesB, D, andE. Figure 3-3 illustrates the corresponding TLMM
region for each worker. Upon a successful steal, Cilk-M must prevent multiple extant child frames
from colliding with each other. For instance, workerW1 starts executingA, which spawnsB and
workerW2 stealsA from W1, maps the stack prefix (i.e., the page whereA resides) into its stack,
resumesA, and subsequently spawnsC. In this case,W2 cannot use the portion of the page below
frameA, becauseW1 is using it forB. Thus, the thief,W2 in this example, advances its stack pointer
to the next page boundary upon a successful steal.

Continuing with the example,W2 executesC, which spawnsD. WorkerW3 may stealA from W2

but, failing to make much progress onA due to acilk_sync, be forced to steal again. In this case,
W3 happens to steal fromW2 again, this time stealingC. Thus,W3 maps into its stack the pages
whereA andC reside, aligns its stack pointer to the next page boundary to avoid conflictingwith D,
resumesC, and spawnsE.3 In this example,W1 andW2 each map 2 pages in their respective TLMM
regions, andW3 maps 3. The workers use a total of 4 physical pages: 1 page for each of A, C, andE,
and an additional page forB. FunctionD is able to share a page withC.

Upon a successful steal, the thief always advances its stack pointer to thenext page boundary
before resuming the stolen parent frame to avoid conflicting with the parallel child executing on the
victim. Advancing the stack pointer causes the thief’s stack to be fragmented.4 Cilk-M mitigates

3Actually, this depiction omits some details, which will be elaborated more fully later in this section.
4An alternative strategy to prevent collision is to have workers to always spawn at a page boundary. This strategy,

however, would cause more fragmentation of the stack space and potentially use more physical memory.
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fragmentation by employing aspace-reclaiming policyin which the stack pointer is reset to the
bottom of the frame upon a joining steal or a successful sync. This space-reclaiming policy is safe,
because all other parallel subcomputations previously spawned by the frame have returned, and so
the executing worker is not sharing this portion of the stack with any other worker.

Since a worker’s TLMM region is not addressable by other workers, one deficiency of the
TLMM strategy for implementing cactus stacks is that it does not support legacy serial binaries
where the stack must be visible externally to other threads. For instance, anapplication that uses
MCS locks [108] might allocate nodes for the lock queues on the local stack, rather than out of the
heap. This code would generally not work properly under Cilk-M, because the needed nodes might
not be visible to other threads. This issue seems to be more theoretical than practical, however,
because I am unaware of any legacy applications that use MCS locks in thisfashion or otherwise
need to see another worker’s stack. Nevertheless, the limitation is worth noting.

Alternative TLMM interface

Section 2.2 mentioned that we have considered an alternative interface design for TLMM so that
the runtime system does not need to keep track of the page mapping. In this alternative design,
the TLMM interface directly provides a cactus-stack abstraction, so a thiefcan switch to a victim’s
stack with a system call that takes a stack identifier and a TLMM address as arguments. The kernel
maps the pages of the victim’s stack into the calling thread’s TLMM region. This alternative design
frees the Cilk-M runtime from tracking individual page descriptors.

There are a couple downsides to this design. First, the interface is designed specifically for
building a TLMM cactus stack. Since TLMM is useful for other purposes,we preferred a more
general interface over this one. One could design a more general interface, such as changing the
system call to take a thread identifier and a TLMM address range instead, but the second issue is
more difficult to circumvent. That is, if the runtime does not explicitly track pagedescriptors, both
the kernel and the Cilk-M runtime need to hold locks during the map system call. For Cilk-M, this
synchronization is necessary to prevent a race where, after a thief steals a frame, the victim steals a
different frame and remaps its own stack before the thief can map the original stack of the victim.
It is likely that the kernel would also use a lock to ensure consistency while copying page mappings
from the victim’s stack to the thief’s stack.

The low-level interface in TLMM-Linux avoids this problem, because a thiefcan copy the page
descriptors of its victim’s stack pages at user-level before it invokessys_pmap. Duringsys_pmap,
since the kernel reads from and writes to only the page mappings in the callingthread’s TLMM
region, it does not need to acquire any locks when mapping and unmapping pages. In contrast,
in the alternative design, the thief must hold the lock on the victim’s deque not only to identify
the pages to steal, but also while the pages are being mapped by the operatingsystem. Thus, the
alternative scheme locks out other thieves from stealing from the victim for alonger time.

Cilk-M’s calling convention

TLMM allows Cilk-M to support a cactus stack in which a frame can pass pointers to local variables
to its descendants, but additional care must be taken to ensure that transitions between serial and
parallel code are seamless. Specifically, the parallel code must use callingconventions compatible
with those used by serial code.

Before we discuss Cilk-M’s calling convention, we shall digress for a moment to outline the
calling convention used by ordinary C functions. The calling convention described here is based on
the x86 64-bit architecture [103], the platform on which the Cilk-M system isimplemented.
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Figure 3-4: The layout of a linear stack with two frames. The figure shows asnapshot of a linear stack
during execution, whereA has called the currently executing functionB. The figure labels the stack frame for
each function on the right and marks the current base and stack pointers on the left.

Figure 3-4 illustrates the stack-frame layout for a linear stack, assuming that the stack grows
downward, where a functionA calls a functionB. The execution begins withA’s frame on the stack,
where the frame contains (from top to bottom)A’s return address,A’s caller’s base pointer, and
some space for storingA’s local variables and passing arguments. Typically, arguments are passed
via registers. If the argument size is too large, or when there are more arguments than the available
registers, some arguments are passed via memory. We shall refer to these arguments asmemory
argumentsand the region of frame where memory arguments are passed as thelinkage region.

Modern compilers generate code in the function prologue to reserve enough space in a frame
for its function’s local variables, as well as a linkage region large enough to pass memory arguments
to any potential child function that the function may invoke, which takes an extra compiler pass to
compute. Thus, in this example, whenA callsB, the execution simply moves values toA’s linkage
region. Even though this linkage region is reserved byA’s prologue and is considered to be part of
A’s frame, it is accessed and shared by bothA andA’s callee (e.g.,B). FunctionA may access the
area via either a positive offset fromA’s stack pointer or, if the exact frame size is known at compile
time, a negative offset from its base pointer. On the other hand,A’s callee typically accesses this
area to retrieve values for its parameters via a positive offset from its base pointer, but it could also
access this area via its stack pointer if the frame size is known at compile time.

This calling convention assumes a linear stack where a parent’s frame lies directly above its
child’s frame and the shared linkage region is sandwiched between the two frames. All children
of a given function access the same linkage region to retrieve memory arguments, since the calling
convention assumes that during an ordinary serial execution, at most one child function exists at
a time. While these assumptions are convenient for serial code, it is problematic for parallel code
employing work stealing, because multiple extant children cannot share the same linkage region.
Furthermore, a gap may exist between the parent frame and the child frame inthe TLMM-based
cactus stack if the child frame is allocated immediately after a successful steal.

To circumvent these issues while still obeying the calling convention, a worker in Cilk-M, upon
a successful steal, allocates a fresh linkage region by advancing its stack pointer a little further
beyond the next page boundary.5 This strategy allocates the linkage region immediately above the
child frame and allows additional linkage region to be created only when parallel execution occurs.
Since multiple linkage regions may exist for multiple extant children, some care must be taken so

5For simplicity, Cilk-M 0.9 reserves a fixed amount, 128 bytes, for each linkage region. Had we built a Cilk-M
compiler, it would calculate the space required for each linkage region and pass that information to the runtime.
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that the parent passes the memory arguments via the appropriate linkage region, which we will
examine next.

Compiler invariants for Cilk functions in Cilk-M

To ensure execution correctness and to obey the Cilk-M calling convention, all the compiled Cilk
functions must maintain the following invariants:

1. All memory arguments are passed via the stack pointer with positive offsets.
2. All local variables are referenced via the base pointer with negative offsets.
3. Before eachcilk_spawnstatement, all live registers are flushed onto the stack.
4. If a cilk_syncfails, all live registers are flushed onto the stack.
5. When resuming a stolen function after acilk_spawn or cilk_sync statement, restore live

register values from the stack.
6. When a call or spawn returns, flush the return value from the registeronto the stack.
7. The frame size is fixed before anycilk_spawnstatement.

Invariants 1 and 2 ensure correct execution in the event where a gap exists between the frames
of the caller and the callee. Using the stack pointer to pass arguments to the childframe ensures that
the arguments are stored right above the child frame. Similarly, the locals needto be referenced by
the base pointer with negative offsets, since the stack pointer may have changed.

Invariants 3–6 ensure that a thief resuming the stolen function accesses the most up-to-date
values for local variables, including return values from subroutines. This method is analogous to
Cilk-5’s strategy of saving execution states in heap-allocated frames [49]. Cilk-M adapts the strategy
to store live values directly on the stack, which is more efficient.

Finally, although Invariant 7 is not strictly necessary, it is a convenient simplification, because it
ensures that a frame is allocated in a contiguous virtual-address space. Since a frame may be stolen
many times throughout the computation, if a thief were allowed to allocate more stackspace upon
a successful steal, the frame allocation would end up fragmented and allocated in noncontiguous
virtual-address spaces.

3.3 An Evaluation of TLMM-Based Cactus Stacks

This section evaluates the TLMM-based cactus stacks in Cilk-M. First, we willstudy theoretical
bounds on stack space and running time, which although not as strong as those of Cilk-5, neverthe-
less provide reasonable guarantees. Next, we will compare Cilk-M’s empirical performance to that
of the original Cilk-5 system and the Cilk Plus system. The results indicate that Cilk-M performs
similarly to both and that the overhead for remapping stacks is modest. Cilk-M’sconsumption of
stack space appears to be well within the range of practicality, and its overall space consumption
(including stack and heap space) is comparable to that of Cilk-5.

Theoretical bounds

We shall first analyze the consumption of stack space for an application run under Cilk-M. LetS1

be the number of pages in a serial execution of the program, letSP be the number of pages that
Cilk-M consumes when run onP workers, and letD be the Cilk depth of the application. The bound
SP ≤ P(S1 + D) given in Inequality (3.4) holds, because the worst-case stack depth of aworker is
S1 + D pages. This worst case occurs when every Cilk function on a stack thatrealizes the Cilk
depthD is stolen. The stack pointer is advanced to a page boundary for each of theseD stolen
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Application Input Description

cholesky 4000/40000 Cholesky factorization
cilksort 108 Parallel merge sort
fft 226 Fast Fourier transform
fib 42 Recursive Fibonacci
fibx 280 Synthetic benchmark with deep stack
heat 2048×500 Jacobi heat diffusion
knapsack 29 Recursive knapsack
lu 4096 LU-decomposition
matmul 2048 Matrix multiply
nqueens 14 Count ways to placeN queens
qsort 108 Parallel quick sort
rectmul 4096 Rectangular matrix multiply
strassen 4096 Strassen matrix multiply

Figure 3-5: The 13 benchmark applications.

frames, contributing an extraD to the normal numberS1 of pages in the stack. Since there areP
workers, the bound follows.

As we shall see from the benchmark studies, this upper bound is loose in terms of actual number
of pages. First, since different stack prefixes are shared among workers, the shared pages are double-
counted. Second, we should not expect, which the benchmark studies bear out, that every frame on
a stack is stolen. Moreover, the space-reclaiming policy also saves spacein practice. Nevertheless,
the theoretical bound provides confidence that space utilization cannot go drastically awry.

Cilk-M achieves the time boundTP ≤ T1/P+ c∞T∞ given in Inequality (3.3), whereT1 is the
work of the program,T∞ is its span, andc∞ = O(S1+D). In essense, the bound reflects the increased
cost of a steal compared to the constant-time cost in Cilk-5. In the worst case, every steal might
need to map a nearly worst-case stack of depthS1 + D, which costsO(S1 + D) time. This thesis
does not cover the full theoreticl arguments required to prove this bound; it can be proved using the
techniques of [8] and [20], adapted to consider the extra cost of stealing in Cilk-M.

As with the space bound, the time bound is loose, because the worst-case behavior used in the
proof is unlikely. One would not normally expect to map an entire nearly worst-case stack on every
steal. Nevertheless, the bound provides confidence, because applications with sufficient parallelism
are guaranteed to achieve near-perfect linear speedup on an ideal parallel computer, as is assumed
by prior theoretical studies.

Empirical studies

Theoretical bounds alone, especially those based on asymptotic analysis,do not suffice to predict
whether a technology works in practice, where the actual values of constants matter. In particular,
my collaborators and I had two main concerns when we started this work. Thefirst concern was
whether the cost of entering and exiting the kernel would be too onerous toallow a memory-mapping
solution to the cactus-stack problem. The second concern was whether thefragmentation of the
stack would consume too much space, rendering the solution impractical.

To address the first concern, we compared the performance of Cilk-M with Cilk-5 and Cilk Plus
empirically on 13 applications. The benchmark results indicate that Cilk-M performs similarly with
the two systems, with Cilk-M sometimes outperforming Cilk-5 despite the additional overhead for
remapping the stacks.
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To address the second concern, we profiled the stack space of the applications running on Cilk-
M with 16 cores. The data from this experiment indicate that the per-workerconsumption of stack
space on these benchmarks was at most a factor of 2.75 more than the serial space requirement,
which is modest. Due to the fragmentation of the stack, Cilk-M indeed has higherstack space
overhead than Cilk-5; as a trade-off, however, Cilk-5 tends to consumemore heap space than Cilk-M
due to the use of a heap-allocated cactus stack. To better understand the trade-offs made between the
two runtime systems, we profiled the stack and heap space consumption of each system running the
applications with 16 cores. The benchmark results indicate that the additionalstack space overhead
in Cilk-M is inexpensive when one considers the overall space consumption. We did not compare
the overall space consumption between Cilk-M and Cilk Plus, because Cilk Plus does not provide
guarantees on space consumption. Moreover, at the time when we performed the evaluation, the
source for the Cilk Plus runtime system was not available, making it difficult to perform such an
evaluation.

General setup. We compared Cilk-5 with Cilk-M 0.9 and compared Cilk Plus with Cilk-M 1.0
(the differences between the versions are described in Section 2.1). Wecompared Cilk-5 with
Cilk-M 0.9 instead of with Cilk-M 1.0, because the way that a spawn statement is compiled in
Cilk-M 1.0 markedly differs from that in Cilk-5 — besides the fact that Cilk-5 uses a heap-based
cactus stack, the Cilk Plus compiler generates an additional function wrapper around each spawn
statement [68]. Whereas applications for Cilk-M 0.9 were hand-compiled to force the compiler to
generate the desired assembly code, following the invariants described in Section 3.2, applications
for Cilk-5 were compiled with the source-to-source translator included in theCilk-5 distribution to
produce C postsource. The postsources for both systems were compiledwith gcc 4.3.2 using-O2
optimization. On the other hand, applications for Cilk-M 1.0 and Cilk Plus were compiled using the
Cilk Plus compiler version 12.0.0 using-O2 optimization; the runtime system constitutes the only
difference.

The system was evaluated with 13 benchmark applications, all of which are included in the
Cilk-5 distribution exceptfibx, which is a synthetic benchmark devised to generate large stacks.
Figure 3-5 provides a brief description of each application. In addition, we modified theknapsack
benchmark to allow for more deterministic timing. Theknapsack from the distribution uses prun-
ing, which causes high variance among parallel execution times, because whether a branch gets
pruned or not depends on what is the best value found so far, which can differ from run to run due
to scheduling. Thus, we removed the pruning in theknapsack benchmark for the evaluation.

All experiments were conducted on an AMD Opteron system with 4 quad-core 2 GHz CPU’s
having a total of 8 GBytes of memory. Each core on a chip has a 64-KByte private L1-data-cache
and a 512-KByte private L2-cache, but all cores on a chip share a 2-MByte L3-cache.

Relative performance. Figure 3-6 (a) compares the performance of the applications run on Cilk-
M 0.9 and Cilk-5. For each application we measured the mean of 10 runs on each of Cilk-M 0.9
and Cilk-5, and the mean on each has standard deviation less than 3%. The mean for Cilk-M 0.9
is normalized by the mean for Cilk-5. Cilk-M 0.9 performs similarly to Cilk-5 for mostof the
applications and is sometimes faster. The performance difference can be accounted partially by the
differences in the compiled code, which accounts for the fact that Cilk-5 uses a heap-based cactus
stack, and Cilk-M simply flushes variables to linear stacks. For instance, when executed on a single
processor,fib, fibx, andnqueen execute faster on Cilk-M 0.9 than on Cilk-5, whilecholesky
andknapsack execute slower on Cilk-M 0.9. Figure 3-6 (b) compares the performance of the
same set of applications run on Cilk-M 1.0 and Cilk Plus. Again, Cilk-M 1.0 performs similarly to
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Figure 3-6: (a) The relative execution time of Cilk-M 0.9 compared to Cilk-5for 13 Cilk applications on
16 cores.(b) The relative execution time of Cilk-M 1.0 compared to Cilk Plus for 13 Cilk applications on
16 cores. Each value is calculated by normalizing the execution time of the application on Cilk-M with the
execution time of the application on Cilk-5 and Cilk Plus respectively.

Cilk Plus. These results indicate that the additional overhead in Cilk-M for remapping the stacks is
modest and does not impact application performance in general. Moreover, the good performance
onfib, which involves mostly spawning and function calls and little computationper se, indicates
that the Cilk-M linear-stack-based calling convention is generally superiorto the Cilk-5 heap-based
one.

Space utilization. Figure 3-7 shows the stack space consumption of the benchmark applications
running on Cilk-M 0.9 and Cilk-M 1.0 with 16 cores. Since the consumption of stack pages depends
on scheduling, it varies from run to run. Each application was run 10 times and the data shows the
maximum number of pages used. Overall, the applications used less space than predicted by the
theoretical bound, and sometimes much less, confirming the observation that the upper bound given
in Inequality (3.4) is loose. Indeed, none of the applications used more than2.75 times the stack
space per worker of the serial stack space.

Figure 3-8 shows the stack and heap space consumptions of the benchmark applications running
on Cilk-M 0.9 and on Cilk-5 with 16 workers. Both runtime systems employ an internal memory
allocator that maintains local memory pools for workers to minimize contention and asingle global
pool to rebalance the memory distribution between local pools. The heap consumption is measured
by the total number of physical pages requested by the memory allocator from the operating system
at the end of the execution.6 Again, we ran each application 10 times and recorded the maximum
number of pages used.

Across all applications, Cilk-M 0.9 uses about 2–4 times, and in one case (i.e., qsort) 5 times
more pages on the stack, than that of Cilk-5 due to fragmentation resulting from successful steals.
The additional space overhead caused by fragmentation is never referenced by the runtime or the
user code, however, and thus the additional stack space usage does not cause memory latency. On
the other hand, Cilk-5 tends to use comparable or slightly more heap space than used by Cilk-M
0.9 (less than 3 times more), except for one application,fft. Sincefft contains some machine
generated code for the base cases, the Cilk functions infft contain large number of temporary
local variables that are used within the functions but not acrosscilk_spawnstatements. Thecilk2c

6This measurement does not include space for the runtime data structures allocated at the system startup, which is
relatively small, comparable between the two systems, and stays constantwith respect to the number of workers.
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Space Usage for Cilk-M 0.9 Space Usage for Cilk-M 1.0

Application D S1 S16/16 ratio S1 +D S1 S16/16 ratio S1 +D

cholesky 12 2 3.25 1.63 14 3 3.56 1.19 15
cilksort 18 2 3.06 1.51 20 3 3.63 1.21 21
fft 22 4 3.81 0.95 26 6 4.81 0.80 28
fib 43 2 3.44 1.72 45 4 4.50 1.13 47
fibx 281 8 8.44 1.05 289 22 18.81 0.86 303
heat 10 2 2.44 1.22 12 2 2.88 1.44 12
knapsack 30 2 2.88 1.44 32 4 4.13 1.03 34
lu 10 2 3.06 1.53 12 2 3.31 1.66 12
matmul 22 2 3.38 1.69 24 3 3.88 1.29 25
nqueens 16 2 3.31 1.66 18 3 3.50 1.17 19
qsort 58 2 5.50 2.75 60 6 5.93 0.99 64
rectmul 27 2 4.00 2.00 29 4 4.69 1.17 31
strassen 8 2 3.00 1.50 10 2 3.56 1.78 10

Figure 3-7: Consumption of stack space per worker for 13 Cilk applications running on Cilk-M 0.9 and
Cilk-M 1.0, as measured in 4-KByte pages. The valueD is the Cilk depth of the application. The serial
spaceS1 was obtained by running the application on one processor. The valueS16 was measured by taking
the maximum of 10 runs on 16 cores. Shown is the average space per workerS16/16. The valueratio is
the ratio between average space per worker when running on 16processors and the serial space usage when
running on one processor, i.e.,(S16/16)/S1. Finally, theS1 + D column shows the theoretical upper bound
for consumption of stack space per worker from Inequality (3.4).

compiler used by Cilk-5 faithfully generates space for these variables on the heap-allocated cactus
stack, resulting in large heap space usage. With the same program, Cilk-M 0.9uses the same amount
of stack space for these temporary local variables as however much space a C compiler would
allocate for them. Finally, when comparing the overall space consumption, Cilk-M 0.9 tends to use
less space than Cilk-5, except forfib, fibx, andqsort. The Cilk functions in these applications
have very few local variables, and therefore their heap-allocated cactus stack in Cilk-5 consumes
relatively little space. Furthermore,fibx is a synthetic benchmark that we devised to generate large
stacks (i.e., with large Cilk depth), so Cilk-M 0.9 ends up having a deep stack for fibx.

3.4 Conclusion

From an engineering perspective, this chapter laid out some choices forimplementers of work-
stealing environments. There seem to be four options for solving the cactus-stack problem: sacri-
ficing interoperability with binaries that assume a linear-stack calling convention, sacrificing a time
bound, sacrificing a space bound, and coping with a memory-mapping solution similar to those laid
out in this paper.

Sacrificing interoperability limits the ability of the work-stealing environment to leverage past
investments in software. An engineering team may be willing to sacrifice interoperability if it is
developing a brand-new product, but it may be more cautious if it is trying to upgrade a large
codebase to use multicore technology.

Sacrificing the time or space bound may be fine for a product where good performance and
resource utilization are merely desirable. It may be unreasonable, however, for a product hop-
ing to meet a hard or soft real-time constraint. Moreover, even for everyday software where fast
performance is essential for good response times, time and space boundsprovide a measure of
predictability.
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Cilk-M Cilk-5 Cilk-M Cilk-5 Cilk-M Cilk-5
Application S16 S16 H16 H16 Sum Sum

cholesky 52 16 193 345 245 361
cilksort 49 16 201 265 250 281
fft 61 48 169 1017 230 1065
fib 55 16 169 185 224 201
fibx 135 64 217 217 352 281
heat 39 16 185 273 224 289
knapsack 46 16 161 368 207 384
lu 49 16 177 265 226 281
matmul 54 16 169 265 223 281
nqueens 53 16 161 249 214 265
qsort 88 16 193 192 281 208
rectmul 76 32 169 240 245 272
strassen 48 16 161 417 209 433

Figure 3-8: Comparison of the overall stack and heap consumptions between Cilk-M 0.9 and Cilk-5 for 13
Cilk applications running with 16 workers. The values were measured by taking the maximum of 10 runs on
16 cores, and measured in 4-KByte pages. The last two columnsshow the sum of the stack and heap space
consumptions for the two systems.

Coping with memory mapping by modifying the operating system may not be possiblefor those
working on closed operating systems which they cannot change, but it maybe fine for applications
running on an open-source platform. Moreover, as multicore platforms grow in importance, future
operating systems may indeed provide TLMM-like facilities to meet the challenges. In the shorter
term, if it is not possible to modify the operating system, it may still be possible to implement a
workers-as-processes scheme as described in Section 2.3 in order.

The particular engineering context will shape which option is the most reasonable, and in de-
veloping the case for a memory-mapped solution to the cactus-stack problem, we have placed an
important new option on the table.
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Chapter 4

Memory-Mapped Reducer Hyperobjects

Reducer hyperobjects(or reducersfor short) [48] have been shown to be a useful linguistic mech-
anism to avoid “determinacy races” [42] (also referred as “general races” [116]) in dynamic multi-
threaded programs. Reducers allow different logical branches of a parallel computation to maintain
coordinated local views of the same nonlocal variable. Whenever a reducer is updated — typically
using an associative operator — the worker thread on which the update occurs maps the reducer
access to its local view and performs the update on that local view. As the computation proceeds,
the various views are judiciouslyreduced(combined) by the runtime system using an associative
reduceoperator to produce a final value.

Although existing reducer mechanisms are generally faster than other solutions for updating
nonlocal variables, such as locking and atomic-update, they are still relatively slow. Concurrency
platforms that support reducers, specifically Intel’s Cilk Plus [69] and Cilk++ [94], implement the
reducer mechanism using ahypermap approachin which each worker employs a thread-local hash
table to map reducers to their local views. Since every access to a reducerrequires a hash-table
lookup, operations on reducers are relatively costly — about 12× overhead compared to an ordi-
nary L1-cache memory access. Perhaps not surprisingly, besides theTLMM-based cactus stacks,
the TLMM mechanism can be used to build other types of memory abstractions, such as reducer hy-
perobjects. This chapter investigates amemory-mapping approachfor supporting reducers, which
employs the thread-local memory mapping (TLMM) mechanism as described in Section 2.2 to
improve the performance of reducers. The memory-mapping reducer mechanism leverages the effi-
cient virtual-address translation, mapping reducers to local views.

A memory-mapping reducer mechanism must address four key questions:

1. What operating-system support is required to allow the virtual-memory hardware to map
reducers to their local views?

2. How can a variety of reducers with different types, sizes, and life spans be handled?
3. How should a worker’s local views be organized in a compact fashionto allow both constant-

time lookups and efficient sequencing during reductions?
4. Can a worker efficiently gain access to another worker’s local viewswithout extra memory

mapping?

The memory-mapping approach answers each of these questions using simple and efficient strate-
gies.

1. The operating-system support employs TLMM, which enables the virtual-memory hardware
to map the same virtual address to different views in the different worker threads, allowing
reducer lookups to occur without the overhead of hashing.
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Figure 4-1: The relative overhead for ordinary L1-cache
memory accesses, memory-mapped reducers, hypermap re-
ducers, and locking. Each value is calculated by the nor-
malizing the average execution time of the microbenchmark
for the given category by the average execution time of the
microbenchmark that performs L1-cache memory accesses.

2. The thread-local region of the virtual-memory address space only holds pointers to local views
and not the local views themselves. Thisthread-local indirectionstrategy allows a variety of
reducers with different types, sizes, and life spans to be handled.

3. A sparse accumulator (SPA)data structure [50] is used to organize the worker-local views.
The SPA data structure has a compact representation that allows both constant-time random
access to elements and sequencing through elements stored in the data structure efficiently.

4. By combining the thread-local indirection and the use of the SPA data structure, a worker can
efficiently transfer a view to another worker. This support for efficient view transferalallows
workers to perform reductions without extra memory mapping.

I implemented the memory-mapping reducer mechanism in the Cilk-M runtime system, which
supports a much more efficient reducer lookup than the existing hypermap approach. Figure 4-1
graphs the overheads of ordinary accesses, memory-mapped reducer lookups, and hypermap re-
ducer lookups on a simple microbenchmark that performs additions on four memory locations in a
tight for loop, executed on a single processor. The memory locations are declaredto bevolatile
to avoid the compiler from optimizing the memory accesses into register accesses. Thus, the mi-
crobenchmark measures the overhead of L1-cache memory accesses.For the memory-mapped and
hypermap reducers, one reducer per memory location is used. The figure also includes the overhead
of locking for comparison purpose — onepthread_spin_lock per memory location is employed,
where the microbenchmark performs lock and unlock around the memory updates on the corre-
sponding locks.1 The microbenchmark was run on a AMD Opteron processor 8354 with 4 quad-
core 2 GHz CPU’s with a total of 8 GBytes of memory and installed with Linux 2.6.32. As the figure
shows, a memory-mapped reducer lookup is roughly 3× slower than an ordinary L1-cache memory
access and almost 4× faster than the hypermap approach (and as we shall see in Section 7.4, the
differences between the two increases with the number of reducers). The overhead of locking is
similar but slightly worse than the overhead of a hypermap reducer lookup.

A memory-mapped reducer admits a lookup operation that essentially translatesto two memory
accesses and a predictable branch, which is more efficient than that of ahypermap reducer. An
unexpected byproduct of the memory-mapping approach is that it provides greater locality than the
hypermap approach, which leads to more scalable performance.

As an orthogonal issue, the reducer mechanisms in Cilk++ and Cilk Plus do not support par-
allelism within a reduce operation. In Cilk-M, this limitation has been lifted. This chapter also
explores runtime support necessary to enable parallelism within a reduce operation. Since there is
no fundamental reason why the hypermap approach cannot support aparallel reduce operation, one
should be able to apply the same runtime support to allow for parallel reduce operations for the
hypermap approach.

1The use of locks does not exactly solve the same problem as the use of reducers, i.e., determinacy races, because
locking does not guarantee a deterministic ordering in updates to a sharedvariable. Nevertheless, locking is a commonly
used synchronization mechanism. Thus, I include the overhead for locking here for comparison purposes.
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1 std::list <Node *> l;
2 bool has_property(Node *n);
3 // ...
4 void traverse(Node *n) {
5 i f (n) {
6 i f (has_property(n)) {
7 l.push_back(n);
8 }
9 traverse(n->left);

10 traverse(n->right);
11 }
12 }

Figure 4-2: C++ code to traverse a binary tree and create a list of all nodes that satisfy a given property in
pre-ordering.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 provides the necessary background
on reducer semantics, which includes the reducer interface and guarantees. Section 4.2 reviews
runtime support for the hypermap approach, as implemented in Cilk Plus and Cilk++. Section 4.3
describe the design and implementation of the memory-mapped reducers, addressing each of the
four questions raised above in detail. Section 4.4 presents the empirical evaluation of the memory-
mapped reducers by comparing it to the hypermap reducers. Finally, Section 4.5 provides some
concluding remark.

4.1 Reducer Linguistics

The use ofnonlocal variables, variables bound outside of the scope of the function, method, or
class in which they are used, is prevalent in serial programming. While the use of nonlocal variable
is considered bad practice in general [137], programmers often find them convenient; for instance,
using nonlocal variables avoids parameter proliferation — allowing a leaf routine to access a nonlo-
cal variable eliminates the need of passing the variable as parameters through all function calls that
lead to the leaf routine.

In parallel programming, the use of nonlocal variables may prohibit otherwise independent
“strands” from executing in parallel, because they constitute a source ofraces. Henceforth, we shall
usestrand to refer to a piece of serial code that contains no keywords for parallelcontrol. When
one naively parallelizes a serial program that uses nonlocal variables, the use of nonlocal variables
tends to introducedeterminacy races[42] (also calledgeneral races[116]), where logically parallel
strands access some shared memory location.

As an example, let’s consider parallelizing the code shown in Figure 4-2 thattraverses a binary
tree and creates a list of all nodes that satisfy some given property in apre-orderfashion. The code
checks and appends the current node onto the output list if the node satisfies the given property and
subsequently traverses the node’s left and right children. Ideally, one would like to parallelize this
program by simply traversing the left and right children in parallel; care must be taken, however,
to resolve the determinacy race on the listl, because now the left- and right-subtree traversals may
potentially append to the list in parallel.

One may wish to avoid the race by protecting the accesses to the listl using a mutual-exclusion
lock. This solution does not work correctly, however, since the code nolonger maintains the pre-
ordering among nodes inserted into the list. Furthermore, even if one does not care about the order-
ing of nodes in the list, the contention on the lock limits parallelism and may create a performance
bottleneck if there are many nodes in the tree that satisfy the given property.
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1 bool has_property(Node *n);
2 list_append_reducer <Node *> l;
3 // ...
4 void traverse(Node *n) {
5 i f (n) {
6 i f (has_property(n))
7 l->push_back(n);
8 c i l k s p a w n traverse(n->left);
9 traverse(n->right);

10 c i l k s y n c;
11 }
12 }

Figure 4-3: A correct parallelization of the C++ code shown in Figure 4-2using a reducer hyperobject with
the original reducer interface.

A possible fix is to duplicate the list — one can restructure the code such that the traverse

function creates a new list at every recursion level, so that every subtree has its own local copy of
the list for insertion. Thetraverse function can then insert itself and appends the lists returned
by its left and right children to create the final list to return, with nodes in proper order. While this
strategy works correctly, it requires restructuring the code, and creating lists and moving nodes from
one list to another at every recursion level, which can become expensive rather quickly.

Reducer hyperobjects (or reducers for short) proposed by Frigo et al. [48] provide a linguis-
tic mechanism to avoid such determinacy races in a dynamically multithreaded computation. By
declaring the nonlocal variable to be a reducer, the underlying runtime system coordinates parallel
updates on the reducer variable, thereby avoiding determinacy races. Figure 4-3 shows a correct
parallelization of thetraverse function that employs a reducer to avoid determinacy race — the
code simply declaresl to be a reducer that performs list append (line 2). By declaring the listl to
be a reducer, parallel accesses tol are coordinated, and the code produces deterministic output that
is identical to the result from a serial execution.

Intuitively, the reducer mechanism works almost like the strategy that duplicates the output list,
except more efficiently and that the programmer is not required to restructure the code. That is,
copies of the list are created lazily only when necessary, and the underlying runtime system handles
the list combining implicitly.

Not every type of object can be declared as a reducer and produce deterministic output. Con-
ceptually, a reducer is defined in terms of an algebraicmonoid: a triple(T,⊗,e), whereT is a set,
and⊗ is an binary associative operation overT with identitye. Example monoids include summing
over integers with identity 0, logicalAND with identity true, and list append with identity empty
list such as in the example. Nevertheless, concurrent accesses to a reducer are coordinated, and
the output is guaranteed to retain serial semantics as long as the reducer is updated using only its
corresponding associative binary operator.

4.2 Support for Reducers in Cilk Plus

This section overviews the implementation of the Cilk++ [94] and Cilk Plus [69] reducer mecha-
nism, which is based on hypermaps. Support for reducers was first proposed in [48] and imple-
mented in Cilk++, and the implementation in Cilk Plus closely follows that in Cilk++. This section
summarizes the runtime support relevant for comparing the hypermap approach to the memory-
mapping approach. I refer interested readers to the original article [48]for full details on the hyper-
map approach.
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The reducer library and runtime API

Support for reducers in Cilk Plus is implemented purely as a C++ template librarywithout compiler
involvement. The user invokes functions in the runtime system, and the runtime system calls back
to user-defined functions according to an agreed-upon API [70]. The type of a reducer is dictated by
the monoid it implements and the type of data set that the monoid operates on. The reducer library
implements the monoid interface and provides two important operations that the runtime invokes:
IDENTITY, which creates an identity view for a given reducer, and REDUCE, which implements the
binary associative operator that reduces two views. A user can override these operations to define
her own reducer types.

Maintenance of views

During parallel execution, concurrent accesses to a reducer causethe runtime to generate and main-
tain multiple views for a given reducer hyperobject, thereby allowing each worker to operate on
its own local view. A reducer is distinctly different from the notion ofthread-local storage(or
TLS) [129], however. Unlike TLS, a worker may create and operate on multiplelocal views for a
given reducer throughout execution. New identity views for a given reducer may be created when-
ever there is parallelism, because the runtime must ensure that updates performed on a single view
retain serial semantics. In that sense, a local view is associated with a particular execution con-
text but not with a particular worker. Consequently, a hypermap that contains local views is not
permanently affixed to a particular worker, but rather to the execution context.

To see how local views are created and maintained, let’s consider how views are maintained
with respect to the the main keywords for parallel control,cilk_spawn andcilk_sync.2 Upon a
cilk_spawn, the spawned child owns the viewl owned by its parent before thecilk_spawn. On the
other hand, the continuation of the parent owns a new viewl ′, initialized to identity using IDENTITY.
When a spawned child returns, the parent owns the child’s viewl , which is reduced with the parent’s
previous viewl ′ sometime beforecilk_sync, wherel is assigned withl ⊗ l ′ andl ′ is destroyed. Once
cilk_syncexecutes successfully, the parent owns the same view it owned before all the cilk_spawn
statements, and any newly created view has been reduced into it.

The Cilk Plus runtime, like Cilk-5, follows the lazy task creation strategy [80] — whenever a
worker encounters acilk_spawn, it invokes the child and suspends the parent, pushing the parent
frame onto its deque, so as to allow the parent frame to be stolen.3 If the parent is never stolen, once
the spawned child return, the continuation of the parent resumes with child’sview l . In this case,
the new viewl ′ from the parent’s continuation is essentially an identity, in which case, no reduce
operation is necessary. Thus, the runtime is able to perform a key optimizationthat in a serial
execution, no new views are ever created. Since a worker’s behaviormirrors the serial execution
between each successful steal, no new views are created when a worker is executing within atrace,
i.e., a sequence of consecutive strands that a worker executes between steals.

The following concrete example illustrates when views are created. Imagine an execution of
the traverse code in Figure 4-3 on an input binary tree with 15 nodes, executed by three workers,
W1 (gray), W2 (white), andW3 (black). Figure 4-4 illustrates how the execution unfolds under
one possible scheduling, where the nodes’ coloring indicates which worker invoked thetraverse
function on a given node. This particular execution divides the computationinto four traces, and four
views exist at the end of the execution: the leftmost viewl , and three additional views created via

2Thecilk_for construct is effectively desugared into code containingcilk_spawnandcilk_sync, so we don’t need to
considercilk_for here.

3See Section 2.1 for a more thorough review of how a work-stealing scheduler operates.
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Figure 4-4: The graphical representation of an execution of the code shown in Figure 4-3. The input binary
tree has 15 nodes. The coloring of the nodes indicate which worker initiate the traversal at a given node.

IDENTITY for traces that traverse nodes 6–8 (l2), nodes 9–12 (l3), and nodes 13–15 (l4) respectively.
The serial semantics is preserved on the final output as long as the views are combined in the order
of l ⊗ l2 ⊗ l3 ⊗ l4, disregarding which pair gets reduced first. Note that, even thoughW1 (gray)
traversed nodes 1–5 and nodes 13–15, it acquired a new view for the latter traversal, because the
semantic guarantee of a reducer dictates that updates must be accumulated inthe order that respects
the serial semantics.

Maintenance of hypermaps

A worker’s behavior precisely mimics the serial execution between successful steals. Logical par-
allelism morphs into true parallelism when a thief steals and resumes a function (the continuation
of the parent created by a spawn). Whenever a Cilk function is stolen, its frame ispromotedinto
a full frame, which contains additional bookkeeping data to handle the true parallelism created,
including hypermaps that contain local views. Specifically, each full framemay contain up to 3 hy-
permaps — theuser hypermap, left-child hypermap, andright-sibling hypermap— each of which
respectively contains local views generated from computations associated with the given frame, its
leftmost child, and its right sibling.

During parallel execution, a worker performs reducer-related operations on the user hypermap
stored in the full frame sitting on top of its deque (since everything below the full frame mirrors the
serial execution). The hypermap maps reducers to their correspondinglocal views that the worker
operates on. Specifically, the address of a reducer is used as a key to hash the local view. Whenever
a full frame is stolen, its original user hypermap is left with its child executing onthe victim, and
an empty user hypermap is created, which corresponds to the fact that new identity views must
be created for the stolen frame. When the worker encounters a reducerdeclaration which creates
a reducer hyperobject, the executing worker inserts a key-value pair into its hypermap, with the
key being the address of the reducer and the value being the initial view created along with the
initialization of the reducer, referred as theleftmost view. When a reducer goes out of scope, at
which point only its leftmost view should remain reflecting all updates, the worker removes the
key-value pair from its hypermap. Finally, whenever the worker encounters an access to a reducer
in the user code, the worker performs a lookup in its hypermap and returnsthe corresponding local
view. If nothing is found in the hypermap (the user hypermap starts out emptywhen the frame is
first promoted), the worker creates and inserts an identity view into the hypermap and returns the
identity.

The other two hypermaps are placeholders. They store the accumulated values of the frame’s
terminated right siblings and terminated children, respectively. Whenever aframe is promoted, an
additional set of local views may be created to accumulate updates from the computation associated
with the frame. These views must be reduced either with views from its left sibling or parent at some
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point, in the order that retain serial semantics. When a frameF1 executing onW1 is terminating (i.e.,
returning), however, its sibling or parentF2 may still be running, executed by another workerW2.
To avoid interfering withW2 executingF2, W1 simply deposits its set of local views stored inF1’s
user hypermap intoF2’s left-child or right-sibling hypermap placeholder, depending on the relation
betweenF1 andF2. The process of one worker depositing its local views into a frame runningon
another worker is referred to as theview transferal, which more generally, refers to the process of
transferring ownership of local views from one worker to another. Similarly, beforeW1 can perform
view transferal fromF1 to F2, it may find a second set of local views stored inF1’s left-child or
right-sibling hypermap placeholders. If so,W1 must reduce the two sets of views together — iterate
through each view from one hypermap, lookup the corresponding view inanother hypermap, and
reduce the two into one. This process is referred as thehypermergeprocess.

To facilitate hypermerges, a full frameF also contains pointers to its left sibling (or parent if
F is the leftmost child), right sibling and first child. These pointers form a left-child right-sibling
representation of the spawn tree, referred as thesteal tree, since hypermerges always occur between
an executing full frame and its parent or its siblings.

There are three possible scenarios when hypermerges can occur. The first scenario is, as de-
scribed above, when a full frameF returns from acilk_spawn. The executing worker must perform
hypermerges until it has only one set of local views left to deposit, which involves mergingF ’s user
hypermap withF ’s right-sibling hypermap (if not empty), and/or mergingF ’s user hypermap with
another hypermap already stored in its left-sibling or parent’s placeholder, where the view transferal
must occur. The second scenario is when a full frameF executes acilk_sync successfully.F ’s
executing worker must hypermergeF ’s left-child hypermap withF ’s user hypermap and store the
resulting views intoF ’s user hypermap, so as to allowF to continue execution aftercilk_syncusing
views stored in the user hypermap. The last scenario is after a successful joining steal, where the
last spawned child returning resumes the execution of its parent function,passing thecilk_syncat
which the parent was stalled. A successful joining steal is semantically the same as executing a
cilk_syncsuccessfully. Thus, the hypermerges that occur here are the same as the hypermerges that
occur when a child returns and executes acilk_syncsuccessfully.

In all cases, an executing worker performs a hypermerge in ways that maintain the serial seman-
tics. During a hypermerge between a full frameF ’s user hypermap andF ’s right-sibling hypermap,
local views inF ’s right-sibling hypermap are always reduced as the right of the binary associa-
tive operators, because these views come logically after the ones stored inthe user hypermap. On
the other hand, during a hypermerge between a full frameF ’s left-child hypermap andF ’s user
hypermap, local views inF ’s left-child hypermap are reduced as the left of the binary associative
operators, because these views come logically before the views stored in the user hypermap. Finally,
hypermerges occur during view transferal follow the same logical. A hypermap being deposited in
a full frameF ’s left-child or right-sibling hypermap placeholder comes logically after any hyper-
map already stored in the placeholder, and thus its local views are reducedas the right to the binary
associative operators.

Preventing races during frame elimination

Workers eliminatingF. lp andF.r might race with the elimination ofF . To resolve these races,
Frigo et al. [48] describe how to acquire abstract locks betweenF and these neighbors, where an
abstract lock is a pair of locks that correspond to an edge in the steal tree. Since Frigo et al. assumes
that REDUCE is a constant operation, their locking protocol holds locks during the hypermerges
that must be performed before elimination. Leiserson and Schardl [96] describe a modified locking
protocol to allow hypermerges to take place without holding the locks while preventing races.
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4.3 Support for Reducers in Cilk-M

This section describes the memory-mapping reducer mechanism implemented in Cilk-M. The im-
plementation of the memory-mapping reducer mechanism partially follows what’s described in Sec-
tion 4.2, such as the reducer library and runtime API, how views are maintainedwith respect to the
keywords for parallel control, and how the runtime maintains the ordering in which the sets of views
are reduced. Nevertheless, to enable a memory-mapped reducer, the Cilk-M runtime system must
address the four questions raised at the beginning of the chapter. This section describe in detail
Cilk-M’s strategy for addressing each of these questions. Finally, as a orthogonal issue, this section
also presents how the Cilk-M runtime supports a parallel REDUCE operation.

A reducer region using thread-local memory mapping

The first question is what operating-system support is required to allow the virtual-memory hard-
ware to map reducers to their local views. The premise of the memory-mapping reducer mechanism
is to utilize the virtual-address hardware to perform the address translation, mapping a reducer to
different local views for different worker. That means, differentworkers must be able to map dif-
ferent physical pages within the same virtual address range, so the sameglobal virtual address can
map to different views for different workers. On the other hand, partof the address space must be
shared to allow workers to communicate with each other and enable parallel branches of the user
program to share data on the heap. In other words, this memory-mapping approach requires part
of the virtual address space to beprivate, in which workers can map independently with different
physical pages, while the rest beingshared, in which different workers can share data allocated on
the heap as usual. This mixed sharing mode is precisely what the thread-local memory mapping
mechanism (TLMM) provides. Cilk-M, which already employs TLMM to build a cactus stack,
provides an ideal platform for experimenting with the memory-mapping reducer mechanism.

I added the memory-mapping reducer mechanism to Cilk-M, which now utilizes theTLMM
region for both the cactus stack and memory-mapped reducers. Since a stack naturally grows down-
ward, and the use of space for reducers is akin to the use of heap space, at system start-up, the
TLMM region is divided into two parts — the cactus stack is allocated at the highest TLMM ad-
dress possible, growing downwards, and the space reserved for reducers starts at the lowest TLMM
address possible, growing upwards. The two parts can grow as much asneeded, since as a practical
matter in a 64-bit address space, the two ends will never meet.

Thread-local indirection

The second question is how the memory-mapping reducer mechanism handlesa variety of reduc-
ers with different types, sizes, and life spans. We shall first examine a seemingly straightforward
approach for leveraging TLMM to implement reducers and see what problems can arise. In this
scheme, whenever a reducer is declared, the runtime system allocates the reducer at a virtual ad-
dress in the TLMM region that is globally agreed upon among all workers. It instructs each worker
to map the physical page containing its own local view at that virtual address. Thus, accesses to the
reducer by a worker operate directly on the worker’s local view.

Although this approach seems straightforward, it fails to address two practical issues: the over-
head of mapping can be great due to fragmentation arising from allocations and deallocations of
reducers in the TLMM region, and performing a hypermerge of views in TLMM regions is compli-
cated and may incur heavy mapping overhead. We discuss each of these issues in turn.
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If views are allocated within a TLMM region, the runtime system needs to managethe stor-
age in the region separately from its normal heap allocator. Since reducers may be allocated and
deallocated throughout program execution, the TLMM region may become fragmented with live
reducer hyperobjects scattered across the region. Consequently, when a worker maps in physical
pages associated with a different worker’s TLMM region, as must occur for a hypermerge, multiple
physical pages may need to be mapped in, each requiring two kernel crossings (from user mode
to kernel mode and back). Even though the remapping overhead can be amortized against steals,
and the Cilk-M runtime already performs asys_pmap call upon a successful steal to maintain the
cactus stack, if the number ofsys_pmap calls is too great, the kernel crossing overhead can become
a scalability bottleneck, which might outweigh the benefit of replacing the hash-table lookups of the
hypermap approach with virtual address translations.

The second issue involves the problem of performing hypermerges. Consider a hypermerge of
the local views in two workersW1 andW2, and suppose thatW1 is performing the hypermerge. To
perform a monoid operation on a given pair of views, both views must be mapped into the same
address space. Consequently, at least one of the views cannot be mapped to its appropriate location
in the TLMM region, and the code to reduce them with the monoid operation must take that into
account. For example, ifW2’s view contains a pointer,W1 would need to determine whether the
pointer was to another ofW2’s views or to shared memory. If the former, it would need to perform
an additional address translation. This “pointer swizzling” could be done whenW1 mapsW2’s views
into its address space, but it requires compiler support to determine which locations are pointers, as
well as adding a level of complexity to the hypermerge process.

Since “any problem in computing can be solved by adding another level of indirection,”4, the
Cilk-M runtime employsthread-local indirection. The idea is to use the TLMM region to store
pointers to local views which themselves are kept in shared memory visible to all workers. When a
reducer is allocated, a memory location is reserved in the TLMM region to hold apointer to its local
view. If no view has yet been created, the pointer is null. Accessing a reducer simply requires the
worker to check whether the pointer is null, and if not, dereference it, which is done by the virtual-
address translation provided by the hardware. In essence, the memory-mapping reducer mechanism
replaces the use of hypermaps with the use of the TLMM region.

The two problems that plague the naive scheme are solved by thread-localindirection. The
TLMM region contains a small, compact set of pointers, all of uniform size,precluding internal
fragmentation and making storage management of reducers simple, avoiding pointer swizzling.
The TLMM region requires only a simple scalable5 memory allocator for single-word objects (the
pointers). Since local views are stored in shared memory, the job of handling them is conveniently
delegated to the ordinary heap allocator. Thread-local indirection also solves the problem of one
worker gaining access to the views of another worker in order to perform hypermerge. Since the
local views are allocated in shared memory, a worker performing the hypermerge can readily access
the local views of a different worker. The only residual problems are one, how to manage the storage
for the pointers in the TLMM region, and two, how to determine which local views to merge, which
will be addressed in turn next.

Organization of worker-local views

The third question is how a worker’s local views can be organized compactly. Recall that after a
steal, the thief resuming the stolen frame starts with an empty set of views, and whenever the thief

4Quotation attributed to David Wheeler in [87].
5To be scalable, the memory allocator allocates a local pool per worker and occasionally rebalances the fixed-size

slots among local pools when necessary in the manner of Hoard [10].
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Figure 4-5: An example of a SPA map in which locations 1, 2, 8, 11, 25, and 32in the view array are
occupied.

accesses a reducer for the first time, a new identity view is created lazily. Once a local view has been
created, subsequent accesses to the reducer return the local view. Moreover, during a hypermerge,
a worker sequences through two sets of local views to perform the requisite monoid operations.
Specifically, a worker’s local views must be organized to allow the followingoperations:

• given (the address of) a reducer hyperobject, perform a constant-time lookupof the local view
of the reducer; and

• sequencethrough all of a worker’s local views during a hypermerge in linear time andreset
the set of local views to the empty set.

To support these activities efficiently, the Cilk-M runtime system employs a “sparse accumulator
(spa)” data structure [50] to organize a worker’s local views. A traditional sparse accumulator
(SPA) consists of two arrays:6 an array of values, and an array containing an unordered “log” of
the indices of the nonzero elements. The data structure is initialized to an arrayof zeros at start-up
time. When an element is set to a nonzero value, its index is recorded in the log,incrementing the
count of elements in the SPA (which also determines the location of the end of thelog). Sequencing
is accomplished in linear time by walking through the log and accessing each element in turn.

Cilk-M implements the SPA idea by arranging the pointers to local views in aSPA mapwithin
a worker’s TLMM region. A SPA map is allocated on a per-page basis, using 4096-byte pages on
x86 64-bit architectures. Each SPA map contains the following fields:

• a view arrayof 248 elements, where each element is a pair of 8-byte pointers to a local view
and its monoid,

• a log arrayof 120 bytes containing 1-byte indices of the valid elements in the view array,
• the 4-byte number of valid elements in the view array, and
• the 4-byte number of logs in the log array.

Figure 4-5 illustrates an example of a SPA map.
Cilk-M maintains the invariant that empty elements in the view array are represented with a pair

of null pointers. Whenever a new reducer is allocated, a 16-byte slot in the view array is allocated,
storing pointers to the executing worker’s local view and to the monoid. Whena reducer goes
out of scope and is destroyed, the 16-byte slot is recycled. The simple memory allocation for the

6For some applications, a third array is used to indicate which array elementsare valid, but for some applications,
invalidity can be indicated by a special value in the value array.
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TLMM region described earlier keeps track of whether a slot is assignedor not. Since a SPA map
is allocated in a worker’s TLMM region, the virtual address of an assigned 16-byte slot represents
the same reducer for every worker throughout the life span of the reducer and is stored as a member
field tlmm_addr in the reducer object.

A reducer lookup can be performed in constant time, requiring only two memory accesses and
a predictable branch. A lookup entails accessingtlmm_addr in the reducer (first memory access),
dereferencingtlmm_addr to get the pointer to a worker’s local view (second memory access), and
checking whether the pointer is valid (predictable branch). The common case is that thetlmm_addr
contains a valid local view, since a lookup on an empty view occurs only onceper reducer per steal.
As we shall see when discussing view transferal, however, a worker resets its SPA map by filling it
with zeros between successful steals. If the worker does not have a valid view for the corresponding
reducer, thetlmm_addr simply contains zeros.

Sequencing through the views can be performed in linear time. Since a worker knows exactly
where a log array within a page starts and how many logs are in the log array,it can efficiently
sequence through valid elements in the view array according to the indices stored in the log array.
The Cilk-M runtime stores pointers to a local view and the reducer monoid side-by-side in the
view array, thereby allowing easy access to the monoid interface during thehypermerge process. In
designing the SPA map for Cilk-M, a 2 : 1 size ratio between the view array andthe log array is
explicitly chosen. Once the number of logs exceed the length of the log array, the Cilk-M runtime
stops keeping track of logs. The rationale is that if the number of logs in a SPAmap exceeds the
length of its log array, the cost of sequencing through the entire view array, rather than just the valid
entries, can be amortized against the cost of inserting views into the SPA map.

View transferal

The fourth question is how a worker can efficiently gain access to anotherworker’s local views
and perform view transferal efficiently. The Cilk-M runtime system, which employs thread-local
indirection and SPA maps, also includes an efficient view-transferal protocol that does not require
extra memory mapping.

In the hypermap approach, view transferal simply involves switching a fewpointers. Suppose
that workerW1 is executing a full frameF1 that is returning. It simply deposits its local views into
another frameF2 executing on workerW2 that is eitherF1’s left sibling or parent, at the appropriate
hypermap placeholder. In the memory-mapping approach, more steps are involved. In particular,
even though all local views are allocated in the shared region, their addresses are only known toW1,
the worker who allocated them. Thus,W1 mustpublish pointers to its local views, making them
available in a shared region.

There are two straightforward strategies forW1 to publish its local views. The first is themap-
ping strategy: W1 leaves a set of page descriptors corresponding to the SPA maps in its TLMM
region inF2, whichW2 later must map in its TLMM region to perform the hypermerge. The sec-
ond strategy is thecopying strategy: W1 simply copies those pointers from its TLMM region into
a shared region. Cilk-M employs the copying strategy because generally the number of reducers
used in a program is small, and thus the overhead of memory mapping greatly outweighs the cost
of copying a few pointers.

ForW1 to publish its local views, which are stored in theprivate SPA mapsin its TLMM regions,
W1 simply allocates the same number ofpublic SPA mapsin the shared region, andtransfersviews
from the private SPA maps to the public ones. AsW1 sequences through valid indices in a view array
to copy from a private SPA map to a public one, it simultaneously zeros out those valid indices in the
private SPA map. All transfers are complete, the public SPA maps contain all the references toW1’s
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local views, and the private SPA maps are all empty (the view array containsall zeros). Zeroing
outW1’s private SPA maps is important, sinceW1 must engage in work-stealing next, and the empty
private SPA maps ensure that the stolen frame is resumed with an empty set of local views.

Since a worker must maintain space for public SPA maps throughout its execution, Cilk-M
explicitly configures SPA maps to be compact and allocated on the per-page basis. Each SPA map
holds up to 248 views, making it unlikely that many SPA maps are ever needed.As mentioned
earlier, the Cilk-M runtime system maintains the invariant that an entry in a view array contains
either a pair of valid pointers or a pair of null pointers indicating that the entryis empty. Thus, a
newly allocated (recycled) SPA map is empty.7 The fact that a SPA map is allocated on the per-page
basis allows the Cilk-M runtime to easily recycle empty SPA maps by maintaining memory pools8

of empty pages solely for allocating SPA maps.
In the memory-mapping approach, a frame contains placeholders to SPA mapsinstead of to

hypermaps, so thatW1 in our scenario can deposit the populated public SPA maps intoF2 without
interruptingW2. Similarly, a hypermerge involves two sets of SPA maps instead of hypermaps.
WhenW2 is ready to perform the hypermerge, it always sequences through the map that contains
fewer views and reduces them with the monoid operation into the map that contains more views.
After the hypermerge, one set of SPA maps contain the reduced views, whereas the other set (as-
suming they are public) are all empty and can be recycled. Similar to the transfer operation, when
W2 performs the hypermerge, as it sequences through the set with fewer views, it zeros out the valid
views, thereby maintaining the invariant that only empty SPA maps are recycled.

View transferal in the memory-mapping approach incurs higher overheadthan that in the hy-
permap approach, but this overhead can be amortized against steals, since view transferals are nec-
essary only if a steal occurs. As Section 4.4 shows, even with the overhead from view transferal,
the memory-mapping approach performs better than the hypermap approachand incurs less total
overhead during parallel execution.

Support for parallelREDUCE operations

The reducer mechanism in Cilk-M supports parallelism in REDUCE operations. That means, the
Cilk-M runtime must set up the invocation to a REDUCE in a way which allows the REDUCE to be
stolen. Furthermore, once all necessary hypermerges complete, the executing worker must resume
the user code at the appropriate execution point.

To allow a REDUCE operation to be stolen, the executing worker must perform hypermerges on
its TLMM stack. In Cilk-M, every worker juggles between two stacks, its TLMM stack allocated
in the TLMM region for executing user code, and its runtime stack for executing runtime code. The
runtime stack is necessary — recall from Section 3.2, a worker always remaps its TLMM stack upon
a successful steal, and the worker must use an alternative stack duringthe remapping. In two out
of three scenarios where hypermerges may occur, i.e., returning from acilk_spawnor performing
a successful joining steal, the executing worker is operating on its runtime stack. In such scenarios,
the worker must switch from its runtime stack and execute the hypermerge on itsTLMM stack so
as to allow a REDUCE operation to be stolen.

To ensure that a worker completing a hypermerge resumes the user code at the appropriate
execution point is more complicated. Since a REDUCE operation may contain parallelism, the
worker who finishes the hypermerge may differ from the worker who initiated the hypermerge.

7To be precise, only the number of logs and the view array must contain zeros.
8The pools for allocating SPA maps are structured like the rest of pools forthe internal memory allocator managed by

the runtime. Every worker has its own local pool, and a global pool is used to rebalance the memory distribution between
local pools in the manner of Hoard [10].
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Thus, when a worker initiates a hypermerge, it must set up its TLMM stack and runtime data
structure for bookkeeping (i.e., its deque) to correctly correspond to each other and to allow the
hypermerge, once complete, to naturally resume the right execution point in the user code.

Let’s examine the three scenarios when hypermerges may occur one by one. The first scenario
is when a full frameF1 returns from acilk_spawn. In this case, the executing worker performs
hypermerges and a view transferal as part ofF1’s return protocol. IfF1 happens to be the last child
returning, the worker also performs a joining steal as part of the return protocol. If the joining
steal is successful (which may trigger more hypermerges), the executingworker should resume the
parent, sayF2, passing thecilk_syncat whichF2 was stalled. Thus in this scenario, the worker who
initiated the hypermerges must ensure that once all hypermerges are complete, whichever worker
finishes the last hypermerge must execute the return protocol again. TheCilk-M runtime achieves
this by setting up the worker’s TLMM stack and deque as if the parent frameF2 spawnedthe
functionM that performs the hypermerges after the childF1 returns. Note that a possible alternative
is to set up the worker’s TLMM stack and deque as ifF1 called the functionM. This strategy may
work but seems to be messier, because nowF1 would need to return twice (the second time afterM
finishes), and the second return must somehow trigger the return protocol. Furthermore, unlike the
current strategy which provides a natural resumption point in the user code for the worker afterM
completes (i.e., aftercilk_sync in the parent function if the joining steal is successful), this strategy
does not. The second scenario is when a full frameF executes acilk_sync successfully. In this
case, the executing worker is already on its TLMM stack. Thus, it seems natural to simply allow
thecilk_sync function to perform the hypermerge, which may contain parallelism if the REDUCE

operations triggered by the hypermerge contain parallelism. The fact that Cilk-M supports SP-
reciprocity makes this strategy feasible. Finally, the last scenario is during asuccessful joining
steal, which is the combination of the first two scenarios. Assuming the first twoscenarios are
handled correctly, this scenario should just work.

In all scenarios, the runtime must set up the hypermerge process so that no worker-specific
data is captured on the TLMM stack acrosscilk_spawn and cilk_sync, because a worker who
resumes the hypermerge after a call to REDUCE may differ from the worker who initiated the call.
That means, a worker must also perform a view transferal on its own setof local views before a
hypermerge, and perform the hypermerge between the two public SPA mapsstored in the heap.

Finally, since a worker executing hypermerges should not be holding anylocks that belong to
part of the runtime system bookkeeping, Cilk-M employs a locking protocol similar to the modified
locking protocol due to Leiserson and Schardl [96] as discussed in Section 4.2.

This implementation of the reducer mechanism treats a REDUCE operation like a piece of user
code that may spawn. Therefore, a parallel REDUCE operation can employ yet another reducer, and
the reducer will work as expected. As we shall see in Chapter 5, the reducer array library employs
a parallel REDUCE operation that uses another reducer.

4.4 An Empirical Evaluation of Memory-Mapped Reducers

This section compares the memory-mapping approach used by Cilk-M to implementreducers to the
hypermap approach used by Cilk Plus. The evaluation quantifies the overheads of the two systems
incurred during serial and parallel executions on three simple synthetic microbenchmarks and one
application benchmark. Experimental results show that memory-mapped reducers not only admit
more efficient lookups than hypermap reducers, they also incur less overhead overall during parallel
executions, despite the additional costs of view transferal.

Recall from Section 4.3, in order to allow parallelism in a REDUCE operation, the Cilk-M run-
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Name Description

add-n Summing 1 tox into n add-reducers in parallel
min-n Processingx random values in parallel to find the min

and accumulate the results inn min-reducers
max-n Processingx random values in parallel to find the max

and accumulate the results inn max-reducers

Figure 4-6: The three microbenchmarks for evaluating lookup operations. For each microbenchmark, the
value x is chosen according to the value ofn so that roughly the same number of lookup operations are
performed.

time system must perform additional work as part of the hypermerge process, such as setting up a
worker’s TLMM stack and deque before invoking a REDUCE operation. This section as well evalu-
ates the overhead for supporting parallel REDUCE operations, but will not evaluate the performance
of a reducer with a parallel REDUCE operation. Since the reducer array library employs a parallel
REDUCE operation, we shall delay the evaluation of a reducer with a parallelREDUCE operation
until next chapter. While none of the benchmarks shown in this section employparallel REDUCE

operations, the current implementation always performs steps necessaryto support parallel REDUCE

operations. One could design a reducer interface to provide the runtime system information on its
REDUCE operation, thereby allowing the runtime to skip these steps if all reducers involved in a
hypermerge employ serial REDUCE. Nonetheless, experimental results show that these steps incur
negligible overhead; the execution times of the same program that uses serial REDUCE with and
without these steps are comparable.

General setup. The evaluation compares the two approaches using a few microbenchmarksusing
reducers included in the Cilk Plus reducer library and one application benchmark. Figure 4-6 shows
the list of microbenchmarks and their descriptions. All microbenchmarks aresynthetic, designed
to perform lookup operations repeatedly with simple REDUCER operations that perform addition,
finding the minimum, and finding the maximum. The valuen in the name of the microbenchmark
dictates the number of reducers used, determined at compile-time. The valuex is an input parameter
chosen so that a given microbenchmark with differentn performs roughly the same number of
lookup operations. The application benchmark is a parallel breath-first search program [96] called
PBFS.

The application benchmark used is the parallel breadth-first search algorithm (referred to as
PBFS) due to Leiserson and Schardl [96]. I obtained the code base for PBFS from the authors and
made a few small modifications to fix minor bugs and improve the performance. Specifically, I
modified the application to use the scalable memory allocator library released as part of TBB [126]
instead of the default memory allocator. In addition, I manually performed alookup optimization
— lifting reducers’ lookup operations out of serialfor loops — so that a given loop body accesses a
reducer’s underlying view directly instead of accessing the reducer, which causes a lookup operation
to be performed. Since all lookup operations within a single strand (in this case, acrossfor loop
iterations) return the same view, one lookup operation before entering thefor loop to obtain the
view suffices.

All benchmarks were compiled using the Cilk Plus compiler version 12.0.0 with -O2 optimiza-
tion. The experiments were run on an AMD Opteron system with 4 quad-core2 GHz CPU’s having
a total of 8 GBytes of memory. Each core on a chip has a 64-KByte private L1-data-cache, a 512-
KByte private L2-cache, and a 2-MByte shared L3-cache.
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Figure 4-7: Execution times for microbenchmarks with varying numbers of reducers using Cilk-M and Cilk
Plus, running on(a) a single processor and(b) on 16 processors, respectively.
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Figure 4-8: Reducer lookup overhead of Cilk-M and Cilk Plus running the microbenchmark using add
reducers on a single processor. A single cluster in thex-axis shows the overheads for both systems for a given
n, and they-axis shows the overheads in execution time in seconds.

Performance overview using microbenchmarks

Figure 4-7 shows the microbenchmark execution times for a set of tests with varying number of
reducers running on the two systems. Figure 4-7(a) shows the executiontimes running on a single
processor, whereas Figure 4-7(b) shows them for 16 processors. Each data point is the average of
10 runs with standard deviation less than 5%. Across all microbenchmarks,the memory-mapped
reducers in Cilk-M consistently outperform the hypermap reducers in Cilk Plus, executing about
4–9 times faster for serial executions, and 3–9 times faster for parallel executions.

Lookup overhead. Figure 4-8 presents the lookup overheads of Cilk-M 1.0 and Cilk Plus on
add-n with varying n. The overhead data was obtained as follows. First, I ran theadd-n with x
iterations on a single processor. Then, I ran a similar program calledadd-base-n, which replaces
the accesses to reducers with accesses to a simple array, also runningx iterations. Since hyperme-
rges and reduce operations do not take place when executing on a singleprocessor,add-base-n
essentially performs the same operations asadd-n minus the lookup operations. Figure 4-8 shows
the difference in the execution times ofadd-n andadd-base-n with varying n. Each data point
takes the average of 10 runs with standard deviation less than 2% for Cilk-Mand less than 12% for
Cilk Plus.

While the lookup overhead in Cilk-M stays fairly constant asn varies, the lookup overhead
in Cilk Plus varies quit a bit. This makes sense, since a lookup operation in Cilk-M translates
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Figure 4-10: The breakdown of the reduce overhead in Cilk-M foradd-n on 16 processors with varyingn.

into two memory accesses and a branch disregarding whatn is, whereas a lookup operation in
Cilk Plus translates into a hash-table lookup whose time depends on how many itemsthe hashed
bucket happens to contain, as well as whether it triggers a hash-table expansion. Even though the
implementation of Cilk Plus rehashes the hash table from time to time to keep the items in a bucket
roughly constant, the lookup overhead still visibly varies.

Reduce overhead during parallel execution

Besides the lookup overhead, this section also studies the other overheads incurred by the use of
reducers during parallel executions. We refer to the overheads incurred only during parallel ex-
ecutions as thereduce overhead, which includes overheads in performing hypermerges, creating
views, and inserting views into a hypermap in Cilk Plus or a SPA map in Cilk-M. ForCilk-M, this
overhead also includes view transferal. For both systems, additional lookups are performed during
a hypermerge, and they are considered as part of the overhead as well.

Figure 4-9 compares the reduce overhead of the two systems. The data was collected by running
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add-rdcers-n with varying n on 16 processors for both systems and instrumenting the various
sources of reduce overhead directly inside the runtime system code. In order to instrument the Cilk
Plus runtime, I obtained the open-source version of the Cilk Plus runtime, which was released with
ports of the Cilk Plus language extensions to the C and C++ front-ends of gcc-4.7 [1]. I downloaded
only the source code for the runtime system (revision 181962), inserted instrumentation code, and
made it a plug-in replacement for the Cilk Plus runtime released with the official Intel Cilk Plus
compiler version 12.0.0. This open-source runtime system is a complete runtime source to support
the Linux operating system [1], and its performance seems comparable to theruntime released with
the compiler. Given the high variation in the reduce overhead when memory latency plays a role,
the data represents the average of 100 runs. Since the reduce overhead is correlated with the number
of (successful) steals, I also verified that in these runs, the average numbers of steals for the two
systems are comparable.

As can be seen in Figure 4-9, the reducer overhead in Cilk Plus is much higher than that in
Cilk-M, and the discrepancy increases asn increases. It makes sense that the overhead increases
asn increases, because a highern means more views are created, inserted, and must be reduced
during hypermerges. Nevertheless, the overhead in Cilk Plus grows muchfaster than that in Cilk-
M. It turns out that the Cilk Plus runtime spends much more time on view insertions (inserting
newly created identity views into a hypermap), which dominates the reduce overhead, especially
asn increases, resulting a much higher reduce overhead, even though the Cilk-M runtime has the
additional overhead of view transferal. In contrast, Cilk-M spends muchless time on view insertions
than Cilk Plus, which makes sense. A view insertion in Cilk-M involves writing to one memory
location in a worker’s TLMM region, whereas in Cilk Plus, it involves inserting into a hash table.
Moreover, a SPA map in Cilk-M store views much more compactly than does a hypermap, which
helps in terms of locality during a hypermerge.

For Cilk-M, I was interested in studying the breakdown of the reduce overhead, as shown in
Figure 4-10, which attributes the overhead to five activities: view creation,view insertion, view
transferal, hypermerge, which includes the time to execute the monoid operation, and setup nec-
essary for parallel REDUCE operations. As can be seen from the breakdown, overhead from view
transferal grows rather slowly asn increases, demonstrating that the SPA map allows efficient se-
quencing. Furthermore, the dominating overhead turns out to be view creations, which inspires
confidence in the various design choices made in the memory-mapping approach. The overhead in
supporting parallel REDUCE operations is an orthogonal issue, although the overhead is negligible
compared to all other overheads. This result is consistent with the fact that in all experiments I ran
with microbenchmarks, the executions times with support for parallel REDUCE operations enabled
are comparable to that when the support is disabled.

Performance evaluation using PBFS

Lastly, this section presents the evaluation using a real-world application, the parallel breath-first
search (PBFS) due to Leiserson and Schardl [96]. In PBFS, givenan input graphG(V,E) and a
starting nodev0 ∈ V, the algorithm finds the shortest distance betweenv0 and every other node in
V. The algorithm explores the graph “layer-by-layer”, where thed-th layer is defined to contain the
set of nodes inV that ared-distance away fromv0. While the algorithm explores thed-th layer, it
discovers nodes in thed+1-th layer. The set of nodes in a layer is kept in a data structure referred
as abag, which is a container of an unordered set that allows efficient insert, merge, and split. The
algorithm alternates between two bags to insert throughout execution — as itexplores nodes stored
in one bag that belongs to the same layer, it inserts newly discovered nodesthat belongs to the next
layer into another bag. Since the algorithm explores all nodes within a givenlayer in parallel, the
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Figure 4-11: (a) The relative execution time of Cilk-M to that of Cilk Plus running PBFS on a single
processor and on 16 processors. Each value is calculated by normalizing the execution time of the application
on Cilk-M with the execution time on Cilk Plus.(b) The characteristics of the input graphs for parallel breath-
first search. The vertex and edge counts listed correspond tothe number of vertices and edges.

bags are declared to be reducers to allow parallel insertion.
Figure 4-11(a) shows the relative execution time between Cilk-M and Cilk Pluson a single pro-

cessor and on 16 processors. Since the work and span of a PBFS computation depend on the input
graph, we evaluated the relative performance with 8 input graphs whosecharacteristics are shown
in Figure 4-11(b). These input graphs are the same ones used in [96] toevaluate the algorithm. For
each data point, I measured the mean of 10 runs, which has a standard deviation of less than 1%.
Figure 4-11 shows the mean for Cilk-M normalized by the mean for Cilk Plus.

For single-processor executions, the two systems perform comparably,with Cilk-M being slightly
slower. Since the number of lookups in PBFS is extremely small relative to the input size, the
lookups constitute a tiny fraction of the overall work (measured by the size of the input graph).
Thus, it’s not surprising that the two systems perform comparably for serial executions. On the
other hand, Cilk-M performs noticeably better during parallel executions,which is consistent with
the results from the microbenchmarks. Since the reduce overhead in Cilk-Mis much smaller than
that in Cilk Plus, PBFS scales better.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter lays out a different way of implementing reducer hyperobjects, namely, using the
memory mapping approach. As we have seen in Section 4.4, experimental results show that the
memory-mapping approach admits a more efficient implementation, demonstrating theutility of the
TLMM mechanism for building memory abstractions.

There is one particular downside about the memory-mapping approach, however, which is that
a view transferal incurs overhead proportional to the number of activereducers in the computation.
This particular overhead is inherent to the memory-mapping reducer mechanism in that a worker’s
local views (at least pointers to them) are stored within a region private to theworker and therefore
is difficult to avoid.

Nevertheless, in most applications, the number of active reducers tends tobe small given that
each reducer represents a nonlocal variable shared among workers. Furthermore, whether the re-
ducer mechanism constitutes a useful memory abstraction when a large number of reducers are
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used is still an open question. Recall that during parallel execution, the use of reducers generates a
nondeterministic amount of additional work. If a large number of reducersare used, this additional
work may become a scalability bottleneck. We explore this topic further in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Library Support for Reducer Arrays

A natural extension for reducers is to allow array types. Thus far, we have focused our attention
on scalar reducers, where a reducer represents a scalar type object and the REDUCE operation for
combining two views takes constant time. If one wishes to parallelize an application that employs
a nonlocal variable that is an array type, there are two possible approaches one may take in order
to allow sharing without introducing determinacy races. The first approach is to declare anarray
of reducers, which allows one to employ existing reducer library support for scalar reducer types.
The second approach is to write library support for anarray reducer, that supports a reducer whose
underlying view is an array. Either approach has its pros and cons. Thischapter explores a third
approach, referred to as areducer array, which attempts to combine the advantages of the first two
approaches. Since the use of reducers generates a nondeterministic amount of additional overhead
for creating, managing, and combining views during parallel execution, if the REDUCE operation
takes nonconstant time or a large number of reducers are used, this additional overhead may have
an impact on performance. This chapter also studies the theoretical framework for analyzing com-
putations that employ reducers due to Leiserson and Schardl [96] and extends the analysis to better
understand the overhead of using reducer arrays.

We shall first examine the difference between these approaches before we dive into the imple-
mentation of a library for reducer arrays. The first two approaches, an array of reducers versus an
array reducer, have some fundamental differences in terms of their semantics, whereas the third ap-
proach, a reducer array, is somewhat of a hybrid between the first two. Figure 5-1 summarizes their
differences. The first approach, array of reducers, associateseach array element with its own reducer
whose REDUCE operation combines two elements together, thereby allowing each array element to
have its own view. We shall refer to this view representation as theelement view. With the element
view representation, views are created only for elements accessed during parallel execution, and a
hypermerge process operates only on elements accessed. The secondapproach, an array reducer,
associates the entire array with one reducer and employs an ordinary array as its underlying view,
which we shall refer as thearray viewrepresentation. With the array view representation, whenever
a new view is created during parallel execution, the view created represents the entire array, and
its REDUCE operation must reduce two array views. As a result, a hypermerge process invoking
this REDUCE operation simply operates on every element in the array. Finally, the third approach
investigated in this chapter, a reducer array, combines features from thefirst two approaches. A
reducer array, like the array reducer approach, associates the entire array with a single reducer, but
it employs the SPA data structure [50] (described in Section 4.3) as its underlying view, which we
shall refer as theSPA view. With the SPA view representation, a single view still represents the
entire array, but a hypermerge process combining two SPA views needs tooperate only on elements
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Approach View representation REDUCE operation Hypermerge process

1. Array of reducers element view reduce two elements operate on elements accessed
2. Array reducer array view reduce two arrays operate on every element
3. Reducer array SPA view reduce two arrays operate on elements accessed

Figure 5-1: Summary of semantic differences between the three approaches.

accessed since the views were created.
Each of the first two approaches has its respective pros and cons. Interms of the view repre-

sentation, the array view in the array reducer approach has a couple ofadvantages over the element
view in the array of reducers approach. First, the array view likely leadsto a better utilization of
space. The array view employs a single reducer for the entire array, whereas the element view
employs an array of reducers. Even though the element view representation causes only views for
accessed elements to be created, whereas the array view requires a newly created view to allocate
space for the entire array, the array of reducers required by the element view takes up much more
space during parallel execution, for the following reasons. A reducertypically is larger in size and
has a longer life span than its corresponding views. As the implementation currently stands, a re-
ducer contains 96 bytes of bookkeeping data in addition to its leftmost view. Moreover, a reducer
requires space for both the private SPA maps in the TLMM reducer regionand the public SPA maps
allocated during hypermerges. Every reducer hyperobject alive (and accessed) takes up 16 bytes of
space in a worker’s TLMM reducer region and another 16 bytes in every public SPA map created
for a hypermerge throughout its lifetime. Assuming the original nonlocal array contains elements of
some primitive type or pointers to objects, the array view will consume less space than the element
view throughout execution.

Perhaps more importantly, the array view has a second advantage over theelement view in that
its natural array structure allows an important optimization which cannot be done with the element
view. Since the array view representation allocates elements for an array incontiguous memory lo-
cations, only one reducer lookup operation suffices for all the corresponding array reducer accesses
within a single strand. Henceforth, we shall refer to this optimization as thelookup optimization.
By contrast, since view allocation occurs when an element is first accessed, the element view repre-
sentation tends to allocate views for elements in a given array in noncontiguous memory locations.
Consequently, every access to a given element must translate into a reducer lookup operation, even
when multiple elements are accessed within a single strand. Moreover, the array view’s natural
array structure may also lead to better locality during a hypermerge.

Nevertheless, the array of reducers approach has an advantage over the array reducer approach,
which is that it operates only on elements accessed during a hypermerge. With an array of reducers,
an element view is initialized only upon access. Consequently, only views corresponding to ele-
ments accessed need to be reduced during a hypermerge. By contrast, upon the first access, an array
reducer creates and initializes the entire array view, and a hypermerge access invoking its REDUCE

operation touches every element in the array. This advantage is especiallypronounced when the
nonlocal array is sparsely accessed.

The third approach, the library implementation of reducer arrays described in this chapter, at-
tempts to combine the most advantageous features of the first two approaches. In particular, a re-
ducer array employs the SPA view, which associates the entire array with one reducer and allocates
elements for a given array in contiguous memory locations, thereby allowing the lookup optimiza-
tion and obtaining better locality during hypermerges. The SPA view costs morespace compared
to the array view; additional space is needed for bookkeeping sake. Using the SPA view, however,
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a reducer array is able to initialize an element with the identity value only upon its first access and
therefore operates only on elements that have been accessed during a hypermerge. To mitigate the
additional space overhead inherent in the SPA view, the library also employs per-worker memory
pools to recycle views. Experimental results show that a computation that uses a reducer array con-
sumes less space and performs 2× faster or more than that with an array of reducers during parallel
execution (the exact performance difference depends on the array size and the access density of the
array).

Although reducer arrays are faster than arrays of reducers, the inherent overhead incurred by the
use of reducers is significant for large arrays. Depending on the specific computation and the size of
the reducer array used in the computation, this overhead can become a scalability bottleneck. This
brings us to the question, what kind of applications may benefit from reducer arrays, or more point-
edly, do reducer arrays constitute a useful memory abstraction? We will examine these questions by
studying the overhead in using reducer arrays, extending the theoretical framework for analyzing
computations that employ reducers due to Leiserson and Schardl [96]. The analysis gives an upper
bound on the execution time and provides us with some insights as to what kind ofscalability we
may expect out of a computation that uses a reducer array. As a case study, the parallel breadth-first
search due to Leiserson and Schardl [96] is augmented with parent computations, which uses a re-
ducer array of sizen, wheren is the number of vertices in the input graph. This chapter also analyzes
the theoretical bound of this application and evaluates its scalability empirically. The analysis tells
us that we should not expect the application to scale, and indeed we see little scalability empirically
— the speedup plateaus around 12 processors, achieving 2–3× speedup depending on the input
graph. An application can benefit from a reducer array if the application contains enough work
besides accessing the reducer array such that the work dominates the additional overhead incurred
by the use of reducers. Currently, I don’t know of an application that exhibits such characteris-
tics, however, and whether a reducer array constitutes a useful memoryabstraction remains an open
question.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes thelibrary support for
reducer arrays. Section 5.2 studies the theoretical overhead of a computation that employs a re-
ducer array. Section 5.3 evaluates the empirical performance of reducer arrays, comparing them
to arrays of reducers and examining one case study using parallel breadth-first search with parent
computations. Finally, Section 5.4 gives concluding remarks.

5.1 Library Support for Reducer Arrays

This section describes an implementation of library support for reducer arrays. Unlike an array
of reducers, a reducer array uses one reducer to represent the entire array. Thus, during parallel
execution, whenever a local view is created, the view represents the entire array in its full lengthn,
wheren being the length of the original nonlocal array. Unlike an array reducer, however, a reducer
array initializes elements to its identity value lazily and minimizes the overhead during hypermerges,
reducing only elements that have been accessed. This section provides the implementation details
of the reducer array library.

The reducer pointer library

Before I present the implementation of the reducer array library, I digress for a moment to describe a
new reducer interface, referred to as thereducer pointerinterface. Chapter 4 presents the memory-
mapped reducers assuming the reducer interface as originally documentedin [48] and implemented
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1 bool has_property(Node *n);
2 std::list <Node *> l;
3 reducer_ptr <reducer_list_append <Node *>::Monoid > lptr(&l);
4 // ...
5 void traverse(Node *n) {
6 i f (n) {
7 i f (has_property(n)) {
8 lptr ->push_back(n);
9 }

10 c i l k s p a w n traverse(n->left);
11 traverse(n->right);
12 c i l k s y n c;
13 }
14 }

Figure 5-2: The same code as shown in Figure 4-3 which uses the new reducerpointer interface.

in Cilk++ [94]. The implementation in Cilk Plus closely resembles that in Cilk++, although the
linguistic interface has since evolved — Pablo Halpern, one of the original designers of reducers and
a Cilk Plus developer, investigated in a new interface, referred to as thereducer pointerinterface.
Even though the reducer pointer interface is not officially released by theCilk Plus compiler,1 this
chapter studies and evaluates the reducer array assuming the reducer pointer interface, because the
reducer pointer interface makes more sense in the context of a reducer array, as I explain shortly.

Recall the tree traversal example studied in Section 4.1, where the code traverses a binary tree
and creates a list of all nodes that satisfy some given property in apre-orderfashion. We have seen
a correct parallelization of the code in Figure 4-3 using the reducer interface. Figure 5-2 shows the
same code parallelized the say way but uses the new reducer pointer interface.

Using the new reducer pointer interface, one turns the listl into a reducer by declaring a reducer
pointer to manage the listl such as shown in line 3. We say that the listl is hyperized, referring to
the fact that now the list is managed by a reducer pointer. Then, instead ofupdatingl directly, the
code updatesl via the reducer pointer interface in line 8, since the listl may be updated in parallel.

Hyperizing a nonlocal variable using the reducer pointer interface provides the same guarantees
as employing a reducer in place of the nonlocal variable. Just like the reducer interface, a reducer
pointer implements the monoid interface and provides the two important operationsthat the runtime
invokes: IDENTITY and REDUCE.

The main distinction between the two interfaces is that, whether the underlying view is exposed.
The reducer pointer interface is designed so that the underlying view is exposed, and the reducer
pointer simply serves as a wrapper for coordinating parallel updates to thereducer. Note that us-
ing the reducer pointer interface, the user explicitly declares the leftmost view for the reducer and
creates a reducer pointer to wrap around the leftmost view. Exposing the underlying view can be
beneficial for performance reasons. For instance, if the user code knows that a view is updated
repeatedly within a single strand, it can obtain the underlying view once for the entire strand and
update the view directly instead of going through the reducer interface forthe updates, which can
be slower. This “optimization” must be exercised with extreme caution, however, since if the pro-
grammer is not careful, she may write code that races with the runtime system onthe underlying
view.

Using the reducer interface, on the other hand, the library implementer may choose to never
expose the underlying view. Doing so results in a cleaner semantics, which comes with a cost — a
reducer object must define update functions to allow the user code to indirectly perform updates on

1Thanks to Pablo who graciously provided me the implementation of reducerpointers so that I could experiment with
the new interface before it is officially released.
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1 int sum [100];
2 f o r (int i=0; i < 100; i++) {
3 sum[i] = 0;
4 }
5 reducer_array <reducer_opadd <int >:: Monoid > rArray (100, sum);

Figure 5-3: A declaration of reducer array that hyperizes a nonlocal array with length 50. The type of the
reducer array is initialized by a monoid that performs addition with identity 0.

the underlying views, which results a more cumbersome syntax and a slower reducer update than
what the reducer pointer interface would allow.

The reducer array library

Just like the other reducer libraries provided by Cilk Plus [69], the reducer array library is imple-
mented as a C++ library without the compiler involvement. The interface of the reducer array library
follows that of the reducer pointer library — to employ a reducer array, theuser program hyperizes
a nonlocal array by initializing a reducer array with the array length and theaddress of the nonlocal
array.

In the case of a reducer array, the reducer pointer interface makes moresense than the original
reducer interface for the following reason. Once the leftmost view becomes stable, i.e., being the
only view remains reflecting all updates, the user code likely wishes to process the final data in some
fashion. If the user code is only reading the array, it makes sense to read the array in parallel without
generating additional views of the array. This is not possible with the reducer interface where the
underlying view is not exposed. Thus, the reducer array library is implemented using the reducer
pointer interface.2

The type of the reducer array is dictated by its type parameter, which specifies the monoid type
for managing an element in the array. The monoid only specifies the IDENTITY and the REDUCE

operations for an element in the array, and the library applies the monoid across elements in the
array when appropriate. To clarify the terminology, henceforth whenever we refer to the IDENTITY

and the REDUCE operations for a reducer array, we mean that the operations that are applied to the
entire reducer array.

Figure 5-3 illustrates an example of hyperizing a nonlocal array ofint[] type. Each element in
the nonlocal array can be used to accumulate sums (for example, to compute a histogram), which is
indicated by the type parameter that initializes the reducer array type, in this case by a monoid that
performs addition with identity 0.

In general, one should not directly access the hyperized variable without going through the
reducer pointer interface, unless the leftmost view is stable. This is particularly true in the case
of a reducer array, because the hyperized nonlocal array does not constitute the leftmost view, but
only a part of the leftmost view. Instead, the user code should either update the array either via the
reducer array interface (which overloads the operator[] for accessing array elements), or obtain
the underlying view returned by the reducer array and update the view.3 We will come back to this
point later when we explore the internals of the library implementation.

2Note that the point here is not the syntax used, but rather whether the library allows the underlying view to be
exposed.

3Note that this does not preclude the optimization I mentioned earlier, in which the code accesses the view directly; it
simply means that one should access the underlying view instead of the hyperized array.
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Use of the SPA data structure

The underlying view of a reducer array is a SPA data structure [50]. Recall from Section 4.3 that
a SPA data structure allows both random accesses to elements in an array and sequencing through
the occupied array positions in constant time per element. In the reducer array library, a SPA view
consists of an uninitializedvalue arrayof lengthn, wheren is the length of the hyperized array,
a log array of lengthn/2 which stores indices of elements accessed, and an array of lengthn for
occupied flagswhich indicate the occupied position of the value array.

The use of a SPA view minimizes the overhead of the REDUCE operation for a reducer array.
The reducer array library overloads the array subscript operator[] so that whenever an element is
accessed, its corresponding occupied flag is set toTRUE and its index is logged. Thus, when two
SPA views are reduced, only accessed elements are reduced. Like the use of the SPA in the Cilk-M
runtime, once the number of accessed elements exceeds the length of the log array, the library stops
logging the accessed indices and simply marks the occupied flags. At that point, however, enough
work has been performed on the given view to justify sequencing throughthe entire array according
to the occupied flags. Unlike the use of the SPA in the Cilk-M runtime system, however, the reducer
array library must include an array of occupied flags to indicate which elements have been accessed.
Since the type of the elements depends on the base type of the hyperized array, there is no general
default value that can distinguish whether an element has been accessedof not. Each SPA view also
keeps a counter to record the number of accessed elements for the givenview. When two views
are reduced together, the library always reduces the view with fewer accessed elements into the
one with more, thereby reducing the number of elements that must be reducedor moved. The only
exception is when one of the two views is the leftmost view, because the user program captures the
reference to the underlying value array for the leftmost view.

Since the library depends on the SPA view to log every element accessed in order to correctly
perform the IDENTITY and the REDUCE operations, it is critical that an element is accessed via the
reducer library interface or the SPA view interface (the SPA view is a publictype exported by the
reducer array library and accessible to the user code). If the user program accesses an element by
accessing the value array directly,4 incorrect executions may result.

Recycling SPA views

Besides minimizing the REDUCEoverhead, we would also like to minimize view creation overhead.
To allow a SPA view to be created as efficiently as possible, the reducer array library implements a
list of memory pools indexed by worker IDs to store SPA views. The memory pools are specific to
a given instance of a reducer array. When a worker needs to create aSPA view for a given reducer
array, it first checks in the local memory pool indexed by its ID. If the pool is empty, it allocates new
memory for a new SPA view. Otherwise, a SPA view is retrieved from the pool.When two views are
reduced together, one of the views is recycled and returned to the memory pools. To avoid memory
drifting [10], each SPA view is marked with the worker ID which corresponds to the worker who
created the view, so that a recycled view always gets returned to the worker who created the view
initially.

The reducer array library maintains the invariant that a SPA view in a memory pool is not
initialized except that all its occupied flags are set toFALSE. This invariant allows a worker to
determine whether an element in the value array for a given view has been accessed and therefore
initialize elements in the value array lazily. Whenever a new view is retrieved from the pool, the

4Although the value array is a private field of the SPA object, there are waysin which a user program can capture a
reference to the value array.
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executing worker does not initialize elements in the value array to identity. Rather, only upon first
access of a given element does the executing worker initialize the element to identity.

Parallel REDUCE operations

When the array size is large, it is beneficial to allow the REDUCE operation for a reducer array to
contain parallelism, enabling elements in two value arrays to be reduced in parallel. When combin-
ing two SPA views together in parallel, some care must be taken in order to combine the log arrays
correctly. Let’s walk through the REDUCE operation for a reducer array to make the explanation
more concrete. Without loss of generality, let’s assume that the REDUCE operation is reducing the
right SPA view into the left SPA view, because the right SPA view has a smallerlog (i.e., fewer
elements have been accessed). We will also assume that logs from both views have not exceeded
their respective length and that the resulting view must still keep track of the logs. Conceptually,
the REDUCE operation walks the log array from the right SPA view, and for every index found in
the log, the corresponding element in the right view’s value array is reduced with or moved into the
corresponding element in the left view’s value array, depending on whether that particular element
has been accessed in the left view. If the particular element has not beenaccessed, the index for
this element must be inserted into the left view’s log, and its corresponding occupied flag must be
marked asTRUE. Since the REDUCE operation walks the right view’s log array in parallel so as to
reduce elements in parallel, we now have a determinacy race on the left view’s log array.

To avoid the determinacy race on the log array, the reducer array libraryuses yet another reducer
for the log array in the REDUCE operation for a reducer array. As mentioned in Section 4.3, Cilk-
M’s implementation of reducer mechanism treats a REDUCE operation as a piece of user code that
may spawn, and so a parallel REDUCE operation can employ yet another reducer. In this case,
hyperizing the log array avoids the determinacy race. Since we are hyperizing the log array and
walking the log array in parallel, ideally the log array should support efficient split and merge, in
addition to insert. The split operation allows the library to traverse the logs in parallel in a divide
and conquer fashion. The merge operation allows the library to combine two logs together quickly.
A vanilla implementation of an array does not support merge efficiently, however. Thus, instead of
using a vanilla array, now the log is kept in a bag data structure (as described in [96] and summarized
in Section 7.4) that supports efficient insert, split, and merge, which is idealfor our purpose.

Since keeping a log as a bag instead of a vanilla array and walking the logs in parallel incur
additional overhead, performing the REDUCE operation in parallel is beneficial only if the array
size is large enough. Thus, there are two implementations for the reducer array library. Henceforth,
we will refer to the one without parallel REDUCE as theordinary reducer array library, and the
one with parallel REDUCE as theparallel reducer array library. As we will see in later sections,
the parallel reducer array outperforms the ordinary reducer array empirically.

5.2 Analysis of Computations That Employ Reducer Arrays

As emphasized earlier, the use of reducers generates a nondeterministic amount of additional work.
In the case of a reducer array, if the array size is large, the additional work may constitute a scal-
ability bottleneck. How much additional work is generated? When does it become a bottleneck?
The theoretical analysis presented in this section provides some insights. This section studies the
theoretical framework due to Leiserson and Schardl [96] for analyzing a computation that uses a re-
ducer with a nonconstant-time REDUCE operation and extends the framework to analyze a compu-
tation that uses a parallel reducer array with a parallel REDUCE operation. Leiserson and Schardl’s
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Figure 5-4: A dag representation of a multithreaded execution. The vertices represent strands, and edges
represent dependencies between strands.

framework follows the framework of Blumofe and Leiserson [20] for analyzing a dynamically mul-
tithreaded computation using a work-stealing scheduler, which models a Cilk computation as a dag,
and extends the analysis to handle the nondeterminism due to the use of a reducer. This section
first reviews the dag model due to Blumofe and Leiserson [20], summarizeshow Leiserson and
Schardl [96] extend the analysis to handle reducers, and finally extends the model to analyze com-
putations with parallel reducer arrays. Analysis presented in this section isjoint work with Tao
B. Schardl and Charles E. Leiserson. A portion of the text presented inthis section is adapted
from [96] with permission from the authors.

The dag model

The dag model for multithreading introduced by Blumofe and Leiserson [20]views the execution
of a multithreaded program5 as adag (directed acyclic graph)D, where the vertex set consists of
strands— sequences of serially executed instructions containing no parallel control — and the edge
set represents parallel-control dependencies between strands.

Figure 5-4 illustrates such a dag, which represents a program executionin that it involves ex-
ecuted instructions, as opposed to source instructions. In particular, it models an execution that
contains spawns and syncs. As illustrated in Figure 5-4, a strand that hasout-degree 2 is aspawn
strand, and a strand that resumes the caller after a spawn is called acontinuation strand. A strand
that has in-degree at least 2 is async strand. A strand can be as small as a single instruction, or it
can represent a longer computation. Generally, we shall slice a chain of serially executed instruc-
tions into strands in a manner convenient for the computation we are modeling. Weshall assume
that strands respect function boundaries, meaning that calling or spawning a function terminates a
strand, as does returning from a function. Thus, each strand belongsto exactly one function instan-
tiation. For simplicity, we shall assume that programs execute on anideal parallel computer, where
each instruction takes unit time to execute, there is ample memory bandwidth, thereare no cache
effects, etc. A strand’slength is defined as the time a processor takes to execute all instructions in
the strand.

5When we refer to the execution of a program, we shall generally assumethat we mean “on a given input.”
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Work and span

The dag model admits two natural measures of performance which can be used to provide important
bounds [19,23,40,53] on performance and speedup. Thework of a dagD is the sum of the lengths
of all the strands in the dag. Thespanof D is the length of the longest path in the dag. Assuming
for simplicity that it takes unit time to execute a strand, the span for the example dag in Figure 5-4
is 10, realized by the path〈1,2,3,6,7,8,10,11,18,19〉, and the work is 19.

Recall that Section 2.1 defines the work to beT1, the execution time of a given computation on
one processor, and the span to beT∞, the execution time of the computation on an infinite number of
processors. Section 2.1 also provides an execution-time bound onP processors in terms ofT1 and
T∞. For a program that isdeterministicon a given input, where every memory location is updated
with the same sequence of values in every execution, one can useT1 and work orT∞ and span
interchangeably, since a deterministic program always behaves the same and results in the same
execution dag on a given input, no matter how the program is scheduled. That is, the execution dag
on a given input (and hence its work and span) for a deterministic program executing on a single
processor is the same as the dag executing on multiple processors. For anondeterministicprogram,
however, where a memory location may be updated with a different sequence of values from run to
run, different executions may result in different dags depending on the scheduling. Thus, we can
no longer directly relate the work and span for a parallel execution to that of the serial execution.
Rather, we must relate the work and span of a parallel execution to the resulting dag of the execution.
Therefore, henceforth, we shall use the notation Work(D) and Span(D) to denote the work and span
of a dagD.

To generalize the bounds we have from earlier chapters for both deterministic and nondetermin-
istic programs, we shall define the Work Law and the Span Law based on a given execution dag.
Suppose that a program produces a dagD in time TP when run onP processors of an ideal parallel
computer. We have the following two lower bounds on the execution timeTP:

Tp ≥ Work(D)/P , (5.1)

TP ≥ Span(D) . (5.2)

Similarly, theparallelism of the dagD is defined to be Work(D)/Span(D). Based on the dag, a
work-stealing scheduler achieves the expected running time

TP ≤ Work(D)/P+O(Span(D)) , (5.3)

where we omit the notation for expectation for simplicity. This bound, which is proved in [20], as-
sumes an ideal computer, but it includes scheduling overhead. As Section2.1 explains, the compu-
tation exhibits linear speedup when the number of processorsP is much smaller than the parallelism,
since the first term dominates.

Copying with the nondeterminism of reducers

The bound shown in Inequality (5.3) applies to both deterministic and nondeterministic computa-
tions. Obtaining bounds on performance and speedup for a nondeterministic program can be more
challenging, however. Unlike a deterministic program, we cannot readily relate the execution dag
for a nondeterministic program resulting from a parallel execution to that ofa serial execution.

A computation that uses a reducer generates a nondeterministic amount of work during a parallel
execution. The question is, how much additional work, and how does it affect the work and span
of the resulting dag. Leiserson and Schardl [96] provide a theoreticalframework for analyzing an
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execution dag for a program that contains nondeterminism due to the use ofa reducer, which allows
us to obtain an upper bound on the additional work generated due to the useof a reducer and how
the additional work impact the span of the computation, thereby obtaining bounds on performance
and speedup. We will overview their framework and extend it to analyze a computation that uses a
parallel reducer array.

The use of a reducer generates a nondeterministic amount of additional work, because accessing
a reducer during parallel execution may implicitly cause the runtime system to create additional
views for the reducer, which must be reduced later. The number of viewscreated depends on the
scheduling and cannot be determined solely by the execution dag from a serial execution, which is
the only observable part from a user’s perspective. To capture the nondeterminism due to a reducer,
Leiserson and Schardl define two types of dags. First, they define theuser dagDυ for a computation
D in the same manner that we define an ordinary dag for a deterministic program.The user dag
consists of onlyuser strands, which are observable during serial executions. Next, they define the
performance dagDπ, which is obtained by augmenting the user dagDυ with additional sets of
runtime strandsthat the runtime system implicitly generates for managing a reducer. That is, given
a parallel execution of a program with a user dagDυ = (Vυ,Eυ), one can obtain the performance
dagDπ = (Vπ,Eπ), where

• Vπ = Vυ ∪Vι ∪Vρ
• Eπ = Eυ ∪Eι ∪Eρ,

whereVι andEι represent the addedinit strandscorresponding to view creations triggered by ac-
cessing or updating a reducer, andVρ andEρ represent the addedreduce strandscorresponding to
instructions needed to reduce those views.

The vertex setsVι andVρ are based on the given parallel execution. The edge setsEι andEρ, on
the other hand, are constructed a posteriori. For each init strandv∈Vι, we include(u,v) and(v,w) in
Eι, whereu,w∈Vυ are the two strands comprising the instructions whose execution caused a view to
be created (by invoking IDENTITY) corresponding tov. The construction ofEρ is more complicated.
To insert reduce strands, the edges inEρ are created in groups corresponding to the set of REDUCE

functions that must execute before a given sync. Suppose thatv ∈ Vυ is a sync strand, thatk user
strandsu1,u2, . . . ,uk ∈ Dυ join atv, and thatk′ < k reduce strandsr1, r2, . . . , rk′ ∈ Dρ execute before
the sync. One can define an ordering among thek′ +1 views seen by thek strands based on when
the views are created. Leiserson and Schardl describe a constructionfor incorporating the reduce
strands by repeatedly joining together two strands that have the “minimal” and “adjacent” views.
The construction results in areduce treethat incorporates all reduce strands between thek user
strands and the sync nodev, where the user strands are at the leaves, the reduce strands constitute
intermediate nodes, and the sync node serves as the root. I omit the details ofthe construction here
and refer interested readers to [96].

With this construction, the resulting graphDπ is indeed a dag. More importantly, one can apply
the “delay-sequence” argument6 due to Blumofe and Leiserson [20] to analyze the constructedDπ
and show that every “critical” instruction is either sitting on top of some worker’s deque or is being
executed, including the reduce strands inVρ. The crucial observation is that, if an instruction in a
reduce strand is critical, then its sync node (at the root of the reduce tree) has been reached, and
thus a worker must be executing the critical instruction, since reduces areperformed eagerly when
nothing impedes their execution. Thus, whenever a worker steals, it has 1/P chance of executing a
critical instruction. With constant probability,P steals suffice to reduce the span of the performance
dagDπ by 1. Consequently, one can bound the expected running time of a computation D that uses

6This includes augmenting the performance dagDπ with additional “deque edges”.
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a reducer as
TP(D) ≤ Work(Dπ)/P+O(Span(Dπ)) . (5.4)

and the expected number of steals isO(P·Span(Dπ)).

Handling parallel REDUCE operations

In their analysis [96], Leiserson and Schardl assume that that the computation uses one reducer
that has a nonconstant-time serial REDUCE operation. For our purpose, however, we shall assume
that the computation uses a reducer that has a nonconstant-time parallel REDUCE operation, since
our goal is to analyze a computation that uses a reducer array, whose REDUCE operation contains
parallelism. Previously, with a serial REDUCE operation, when we construct the performance dag
Dπ for an execution, each REDUCEoperation executed translates into either a single reduce strand or
a chain of reduce strands between a user strand and a sync node inDπ. Now with a parallel REDUCE

operation, an executed REDUCEoperation translates into a subdag between a user strand and a sync
node inDπ. This difference does not affect the delay-sequence argument, andInequality (5.4) still
holds. The main difference in the analysis for a serial REDUCE operation and a parallel REDUCE

operation is how we relate the work and span of a performance dag to its user dag, which we shall
discuss next.

Analyzing the work and span of a performance dag

Now we examine how one can relate the work and span of a performance dag to the user dag. The
analysis we will discuss here closely follows the analysis described by Leiserson and Schardl [96]
modified to handle a reducer with a parallel REDUCEoperation. In particular, Leiserson and Schardl
in their analysis assumeτ to be the worst-case cost of any REDUCE or IDENTITY for the particular
execution. In the case of a serial REDUCE, thisτ parameter represents both the work and span of the
worst-case cost of a REDUCE operation. In our analysis, we shall assume two distinct parameters
τW and τS to represent the work and span of the worst-case cost of a REDUCE operation. For
simplicity, we shall first assume that the parallel REDUCE operation we consider does not use yet
another reducer. We shall come back to this point later. In addition, throughout the analysis, we
shall assume that the computation uses a single reducer. Nevertheless, it isstraightforward to use
the same framework to analyze a computation that uses multiple reducers — simply assumeτW and
τS are the work and span of the worst-case cost of a hypermerge process.

First let’s analyze and bound the additional work involved in joining strandstogether, which
includes the REDUCE operations necessary before a sync node. Operationally, joining strands to-
gether corresponds to frames returning. Recall from Chapter 4, a returning frame must perform a
locking protocol to prevent racing with its sibling frames who may also be returning. Once locks are
acquired successfully, the frame returning obtains the necessary SPA maps to perform hypermerges
until there is only one set of views left to deposit. Once the view transferalis done, a frame may
eliminate itself from the steal tree. The next lemma bounds the work involved in joining strands
together by considering the work involved in each elimination attempt and the totalnumbers of
elimination attempts.

Lemma 5.1 Consider the execution of a computationD on a parallel computer with P processors
using a work-stealing scheduler. The total work involved in joining strandsis O(τWP ·Span(Dπ)),
whereτW is the work of the worst-case cost of anyREDUCE or IDENTITY for the given input.

PROOF. First, we shall bound the work involved in lock acquisition during an eliminationattempt.
Since we use the same locking protocol for acquiring SPA maps from siblingsas described in [96],
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a lock is held only for a constant amount of time. Furthermore, as shown in [96], the time for theith
abstract lock acquisition by some workerw is independent of the time forw’s jth lock acquisition
for all j > i. Thus, by the analysis in [48], the total time a worker spends in lock acquisitions is
proportional to the number of elimination attempts.

Next, we shall bound the total number of elimination attempts. Since each successful steal
creates a frame in the steal tree that must be eliminated, the number of elimination attempts is at
least as large as the numberM of successful steals. Each elimination of a frame may force two other
frames to repeat this protocol. Therefore, each elimination increases the number of elimination
attempts by at most 2. Thus, the total number of elimination attempts is no more than 3M.

Finally, let’s consider the amount of work involved per elimination attempt. The total time spent
acquiring abstract locks and performing the necessary operations whilethe lock is held isO(M).
Each failed elimination attempt triggers at most two hypermerge processes (each hypermerge com-
bines two SPA maps into one) and at most view transferal. The work involvedin a hypermerge and a
view transferal is proportional to the number of reducers used. Assuming the computation employs
a single reducer whose REDUCE operation involvesτW amount of work in the worst-case, the total
amount of work involved per elimination attempt isO(τW).

Putting everything together, we can bound the total expected work spent joining strands, which
is O(τWM). Following the analysis on the number of steals from [20], which bounds thenumber of
steals for a given dagD to beO(P ·Span(D)), we have that the total work spent on joining strands
is O(τWP·Span(Dπ)).

Next, we shall bound the work and span of the performance dag in terms ofthe span of the user
dag. We will consider the span (Lemma 5.2) first and the work (Lemma 5.3) separately.

Lemma 5.2 Consider a computationD with user dagDυ and performance dagDπ, and letτS

be the span of the worst-case cost of anyCREATE-IDENTITY or REDUCE operation for the given
input. Then, we haveSpan(Dπ) = O(τS·Span(Dυ)).

PROOF. Each successful steal in the execution ofD may force one view to be created via an
invocation of IDENTITY, which must be reduced later via REDUCE. Thus, each successful steal
may lead to at most one IDENTITY and one REDUCE operation. Since each spawn inDυ provides
an opportunity for a steal to occur, in the worst case, every spawn inDυ may increase the length of
the path that contains the spawn by 2τS.

Consider a critical path inDπ, and letpυ be the corresponding path inDυ. Suppose thatk
steals occur along the pathpυ. The length of that corresponding path inDπ is at most 2kτS+ |pυ| ≤
2τS·Span(Dυ)+ |pυ| ≤ 3τS·Span(Dυ). Therefore, we have Span(Dπ) = O(τS·Span(Dυ)).

Lemma 5.3 Consider a computationD with user dagDυ. Let τW and τS be the work and span,
respectively, of the worst-case cost of anyIDENTITY or REDUCE operation for the given input.
Then, we haveWork(Dπ) = Work(Dυ)+O(τWτSP·Span(Dυ)).

PROOF. The work inDπ is the work inDυ plus the work represented in the runtime strands, i.e.,
init strands and reduce strands. The total work in reduce strands equals the total work to join stolen
strands, which isO(τWP·Span(D)) by Lemma 5.1. Similarly, each steal may create one init strand,
and by the analysis of steals from [20], the total work in init strands isO(τWP·Span(D)). Thus, we
have Work(Dπ) = Work(Dυ)+O(τWP·Span(Dπ)). Applying Lemma 5.2 yields the lemma.

Theorem 5.4 bounds the runtime of a computation whose nondeterminism arises from reducers.
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Theorem 5.4 Consider the execution of a computationD on a parallel computer with P processors
using a work-stealing scheduler. LetDυ be the user dag ofD. The total running time ofD is
TP(D) ≤ Work(Dυ)/P+O(τWτS·Span(Dυ)).

PROOF. By Inequality (5.4) and Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, we have Work(Dυ)/P+O(τWτS·Span(Dυ))+
O(τS·Span(Dυ)). We can omit the third termO(τS·Span(Dυ)), since it is dominated by the second
termO(τWτS·Span(Dυ)).

In the case of a parallel reducer array, since its REDUCE operation uses a bag reducer, the
REDUCE operation generates a nondeterministic amount of work during parallel execution. Thus,
we must recursively apply the analysis to the work and span for the REDUCE operation for the
parallel reducer array in order to obtain the appropriate bounds forτW andτS. That is, consider the
subdagD ′ that corresponds to the worst-case cost of a REDUCE operation for the parallel reducer
array. We are looking for the work and span ofD ′

π, which correspond to the termsτW andτS from
Theorem 5.4. Letτ′W andτ′S be the work and span ofD ′

υ respectively, and letτ′′W andτ′′S be the work
and span of the worst-case cost of the REDUCEoperation from the bag reducer used in the REDUCE

operations of the parallel reducer array. By applying Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, we have

τS = O(τ′Sτ′′S) ,

τW = τ′w + O(τ′s · τ
′′
wτ′′sP) . (5.5)

With this bound, we define theeffective parallelismas Work(Dυ)/(τWτS ·Span(Dυ)). Just as
with the parallelism defined for deterministic computations, if the effective parallelism exceeds the
numberP of processors by a sufficient margin, theP-processor execution can obtain near-linear
speedup over the serial execution. The second term in the time bound gives an upper bound on
the overhead incurred by all the REDUCE operations in the computation, which stays the same no
matter how many processors are used to executeD, since the maximum number of views created is
proportional to the number of processors used for execution. As the effective parallelism implies,
this bound gives us an intuition as to whether one can expect a computation to scale when a reducer
array is used. Specifically, it depends on the total work inDυ and how much work is involved in
REDUCE operations (which corresponds to the size of the reducer array used). If the overall work
of the computation is comparable to the work and span involved in the REDUCE operations for the
reducer used in the computation, one should not expect to see linear speedup when running the
computation on multiple processors. On the other hand, when the work involved in the REDUCE

operations is large, parallelism in REDUCE indeed helps. As we shall see in our case study in
Section 5.3, experimental results bear out these observations.

5.3 An Empirical Evaluation of Reducer Arrays

This section empirically evaluates the library implementations of reducer arraysby comparing the
space utilization and performance of reducer arrays to that of arrays of reducers. Recall from Sec-
tion 5.1 that there are two library implementations — an ordinary reducer arraywhich keeps the
logs in a vanilla array and employs a serial REDUCE operation, and a parallel reducer array which
keeps the logs in a bag reducer and employs a parallel REDUCE operation. In terms of space usage,
experimental results show that both implementations of reducer arrays use less space than an array
of reducers. In terms of execution time, both implementations of reducer arrays perform about 2×
better than an array of reducers when one enables the lookup optimization.Without the lookup
optimization, the performance difference is negligible when the array size is small but becomes no-
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ticeable as array size increases, especially during parallel executions.Furthermore, the use of a bag
reducer in a parallel reducer array has negligible overhead comparedto the use of a vanilla array in
a reducer array, and its parallel REDUCE operation indeed helps in the event when the array size is
large.

General setup. The library implementations of reducer arrays are evaluated using one microbench-
mark and one application benchmark. The microbenchmark is synthetic, designed to perform ran-
dom array accesses repeatedly. The evaluation uses the microbenchmark to compare space uti-
lization and performance of reducer arrays and arrays of reducers. This evaluation also includes a
case study using a real-world application, parallel breadth-first search (or PBFS) [96], modified to
include “parent computations” that employ a reducer array.

Both the microbenchmark and the PBFS application benchmark were compiled using the Cilk
Plus compiler version 12.0.0 using-O2 optimization. All experiments were performed on an AMD
Opteron system with 4 quad-core 2 GHz CPU’s having a total of 8 GBytes ofmemory. Each core
on a chip has a 64-KByte private L1-data-cache and a 512-KByte private L2-cache, but all cores on
a chip share a 2-MByte L3-cache. With 4 quad-cores, the system has a total of 8-MByte L3-cache.

All experiments were conducted with the Cilk-M runtime system (specifically, Cilk-M 1.0).
This evaluation does not include performance comparison with Cilk Plus [68]; although the libaray
implementations of reducer arrays work with Cilk Plus, the reducer mechanismin Cilk Plus does
not support parallel REDUCE operations. Please refer to Section 4.4 for performance comparisons
for the reducer mechanisms between Cilk-M and Cilk Plus.

Reducer pointer interface. Both the microbenchmark and the PBFS application are coded using
the reducer pointer interface (see Section 5.1 for a description of the reducer pointer interface).
There isn’t fundamental performance difference bwteen the reducerinterface and the reducer pointer
interface. When a program uses the reducer pointer interface, however, it may suffer fromfalse
sharing, where different workers compete for a cache line when they write to different memory
locations that happen to be allocated on the same cache line. In the case of using a reducer pointer,
the false sharing occurs when the leftmost view is small enough to share a cache line with other
(possibly read-only) variables. Thus, when multiple workers inevitably update the leftmost view
during parallel execution, variables which happen to lie on the same cache line get bounced between
private L1-caches of different cores, and incur significantly more overhead compared to single-
processor executions. The false sharing does not occur if one usesthe reducer interface, because
the leftmost view is allocated as part of the reducer object, which is large enough to occupy its
own cache line. Nevertheless, this false-sharing problem can be easily fixed with padding once the
programmer realizes what is causing the slowdown during parallel executions and where the false
sharing occurs.

In the absense of false sharing, performance between the two interfaces is comparable when the
nubmer of reducers used is moderate. When the number of reducers used is large, however, the
reducer pointer interface has a slight advantage in that it requires less space. For instance, an add
reducer (which includes its leftmost view) takes up 192 bytes, whereas a reducer pointer (which
excludes its leftmost view) takes up 96 bytes. Even accounting space takenup by the leftmost
view, a reducer pointer still uses less space. This advantage is evident when the microbenchmark
is evaluated with a large array of reducers, since the microbenchmark becomes memory-bandwidth
bound in this case. Thus, all experimental results shown in this section employthe reducer pointer
interface and include the fix to false sharing.
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Evaluation using the microbenchmark

The microbenchmark works as follows — it generates an array of randomindices and updates the
array of reducers or the reducer array repeatedly using the randomindicies. The parallelism comes
from recursivly subdividing the iteration space and traversing the iteration space in parallel, so
different workers are updating the array of reducers or the reducer array in parallel, writing to the
same array indices according to the random index array.

There are two input parameters to the microbenchmark that can be adjusted.The first is the size
of the random index array, which dictates how densely the array of reducers or the reducer array
is accessed. The microbenchmark is evaluated with density values ranging from 0.1–0.9 (sparse to
dense) with a 0.1 increment. The second parameter is the size of the array of reducers orthe reducer
array. The micobenchmark is evaluated with three different array sizes —8192 (small), 32768
(medium), and 262144 (large). The number of iterations in the benchmark was chosen according to
the array size and access density in such a way that the benchmark runs

Space usage. For either reducer arrays or arrays of reducers, the space overhead includes the
folliwng:

1. space allocation for private SPA maps in workers’ TLMM reducer regions throughout reduc-
ers’ lifespan,

2. space allocation for public SPA maps during hypermerges,
3. space allocations for their corresponding reducer pointers,
4. space allocations for the leftmost views, and
5. space allocations for newly allocated local views due to parallel execution.

In the case of serial executions, the runtime uses zero space for overheads 2 and 5. Thus, it is easy to
see that an array of reducers consums more space than a reducer array (for either implementation),
because an array of reducers incurs high cost in overheads 1 and 3simply due to the high nubmer
of reducer pointers that it employs.

During parallel executions, it is no longer a clear cut which variant usesmore memory. Even
though an array of reducers incurs high costs in overheads 1, 2, and3, it incurs relatively lower cost
in overhead 5 than a reducer array, because an array of reducersonly creates views for elements
accessed whereas a reducer array creats a SPA view for the entire array.

I measured the space usage for array of reducers, ordinary reducer arrays (with and without
the lookup optimization), and parallel reducer arrays (with and without the lookup optimization)
during parallel executions, using the microbenchmark with three differentarray sizes and across
access densities. Experimental results show that both implementations of reducer arrays consume
less space than an array of reducers. In particular, when the array size is large, a parallel reducer
array uses the least amount of memory of the three.

Figure 5-5 summarizes the experimental results in three graphs, one for each array size tested.
Within each graph, three different variants are shown, grouped into a cluster: an array of reducers,
an ordinary reducer array, and a parallel reducer array. For bothimplementations of reducer arrays,
the space usages with and without the lookup optimization are pretty comparable. Thus, Figure 5-5
shows only data obtained with the lookup optimization. Within each variant, Figure5-5 selectively
shows the space usages on executions with access densities of 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 to simplify the
presentation. For each access density, the bar presents a breakdownof the space utilization into
three different categories. The first category is overhead for private SPA maps, which corresponds
to overhead 1, calculated by the number of physical pages mapped in workers’ TLMM reducer
regions. The second category is overhead for allocating public SPA maps, which corresponds to
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Figure 5-5: The breakdown of space usage of the microbenchmark using a small array, a medium array, and
a large array. In each graph, the space usage for three different variants are shown, one per cluster: an array of
reducers, an ordinary reducer array with the lookup optimization, and a parallel reducer array with the lookup
optimization. Within each cluster, the x-axis labels the access density. For all graphs, the y-axis labels the
space usage in the number of physical pages.
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overhead 2, calculated by the total number of physical pages the runtime system requested from the
operation system for public SPA maps in a given execution. Since pages for public SPA maps are
recycled in the runtime system, this number shows the maxinum number of pages needed for public
SPA maps during the execution. The third category is overhead for allocating views and reducer
pointers, which corresponds to overheads 3–5, inclusively. For bothimplementations of reducer
arrays, the SPA views are recycled on the per-worker basis, so the number shows the maxinum
number of pages needed for SPA views during the execution.7 Since the space usage for these
categories differ from run to run due to scheduling, for each data point,the microbenchmark was
run 10 times and recorded the maximum number of pages used.

As Figure 5-5 shows, even though an array of reducers tends to use less space in creating views
than both implementations of reducer arrays, its space usage is dominated by allocating SPA maps
during hypermerges. Once the space for (public and private) SPA mapsis accounted for, reducer
arrays end up using less space. In particular, the parallel reducer array consumes about 60%–70%
of the space consumed by the array of reducers in the test cases.

Somewhat surprisingly, an ordinary reducer does not necessarily save on space compared to a
parallel reducer, even though a parallel reducer uses a bag reducer in its REDUCE operation, which
generates more views during parallel execution. The reason is that a parallel reducer array uses the
bag data structure to store logs, and the bag allocates space lazily, whereas an ordinary reducer array
uses a vanilla array to store logs, which is allocated when a view is created. That means the bag has
a much more compact representation than an array when the number of logs issmall and the array
size is large.

Performance comparison. The same microbenchmark was used to evaluate the performance of
the three variants. For reducer arrays, I was interested in seeing how much the lookup optimization
helps, where one lookup is performed within a single strand instead of multiple lookups (i.e., one
lookup per array element accessed), so the evaluation also includes time measurements of reducer
arrays with and without the lookup optimization.

It turns out that, with arrays of the sizes tested for the microbenchmark, theperformance of an
ordinary reducer array and a parallel reducer array are quite comparable, and so figures include only
the execution times of benchmarks using arrays of reducers and parallelreducer arrays.8 We shall
defer the discussion on the difference between reducer arrays and parallel reducer arrays until the
case study.

Figure 5-6 column (a) shows the performance comparison between benchmark executions that
use an array of reducers, a parallel reducer array without the lookup optimization, and a parallel
reducer array with the lookup optimization running on a single processor. Figure 5-6 column (b)
shows the same performance comparison when running on 16 processors. Three different array
sizes are shown in each column.

Let’s first examine Figure 5-6 column (a) for the single-processor executions. The performance
difference between reducer arrays with and without the lookup optimizationstays constant across
different array sizes, where the reducer array with the optimization runsabout 1.8× faster. This
makes sense, since these two variants use about the same amount of memory,and the performance
difference results purely from the optimization.

7Although the SPA views are recycled, a parallel reducer array uses a bag reducer in its REDUCEoperation, and views
for the bag reducer are not recycled.

8The ordinary reducer array performs slightly better than the parallel reducer array when the microbenchmark uses a
small or medium array, whereas the parallel reducer array performs slightly better than the ordinary reducer array when
the microbenchmark uses a large array. In all cases, the performance difference is small enough that including the timing
on both does not add much information to Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-6: The execution times of the microbenchmark using a small array, a medium array, and a large
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seconds, and the x-axis labels the varying access densitiesranging from 0.1–0.9. There are three variants
of the benchmark — one using an array of reducers, one using a parallel reducer arrays without the lookup
optimization, and one using a parallel reducer array with the lookup optimization.
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On the other hand, there is no performance difference between an array of reducers and a reducer
array without the optimization when the array size is small or medium. For the small and medium
arrays, since only one view per array element is ever created during single processor executions,
the amount of memory used by either variant (which includes the left most viewand the reducer
pointers created) fits comfortably in the L3-cache (total of 8 MBytes). Even though the array of
reducers ends up using more memory and incurs more L1- and L2-cache misses, the additional
cache misses does not impact the performance in a significant way. For thelarge array, however, the
amount of memory used by either variant no longer fits in the L3-cache, andthe amount of memory
used by the two variants differ enough to make a performance impact, although not too significant.

For 16-processor executions, again, the performance difference between reducer arrays with and
without the lookup optimization stays about constant across array sizes. On the other hand, perfor-
mance difference between an array of reducers and a reducer array without the optimization starts
to show in the medium-sized array test case, and the gap widens when the array size increases. An
array of reducers consumes more space, and the large-sized array does not fit in the main memory,
so the space consumption probably impacts the performance. Another important factor is the reduce
overhead incurred during parallel executions. An array of reducers incurs much higher overhead in
performing view transferal than a reducer array, simply due to its use of many reducer pointers.
Furthermore, a reducer array likely has an advantage in locality during thehypermerge process
when the access density is above 0.5. Even though the microbenchmark accesses the array using
random indices, for a reducer array, a hypermerge process involves simply combining two SPA
views. When the access density is above 0.5, the SPA view no longer keeps the access logs, and
its REDUCE operation walks the underlying value arrays in order. For an array of reducers, on the
other hand, a hypermerge process involves reducing multiple pairs of views together (one pair per
element accessed), and there is not much locality among the pairs of views. Finally, in the large
array test case, a parallel reduce array has an advantage in that its REDUCE operation contains par-
allelism — it does perform slightly better compared to its counterpart, an ordinary reducer array. All
these reasons contribute to the lower reduce overhead in a reducer array than an array of reducers
during parallel executions. Indeed, instrumentation in the runtime system indicates that an array of
reducers spends much more time performing view transferals and hypermerges than a reducer array
when the array size is large.

A case study using PBFS with parent computations

The case study used to evaluate the performance of reducer arrays is parallel breadth-first search [96],
or PBFS. The base algorithm is summarized in Section 4.4. For the purpose ofevaluating reducer
arrays, I modified the algorithm to perform parent computations, which requires either an array of
reducers or a reducer array in order to compute parents in a deterministic fashion.

PBFS with parent computations works as follows. As the algorithm discoversthe shortest path
from the starting nodev0 to some nodevn, it recordsvn’s parent, the ancestor node that leads tovn

in the shortest path. The algorithm records the parents of all nodes in a nonlocal array of size|V|,
i.e., the size of vertex set of the input graph. As workers discover different paths that lead to the
same node, two worker may potentially update the same element in the array in parallel (assuming
the two paths have the same distance from starting nodev0). In such a case, the algorithm breaks
the tie between the two parents having the same distance according to their vertex IDs, where the
parent with a smaller ID gets recorded. To do so, the algorithm employs an array of reducers or
reducer array whose REDUCE operation is a min operation.

The application is evaluated using both implementations of reducer arrays to examine the impact
of the parallel REDUCEoperations on the overall performance. Experiements using the microbench-
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mark have established that a reducer array works equally well or better than an array of reducers. In
particular, the lookup optimization indeed helps. Thus, this case study focuses on evaluating the dif-
ference between an ordinary reducer array (with a serial REDUCE operation) and a parallel reduce
array (with a parallel REDUCE operation), where the difference is only evident empirically when
the application requires large reducer arrays, which is the case for PBFS with parent computations.

Theoretical bound. We shall first examine how the execution time bounds compare when the
application uses an ordinary reducer array versus a parallel reducer array. Recall from Section 5.2
Theorem 5.4 that a computationD that uses a reducer array executing onP processors has a time
boundTP(D) ≤ Work(Dυ)/P+ O(τWτS ·Span(Dυ)). The work and span for PBFS with parent
computations is asymptotically the same as the work and span for PBFS, since theparent compu-
tations simply add additional constant overhead per vertex processed. Thus, given an input graph
G = (V,E) with diameterD, the work of PBFS with parent computations isO(V +E), and the span
is O(D lg(V/D)+D lg∆), where∆ is the maximum out-degree of any vertex inV [96].9

Consider a PBFS computationD that uses an ordinary reducer array for parent computations.
With a serial REDUCEoperation, in the worst-case, both the work and span of a REDUCEoperation10

can be as much asV, sinceV is the size of the parent array. Thus, a PBFS computationD that uses
an ordinary reducer array has the following time bound:

TP(D) ≤ O(V +E)/P+O(V2 · (D lg(V/D)+D lg∆)). (5.6)

Recall from Section 5.2 that the second term constitutes the worst-case overhead for performing
all REDUCE operations. While this overhead is an upper bound, the fact that the second term
dominates the first term tells us that one should not expect PBFS with parentcomputations using a
reducer array to scale well.

If the computation uses a parallel reducer array that supports a parallelREDUCE operation,
the work and span for the worst-case REDUCE operation without considering the overhead from
using the bag reducer, areV and lgV respectively (which corresponds to the termsτ′W andτ′S in
Equation (5.5)). The bag reducer used in the array’s REDUCE operation has the worst case work
and span ofO(lgV) for its own REDUCE operation (which corresponds to the termsτ′′W andτ′′S in
Equation (5.5)), because a bag may contain as many asO(V) nodes. Then, the worst-case work
and span for a REDUCE operation, including the overhead of using a bag reducer areτW = O(V +
Plg3V) andτS = O(lg2V), respectively. Thus, a PBFS computationD that uses a parallel reducer
array has the following time bound:

TP(D) ≤ O(V +E)/P+O((V lg2V +PV lg5V) · (D lg(V/D)+D lg∆))

= O(V +E)/P+O(PV lg5V · (D lg(V/D)+D lg∆)). (5.7)

Even though the reduce overhead in Inequality (5.7) grows slower asymptotically than the re-
duce overhead in Inequality (5.6), I cannot sensibly compare the two bounds, because I don’t know
the constant factor involved in the various terms, and the bound is only an upper bound on execution
time. Moreover, with the input sizes used to evaluate PBFS, the slower asymptotic growth of the
lg5V term than theV term does not kick in untilV becomes fairly large. The only thing one can

9The notation for set cardinality is omitted within the time bound for clarity.
10Even though the analysis in Section 5.2 considers the work and span of theworst case of RECUCE or IDENTITY

operations, we simply drop the IDENTITY in the discussion here for simplicity. This does not affect the correctness of
the analysis for PBFS with parent computations, since for this particular application, the work and span of a REDUCE

operation is the same as that of an IDENTITY operation.
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Figure 5-7: The execution times of PBFS with parent computations running on 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16
processors using 8 different input graphs. For each configuration, two variants of reducer arrays are used
— the reducer array with a serial REDUCE operation and the parallel reducer array with a parallel REDUCE

operation. The lookup optimization is employed for both variants. Each figure shows the execution times for
a given input graphs. The y-axis labels the execution times in seconds, and the x-axis labels the number of
processors used.

conclude from this bound is that, the second (reduce overhead) term stilldominates the first (work)
term, and so one should not expect PBFS with parent computations using a parallel reducer array to
scale, either.

Empirical results. Now we examine the empirical results of PBFS using an ordinary reducer array
and a parallel reducer array. I evaluated PBFS using 8 different input graphs, each with the number
of vertices on the order of millions (the sizes of vertex- and edge-sets canbe found in Figure 4-11).
That means that each execution uses a reducer array of size in the order of millions. I also evaluated
PBFS with parent computation using an array of reducers in Cilk-M, but theresults are not shown
here — when using an array of reducers, PBFS gets linear slowdown, and it sometimes runs out of
memory when executed on 12 or 16 processors.

Figure 5-7 shows the execution times for each input graph executing on 1,2, 4, 8, 12, and 16
processors using either a reducer array or a parallel reducer array. Each data point represents the
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average of 10 runs with standard deviation equal or less than 3%, except for the 16-processor exe-
cutions, which have standard deviation ranging from 0.33%–11.21% depending on the input graph.
The computation using a parallel reducer array consistently performs better than the computation
using an ordinary reducer array, especially when the number of processors increases. As the bounds
predict, however, neither computation scales — the best speedup one getson any graph is at most
3×. Furthermore, the execution time curve tends to plateau around 12 processors, sometimes with
a 16-processor execution taking longer time.

The fact that PBFS with parent computations does not scale well, even when using a parallel
reducer array, poses a question of whether it is a good idea to use largenumber of reducers or a
reducer array with large size. This is not to say that an application using a large reducer array cannot
possibly scale. For instance, if an application has quadratic amount of work with logarithmic span
in the user computation and uses a reducer array with size less than linear withrespect to the input
size, the computation could scale. I have yet to find such a computation that requires a reducer array
with such work and span profiles, however.

5.4 Concluding Remarks

Reducer hyperobjects seem to be a useful memory abstraction. As told by the practitioners in the
field — researchers and engineers who have worked on parallelizing large applications using Cilk++
and Cilk Plus — it would have been difficult to parallelize some of the large applications which they
encountered without the use of reducer hyperobjects. The use of reducer hyperobjects, like any syn-
chronization mechanism I know of, has its own shortcomings, in particular, the inherent overhead
associated with managing views. While this shortcoming is small when the computationuses only
a constant number of reducers or the overall REDUCEoperations take constant time, in the case of a
reducer array, this overhead may constitute a scalability bottleneck. As we have seen both theoreti-
cally and empirically in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, this is indeed the case if the work involved in REDUCE

operations dominates or even is simply comparable to the work involved in the user computation.
The particularly troubling bit is that the number of views created, and hencethe reducer overhead
involved, grows proportionally to the number of workers executing the computation.

Whether a reducer array constitutes a useful memory abstraction remains an open question.
Even though reducer arrays seem to be a natural extension to reducerhyperobjects, I have yet to find
an application that requires a reducer array to compute deterministically and scales well at the same
time. The PBFS example used in our case study neither scales well nor does itrequire a reducer array
to compute deterministically. Given that the type of reduce operation used in theapplication is both
associative and commutative, one could simply allocate a nonlocal array forparent computations
and use compare-and-swap (CAS) to update an element in the array as it discovers different shortest
paths to a given vertex. The final result ought to be deterministic still, assuming the algorithm
simply uses vertex IDs to break tie — the parent with a smaller ID wins out in the end. This CAS
implementation would conceivably scale better than using a reducer array. Of course, this strategy
only works because the operation on the parent array is both associative and commutative. Until
we find an application that absolutely requires a reducer array, we cannot say that a reducer array
constitutes a useful memory abstraction. Even if we do find such an application, it may be fruitful
to consider other alternatives for avoiding determinacy races that is as general as reducer arrays but
incurs less overhead, which in turn may lead us to a more efficient reducer-like mechanism.
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Part II:

Other Memory Abstractions
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Chapter 6

Ownership-Aware Transactional
Memory

Transactional memory (TM) [64], another type of memory abstraction, is meant to simplify concur-
rency control in parallel programming by providing a transactional interface for accessing memory;
the programmer simply encloses the critical region inside anatomic block, and the TM system
ensures that this section of code executes atomically. When using TM, one of the issues that the
programmer must deal with is the semantics of “nested” transactions. Previous proposals for han-
dling nested transactions either create a large memory footprint and unnecessarily limit concurrency,
or fail to guarantee “serializability” [121], a correctness condition oftenused to reason with TM-
based programs, and possibly produce anomalous program behaviorsthat are tricky to reason about.
This chapter explores a new design of a TM system which employs “ownership-aware transactions”
(OAT) that admit more concurrency and provide provable safety guarantees, referred to as “abstract
serializability.”

Without considering the semantics of nested transactions, the basic concept of transactional
memory is fairly straightforward. A TM system enforces atomicity by tracking the memory loca-
tions that transactions access (usingread setsandwrite sets), finding transaction “conflicts,” and
aborting and retrying transactions that conflict. Two executing transactions are said toconflict if
they access the same memory location, with (at least) one of the accesses being a write. If a trans-
action completes without generating a conflict, the transaction is said to becommitted, at which
point its updates are reflected in the global memory. If a transaction generates a conflict, the TM
system may choose toabort the transaction in order to resolve the conflict. Any update to memory
from an aborted transaction is not “visible” to other transactions, and the transaction is rolled back
to the beginning, possibly being retried later. By aborting and retrying transactions that conflict, the
TM system guarantees that all committed transactions areserializable[121]; that is, transactions
affect global memory as if they were executed one at a time in some order, even if in reality, several
executed concurrently.

Transactions may benested, where a transactionY is dynamically enclosed by another trans-
actionX. If Y is closed nested[112] insideX, then for the purpose of detecting conflicts, the TM
system considers any memory locations accessed byY as conceptually also being accessed by its
parentX. Thus, whenY commits, the TM system mergesY’s read and write sets into the read and
write sets ofX.1 TM with closed-nested transactions guarantees that transactions are serializable at

1Y can also beflat-nestedinside ofX. Flat-nesting has similar semantics to close-nesting in the sense that memory
locations accessed byY are conceptually also being accessed byX, but instead of mergingY’s read and write sets into
X’s whenY commits, the transactionY is simply eliminated and executed as part ofX. While this is a subtle difference,
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TransactionX1

1 // compute k1
2 · · ·
3 a tomic { //Transaction Y1
4 i f (tree.contains(k1)== false)
5 tree.insert(k1);
6 }
7 // other long computation
8 · · ·

TransactionX2

9 // compute k2
10 · · ·
11 a tomic { //Transaction Y2
12 i f (tree.contains(k2)== false)
13 tree.insert(k2);
14 }
15 // other long computation
16 · · ·

Figure 6-1: Two transactionsX1 andX2 from a user program that may execute concurrently. Each transaction
performs some computation to calculate the key to insert into a shared balanced binary search tree. The user
program first checks that the key is not already present before inserting it into the tree. To avoid duplicate
keys, the invocations tocontains andinsert ought to be executed in an atomic fashion. The user program
express this intent by surrounding the calls with anatomic block, which generates inner transactionsY1 and
Y2 of X1 andX2 respectively.

the level of memory. Researchers have observed, however, that closed nesting might unnecessarily
restrict concurrency in programs because it does not allow two “high-level” transactions to ignore
conflicts due to “low-level” memory accessed by nested transactions.

A simple scenario illustrates why closed nested transactions may unnecessarily restrict concur-
rency in programs. Consider a user program that processes a set ofdata, performs some computation
to generate keys, inserts the generated keys into a balanced binary search tree, and performs some
other computation. The code that processes data is enclosed by anatomic block, which generates
transactionsX1 andX2 shown in Figure 6-1. The balanced binary search tree instance is provided
by a library, which supports functions such asinsert, contain, andremove. At the end of each
insert or remove operation, the tree performs rotations to rebalance itself.From the user program’s
perspective, it does not care about the order in which the keys are inserted, as long as no dupli-
cates exist. This intention is expressed by anotheratomic block in lines 3 and 11, ensuring that
the invocations tocontains andinsert execute atomically. Theatomic block generates inner
transactions inside ofX1 andX2, referred to asY1 andY2 respectively.

Since the user program does not care about the order in which the keysare inserted, it does
not care whetherY1 occurs before or afterY2, as long as each of them appears to execute as an
atomic unit. That is, assuming no other conflicts occur in the prefixes and suffixes ofX1 andX2, the
following schedule would be an acceptable outcome from the user’s perspective: lines 1–2, lines
9–10, lines 3–6, lines 11–14, lines 7–8, and lines 15–16. Using closed-nesting, however, if subtrees
accessed byY1 andY2 happen to overlap, this schedule will not allowed. Without loss of generality,
let’s assume thatY1 causes rotations in the subtree it accessed but commits beforeY2 begins. IfY2

happens to traverse through nodes modified during rotations performed inY1, Y2 will generate a con-
flict with X1, becauseY1 merges its read and write sets with that ofX1, its parent, when it commits,
and the underlying TM system must abort one ofX1 or Y2 to resolve the conflict. A user may find
this need to abort undesirable because it unnecessarily limits concurrency; even though the schedule
given above is not serializable at the level of memory, it is “abstractly serializable” from the level
of program semantics. OnceY1 commits,X1 operates at the level of the user program and no longer
cares about the low level changes made to the tree nodes, provided thatY1 completed execution as a
atomic unit. Using closed nesting, transactionsX1 andX2 cannot execute concurrently, unless they
access separate parts of the binary tree.

flat-nesting would not work as expected if one allows parallelism inside a transaction. For the purpose of describing the
problem addressed by ownership-aware transactions, we will simply focus our attention on closed-nesting.
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1 bool contains(Key k) {
2 bool empty = false;
3 open a tom ic{
4 empty = (this.size == 0);
5 }
6 i f (empty) return false;
7 // otherwise search the tree
8 · · ·
9 }

Figure 6-2: An erroneous implementation of thecontains method of the binary search tree library, where
the read of thesize field is enclosed in a open-nested transaction.

To allow more concurrency of transactions in such examples, researchers have proposed the
open-nested commit mechanism[106, 113, 114]. When an open-nested transactionY (enclosed
within another transactionX) commits,Y’s changes are committed to memory and become visible
to other transactions immediately, independent of whetherX later commits or aborts. OnceY com-
mits, its read and write sets are discarded without merging intoX’s read and write sets.2 Thus, the
TM system no longer detects conflicts withX due to memory accessed byY. In other words, the
open-nested commit mechanism provides a loophole in the strict guarantee oftransaction serializ-
ability by allowing the outer transaction to ignore memory operations performed by its open-nested
subtransactions. Going back to our example scenario, ifY1 andY2 are open-nested insideX1 and
X2 instead, the TM system will no longer detect conflicts betweenX1 andY2 (assumingY1 commits
beforeY2 begins), since the TM system no longer keeps track ofY1’s read and write sets as part of
X1 onceY1 commits.

Once the TM system supports open-nested commits, however, it can permit nonserializable
schedules, some of which may be considered desirable by the programmer,while others may lead
to incorrect executions. For instance, imagine that the library implementer of the balanced binary
search tree decides to add a fieldsize to keep track of the number of items in the tree, and subse-
quently uses it in thecontains method as shown in Figure 6-2. Thecontains method first checks
whether the tree is empty, and only searches the tree if it is not empty. Given that thesize field
can be highly contended, the library implementer mistakenly decides that it will bea good “opti-
mization” to enclose this read of thesize field in an open-nested transaction, call it transactionZ
(lines 3–5), which would exclude conflict on this read ofsize field if Z is enclosed within another
transaction. An unintended consequence of this “optimization” is that a transaction from the user
program calling bothcontains andinsert can still commit even though the transaction no longer
appears to execute atomically — assuming the tree is empty whenY1 begins, another transaction
may come in and insert the same key asY1 and commit between lines 4 and 5, andY1 can still
commit successfully, inserting a duplicate key.

As Moss [113] suggests, the use of an open-nested commit mechanism requires the programmer
to reason about the program at multiple levels of abstraction, and that the use of open-nested commit
mechanism ought to be incorporated with anopen-nesting methodology, in which if Y is open-
nested inside ofX, X should not care about the memory operations performed byY when checking
for conflicts. That is, the programmer considersY’s internal memory operations to be at a “lower
level” thanX. Thus, instead of detecting conflicts at the memory level,X should acquire anabstract
lock based on the high-level operation thatY represents, so as to allow the TM system to perform

2The open-nested mechanism proposed in [106] suggests that ifX has previously accessed any location later written
byY, X receives the updated value whenY commits. Alternative treatments to the parent transaction’s read and write sets
for handling this scenario have been suggested in [114] and [113]. Since Moss [113] also suggests adopting the same
scheme as in [106], we will go by the scheme as in [106].
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concurrency control at an abstract level. Also, ifX aborts, it may need to executecompensating
actionsto undo the effect of its committed open-nested subtransactionY. Moss [113] illustrates the
use of open nesting with an application that employs a B-tree. Ni et al. [117]describe a software
TM system that supports the open-nesting methodology.

Unfortunately, a gap exists between between the proposed high-level programming methodol-
ogy of open nesting [113, 117] and the memory-level open-nested commit mechanism [106, 114].
Given that the TM system has no knowledge of discerning different levels of abstraction, the burden
falls on the programmer to carefully reason through the memory-level semantics of the program to
figure out exactly which nonserializable schedules are allowed in order toapply the methodology
correctly. Nevertheless, as shown by Agrawal et al. [5], an unconstrained use of the open-nested
commit mechanism can lead to anomalous program behaviors that are tricky to reason about.

One potential reason for the apparent complexity of open nesting is that themechanism and
the methodology make different assumptions about memory. Consider a transactionY open nested
inside transactionX. The open-nesting methodology requires thatX ignore the “lower-level” mem-
ory conflicts generated byY, while the open-nested commit mechanism will ignoreall the memory
operations insideY. SayY accesses two memory locationsℓ1 andℓ2, andX does not care about
changes made toℓ2, but does care aboutℓ1. The TM system cannot distinguish between these two
accesses, and will commit both in an open-nested manner, leading to anomalous behavior.

Researchershavedemonstrated specific examples [25,117] that safely use an open-nested com-
mit mechanism. These examples work, however, because the inner (open)transactions never write
to any data that is accessed by the outer transactions. Moreover, since these examples require only
two levels of nesting, it is not obvious how one can correctly use open-nested commits in a program
with more than two levels of abstraction. The literature on TM offers relativelylittle in the way of
formal programming guidelines which one can follow to haveprovableguarantees of safety when
using open-nested commits.

This chapter describes theownership-aware TM system, or theOAT systemfor short, which
bridges the gap between memory-level mechanisms for open nesting and the high-level view by ex-
plicitly integrating the notions of “transactional modules” and “ownership” intothe TM system. The
OAT system allows the programmer to apply the methodology of open nesting in a more structured
fashion, expressing the levels of abstraction explicitly to allow the underlyingruntime to behave
in a way that more closely reflects the programmer’s intent. Specifically, the programmer uses
transactional modules, or Xmodulesfor short, to specify levels of abstraction, and expresses own-
ership of data for Xmodules using parametric ownership types [22]. The OAT system employs an
ownership-aware commit mechanismthat is a hybrid between an open-nested and a closed-nested
commit. When a transactionX commits, access to a memory locationℓ is committed globally ifℓ
belongs to the same Xmodule asX; otherwise, the access toℓ is propagated toX’s parent transac-
tion. Unlike an ordinary open-nested commit, the ownership-aware commit treats memory locations
differently depending on which Xmodule owns the location. The ownership-aware commit is still
a mechanism, however, and programmers must still use it in combination with abstract locks and
compensating actions to implement the full open-nesting methodology.

Besides the ownership-aware commits, another distinct feature of the OAT system is that it
imposes a structure on the program using the ownership types, thereby allowing the compiler and
runtime to enforce properties needed to provide provable guarantees of“safety” to the programmer.
Using the OAT system, the programmer is provided with a concrete set of guidelines for sharing
of data and interactions between Xmodules. This chapter explains these guidelines, describes how
the Xmodules and ownership can be specified in a Java-like language and proposes a type system
that enforces most of the above-mentioned guidelines in the programs writtenusing this language
extension. Furthermore, this chapter presents an operational model forthe ownership-aware trans-
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actions, referred to as theOAT model, with which the chapter shows the following theorems. First,
if a program follows the proposed guidelines for Xmodules, then the OAT model guaranteesse-
rializability by modules, which is a generalization of “serializability by levels” used in database
transactions [136]. Second, under certain restricted conditions, a computation executing under the
OAT model cannot enter a semantic deadlock. Finally, the ownership-aware commit is the same
as open-nested commit if no Xmodule ever accesses data belonging to other Xmodules. Thus, one
corollary of our theorem is that open-nested transactions are serializable when Xmodules do not
share data. This observation explains why researchers [25, 117] have found it natural to use open-
nested transactions in the absence of sharing, in spite of the apparent semantic pitfalls.

Throughout this chapter, we shall distinguish between the variations of nested transactions as
follows. When I refer to a nested transactionX in the OAT system which employs the ownership-
aware commit mechanism, I say thatX is safe nested. When I refer to a nested transactionX in an
ordinary TM that employs the open-nested commit mechanism, I say thatX is open nested. One
should not confuse the term open-nested commit with the term open-nesting methodology. The
open-nesting methodology includes the use of abstract locks and compensating actions, which can
and should be incorporated with both safe-nested and open-nested commitmechanisms.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 presents an overview of ownership-
aware transactions and highlight key features using an example application. Section 6.2 describes
language constructs for specifying Xmodules and ownership. Section 1.3describes the OAT model
in detail, and Section 6.4 gives a formal definition of serializability by modules andshows that the
OAT model guarantees this definition. Section 6.5 provides conditions underwhich the OAT model
does not exhibit semantic deadlocks. Section 6.6 discusses related work on improving the use of
open-nesting. Finally, Section 6.7 provides concluding remarks.

6.1 Ownership-Aware Transactions

This section gives an overview of the ownership-aware transactions. To motivate the need for the
concept of ownership in TM, this section presents an example application which may benefit from
the open-nesting methodology. Illustrating using the application example, this section introduces the
notion of an Xmodule and informally explains the programming guidelines when using Xmodules.
This section as well highlights some of the key differences between ownership-aware TM and a
TM with open-nested commit mechanism. This section serves to provide the concept of ownership-
aware TM in a intuitive but informal way; we defer the formal definitions untillater sections.

The book application

We shall use an example application, referred to as the book application, to illustrate the concept of
ownership-aware transactions. This book application is similar to the one described by Moss [113],
but it includes data sharing between nested transactions and their parents, and contains more than
two levels of nesting.

Since the open-nesting methodology is designed for programs that have multiple levels of ab-
straction, the book application is a modular application. The book application is designed to con-
currently access a database of many individuals’ book collections. The database stores records in
a binary search tree, keyed by name. Each node in the binary search tree corresponds to a person,
and stores a list of books in his or her collection. The database supports queries by name, as well as
updates that add a new person or a new book to a person’s collection. The database also maintains
a private hashmap, keyed by book title, to support a reverse query; given a book title, it returns a
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list of people who own the book. Finally, the book application wants the database to log changes
on disk for recoverability. Whenever the database is updated, it inserts metadata into the buffer of a
logger to record the change that just took place. Periodically, the book application is able to request
a checkpoint operation which flushes the buffer to disk.

The book application can be naturally decomposed into five natural modules —the user ap-
plication (UserApp), the database (DB), the binary search tree (BST), the hashmap (Hashmap), and
the logger (Logger). TheUserApp module calls methods from theDB module when it wants to
insert into the database, or query the database. The database in turn maintains internal metadata and
calls theBST module and theHashtable module to answer queries and insert data. Both the user
application and the database may call methods from theLogger module.

Using open-nested transactions, the modules can produce non-intuitive outcomes. Consider the
example where a transactional methodA from theUserApp module tries to insert a bookb into the
database, and the insert is an open-nested transaction. The methodA, which generates transaction
X, calls an insert method in theDB module and passes theBook objectb to be inserted. This insert
method generates an vanilla open-nested transactionY. SupposeY writes to some field of the book
b, which corresponds to memory locationℓ1, and also writes some internal database metadata, which
corresponds to memory locationℓ2. After a vanilla open-nested commit ofY, the modifications to
bothℓ1 andℓ2 become visible globally. Assuming theUserApp does not care about the internal state
of the database, committing the internal state of theDB, i.e.,ℓ2, is a desirable effect of open nesting;
this commit increases concurrency, because other transactions can potentially modify the database
in parallel withX without generating a conflict. TheUserApp does, however, care about changes
to the bookb; thus, the commit ofℓ1 breaks the atomicity of transactionX. A transactionZ in
parallel with transactionX can access this locationℓ1 afterY commits, before the outer transaction
X commits.3 To increase concurrency, it is desirable forY, generated by the method fromDB, to
commit changes to its own internal data; it is not desirable, however, forY to commit the data that
UserApp cares about.

The notion ofownership of datacan help enforcing this kind of restriction: if the TM system
is aware of the fact that the book object “belongs” to theUserApp, it can decide not to commit
DB’s change to the book object globally. For this purpose, the OAT system incorporates the notion
of data ownership and transactional modules, or Xmodules. When a programmer explicitly defines
Xmodules and specifies the ownership of data, the OAT system can make the correct judgment about
which data to commit globally.

Xmodules and the ownership-aware commit mechanism

The OAT system requires that programs be organized into Xmodules. Intuitively, an XmoduleM
is a stand-alone entity that contains data and transactional methods; an Xmodule owns data that
it privately manages, and uses its methods to provide public services to otherXmodules. During
program execution, a call to a method from an XmoduleM generates a transaction instance, sayX. If
this method in turn calls another method from an XmoduleN, N generates an additional transaction
Y, safe nested insideX, but only if M 6= N. Therefore, defining an Xmodule automatically specifies
safe-nested transactions.

In the OAT system, every memory location is owned by exactly one Xmodule. If amemory
locationℓ is in a transactionX’s read or write set, the ownership-aware commit of a transactionX
commits this access globally only ifX is generated by the same Xmodule that ownsℓ; in this case,
we say thatX is responsiblefor that access toℓ. Otherwise, the read or write toℓ is propagated up

3Abstract locks [113] alone do not address this problem. Abstract locks are meant to disallow other transactions from
noticing that the book was inserted into theDB, but they do not protect the individual fields of the book object itself.
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to the read or write set ofX’s parent transaction; that is, the TM system behaves as thoughX was a
closed-nested transaction with respect to locationℓ.

In order to guarantee that ownership-aware transactions behave “nicely,” the OAT system must
restrict interactions between Xmodules. For example, in the TM system, some transaction must be
responsible for committing every memory access. Similarly, the TM system shouldguarantee some
form of serializability. If Xmodules could arbitrarily call methods from or access memory owned
by other Xmodules, then these properties might not be satisfied.

One way of restricting Xmodules is to allow a transaction to access only objects that belongs
to its own Xmodule. This condition might severely restrict the expressiveness of the program,
however, since it does not allow an Xmodule to pass an object that it owns as a parameter to a
method that belongs a different Xmodule. The OAT system is able to impose a weaker restriction
on the interactions between Xmodules and at the same time guarantee these desirable properties.

Rules for Xmodules

The OAT system employs Xmodules to control both the structure of nested transactions, and the
sharing of data between Xmodules (i.e., to limit which memory locations a transactioninstance can
access). In the OAT system, Xmodules are arranged as amodule tree, denoted asD. In D, an
XmoduleN is a child ofM if N is “encapsulated by”M. The root ofD is a special Xmodule called
world. Each Xmodule is assigned anxid by visiting the nodes ofD in a pre-order traversal, and
assigningxids in increasing order, starting withxid(world) = 0. Thus,world has the minimum
xid, and “lower-level” Xmodules have largerxid numbers.

Definition 6.1 The OAT system imposes two rules on Xmodules based on the module tree:

1. Rule 1: A method of an Xmodule M can access a memory locationℓ directly only ifℓ is owned
by either M or an ancestor of M in the module tree. This rule states that an ancestor Xmodule
N of M may pass data down to a method belonging to M, but a transaction from module M
cannot directly access any “lower-level” memory.

2. Rule 2: A method from M can call a method from N only if N is the child of some ancestorof
M, and thatxid(N) > xid(M) (i.e., if N is “to the right” of M in the module tree). This rule
states that an Xmodule can call methods of some, but not all, lower-levelXmodules.4

The intuition behind these rules is as follows. Xmodules have methods to provideservices
to other higher-level Xmodules, and Xmodules maintain their own data in order toprovide these
services. Therefore, a higher-level Xmodule can pass its data to a lower-level Xmodule and ask
for services. A higher-level Xmodule should not directly access the internal data belonging to a
lower-level Xmodule.

If Xmodules satisfy Rules 1 and 2, the ownership-aware transactions arewell-defined — some
transaction is always responsible for every memory access (proved in Section 1.3). In addition, these
rules and the ownership-aware commit mechanism guarantee that transactions satisfy the property
of serializability by modules (proved in Section 6.4).

One potential limitation of ownership-aware TM is that cyclic dependencies between Xmodules
are prohibited. The ability to define one module as being at a lower level than another is funda-
mental to the open-nesting methodology. Thus, our formalism requires that Xmodules be partially
ordered; if an XmoduleM can call XmoduleN, then conceptuallyM is at a higher level thanN

4An Xmodule can, in fact, call methods within its own Xmodule or from its ancestor Xmodules, but these calls are
modeled differently. We shall come back to visit these cases at the end ofthis section.
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world!

UserApp!

DB! Logger!

BST! Hashmap!
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Figure 6-3: A module treeD for the program described in Section 6.1. Thexid’s are assigned according to
a pre-order traversal, numbering Xmodules in increasing order, starting withxid(world) = 0.

(i.e., xid(M) < xid(N)), and thusN cannot callM. If two components of the program call each
other, then, conceptually, neither of these components is at a higher levelthan the other, and the
OAT system requires that these two components be combined into one Xmodule.

Xmodules in the book application

Consider a Java implementation of the book application described earlier. Thebook application
may contain the following classes:UserApp as the top-level application that manages the book
collections,Person andBook as the abstractions representing book owners and books,DB for the
database,BST andHashmap for the binary search tree and hashmap maintained by the database, and
Logger for logging the metadata to disk. In addition, there are some other auxiliary classes: tree
nodeBSTNode for theBST, Bucket in theHashmap, andBuffer used by theLogger.

Using ownership-aware transactions, not all of a program’s classes are meant to be Xmodules;
some classes only wrap data. In the book example, one can identify five Xmodules:UserApp, DB,
BST, Hashmap, andLogger; these classes are stand-alone entities which have encapsulated data and
methods. Classes such asBook andPerson, on the other hand, are data types used byUserApp.
Similarly, classes likeBSTNode andBucket are data types used byBST andHashmap to maintain
their internal state.

Then, one can organize the Xmodules of the book application into the module tree shown in
Figure 6-3.UserApp is encapsulated byworld, DB andLogger are encapsulated underUserApp;
BST andHashmap are encapsulated underDB. By dividing Xmodules this way, the ownership of data
falls out naturally, i.e., an Xmodule owns certain pieces of data if the data is encapsulated under the
Xmodule. For example, the instances ofPerson or Book are owned byUserApp because they
should only be accessed by eitherUserApp or its descendants.

Let us consider the implications of Definition 6.1 for the example. By Rule 1, all of DB, BST,
Hashmap, andLogger can directly access data owned byUserApp, but UserApp cannot directly
access data owned by any of the other Xmodules. This rule corresponds tostandard software-
engineering rules for abstraction; the “high-level” XmoduleUserApp should be able to pass its
data down, allowing lower-level Xmodules to access that data directly, butUserApp itself should
not be able to directly access data owned by lower-level Xmodules. By Rule2, UserApp may
invoke methods fromDB, DB may invoke methods fromBST andHashmap, and every other Xmodule
may invoke methods fromLogger. That is, Rule 2 allows all the operations required by the book
application. As expected,UserApp can call theinsert andsearch methods fromDB and can even
pass its data toDB for insertion. More importantly, notice the relationship betweenBST andLogger
— BST can call methods fromLogger, butBST cannot pass data it owns directly intoLogger. BST
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can, however, pass data owned by theUserApp to Logger, as required by the book application.

Advantage of ownership-aware transactions

One of the major problems with ordinary open-nested commit is that some transactions can see
inconsistent data. For instance, consider a transactionY open-nested inside transactionX. Let v0

be the initial value of locationℓ, and supposeY writes valuev1 to locationℓ and commits. Now a
transactionZ in parallel withX can read this locationℓ, write valuev2 to ℓ, and commit, all before
X commits. Therefore,X can now read this locationℓ and see the valuev2, which is neither the
initial valuev0 (the value ofℓ whenX started), norv1 (as written byX’s inner transactionY). The
programmer may see this behavior as counterintuitive.

Now consider the same scenario for ownership-aware transactions. Without loss of generality,
assume thatX is generated by a method of XmoduleM andY is generated by a method of Xmodule
N. There are two cases to consider:

• Case 1:N ownsℓ. By Rule 2 in Definition 6.1, we know thatxid(M) < xid(N). Since by
Rule 1 in Definition 6.1, no transaction from a higher-level module can access data owned by
a lower-level module,X cannot accessℓ. Thus, the problem does not arise.

• Case 2:N does not ownℓ. In this case, the ownership-aware commit ofY will not commit
the changes toℓ globally, andℓ will be propagated toX’s write set. Hence, ifZ tries to
accessℓ beforeX commits, the OAT system will detect a conflict. Therefore,X cannot see an
inconsistent value forℓ.5

To make the scenario more concrete, think of the book application when a method fromUserApp

A calls the insert method fromDB to insert bookb. The methodA generates a transactionX, which
calls the insert method, which generates a transactionY, safe nested insideX. WhenY commits,
it commits the data owned byDB, thereby increasing the concurrency; other transactions may now
access data belonging toDB without generating conflicts withX. Y does not commit the changes
made to the bookb (if any), however. Thus, no other parallel transactionZ can modifyb beforeX
commits, causingX to see inconsistent state.

Callbacks

At first glance, it appears that the OAT system prohibits callbacks, where an XmoduleM is not
allowed to call another transactional method in the same XmoduleM or provided byM’s proper
ancestor, which seems restrictive. On the contrary, the OAT system doesallow some forms of
callbacks, which are simply modeled differently.

More precisely, if a methodX from XmoduleM calls another methodY provided by an ances-
tor XmoduleN, this call does not generate a new safe-nested transaction instance. Instead,Y is
subsumed inX using closed nesting. Recall that Rule 1 in Definition 6.1 allows a method from a
Xmodule to directly access data belonging to the same Xmodule or to any of the Xmodule’s ances-
tors. Thus, we can treat any data access by the closed-nested transaction fromY as being directly
accessed byX, provided thatY and any calls made byY access only memory belonging toN or
N’s ancestors. Henceforth, we refer to such methodY as aproper callbackmethod of Xmodule
N, whereY’s nested calls are themselves proper callback methods belonging to Xmoduleswhich
are ancestors ofN. The formal model for ownership-aware transactions described in Section 6.3

5For simplicity, I have described the case whereY is directly nested insideX. The case whereY is more deeply
open-nested insideX behaves in a similar fashion.
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assume that the computation contains only proper callbacks and models the these callbacks as di-
rect memory accesses, allowing us to ignore callbacks in the formal definitions. The OAT type
system does not enforce that the computation practice proper-callback discipline. Nevertheless, the
proper-callback discipline can be enforced dynamically.

Closed-nested transactions

Using the OAT system, every method call that crosses an Xmodule boundary automatically gener-
ates a safe-nested transaction. The OAT system can effectively provide closed-nested transactions,
however, with appropriate specifications of ownership. If an XmoduleM owns no memory, but
only operates on memory belonging to its proper ancestors, then transactions of M will effectively
be closed-nested. In the extreme case, if the programmer specifies that allmemory is owned by the
world Xmodule, then all changes in any transaction’s read and write sets are propagated upwards;
thus all ownership-aware commits behave exactly as closed-nested commits.

6.2 Ownership Types for Xmodules

When using ownership-aware transactions, the Xmodules and data ownership in a program must
be specified, for two reasons. First, the ownership-aware commit mechanism depends on these
concepts. Second, we can guarantee some notion of serializability only if a program has Xmodules
which conform to the rules in Definition 6.1. This section describes the language constructs for
specifying Xmodules and ownership in a Java-like language and its corresponding type system,
referred to as theOAT type system, which statically enforces some of the restrictions described in
Definition 6.1. The OAT type system extends the type system for checking parametric ownership
types due to Boyapati, Liskov, and Shrira [22], henceforth referredto as theBLS type system. This
section first reviews the BLS type system, then describes how the OAT type system extends the BLS
type system in order to enforce most of the rules described in Definition 6.1.Lastly, this section
discusses the restrictions required by Definition 6.1 which the OAT type system does not enforce
statically and how these restrictions may be enforced dynamically.

The BLS type system

The BLS type system [22] provides a mechanism for specifying ownership of objects and enforces
certain properties, as stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2 The BLS type system enforces the following properties:

1. Every object has a unique owner.
2. The owner can be either another object, orworld.
3. The ownership relation forms anownership tree(of objects) rooted atworld.
4. The owner of an object does not change over time.
5. An object a can access another object b directly only if b’s owner is either a, or one of a’s

proper ancestors in the ownership tree.

The BLS type system requires ownership annotations to class definitions and type declarations
to guarantee properties stated in Lemma 6.2. Every class typeT1 has a set of associated ownership
tags, denotedT1〈 f1, f2, . . . fn〉. The first formalf1 denotes the owner of the current instance of the
object (i.e.,this object). The remaining formalsf2, f3, . . . fn are additional tags which can be used
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to instantiate and declare other objects within the class definition. The formals get assigned with
actual ownerso1,o2, . . .on when an objecta of typeT1 is instantiated. By parameterizing class and
method declarations with ownership tags, the BLS type system permits owner polymorphism. Thus,
one can define a class type once, but instantiate multiple instances of that class with different owners
in different parts of the program.

The BLS type system enforces the properties stated in Lemma 6.2 with the following checks:

1. Within the class definition of typeT1, only the tags{ f1, f2, . . . fn}∪{this,world} are visible.
Thethis ownership tag represents the object itself.

2. A variablev2 with typeT2〈 f2, . . .〉 can be assigned to a variablev1 with typeT1〈 f1, . . .〉 if and
only if T2 is a subtype ofT1 and f1 = f2.

3. If an objectv’s tags are instantiated to beo1,o2, . . .on whenv is created, then in the ownership
tree,o1 must be a descendant ofoi , ∀i ∈ 2..n, (denoted byo1 � oi henceforth).

Boyapati et al. [22] show that these type checks guarantee the properties of Lemma 6.2.
In some cases, to enable the type system to perform check 3 locally, the programmer may need

to specify awhere clause in a class declaration. For example, suppose the class declaration of
type T1 has formal tags〈 f1, f2, f3〉, and insideT1’s definition, some typeT2 object is instantiated
with ownership tags〈 f2, f3〉. The type system cannot determine whether or notf2 � f3. To resolve
this ambiguity, the programmer must specifywhere ( f2 <= f3) at the class declaration of type
T1. When an instance of typeT2 object is instantiated, the type system then checks that thewhere

clause is satisfied.

The OAT type system

The ownership tree described by Boyapati et al. [22] exhibits some of thesame properties as the
module tree described in Section 6.1. Nevertheless, the BLS type system does not enforce two
major requirements needed by the OAT system:

• In the BLS type system, any object can own other objects. The OAT system, however, requires
that only Xmodules own other objects.

• In the BLS type system, an object can call any of its ancestors’ siblings. Rule 2 in Defini-
tion 6.1, however, dictate that an Xmodule can only call its ancestor’s siblingsto the right.

Thus, the OAT type system extends the BLS type system to handle these additional requirements.
Handling the first requirement is straightforward. The OAT type system explicitly distinguishes

objects and Xmodules by requiring that an Xmodule extend from a specialXmodule class. The OAT
type system only allows classes that directly extendXmodule to usethis as an ownership tag. This
restriction creates a ownership tree where all the internal nodes are Xmodules objects and all leaves
are non-Xmodule objects. If we ignore the ordering requirement on the children of an Xmodule, the
module tree described in Section 6.1 is essentially the ownership tree with all non-Xmodule objects
removed.

The second requirement involves more complexity to enforce. First, the OATtype system ex-
tends each owner instanceo to have two fields:name, represented aso.name, andindex, represented
aso.index. The name field is conceptually the same as an ownership instance in the BLS type sys-
tem. The index field is added to allow the compiler to infer ordering between children of the same
Xmodule in the module tree. The OAT type system allows the programmer to passthis[i] as
the ownership tag (i.e., with an indexi) instead of justthis. Similarly, one can useworld[i] as
an ownership tag. Indices enable the OAT type system to infer an orderingbetween two sibling
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Xmodules, where the Xmodule initiated with ownerthis[i] is treated as appearing to the left of
the Xmodule initiated with ownerthis[i+1] in the module tree.

Finally, for technical reasons, the OAT type system prohibits all Xmodules from declaring fields
that are primitive types. If the OAT type system had allowed an XmoduleM to have fields with
primitive types, these fields would be owned byM’s parent. Since this property seems counter-
intuitive, the OAT type system opted to disallow fields with primitive-types for Xmodules.

In summary, the OAT type system performs these checks:

1. Within the class definition of typeT1, only the tags{ f1, f2, . . . fn}∪{this,world} are visible.
2. A variablev2 with typeT2〈 f2, . . .〉 can be assigned to a variablev1 with typeT1〈 f1, . . .〉 if and

only if T1 = T2, and all the formals are initialized to the same owners with the same indices,
if indices are specified.

3. A typeT〈o1,o2, . . .on〉must have, for alli ∈{2, . . .n}, eithero1.name≺ oi .nameoro1.name=
oi .nameando1.index< oi .index, if both indices are known.6

4. The ownership tagthis can only be used within the definition of a class that directly extends
Xmodule.

5. Xmodule objects cannot have fields with primitive types.

The first three checks are analogous to the checks in the BLS type system.The last two checks
are added to enforce the additional requirements of Xmodules.

The OAT type system supportswhere clauses of the formwhere ( fi < f j). When fi and f j

are instantiated withoi and o j , the OAT type system ensures that eitheroi .name≺ o j .name, or
oi .name= o j .nameandoi .index< o j .index. The detailed type rules for the OAT type system are
described in Appendix B.

The book application using the OAT type system

Figure 6-4 illustrates how one can specify Xmodules and ownership for thebook application de-
scribed in Section 6.1 using the OAT system. The programmer specifies an Xmodule by creating
a class which extends from a specialXmodule class. TheDB class has three formal owner tags —
dbOwner which is the owner of theDB Xmodule instance (db), logO which is the owner of the
Logger Xmodule instance used by theDB Xmodule (logger, anddataO which is the owner of the
user data being stored in the database. When an instance ofUserApp initializes Xmodules that it
employs in lines 6–7, it declares itself as the owner of theLogger Xmodule instance (logger), DB
Xmodule instance (db), and the user data being passed intodb. The indices onthis indicate the
ordering of Xmodules in the module tree, i.e., the user data is lower level thanLogger, andLogger
is lower level thanDB. lines 16–18 illustrate how theDB class can initialize the Xmodules that it
employs and propagate its formal owner tags, such aslogO anddataO, down the module tree .

In order for this code to type check, theDB class must declarelogO < dataO using thewhere
clause in line 15, otherwise the type check would fail at line 16, due to ambiguityof their ordering
in the module tree. Thewhere clause in line 15 is checked whenever an instance ofDB is created,
i.e. at line 7.

The OAT type system’s guarantees

The following lemma about the OAT type system can be proved in a reasonablystraightforward
manner using Lemma 6.2.

6In the ownership tree, for any XmoduleM, the OAT type system implicitly assigns non-Xmodule children ofM
higher indices than the Xmodule children ofM, unless the user specifies otherwise.
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1 public class UserApp <appO > extends Xmodule<appO > {
2 private Logger <this[1], this[2]> logger;
3 private DB <this[0], this[1], this[2]> db;
4
5 public UserApp () {
6 logger = new Logger <this[1], this [2] >();
7 db = new DB <this[0], this[1], this [2]>( logger);
8 }
9

10 // rest of the class definition
11 · · ·
12 }
13
14 public class DB <dbO , logO , dataO >
15 extends Xmodule<dbO > where (logO < dataO) {
16 private Logger <logO , dataO > logger;
17 private BST <this[0], logO , dataO > bst;
18 private Hashmap <this[1], logO , dataO > hashmap;
19
20 public DB(Logger <logO , dataO > logger) {
21 this.logger = logger;
22 // rest of the constructor
23 · · ·
24 }
25
26 // rest of the class definition
27 · · ·
28 }

Figure 6-4: Specifying Xmodules and ownership for the book applicationdescribed in Section 6.1.

Lemma 6.3 The OAT type system guarantees the following properties.

1. An Xmodule M can access a (non-Xmodule) object b with ownership tagob only if M �
ob.name.

2. An Xmodule M can call a method in another Xmodule N with owner oN only if one of the
following is true:

(a) M = oN.name (i.e. M owns N);
(b) The least common ancestor of M and N in the module tree is oN.name; or
(c) N� M (i.e. N is an ancestor of M).

Lemma 6.3 does not, however, guarantee all the properties that the OAT system requires from
Xmodules described in Definition 6.1. In particular, Lemma 6.3 does not consider any ordering of
sibling Xmodules. The OAT type system can, however, provide stronger guarantees for a program
that satisfies the following properties:

• unique owner indices: For all XmodulesM, all children ofM in the module tree are instanti-
ated with ownership tags with unique indices that can be statically determined.

• localized use of theworld ownership tag: theworld ownership tag is only used to instantiate
owners inside the functionmain, or some top-level function that serves as an entry point to
the user program that is executed only once.

These properties allow the OAT type system to statically determine, with local checking only, the
ordering among children of a given Xmodule for all Xmodules, includingworld, thereby assigning
the appropriatexid to every Xmodule in the modules tree, as described in Section 6.1. Then, the
following result holds:
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Theorem 6.4 In the execution of a program with unique owner indices and localized use of world
ownership tag, consider two Xmodules M and N. Let L be the least commonancestor Xmodule of
M and N, and let oN be the ownership tag that N is instantiated with. If L= oN.name, then M can
call a method in N only ifxid(M) < xid(N).

PROOF. We prove (by contradiction) that ifL = oN.name, andxid(M) > xid(N), thenM cannot
have a formal tag with valueoN. That means, it cannot declare a type with owner tagoN and thus
cannot accessN.

SinceL = oN.name, we know thatL is N’s parent in the module tree. GivenL is the least
common ancestor ofM andN, we know thatQ exists that isN’s sibling. LetoQ be what theQ’s
ownership tag is instantiated with. SinceN andQ have the same parent (i.e.L) in the module
tree, we haveoN.name= oQ.name= L. Sincexid(M) > xid(N), M is to the right ofN in the
ownership tree. Therefore,Q, which is an ancestor ofM, is to the right ofN in the ownership
tree. Therefore, assuming the program satisfies the property of uniqueownership indices, we have
oQ.index> oN.index.

Assume for the purpose of contradiction thatM does haveoN as one of its tags. Using Lemma 6.2,
one can show that the only way forM to receive tagoN is if Q also has a formal tag with valueoN.
Thus,Q’s first formal owner tag has valueoQ and another one of its formals has valueoN.

Consider the chain of Xmodule instantiationsPk, ...,P0, wherePi instantiatesPi−1 ending at
P0 = Q, and the class type of eachPi has formal ownership tags of

〈

f i
1, f i

2, ...
〉

. P1 must have
instantiatedP0 = Q with values f 0

1 = oQ, and some other formal, without loss of generality say,
the second formalf 0

2 = oN. (We must havef 0
1 = oQ, sinceoQ is the owner ofQ; without loss of

generality, we can assignf 0
2 = oN, since the OAT type system does not care about the ordering of

formal tags after the first one.)
SinceoN.name= oQ.name= L, assumingL 6= world, this chain of instantiations must lead back

to L, since that is the only Xmodule that can create ownership tags with valuesoN andoQ in its class
definition using the keywordthis. On the other hand, ifL = world, assuming the program satisfies
the property of localized use of theworld ownership tag, bothoN andoQ must be created within
themain function (or an entry-point function with a single execution) using theworld keyword.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that function execution is part ofPk. Then, for each
instantiationPi for 1≤ i < k, the following must be true.

• Pi must have some formalsf i
a and f i

b, with valuesoQ andoN, respectively, andPi must pass
these formals into the instantiation ofPi−1.

• The class definition ofPi must specify the constraintf i
a < f i

b on its formal tags explicitly
through awhere clause declaring thatf i

a < f i
b.7

The first condition must hold to allow bothoN andoQ to be passed down toP0 = Q. The second
condition is true for the Xmodules in the chain of instantiations by induction. In thebase case,P1

must know thatf 1
a < f 1

b ; otherwise, the type system will throw an error when it tries to instantiate
P0 = Q with owner f 1

a . Then, inductively,Pi must knowf i
a < f i

b to be able to instantiatePi−1.
Finally,Pk−1 is instantiated by XmodulePk = L (or if L = world, instantiated within the function

that contains the localized use of theworld tag). In the instantiation ofPk−1 in Pk, Pk must instantiate
Pk−1’s formal f k−1

a with valueoQ by usingthis[x] (or world[x]). Similarly, Pk must instantiate
Pk−1’s formal f k−1

b with valueoN by usingthis[y] (or world[y]). Assuming the instantiation in
Pk type checks, we must havex < y, which contradicts our original assumption thatoQ.index>

7Even though the constraintf i
a < f i

b could be implicitly specified byPi having f i
a as the first ownership tag, the

program would no longer satisfy the unique owner indices property if thatwere the case.
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oN.indexhowever, since ifoQ.index> oN.index, the program should not type check. Therefore, we
must haveoQ.index< oN.index.

Theorem 6.4 only modifies the Condition 2b of Lemma 6.3. Therefore, Lemma 6.3 along with
Theorem 6.4 imposes restrictions on every XmoduleM which are only slightly weaker than the
restrictions required by Definition 6.1. Condition 1 in Lemma 6.3 corresponds toRule 1 of Defi-
nition 6.1. Conditions 2a and 2b are the cases permitted by Rule 2. Condition 2c,however, corre-
sponds to the special case of callbacks or calling a method from the same Xmodule, which is not
permitted by Definition 6.1. This case is modeled differently, as we explained in Section 6.1.

The OAT type system is a best-effort type system to check for the restrictions required by Defi-
nition 6.1. The OAT type system cannot fully guarantee, however, that a type-checked program does
not violate Definition 6.1. Specifically, the OAT type system does not detect the following violations
statically. First, if the program does not have unique owner indices, thenL may instantiate bothM
andN with the same index. Then, by Lemma 6.3,M andN, can call each other’s methods, and
we can get cyclic dependencies between Xmodules.8 Second, the program may perform improper
callbacks. Say a method fromM calls back to methodB from L. An improper callbackB can call a
method ofN, even thoughM is to the right ofN. Finally, if the program does not satisfy the property
of localized use of theworld tags,M can obtain access to another XmoduleN which belongs to
theworld and to the left ofM. In these cases, the OAT type system allows a program with cyclic
dependency between Xmodules to pass the type checks, which is not allowed by Definition 6.1.

While the OAT type system may strictly enforce the unique indices and localized use ofworld
properties, it may be overly restrictive. Instead, it may be better to employ dynamic checks and have
the runtime system report an error when an execution violates the rules described in Definition 6.1.
The runtime system can use the ownership tags to build a module tree during runtime, and use
this module tree to perform dynamic checks to verify that there are no cyclic dependencies among
Xmodules and that the execution contains only proper callbacks.

6.3 The OAT Model

The OAT model models the behavior of the OAT system as it executes a program with ownership-
aware transactions. To model a program execution with ownership-aware transactions, this section
extends the transactional computation framework due to Agrawal, Leiserson, and Sukha [5] to in-
corporate the concepts of Xmodules and ownership of data, and formally defines the structure of
transactional programs with Xmodules. This section then restates the rules for Xmodules from Def-
inition 6.1 formally in the extended framework, which guarantees certain properties used by the
OAT model. Finally, this section describes the main component of the OAT model, an operational
semantics for the OAT runtime system, which dynamically constructs and traverses a “computation
tree” as it executes instructions generated by the program. The operational semantics described in
this section is not intended to describe an actual implementation, although these semantics can be
used to guide an implementation.

Transactional computations

In the framework of Agrawal et at. [5], the execution of a program is modeled using a “computation
tree” C that summarizes the information about both the control structure of a program and the

8Since all non-Xmodule objects are implicitly assigned higher indices than theirXmodule siblings, these non-
Xmodule objects cannot introduce cyclic dependencies between Xmodules.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6-5: A sample(a) computation treeC and(b) its corresponding dagG(C ).

nesting structure of transactions, and an “observer function”Φ which characterizes the behavior of
memory operations. A program execution is assumed to generate atrace(C ,Φ).

A computation treeC is defined as an ordered tree with two types of nodes:memory-operation
nodesmemOps(C ) as leaves andcontrol nodesspNodes(C ) as internal nodes. A memory operation
v either reads from or writes to a memory location. Control nodes are eitherS (series) orP (par-
allel) nodes, where the children of anSnodemust be executed serially, from left to right, and the
children ofP nodecan be executed in parallel. SomeS nodes are labeled as transactions; define
xactions(C ) as the set of these nodes.

Instead of specifying the value that an operation reads or writes to a memorylocationℓ, the
framework abstracts away the values by using anobserver functionΦ. For a memory operationv
that accesses a memory locationℓ, the nodeΦ(v) is defined to be the operation that wrote the value
of ℓ thatv sees.

The framework defines several structural notations on the computation tree C . Denote theroot
of C asroot(C ). For any tree nodeX, letances(X) denote the set of allX’s ancestors (includingX
itself) in C , and letpAnces(X) denote the set ofproperancestors ofX (excludingX) bypAnces(X).
For any tree nodeX, define thetransactional parentof X, denoted byxparent(X), asparent(X)
if parent(X) ∈ xactions(C ), or xparent(parent(X)) if parent(X) 6∈ xactions(C ). Define
the transactional ancestorsof X asxAnces(X) = ances(X)∩ xactions(C ). Denote theleast
common ancestorof two nodesX1,X2 ∈C by LCA(X1,X2). DefinexLCA(X1,X2) asZ = LCA(X1,X2)
if Z ∈ xactions(C ), and asxparent(Z) otherwise.

A computation can also be represented as acomputation dag(directed acyclic graph). Given
a treeC , the dagG(C ) = (V(C ),E(C )) corresponding to the tree is constructed recursively. Every
internal nodeX in the tree appears as two vertices in the dag. Between these two vertices, the
children ofX are connected in series ifX is anSnode, and are connected in parallel ifX is aP node.
Figure 6-5 show a computation tree and its corresponding computation dag.

Classical theories on serializability refer to a particular execution order for a program as ahis-
tory [121]. In this framework, a history corresponds to a topological sortS of the computation dag
G(C ), and the framework defines the transactional memory models using these sorts. Reordering a
history to produce a serial history is equivalent to choosing a differenttopological sortS ′ of G(C )
which has all transactions appearing contiguously, but which is still “consistent” with the observer
function associated withS .
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Xmodules and computation tree

Now we shall see how to extend the framework to model ownership-aware transactions. Formally,
a trace generated by a program is organized into a setN of Xmodules. Each XmoduleM ∈ N

has some number of methods and a set of memory locations associated with it. Thus, the set of all
memory locationsL is partitioned into sets of memory owned by Xmodules. LetmodMemory(M)⊆
L denote the set of memory locations owned byM. For a locationℓ ∈ modMemory(M), owner(ℓ) =
M. When a method of XmoduleM is called by a method from a different Xmodule, a safe-nested
transactionX is generated.9 We shall use the notationxMod(X) = M to associate the instanceX
with the XmoduleM and define the instances associated withM as

modXactions(M) = {X ∈ xactions(C ) : xMod(X) = M} .

As mentioned in Section 6.1, Xmodules of a program are arranged as a moduletree, denoted by
D. Each Xmodule is assigned anxid according to a left-to-right depth-first tree walk, with the root
of D beingworld with xid = 0. Denote the parent of XmoduleM in D asmodParent(M), the
ancestors ofM asmodAnces(M), and the descendants ofM asmodDesc(M). The root of the com-
putation tree is a transaction associated with theworld Xmodule, i.e.,xMod(root(C )) = world.

The module treeD is used to restrict the sharing of data between Xmodules and to limit the
visibility of Xmodule methods according to the rules given in Definition 6.5.

Definition 6.5 (Formal Restatement of Definition 6.1)A program with a module treeD should
generate only traces(C ,Φ) which satisfy the following rules:

1. Rule 1: For any memory operation v which accesses a memory locationℓ, let X= xparent(v).
Thenowner(ℓ) ∈ modAnces(xMod(X)).

2. Rule 2: Let X,Y ∈ xactions(C ) be transaction instances such thatxMod(X) = M and
xMod(Y)= N. Then X= xparent(Y) only ifmodParent(N)∈ modAnces(M), andxid(M)<
xid(N).

As we will see later in this section, these rules guarantee certain properties of the computation
tree which are essential to the ownership-aware commit mechanism.

The OAT model overview

An execution using the OAT system is modeled as a nondeterministic state machine with two com-
ponents: aprogramand aruntime system. The runtime system dynamically constructs and traverses
a computation treeC as it executes instructions generated by the program. Conceptually, the OAT
model maintains a set ofreadynodes, denoted byready(C ) ⊆ nodes(C ), and at everytime step,
the OAT model nondeterministically chooses one of these ready nodesX ∈ ready(C ) to issue the
next instruction. The program then issues one of the following instructions (whose precondition is
satisfied) onX’s behalf: fork, join, xbegin, xend, xabort, read, or write. Equivalently for
shorthand, one can thatX issues an instruction.

The OAT model describes a sequential semantics — at every time step, a program issues a single
instruction. The parallelism in this model arises from the fact that at a particular time, several nodes
can be ready, and the runtime nondeterministically chooses which node to issue an instruction. The
rest of this section presents a detailed description of the OAT model, such asthe state information it
maintains, how it constructs and traverses the computation tree as instructionsare issued, and how
it handles memory operations, conflict detections, transaction commits, and transaction aborts.

9As explained in Section 6.1, callbacks are handled differently.
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State information and notation

As the OAT model executes instructions, it dynamically constructs the computation treeC . For
each of the sets corresponding to a computation tree defined earlier in the section, the OAT model
defines corresponding time-dependent versions of these sets by indexing them with an additional
time argument. For instance, let the setnodes(t)(C ) denote the set of nodes in the computation tree
aftert time steps have passed. These generalized time-dependent sets are monotonically increasing;
that is, once an element is added to the set, it is never removed at a later timet. As a shorthand, I
may omit the time argument when it is clear that we are discussing a particular fixed timet.

At any time t, each internal nodeX ∈ spNodes(t)(C ) has astatusfield status[X]. These
status fields change with time. IfX ∈ xactions(t)(C ), i.e.,X is a transaction, thenstatus[X] can
be one ofCOMMITTED, ABORTED, PENDING, or PENDING_ABORT (in the process of being aborted).
Otherwise,X ∈ spNodes(t)(C )−xactions(t)(C ) is either a P-node or a nontransactional S-node,
which can either beWORKING or SYNCHED. Several abstract sets for the tree are defined based on this
status field, which partition thespNodes(t)(C ), the set of internal nodes of the computation tree:

pending(t)(C ) =
{

X ∈ xactions(t)(C ) : status[X] = PENDING
}

pendingAbort(t)(C ) =
{

X ∈ xactions(t)(C ) : status[X] = PENDING_ABORT
}

committed(t)(C ) =
{

X ∈ xactions(t)(C ) : status[X] = COMMITTED
}

aborted(t)(C ) =
{

X ∈ xactions(t)(C ) : status[X] = ABORTED
}

working(t)(C ) =
{

X ∈ spNodes(t)(C )−xactions(t)(C ) : status[X] = WORKING
}

synched(t)(C ) =
{

X ∈ spNodes(t)(C )−xactions(t)(C ) : status[X] = SYNCHED
}

A transaction is said to beactiveif it has statusPENDING or PENDING_ABORT. That is, the set of
active transactions is defined asactiveXactions(t)(C ) = pending(t)(C )∪pendingAbort(t)(C ).
Similarly, the set of active nodes is defined asactiveNodes(t)(C ) = activeXactions(t)(C )∪
working(t)(C )

The OAT model maintains a set ofreadyS-nodes, denoted asready(t)(C ). We will see later
in this section how the nodes are inserted and removed fromready(t)(C ) when we discuss how
the OAT model construct the computation tree. For now, simply note thatready(t)(C ), and the sets
defined above which are subsets ofactiveNodes(t)(C ) (i.e.,pending(t)(C ), pendingAbort(t)(C ),
andworking(t)(C )) are not monotonic, because completing nodes remove elements from these sets.

For the purposes of detecting conflicts, at any timet, for any active transactionX, i.e., X ∈
activeXactions(t)(C ), the OAT model maintains aread setR(t)(X) and awrite setW(t)(X) for
X. The read setR(t)(X) is a set of pairs(u, ℓ), whereu ∈ memOps(t)(C ) is a memory operation
that reads from memory locationℓ ∈ L . The write setW(t)(X) is defined similarly. We say that the
nodeu satisfies theread predicateR(u, ℓ) if u reads from locationℓ. Similarly, u satisfies thewrite
predicateW(u, ℓ) if u writes to locationℓ. The model represents the main memory as the read and
write sets ofroot(C ).

The OAT model assumes that at timet = 0, R(0)(root(C )) andW(0)(root(C )) initially contain
a pair(⊥, ℓ) for all locationsℓ ∈ L .

In addition to the basic read and write sets, the OAT model also definesmodule read setand
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module write setfor all transactionsX ∈ activeXactions(t)(C ). Module read set is defined as

modR(t,X) =
{

(u, ℓ) ∈ R(t)(X) : owner(ℓ) = xMod(X)
}

.

In other words,modR(t,X) is the subset ofR(t)(X) that accesses memory owned byX’s Xmodule
xMod(X). Similarly, themodule write setis defined as

modW(t,X) =
{

(u, ℓ) ∈ W(t)(X) : owner(ℓ) = xMod(X)
}

.

The OAT model maintains two invariants onR(t)(X) andW(t)(X). First, W(t)(X) ⊆ R(t)(X) for
every transactionX ∈ xactions(t)(C ), i.e., a write also counts as a read. Second,R(t)(X) and
W(t)(X) each contain at most one pair(u, ℓ) for any locationℓ. Thus, a shorthandℓ∈ R(t)(X) is used to
mean that there exists a nodeusuch that(u, ℓ)∈ R(t)(X), and similarly forW(t)(X). For simplicity, the
presentation also overloads the union operator: at some timet, an operationR(X) = R(X)∪{(v, ℓ)}
means to construct the setR(t+1)(X) by

R(t+1)(X) = {(v, ℓ)}∪
(

R(t)(X)−
{

(u, ℓ) ∈ R(t)(X)
})

.

In other words, add(v, ℓ) to R(X), replacing any(u, ℓ) ∈ R(t)(X) that existed previously.

Constructing the computation tree

In the OAT model, the runtime constructs the computation tree in a straightforwardfashion as
instructions are issued. For completeness, however, a detailed description of this construction is
included.

Initially, at timet = 0, the OAT model begins with only the root node in the tree, i.e.,nodes(0)(C )=
xactions(0)(C )= {root(C )}, with this root node marked as ready, i.e.,ready(0)(C )= {root(C )}.
Throughout the computation, the status of the root node of the tree is alwaysPENDING.

A new internal node is created if the OAT model picks ready nodeX andX issues afork or
xbegin instruction. IfX issues afork, then the runtime creates a P-nodeP as a child ofX, and
two S-nodesS1 andS2 as children ofP, all with statusWORKING. Thefork also removesX from
ready(C ) and addsS1 andS2 to ready(C ). If X issues anxbegin, then the runtime creates a
new transactionY ∈ xactions(C ) as a child ofX, with status[Y] = PENDING, removesX from
ready(C ), and addsY to ready(C ).

In the OAT model, a nontransactional S-nodeZ ∈ ready(t)(C )−xactions(t)(C ) (which must
have statusWORKING) completes by issuing ajoin instruction. Thejoin instruction first changes
status[Z] to SYNCHED. In the tree, sinceparent(Z) is always a P-node,Z has exactly one
sibling. If Z is the first child ofparent(Z) to be SYNCHED, the OAT model removesZ from
ready(C ). Otherwise,Z is the last child ofparent(Z) to beSYNCHED, and the runtime removesZ
andparent(Z) from ready(C ), changes the status of bothZ andparent(Z) to SYNCHED, and adds
parent(parent(Z)) to ready(C ).

A transactionX ∈ ready(t)(C ) can complete by issuing either anxend orxabort instruction. If
status[X] = PENDING, thenX can issue anxend to changestatus[X] to COMMITTED. Otherwise,
status[X] = PENDING_ABORT, andX can issue anxabort to change its status toABORTED. For
both xend andxabort, the runtime removesX from ready(C ) and addsparent(X) back into
ready(C ). Thexend instruction also performs an ownership-aware commit and changes read sets
and write sets, which is described later when we discuss the ownership-aware commits in the OAT
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model.
Finally, a ready nodeZ can issue aread or a write instruction. If the instruction does not

generate a conflict, the runtime adds a memory operation nodev to memOps(t)(C ), with v as a child
of Z. If the instruction would create a conflict, the runtime may change the status of onePENDING
transactionX to PENDING_ABORT to make progress in resolving the conflict. For shorthand, the
status change of a transactionX from PENDING to PENDING_ABORT is referred to as asigabort of
X.

This construction of the tree guarantees a few properties. First, the sequence of instructionsS
generated by the OAT model is a valid topological sort of the computation dagG(C ). Second, the
OAT model generates a tree of a canonical form, where the root node ofthe tree is a transaction, all
transactions are S-nodes and every P-node has exactly two nontransactional S-node children. This
canonical form is imposed for convenience of description; it is not important for any theoretical
results. Finally, the OAT model maintains the invariant the active nodes form atree, with the ready
nodes at the leaves. This property is important for the correctness of theOAT model.

Memory operations and conflict detection

The OAT model performs eager conflict detection; before performing a memory operation that
would create a newv∈ memOps(C ), the OAT model first checks whether creatingv would cause a
conflict, according to Definition 6.6.

Definition 6.6 Suppose at time t, the OAT model issues aread or write instruction that potentially
creates a memory operation node v. The memory operation v is said to generate amemory conflict
if there exists a locationℓ ∈ L and an active transaction Xu ∈ activeXactions(t)(C ) such that

1. Xu 6∈ xAnces(v), and
2. either R(v, ℓ)∧

(

(u, ℓ) ∈ W(t)(Xu)
)

, or W(v, ℓ)∧
(

(u, ℓ) ∈ R(t)(Xu)
)

.

If a potential memory operationv would generate a conflict, then the memory operationv does
not occur; instead, asigabort of some transaction may occur. The mechanism for aborts is de-
scribed later in this section. Otherwise, a memory operationv that does not generate a conflict
observes the valueℓ from R(X), whereX is the closest ancestor ofv with ℓ in its read set (i.e.,
(u, ℓ) ∈ R(X) and that eitherΦ(v) = u if u is awrite or Φ(v) = Φ(u) if u is aread). In addition,
v updates the read and/or write sets of its enclosing transactions,Y = xparent(v). If v is aread,
(v, ℓ) is added toR(Y). If v is awrite, (v, ℓ) is added to bothR(Y) andW(Y).

Ownership-aware transaction commit

Theownership-aware commit mechanismemployed by the OAT model contains elements of both
closed-nested and open-nested commits. APENDING transactionY issues anxend instruction to
commitY into X = xparent(Y). Thisxend commits locations from its read and write sets which
are owned byxMod(Y) in an open-nested fashion to the root of the tree, while it commits locations
owned by other Xmodules in a closed-nested fashion, merging those reads and writes intoX’s read
and write sets.

Or more formally, the OAT model’s commit mechanism can be described in terms of module
read sets and write sets. Suppose at timet, Y ∈ xactions(t)(C ) with status[Y] = PENDING issues
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anxend. Thisxend changes read sets and write sets as follows:

R(root(C )) = R(root(C ))∪modR(Y)

R(xparent(Y)) = R(xparent(Y))∪ (R(Y)−modR(Y))

W(root(C )) = W(root(C ))∪modW(Y)

W(xparent(Y)) = W(xparent(Y))∪ (W(Y)−modW(Y))

Unique committer property

Definition 6.5 guarantees certain properties of the computation tree which areessential to the
ownership-aware commit mechanism. Theorem 6.8 proves that every memoryoperation has one
and only one transaction that is responsible for committing the memory operation.The proof of the
theorem requires the following lemma.

Lemma 6.7 Given a computation treeC , for any T∈ xactions(C ),
let ST = {xMod(T ′) : T ′ ∈ xAnces(T)}. ThenmodAnces(xMod(T)) ⊆ ST .

PROOF. Lemma 6.7 can be proven by induction on the nesting depth of transactionsT in the
computation tree. In the base case, the top-level transactionT = root(C ), andxMod(root(C )) =
world. Thus, the lemma holds trivially.

For the inductive step, assume thatmodAnces(xMod(T)) ⊆ ST holds for any transactionT at
depthd. One can show that the fact holds for anyT∗ ∈ xactions(C ) at depthd + 1. For any
suchT∗, we know thatT = xparent(T∗) is at depthd. By Rule 2 of Definition 6.5, we have
modParent(xMod(T∗))∈ modAnces(xMod(T)). Thus,modAnces(xMod(T∗))⊆ modAnces(xMod(T))∪
{xMod(T∗)}. By construction of the setST , we haveST∗ = ST ∪{xMod(T∗)}. Therefore, using the
inductive hypothesis,modAnces(xMod(T∗)) ⊆ ST∗ .

Theorem 6.8 If a memory operation v accesses a memory locationℓ, then there exists a unique
transaction T∗ ∈ xAnces(v), such that

1. owner(ℓ) = xMod(T∗), and
2. For all transactions X∈ pAnces(T∗)∩xactions(C ), X can not directly accessℓ.

This transaction T∗ is thecommitterof memory operation v, denotedcommitter(v).

PROOF. This result follows from the properties of the module tree and computation tree stated in
Definition 6.5.

LetT = xparent(v). First, by Definition 6.5, Rule 1, we know thatowner(ℓ)∈ modAnces(xMod(T)).
By Lemma 6.7, we know thatmodAnces(xMod(T)) ⊆ ST . Thus, there exists some transaction
T∗ ∈ xAnces(T) such thatowner(ℓ) = xMod(T∗). We can use Rule 2 to show that theT∗ is unique.
Let Xi be the chain of ancestor transactions ofT, i.e., letX0 = T, and letXi = xparent(Xi−1), up
until Xk = root(C ). By Rule 2, we know thatxid(xMod(Xi)) < xid(xMod(Xi−1)), meaning, the
xids strictly decrease walking up the tree fromT. Thus, there can only be one ancestor transaction
T∗ of T with xid(xMod(T∗)) = xid(owner(ℓ)).

To check the second condition, consider anyX ∈ pAnces(T∗)∩ xactions(C ). By Rule 1,
X can accessℓ directly only if owner(ℓ) ∈ modAnces(xMod(X)) implying thatxid(owner(ℓ)) ≤
xid(xMod(X)). But we know thatowner(ℓ) = xMod(T∗) and
xid(xMod(T∗)) > xid(xMod(X)), soX can never accessℓ directly.
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Intuitively, T∗ = committer(v) is the transaction which “belongs” to the same Xmodule as the
locationℓ whichv accesses, and is “responsible” for committingv to memory and making it visible
to the world. The second condition of Theorem 6.8 states that no ancestor transaction ofT∗ in the
call stack can ever directly accessℓ; thus, it is “safe” forT∗ to commitℓ.

Transaction aborts

When the OAT model detects a conflict, it aborts one of the conflicting transactions by changing
its status fromPENDING to PENDING_ABORT. In the OAT model, a transactionX might not abort
immediately; instead, it might continue to issue more instructions after its status has changed to
PENDING_ABORT. Later, it will be useful to refer to the set of operations a transactionX issues while
its status isPENDING_ABORT.

Definition 6.9 The set of operations issued by X or descendants of X afterstatus[X] changes to
PENDING_ABORT are called X’sabort actions, denoted byabortactions(X).

ThePENDING_ABORT status allowsX to compensate for the safe-nested transactions that may
have committed; if transactionY is nested insideX, then the abort actions ofX contain the com-
pensating action ofY. Eventually aPENDING_ABORT transaction issues anxend instruction, which
changes its status fromPENDING_ABORT to ABORTED.

If a potential memory operationv generates a conflict withXu andXu’s status isPENDING, then
the OAT model can nondeterministically choose to abort eitherxparent(v), or Xu. In the latter
case,v waits forXu to finish aborting (i.e., change its status toABORTED) before continuing. IfXu’s
status isPENDING_ABORT, thenv just waits forXu to finish aborting before trying to issueread or
write again.

This operational model uses the same conflict detection algorithm as TM with ordinary closed-
nested transactions does; the only subtleties are thatv can generate a conflict with aPENDING_ABORT
transactionXu, and that transactions no longer abort instantaneously because they have abort actions.
Some restrictions on the abort actions of a transaction may be necessary to avoid deadlock, as
described later in Section 6.5.

6.4 Serializability by Modules

This section shows that the OAT model guaranteesserializability by modules, a definition inspired
by the database notion of multilevel serializability (e.g., as described in [136]). Agrawal et al. [5]
provide a definition of serializability in their transaction computation framework,which is what
the OAT model is based on. Their definition of serializability is too restrictive for ownership-
aware transactions, however, since ownership-aware transactions,being a hybrid between closed
and open nesting, allow certain kinds of program interleaving that would not be allowed under
the definition of serializability. Thus instead, this section considers a less restrictive correctness
condition, serializability by modules, which incorporates the notions of Xmodules and ownership-
aware commits, and proves that the OAT model guarantees serializability by modules. Lastly, this
section discusses the relationship between the definition of serializabiity by modules and the notion
of abstract serializability for the open-nesting methodology.

Transactional computations and serializability

In the framework due to Agrawal et. al [5], serializability for a transactional computation with
computation treeC was defined in terms of topological sortsS of the computation dagG(C ). In-
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formally, a trace(C ,Φ) is serializable if there exists a topological sort orderS of G(C ) such that
S is “sequentially consistent with respect toΦ”, and all transactions appear contiguous in the order
S . This section provides a more precise and formal definition of this conceptand generalizes it to
formally define serializability by modules.

Some notation is needed to formally describe serializability (and serializability by modules).
Since the OAT model extends the framework due to Agrawal et al. [5], somedefinitions overlap and
some are modified to fit the OAT model. Furthermore, same as the framework of Agrawal et al. all
definitions in this section area posteriori, i.e., they are defined on the computation tree after the
program has finished executing.

All memory operations enclosed inside a transactionT (including those belonging to its nested
transactions), i.e.,memOps(T), can be partitioned into three static “content” sets:cContent(T),
oContent(T) andaContent(T). For anyu∈ memOps(T), the content sets are defined based on the
final status of transactions inC that one visits when walking up the tree fromu to T.

Definition 6.10 For any transaction T and memory operation u, define thestatic content sets
cContent(T), oContent(T), andaContent(T) according theContentType(u,T) procedure:

ContentType(u,T) // For any u∈ memOps(T)
1 X = xparent(u)
2 while (X 6= T)
3 if (X isABORTED) return u∈ aContent(T)
4 if (X = committer(u)) return u∈ oContent(T)
5 X = xparent(X)
6 return u∈ cContent(T)

Recall that in the OAT model, the safe-nested commit ofT commits some memory opera-
tions in an open-nested fashion, toroot(C ), and some operations in a closed-nested fashion, to
xparent(T). Informally, oContent(T) is the set of memory operations that are committed in an
“open” manner byT ’s subtransactions. Similarly,aContent(T) is the set of operations that are
discarded due to the abort of some subtransaction inT ’s subtree. Finally,cContent(T) is the set of
operations that are neither committed in an “open” manner, nor aborted.

For computations with transactions, one can modify the classic notion of sequential consistency
to account for transactions which abort. Transactional semantics dictate that memory operations
belonging to an aborted transactionT should not be observed by (i.e., arehidden from) memory
operations outside ofT.

Definition 6.11 For u ∈ memOps(C ),v ∈ V(C ), let X = xLCA(u,v). Then, u ishidden from v if
u∈ aContent(X), denoted as uHv.

The definition of serializability by modules requires that computations satisfy some notion of
sequential consistency, generalized for the setting of TM.

Definition 6.12 Consider a trace(C ,Φ) and a topological sortS of G(C ). For all v ∈ memOps(C )
such that R(v, ℓ)∨W(v, ℓ), the transactional last writerof v according toS , denotedXS (v), is the
unique u∈ memOps(C )∪{⊥} that satisfies four conditions:

1. W(u, ℓ),
2. u<S v,
3. ¬(uHv), and
4. ∀w(W(w, ℓ)∧ (u <S w <S v)) =⇒ wHv.
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Definition 6.13 A trace(C ,Φ) is sequentially consistentif there exists a topological sortS such
that Φ = XS . We say thatS is sequentially consistent with respect toΦ.

In other words, the transactional last writer of a memory operationv which accesses locationℓ,
is the last writeu to locationℓ in the orderS , except that it skips over writesw which are hidden
from (i.e., aborted with respect to)v. Intuitively, Definition 6.13 requires that there exists an order
S explaining all the memory operations of the computation.

Finally, using this framework,serializability is defined as follows:

Definition 6.14 A trace(C ,Φ) is serializableif there exists a topological sortS that satisfies two
conditions:

1. Φ = XS (S is sequentially consistent with respect toΦ), and
2. ∀T ∈ xactions(C ) and∀v∈V(C ), xbegin(T) ≤S v≤S xend(T) =⇒ v∈V(T)).

Ordinary serializability can be thought of as a strengthening of sequentialconsistency which also
requires that the orderS both explains all memory operations, and also has all transactions appearing
contiguous.

Defining serializability by modules

While this definition of serializability is the “correct definition” for flat or closed-nested transac-
tions, it is too strong, however, for ownership-aware transactions. A TM system that enforces this
definition of serializability cannot ignore lower-level memory accesses when detecting conflicts for
higher-level transactions.

Instead, we consider a definition of serializability by modules which checks for correctness
of one Xmodule at a time. For serializability by modules, given a trace(C ,Φ), for each Xmod-
ule M, transform the treeC into a new treemTree(C ,M), referred to as theprojection of C for
XmoduleM. The projected treemTree(C ,M) is constructed in such a way as to ignore memory
operations of Xmodules which are lower-level thanM, and also to ignore all operations which are
hidden from transactions ofM. For each Xmodule M, check that the transactions ofM in the trace
(mTree(C ,M),Φ) is serializable. If the check holds for all Xmodules, then trace(C ,Φ) is said to
be serializable by modules. Definition 6.15 formalizes the construction ofmTree(C ,M):

Definition 6.15 For any computation treeC , define theprojection ofC for M, denoted asmTree(C ,M)
be the result of modifyingC as follows:

1. For all memory operations v∈ memOps(C ) with v accessingℓ, if owner(ℓ) = N for some
xid(N) > xid(M), convert v into a nop.

2. For all transactions T∈ modXactions(M), convert all v∈ aContent(T) into nops.

The intuition behind Step 1 of Definition 6.15 is as follows. To obtain the projectedtreemTree(C ,M),
Step 1 of the construction throws away memory operations belonging to a lower-level XmoduleN,
since by Theorem 6.8, transactions ofM can never directly access the same memory as those op-
erations anyway. Step 2 of the construction ignores the content of any aborted transactions nested
inside transactions ofM; those transactions might access the same memory locations as operations
which were not turned into nops, but those operations are aborted with respect to transactions ofM.

Lemma 6.16 argues that if a trace(C ,Φ) is sequentially consistent, then(mTree(C ,M),Φ) is
a valid trace; an operationv that remains in the trace never attempts to observe a value from a
Φ(v) which was turned into a nop due to Definition 6.15. In addition, the transformedtrace is also
sequentially consistent.
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Lemma 6.16 Let (C ,Φ) be any trace andS be any topological sort such thatΦ = XS (i.e., (C ,Φ)
is sequentially consistent). Then for any Xmodule M, the following conditions are satisfied:

1. If v∈ memOps(mTree(C ,M)), thenΦ(v) ∈ memOps(mTree(C ,M)).
2. S is a valid sort of(mTree(C ,M),Φ), with Φ = XS .

In other words,(mTree(C ,M),Φ) is a valid trace.

PROOF. Let’s check Condition 1 first. In the projected treemTree(C ,M), pick any nodev ∈
memOps(mTree(C ,M)) which remains. Assume for contradiction thatu = Φ(v) was turned into a
nop in one of Steps 1 and 2.

If u was turned into a nop in Step 1 of Definition 6.15 during the construction, then itmust
be thatu accessed a memory locationℓ wherexid(owner(ℓ)) > xid(M). Sincev must access the
same locationℓ, v must also be converted into a nop.

If u was turned into a nop in Step 2 of Definition 6.15, thenu ∈ aContent(T) for some
xMod(T) = M. Then one can show that eitheruHv, or v should have also been turned into a nop.
Let X = xLCA(u,v). SinceT andX are both ancestors ofu, eitherT is a proper ancestor ofX or X
is an ancestor ofT.

1. First, supposeT is a proper ancestor ofX. Consider the path of transactionsY0,Y1, . . .Yk,
whereY0 = xparent(u), xparent(Yi)=Yi+1, andxparent(Yk)= T. Sinceu∈ aContent(T),
for someYj for 0≤ j ≤ k must havestatus[Yj ] = ABORTED. SinceT is a proper ancestor of
X, X = Yx for somex satisfying 0≤ x≤ k.

(a) If status[Yj ] = ABORTED for any j satisfying 0≤ j < x, then we knowu∈ aContent(X),
and thusuHv. Since(C ,Φ) is sequentially consistent andΦ(v) = u, by Definition 6.12,
we know¬uHv, leading to a contradiction.

(b) If Yj is ABORTED for any j satisfyingx ≤ j ≤ k, thenstatus[Yj ] = ABORTED implies
thatv∈ aContent(X), and thus,v should have been turned into a nop, contradicting the
original setup of the statement.

2. Next, consider the case whereX is an ancestor ofT. Sinceu∈ aContent(T), it must be that
u∈ aContent(X). Therefore, this case is analogous to Case 1a above.

To check Condition 2, ifΦ is the transactional last writer according toS for (C ,Φ), it is still the
transactional last writer for(mTree(C ,M),Φ) because the memory operations which are not turned
into nops remain in the same relative order. Thus, Condition 2 is also satisfied.

Note that Lemma 6.16depends onthe restrictions on Xmodules described in Definition 6.5.
Without this structure of modules and ownership, the construction of Definition 6.15 is not guaran-
teed to generate a valid trace.

Finally, serializability by modules is defined as follows.

Definition 6.17 A trace(C ,Φ) is serializable by modulesif

1. There exists a topological sortS such thatΦ = XS , and
2. for all Xmodules M inD, there exists a topological sortSM of CM = mTree(C ,M) such that:

(a) SM is a topological sort ofCM such thatΦ = XSM , and
(b) ∀T ∈ modXactions(M) and ∀v∈ V(CM), if xbegin(T) ≤SM v ≤SM xend(T), then

v∈V(T).
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Informally, a trace(C ,Φ) is serializable by modules if it is sequentially consistent, and if for every
XmoduleM, there exists a sequentially consistent orderSM for the trace(mTree(C ,M),Φ) such
that all transactions ofM are contiguous inSM. Even thoughSM may not be the same asS , a
computation that satisfies serializability by module has a sensible semantics, because bothSM and
S are sequentially consistent with respect toΦ.

The OAT model guarantees serializability by modules

The OAT model described in Section 6.3 generates traces(C ,Φ) that are serializable by modules,
i.e., that satisfy Definition 6.17. The proof of this fact consists of two parts.The first part shows
that the OAT model guarantees that a program execution is prefix-race free. The second part shows
that any trace which is prefix-race free is also serializable by modules.

Before we dive into the proofs, we shall first examine how the model defines prefix-race free-
dom. The following definitions are taken from the framework of Agrawal etal. [5], but adapted
for the OAT model with an ownership-aware commit mechanism. Notably, the OATmodel uses
slightly different notions of hidden (Definition 6.11) and how the content sets of transactions are
defined (Definition 6.10).

Definition 6.18 For any execution orderS , for any transaction T∈ xactions(C ), consider any
v 6∈ memOps(T) such thatxbegin(T) <S v <S xend(T). There exists aprefix racebetween T and
v if

1. ∃w∈ cContent(T) such that w<S v,
2. ¬(vHw), and
3. (R(w, ℓ)∧W(v, ℓ)) ∨ (W(w, ℓ)∧R(v, ℓ)) ∨ (W(w, ℓ)∧W(v, ℓ)).

Definition 6.19 A trace(C ,Φ) is prefix-race freeiff exists a topological sortS of G(C ) satisfying
two conditions:

1. Φ = XS (S is sequentially consistent with respect toΦ), and
2. ∀v∈V(C ) and∀T ∈ xactions(C ) there is no prefix race between v and T.

S is called aprefix-race-free sortof the trace.

The OAT model preserves certain invariants, and these invariants are used to prove that the OAT
model generates only traces(C ,Φ) which are prefix-race free. Theorem 6.20 and Lemma 6.21 state
the invariants.

The sequence of instructions that the OAT model issues naturally generates a topological sort
S of the computation dagG(C ): thefork andxbegin instructions correspond to the begin nodes
of a parallel or series blocks in the dag, thejoin, xend, andxabort instructions correspond to
end nodes of parallel or series blocks, and theread or write instructions correspond to memory
operation nodesv∈ memOps(C ).

Theorem 6.20 Suppose the OAT model generates a trace(C ,Φ) and an execution orderS . Then,
Φ = XS , i.e.,S is sequentially consistent with respect toΦ.

PROOF. This result is reasonably intuitive, but the proof is tedious and somewhatcomplicated.
The details of this proof is deferred to Appendix A.

The next lemma, Lemma 6.21, describes an invariant on read sets and write sets that the OAT
model maintains. Informally, Lemma 6.21 states that, if a memory operationu that reads (writes)
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location ℓ is in the cContent(T) for some transactionT, then ℓ belongs to the read set (write
set) of some active transaction underT ’s subtree between the time when the memory operation is
performed and the time whenT ends.

Lemma 6.21 Suppose the OAT model generates a trace(C ,Φ) with an execution orderS . For any
transaction T , consider a memory operation u∈ cContent(T) which accesses memory locationℓ at
step t0. Let tf be step whenxend(T) or xabort(T) happens. At any time t such that t0 ≤ t < t f there
exists some T′ ∈ xDesc(T)∩activeXactions(t)(C ) (i.e., T′ is an active transactional descendant
of T ) such that

1. If R(u, ℓ), thenℓ ∈ R(t)(T ′).
2. If W(u, ℓ), thenℓ ∈ W(t)(T ′).

PROOF. Let X1,X2, . . .Xk be the chain of transactions fromxparent(u) up to, but not including
T, i.e., X1 = xparent(u), Xj = xparent(Xj−1), andxparent(Xk) = T. Since we assume that
u ∈ cContent(T) and sinceT completes at timet f , for every j such that 1≤ j < k, there exists
a unique timet j (satisfying t0 ≤ t j < t f ) when anxend changesstatus[Xj ] from PENDING to
COMMITTED; otherwise, we would haveu∈ aContent(T).

Also, by Theorem 6.8 and Definition 6.10, we knowcommitter(u) ∈ xAnces(T), i.e., none of
theXj ’s will commit locationℓ in an open-nested fashion to the world; otherwise, we would have
u∈ oContent(T).

First, supposeR(u, ℓ). At time ti , when the memory operationu completes,(u, ℓ) is added to
R(X1). In general, at timet j , the ownership-aware commit mechanism, as described in Section 6.3,
will propagateℓ from R(Xj) to R(Xj+1). Therefore, for any timet in the interval[t j−1, t j), we know
ℓ ∈ R(t)(Xj), i.e., for Lemma 6.21,T ′ = Xj . Similarly, for any timet in the interval[tk, t f ), we have
ℓ ∈ R(t)(T), i.e., we chooseT ′ = T.

The case whereW(u, ℓ) is completely analogous to the case ofR(u, ℓ), except we have both
ℓ ∈ R(t)(T ′) andℓ ∈ W(t)(T ′).

Using Theorem 6.20 and Lemma 6.21, Theorem 6.22 shows that the OAT modelgenerates
traces which are prefix-race free.

Theorem 6.22 Suppose the OAT model generates a trace(C ,Φ) with an execution orderS . Then
S is a prefix-race-free sort of(C ,Φ).

PROOF. For the first condition of Definition 6.19, we know by Theorem 6.20 that theOAT model
generates an orderS which is sequentially consistent with respect toΦ.

To check the second condition, assume for contradiction that we have an orderS generated by
the OAT model, but there exists a prefix race between a transactionT and a memory operation
v 6∈ memOps(T). Let w be the memory operation from Definition 6.18, i.e.,w ∈ cContent(T),
w <S v <S xend(T), ¬(vHw), w andv access the same locationℓ, with one of the accesses being
a write. Lettw andtv be the time steps in which operationsw andv occurred, respectively, and let
tendT be the time at which eitherxend(T) or xabort(T) occurs (i.e., eitherT commits or aborts).
We argue that at timetv, the memory operationv should not have succeeded because it generated a
conflict.

There are three cases forv andw. First supposeW(v, ℓ) andR(w, ℓ). Sincetw < tv < tendT, by
Lemma 6.21, at timetv, ℓ is in the read set of some active transactionT ′ ∈ xDesc(T). Sincev 6∈
memOps(T), we knowT 6∈ xAnces(v). Thus, sinceT ′ is a descendant ofT, we haveT ′ 6∈ xAnces(v).
SinceT ′ 6∈ xAnces(v), by Definition 6.6, at timetv, v generates a conflict withT ′. The other two
cases, whereR(v, ℓ)∧W(w, ℓ) or W(v, ℓ)∧W(w, ℓ), are analogous.
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The next theorem shows that a trace(C ,Φ) which is prefix-race free is also serializable by
modules.

Theorem 6.23 Any trace(C ,Φ) which is prefix-race free is also serializable by modules.

PROOF. First, by Definition 6.15 and Lemma 6.16, it is easy to see that a prefix-race-free sortS
of a trace(C ,Φ) is also a prefix-race-free sort of the trace(mTree(C ,M),Φ) for any XmoduleM.
Now we shall argue that for any XmoduleM, we can transformS into SM such that all transactions
in xactions(M) appear contiguous inSM.

Consider a prefix-race-free sortS of (mTree(C ,M),Φ) which hask nodesv which violate the
second condition of Definition 6.17. One can construct a new orderS ′ which is still a prefix-race-
free sort of(mTree(C ,M),Φ), but which has onlyk−1 violations.

The following procedure reduces the number of violations:

1. Of all transactionsT ∈ modXactions(M) such that there exists an operationv that causes a
violation, i.e.,xbegin(T) ≤S v≤S xend(T) andv 6∈V(T), choose theT = T∗ which has the
latestxend(T) in the orderS .

2. In T∗, pick the firstv 6∈V(T∗) which causes a violation.
3. Create a new sortS ′ by movingv to be immediately beforexbegin(T∗).

In order to argue thatS ′ is still a prefix-race-free sort of(mTree(C ,M),Φ), one needs to show
that movingv does not generate any new prefix races, and does not create a sortS ′ which is no longer
sequentially consistent with respect toΦ (i.e., thatΦ is still the transactional last writer according
to S ′). There are three cases:v can be a memory operation, anxbegin(T ′), or anxend(T ′).

1. Supposev is a memory operation which accesses locationℓ. For all operationsw such that
xbegin(T) <S w <S v, one can argue thatw can not access the same locationℓ, unless both
w andv read fromℓ, with the following reasoning. Since the procedure chosev, which is
the first memory operation that causes the violation, i.e.,xbegin(T) <S v <S xend(T) and
v 6∈V(T), we know thatw∈V(T). Otherwise,v wouldn’t be the first memory operation that
causes the violation. We know by construction ofmTree(C ,M), thatw ∈ cContent(T) —
if w∈ oContent(T) or w∈ aContent(T), then Step 1 or 2, respectively, in Definition 6.15
would have turnedw into a nop. Therefore, by Definition 6.18, unlessw andv both read from
ℓ, v has a prefix race withT, contradicting the fact thatS is a prefix-race-free sort of the trace.
That is, eitherw does not accessℓ, or bothw andv read fromℓ, and thus movingv to be before
xbegin(T) can not generate any new prefix races. Furthermore, movingv cannot change the
transactional last writer for any memory operationw, andS ′ is still a prefix-race-free sort of
the trace.

2. Next, supposev = xbegin(T ′). Moving xbegin(T ′) can not generate any new prefix races
with T ′, because the only memory operationsuwhich satisfyxbegin(T)<S u<S xbegin(T ′)
satisfyu 6∈ cContent(T ′). Also, movingxbegin(T ′) does not change the transactional last
writer for any nodev because the move preserves the relative order of all memory operations.
Therefore,S ′ is still a prefix-race-free sort.

3. Finally, supposev = xend(T ′). By movingxend(T ′) to be beforexbegin(T), we can only
lose prefix races withT ′ that already existed inS because we are moving nodes out of the in-
terval[xbegin(T ′),xend(T ′)]. Also, as withxbegin(T ′), movingxend(T ′) does not change
any transaction last writers. Therefore,S ′ is still a prefix-race-free sort of the trace.

Since we can eliminate violations of the second condition of Definition 6.17 one ata time, we
can construct a sortSM which satisfies serializability by modules by eliminating all violations.
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Finally, we can show the OAT model guarantees serializability by modules by putting the pre-
vious results together.

Theorem 6.24 Any trace(C ,Φ) generated by the OAT model is serializable by modules.

PROOF. By Theorem 6.22, the OAT model generates only trace(C ,Φ) which are prefix-race free.
By Theorem 6.23, any trace(C ,Φ) which is prefix-race free is serializable by modules.

Abstract serializability

By Theorem 6.24, the OAT model guarantees serializability by modules. As mentioned earlier
in the chapter introduction, the ownership-aware commit mechanism is a part of a methodology
which includes abstract locks and compensating actions. The last part ofthis section argues that
OAT model provides enough flexibility to accommodate abstract locks and compensating actions.
In addition, if a program is “properly locked and compensated,” then serializability by modules
guarantees “abstract serializability” used in multilevel database systems [136].

The definition of abstract serializability in [136] assumes that the program isdivided into levels,
and that a transaction at leveli can only call a transaction at leveli +1.10 In addition, transactions
at a particular level have predefined commutativity rules, i.e., some transactions of the same Xmod-
ule can commute with each other and some can not. The transactions at the lowest level (sayk)
are naturally serializable; call this scheduleZk. Given a serializable scheduleZi+1 of level-i + 1
transactions, the schedule is said to be serializable at leveli if all transactions inZi+1 can be re-
ordered, obeying all commutativity rules, to obtain a serializable orderZi for level-i transactions.
The original schedule is said to be abstractly serializable if it is serializable for all levels.

These commutativity rules might be specified using abstract locks [117]: if two transactions
can not commute, then they grab the same abstract lock in a conflicting manner.In the application
described in Section 6.1, for instance, transactions callinginsert andremove on theBST using
the same key do not commute and should grab the same write lock. Although abstract locks are not
explicitly modeled in the OAT model, transactions acquiring the same abstract lockcan be modeled
as transactions writing to a common memory locationℓ.11 Locks associated with an XmoduleM
are owned bymodParent(M). A moduleM is said to beproperly lockedif the following is true
for all transactionsX1,X2 with xMod(X1) = xMod(X2) = M: if X1 andX2 do not commute, then they
access someℓ ∈ modMemory(modParent(M)) in a conflicting manner.

If all transactions are properly locked, then serializability by modules implies abstract serializ-
ability as defined above in the special case when the module tree is a chain (i.e.,each non-leaf mod-
ule has exactly one child). LetSi be the sortS in Definition 6.17 for XmoduleM with xid(M) = i.
This Si corresponds toZi in the definition of abstract serializability.

In the general case for ownership-aware TM, however, by Rule 2 ofDefinition 6.1, a transaction
at leveli might call transactions from multiple levelsx > i, not justx = i + 1. Thus, the definition
of abstract serializability must be changed slightly; instead of reordering just Zi+1 while serializing
transactions at level-i, we have to potentially reorderZx for all x where transactions at leveli can call
transactions at levelx. Even in this case, if every module is properly locked (by the same definition
as above), one can show serializability by modules guarantees abstract serializability.

The methodology of open nesting often requires the notion of compensating actions or inverse
actions. For instance, in aBST, the inverse ofinsert is remove with the same key. When a transac-
tion T aborts, all the changes made by its subtransactions must be inverted. Again, although the OAT

10The discussion here assumes that the level number increases as goingfrom a higher level to a lower-level to be
consistent with the numbering ofxid. In the literature (e.g. [136]), levels typically go in the opposite direction.

11More complicated locks can be modeled by generalizing the definition of conflict.
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model does not explicitly model compensating actions, it allows an aborting transaction with status
PENDING_ABORT to perform an arbitrary but finite number of operations before changingthe status
to ABORTED. Therefore, an aborting transaction can compensate for all its aborted subtransactions.

6.5 Deadlock Freedom

This section argues that the OAT model described in Section 6.3 can never enter a “semantic dead-
lock” if suitable restrictions are imposed on the memory accessed by a transaction’s abort actions.
In particular, an abort action generated by transactionT from xMod(T) should read (write) from a
memory locationℓ belonging tomodAnces(xMod(T)) only if ℓ is already inR(T) (W(T)). Under
these conditions, this section shows that the OAT model can always “finish”reasonable computa-
tions.

An ordinary TM without open nesting and with eager conflict detection never enters a semantic
deadlock because it is always possible to finish aborting a transactionT without generating addi-
tional conflicts; a scheduler in the TM runtime can abort all transactions, and then complete the
computation by running the remaining transactions serially. Using the OAT model,however, a TM
system can enter a semantic deadlock because it can enter a state in which it isimpossible to finish
aborting two parallel transactionsX andY which have statusPENDING_ABORT. If X’s abort action
generates a memory operationu which conflicts withY, u will wait for Y to finish aborting (i.e.,
when the status ofY becomesABORTED). Similarly, Y’s abort action can generate an operationv
which conflicts withX and waits forX to finish aborting. Thus,X andY can both wait on each
other, and neither transaction will ever finish aborting.

Defining semantic deadlock

Intuitively, we want to say that a TM system exhibits a semantic deadlock if it might enter a state
from which it is impossible to “finish” a computation because of transaction conflicts. This section
defines semantic deadlock precisely and distinguishes it from these other reasons for noncompletion,
such as livelock or infinite loop.

Recall that our abstract model has two entities: the program, and a genericoperational model
R representing the runtime system. At any timet, given a ready nodeX ∈ ready(C ), the program
chooses an instruction and hasX issue the instruction. If the program issues an infinite number of
instructions, thenR cannot complete the program no matter what it does. To eliminate programs
which have infinite loops, we only considerbounded programs.

Definition 6.25 A program isboundedfor an operational modelR if any computation tree thatR
generates for that program is of a finite depth, and there exists a finite number K such that at any
time t, every node Z∈ nodes(t)(C ) has at most K children with statusPENDING or COMMITTED.

Even if the program is bounded, it might still run forever if itlivelocks. One can use the notion
of ascheduleto distinguish livelocks from semantic deadlocks.

Definition 6.26 A scheduleΓ on some time interval[t0, t1] is the sequence of nondeterministic
choices made by an operational model in the interval.

An operational modelR makes two types of nondeterministic choices. First, at any timet, R

nondeterministically chooses which ready nodeX ∈ ready(C ) executes an instruction. This choice
models nondeterminism in the program due to interleaving of the parallel executions. Second, while
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performing a memory operationu which generates a conflict with transactionT, R nondeterministi-
cally chooses to abort eitherxparent(u) or T. This nondeterministic choice models the contention
manager of the TM runtime. A program may livelock ifR repeatedly makes “bad” scheduling
choices.

Intuitively, an operational model deadlocks if it allows abounded computationto reach a state
whereno schedulecan complete the computation after this point.

Definition 6.27 Consider an an operational modelR executing a bounded computation. We say
that R does not exhibit asemantic deadlockif for all finite sequences of t0 instructions thatR can
issue that generates some intermediate computation treeC0, there exists a finite scheduleΓ on [t0, t1]
such thatR brings the computation tree to a rest stateC1, i.e.,ready(C1) = {root(C1)}.

This definition is sufficient, since once the computation tree is at the rest state,and only the root
node is ready,R can execute each transaction serially and complete the computation.

Restrictions to avoid semantic deadlock

The general OAT model described in Section 1.3 exhibits semantic deadlock because it may enter
a state where two parallel aborting transactionsX andY keep each other from completing their
aborts. For a restricted set of programs, where aPENDING_ABORT transactionT never accesses
new memory belonging to Xmodules atxMod(T)’s level or higher, however, one can show the OAT
model is free of semantic deadlock. More formally, for all transactionsT, Definition 6.28 restricts
the memory footprint ofabortactions(T).

Definition 6.28 An execution (represented by a computation treeC ) hasabort actions with limited
footprint if the following condition is true for all transactions T∈ aborted(C ). At time t, if a mem-
ory operation v∈ abortactions(T) accesses locationℓ and owner(ℓ) ∈ modAnces(xMod(T)),
then

1. if v is a read, thenℓ ∈ R(T), and
2. if v is a write thenℓ ∈ W(T).

Definition 6.28 requires that once a transactionT ’s status becomesPENDING_ABORT, any mem-
ory operationv which T or a nested transaction insideT performs to finish abortingT cannot read
from (write to) any locationℓ which is owned by any Xmodules which are ancestors ofxMod(T)
(includingxMod(T) itself), unlessℓ is already in the read (or write set) ofT.

The properties of Xmodules from Theorem 6.8 in combination with the ownership-aware com-
mit mechanism imply that transaction read sets and write sets exhibit nice properties. In particular,
Corollary 6.29 states that a locationℓ can appear in the read set of a transactionT only if T ’s
Xmodule is a descendant ofowner(ℓ) in the module treeD. Lemma 6.30, using Corollary 6.29,
shows that a computation whose abort actions have limited footprint, a memory operationv from a
transactionT ’s abort action can only conflict with another transactionT ′ generated by a lower-level
Xmodule thanxMod(T). Using these properties, Theorem 6.31 shows that the OAT model is free
from semantic deadlock assuming that aborted actions have limited footprint.

Corollary 6.29 For any transaction T ifℓ ∈ R(T), thenxMod(T) ∈ modDesc(owner(ℓ)).

PROOF. This corollary follows from Definition 6.1, Theorem 6.8, and induction on how a location
ℓ can propagate into read sets and write sets using the ownership-aware commit mechanism.

If all abort actions have a limited footprint, we can show that operations of an abort action of an
XmoduleM can only generate conflicts with a “lower-level” Xmodule.
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Lemma 6.30 Suppose the OAT model generates an execution where abort actions have limited
footprint. For any transaction T , consider a potential memory operation v∈ abortactions(T). If
v conflicts with transaction T′, thenxid(xMod(T ′)) > xid(xMod(T)).

PROOF. Supposev ∈ abortactions(T) accesses a memory locationℓ with owner(ℓ) = M.
Sinceabortactions(T) ⊆ memOps(T), by the properties of Xmodules given in Definition 6.5, we
know that eitherM ∈ modAnces(xMod(T)), orxid(M)> xid(xMod(T)). If M ∈ modAnces(xMod(T)),
then by Definition 6.28,T already hadℓ in its read or write set. Therefore,v can not generate
a conflict with T ′ because thenT would already have had a conflict withT ′ beforev occurred,
contradicting the eager conflict detection of the OAT model.

Thus, it must be thatxid(M) > xid(xMod(T)). If v conflicts with some other transactionT ′,
thenT ′ hasℓ in its read or write set. Therefore, from Corollary 6.29,xMod(T ′) is a descendant of
M. Thus, we havexid(xMod(T ′)) > xid(M) > xid(xMod(T)).

Theorem 6.31 In the case where aborted actions have limited footprint, the OAT model is freefrom
semantic deadlock.

PROOF. Let C0 be the computation tree after any finite sequence oft0 instructions. We describe
a scheduleΓ which finishes aborting all transactions in the computation by executing abortactions
and transactions serially.

Without loss of generality, assume that at timet0, all active transactionsT havestatus[T] =
PENDING_ABORT. Otherwise, the first phase of the scheduleΓ is to make this status change for all
active transactionsT.

For a module treeD with k = |D| Xmodules (including theworld), we construct a schedule
Γ with k phases,k−1,k−2, . . .1,0. The invariant we maintain is that immediately before phase
i, we bring the computation tree into a stateC (i) which has no active transaction instancesT with
xid(xMod(T)) > i, i.e., no instancesT from Xmodules withxid larger thani. During phasei,
we finish aborting all active transaction instancesT with xid(xMod(T)) = i. By Lemma 6.30, any
abort action for aT, wherexid(xMod(T)) = i, can only conflict with a transaction instanceT ′ from
a lower-level Xmodule, wherexid(xMod(T ′)) > i. Since the scheduleΓ executes serially, and since
by the inductive hypothesis we have already finished all active transaction instances from lower
levels, phasei can finish without generating any conflicts.

Restrictions on compensating actions

If transactionsY1,Y2, . . .Yj are nested inside transactionX andX aborts, typically abort actions ofX
simply consist of compensating actions forY1,Y2, . . .Yj . Thus, restrictions on abort actions translate
in a straightforward manner to restrictions on compensating actions: a compensating action for a
transactionYi (which is part of the abort action ofX), should not read (write) any memory owned
by xMod(X) or its ancestor Xmodules unless the memory location is already inX’s read (write) set.
Assuming locks are modeled as accesses to memory locations, the same restriction applies, meaning
a compensating action cannot acquire new locks that were not already acquired by the transaction it
is compensating for.

6.6 Related Work

This section describes other work in the literature on open-nested transactions. In particular, this
section focuses on two related approaches for improving open-nested transactions, and distinguish
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them from our work.
Ni et al. [117] propose using anopen_atomic class to specify open-nested transactions in a

Java-like language with transactions. Since the private fields of an objectwith an open_atomic
class type can not be directly accessed outside of that class, one can think of the open_atomic

class as defining an Xmodule. This mapping is not exact, however, because neither the language
nor TM system restrict exactly what memory can be passed into a method of anopen_atomic class,
and the TM system performs a vanilla open-nested commit for a nested transaction, not a safe-nested
commit. Thus, it is unclear what exact guarantees are provided with respect to serializability and/or
deadlock freedom.

Herlihy and Koskinen [62] describe a technique of transactional boosting which allows transac-
tions to call methods from a nontransactional moduleM. Roughly, as long asM is linearizable and
its methods have well-defined inverses, the authors show that the executionappears to be “abstractly
serializable.” Boosting does not, however, address the cases when thelower-level moduleM writes
to memory owned by the enclosing higher-level module, or when programs have more than two
levels of modules.

6.7 Conclusions

This chapter describes the OAT system, which provides a disciplined methodology for open nesting
and bridges the gap between memory-level mechanisms for open nesting andthe high-level method-
ology. Using OAT, the programmer is provided with a concrete set of guidelines as to how Xmodules
share data and interact with each other. As long as the program conformsto the guidelines, the OAT
system guarantees abstract serializability, which results in a sensible program behavior.

One distinct feature about the OAT system is that, unlike any other transactional memory system
proposed, the programmer does not specify transactions explicitly usingatomic blocks. Rather, she
programs with transactional modules, specifying levels of abstractions among program components,
and transactions are generated implicitly. With this transactional module interface, the programmer
focuses on structuring the code and data into modular components, and the OAT system maintains
the memory abstraction that data belonging to a module is updated atomically and thuspresents a
consistent view to other modules.

Even though this transactional module interface seems promising, the linguisticsof the OAT
system is an under-investigated topic. As the design stands, the linguistic interface is rather clumsy,
since the OAT system employs ownership types for the programmer to specifylevels of abstractions
and data sharing, and the syntax can get cumbersome quickly as the software grows larger. Another
topic of investigation is the expressive power of the linguistics. There are all interesting future
directions to pursue.
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Chapter 7

Location-Based Memory Fences

This chapter explores the notion of alocation-based memory fencewhich, when used correctly,
provides the same guarantees as an ordinary memory fence and incurs overhead only when syn-
chronization is necessary. Unlike other memory abstractions studies in previous chapters, which
are supported by an underlying runtime system, the location-based memory fences can be more
efficiently supported by hardware. This chapter proposes a hardware mechanism for location-based
memory fences, proves its correctness, and evaluates its potential performance benefit.

On many modern multicore architectures, threads1 typically communicate and synchronize via
shared memory. Classic synchronization algorithms such as Dekker [39],Dijkstra [38], Lamport
(Bakery) [85], and Peterson [122] use simple load-store operations on shared variables to achieve
mutual exclusion among threads. All these algorithms employ an idiom, referredto as theDekker
duality [34], in which every thread writes to a shared variable to indicate its intent to enter the
critical section and then reads the other’s variable to coordinate access tothe critical section.

Crucially, the correctness of such an idiom requires that the memory model exhibit sequential
consistency(SC) [86], where all processors observe the same sequence of memory accesses, and
within this sequence, the accesses made by each processor appear in its program order. While the
SC memory model is the most intuitive to the programmer, existing architectures typically imple-
ment weaker memory models that relax the memory ordering to achieve higher performance. The
reordering affects the correctness of the software execution in some cases such as the Dekker dual-
ity, in which it is crucial that the execution follow the program order, and theprocessors observe the
relevant accesses in the same relative order.

Consider the following code segment shown in Figure 7-1, which is a simplifiedversion of

1Throughout this chapter, I assume that threads are surrogates of processors and use the terms threads and processors
interchangeably. In particular, I use threads in the context of describing an algorithm and processors in the context of
describing hardware features.

Initially x = y = 0;

Thread 1

T1.1 x = 1;
T1.2 i f (y == 0) {
T1.3 /* critical section */
T1.4 }
T1.5 x = 0;

Thread 2

T2.1 y = 1;
T2.2 i f (x == 0) {
T2.3 /* critical section */
T2.4 }
T2.5 y = 0;

Figure 7-1: A simplified version of the Dekker protocol (omitting the mechanism to allow the threads to take
turns), assuming sequential consistency.
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the Dekker protocol [39]2, using the idiom to synchronize access to the critical section among
two threads. With “Total-Store-Order” and “Processor-Ordering” memory models, which are the
memory models considered in this chapter, the read in line T1.2 may get reordered with the write in
line T1.1 (and similarly for Thread 2), such that Thread 2 “observes” theread of Thread 1 (line T1.2)
before it observes the write of Thread 1 (line T1.1). Thus, Thread 1 and Thread 2 observe different
ordering of the reads and writes, resulting in an incorrect execution andcausing the two threads to
enter the critical section concurrently.

To ensure a correct execution in such cases, architectures that implement weak memory models
provideserializing instructionsandmemory fenceswhich allow one to enforce a specific memory
ordering when necessary. Thus, a correct implementation of the Dekkerprotocol for such systems
would require a pair of memory fences between the write and the read (between lines T1.1 and T1.2,
and lines T2.1 and T2.2 in Figure 7-1), ensuring that the write becomes globally visible to all
processors before the read is executed.

Traditional memory fences are program-based — they are part of the code the processor is
executing, and they cannot be avoided even when the program is executed serially, or when the
synchronization is unnecessary because no other threads are reading the updated memory location.
Furthermore, when a memory fence is executed, the processor stalls until all outstanding writes
before the fence in the instruction stream become globally visible. Thus, memory fences are costly,
taking many more cycles to complete than regular reads and writes. I ran a simplemicrobenchmark
on AMD Opteron with 4 quad-core 2 GHz CPUs, and the result shows that athread running alone
and executing the Dekker protocol with a memory fence, accessing only a few memory locations
in the critical section, runs 4−7 times slower than when it is executing the same code without a
memory fence.

This work proposes alocation-based memory fence, which causes the executing threadT1 to
“serialize” only when another threadT2 attempts to access the memory location associated with
the memory fence. Location-based memory fences aim to reduce the latency inprogram execution
incurred by memory fences. Unlike a program-based memory fence, a location-based memory
fence isconditionalandremotely enforcedby T2 ontoT1; whetherT1 serializes or not depends on
whether there exists aT2 that attempts to access the memory location associated with the memory
fence. In essence, location-based memory fences allowT1 to avoid the latency of memory fences
and instead haveT2 borne the overhead of communication to triggerT1 to serialize. Performance
benefit is obtained if the latency avoided byT1 is greater than the communication overhead borne
by T2.

The concept of location-based memory fences is particularly well suited for applications that
employ the Dekker duality. It turns out that this idiom is commonly used to optimize applications
that exhibitasymmetric synchronization patterns, where one thread, theprimary thread, enters a
particular critical section much more frequently than other threads running inthe same process, re-
ferred to as thesecondary threads. Such applications typically employ an augmented version of the
Dekker protocol: the secondary threads first compete for the right to synchronize with the primary
thread (by grabbing a lock); once obtaining the right, the winning secondary thread synchronizes
with the primary thread using the Dekker protocol. The augmented Dekker protocol intends to
speed up the execution path of the primary thread, even at the expense ofthe secondary threads.
In such applications, it is also desirable to optimize away the overhead of fences on the primary

2This simplified version is vulnerable to livelock, where both threads simultaneously try to enter the critical section
— each thread sets its own flag, reads the other thread’s flag, retreats, and retries. Without some way of breaking the
tie, the two threads can repeatedly conflict with each other and retry perpetually. The full version is augmented with a
mechanism to allow the threads to take turns and thus guarantees progress. For the sake of clarity, the simplified version
is presented here.
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thread’s execution path when the application executes serially or when there is no contention.
Many examples of such applications exist. For example, Java Monitors are implemented with

biased locking [36,76,119], which uses an augmented version of the Dekker protocol to coordinate
between the bias-holding thread (primary) and a revoker thread (secondary). The Java Virtual Ma-
chine (JVM) employs the Dekker duality to coordinate between mutator threads(primary) executing
outside of the JVM (via the Java Native Interface) and the garbage collector (secondary) [36]. In a
runtime scheduler that employs a work-stealing algorithm [8,17,20,21,49,55,80], the “victim” (pri-
mary) and a given “thief” (secondary) coordinate a steal using an augmented Dekker-like protocol.
Finally, in network packet processing applications, each processing thread (primary) maintains its
own data structures for its group of source addresses, but occasionally, a thread (secondary) might
need to update data structures maintained by a different thread [134].

Such applications motivate the study of location-based memory fences. This chapter proposes
a hardware mechanism to implement location-based memory fences, which aims tobe lightweight
and requires only modest modifications to existing hardware: two additional registers per processor
and a new load instruction, which implements a functionality that many modern architectures al-
ready support. With this hardware design for location-based memory fences, a thread running alone
and executing the Dekker protocol will observe only negligible overheadwhen using location-based
memory fences compared to executing the same code without fences at all.

To evaluate the feasibility of location-based memory fences, I have implementeda software
prototype to simulate its effect and applied it in two applications that exhibit asymmetric synchro-
nization patterns. While the software implementation incurs much higher communication overhead
than the proposed hardware mechanism would, experimental results showthat applications still ben-
efit from the software implementation and would scale better if the communication overhead were
smaller. These results inspires confidence that the proposed hardwaredesign for location-based
memory fences is a viable and appealing alternative to traditional program-based memory fences.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 gives an abbreviated background on
why reordering occurs in architectures that support a weaker memory model. Section 7.2 presents
the proposed hardware mechanism for location-based memory fences. Section 7.3 formally defines
the specification of location-based memory fences and proves that the proposed hardware mecha-
nism implements the specification. Section 7.4 evaluates the feasibility of location-based memory
fences using a software prototype implementation with two applications. Section 7.5 gives a brief
overview on related work. Finally, Section 7.6 draws concluding remarks.

7.1 Store Buffers and Memory Accesses Reordering

This section summarizes features of modern architecture design which are necessary for the pro-
posed hardware mechanism for location-based memory fences. In particular, throughout the rest of
the chapter, we shall assume that the target architecture implements either theTotal Store Order
(TSO) model (implemented by SPARC-V9 [135]) or theProcess Ordering (PO)model (imple-
mented by Intel 64, IA-32 [71], and AMD64 architectures [3]), and its cache controllers employ the
MESI cache coherence protocol [71] (or other similar variants such asMSI [61] and MOESI [3]).
This section also describes the use of store buffers and howmemory reorderingcan occur, i.e.,
how the observable order in which memory locations are accessed can differ from program order.
Memory reordering can be introduced either by the compiler or the underlying hardware. Compiler
fences that prevent the compiler from reordering have relatively small overhead, whereas the mem-
ory fences that prevent reordering at the hardware level are much more costly. This section focuses
on reordering at the hardware level.
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Figure 7-2: A simplified illustration of the relationship between the CPUs, the store buffers, and the
memory hierarchy. Each CPU is connected with its own privatecache. In addition, a store buffer is placed
between the CPU and the cache, so that a write issued by the CPUis first stored in the store buffer and
flushed out to the cache at later time. A read may be served by the cache, or by the store buffer if the store
buffer contains a write to the same target address as the read.

Definition 7.1 (TSO and PO ordering principles) Architectures implementing TSO and PO en-
force the following ordering principles3 for regular reads and writes issued by a given (single)
processor:

1. Reads are not reordered with other reads;
2. Writes are not reordered with older reads;
3. Writes are not reordered with other writes; and
4. Reads may be reordered with older writes if they have different targetlocations (but they
are not reordered if they have the same target location).

Furthermore, in a multiprocessor system, when one considers the interleaving of memory accesses
issued by multiple processors, the TSO and PO models enforce the following principles:

5. Writes by a given processor are seen in the same order by all processors; and
6. Any two stores from two different processors, say P1 and P2, are seen in a consistent order
by processors other than P1 and P2.

Modern architectures typically support out-of-order execution, but “commit” executed instructions
in order, thereby enforcing Principles 1–3. We shall come back to visit thispointer later and pre-
cisely define what it means for a memory access instruction to be committed. First,we shall focus
our attention on Principle 4, which violates the Dekker duality — it allows the readin line T1.2 of
Figure 7-1 to appear to Thread 2 as if it has occurred before line T1.1, even though it appears as
executed in order for Thread 1.

The reason behind Principle 4 is to allow a typical optimization that modern architectures im-
plement — writes performed by an executing processor are queued up in aprivate first-in-first-out
(FIFO) queue, referred to as thestore buffer, instead of being written out to the memory hierarchy.
Figure 7-2 provides a simplified illustration of the relationship between the processors (CPUs), the
store buffers, and the memory hierarchy. Though not explicitly shown in Figure 7-2, the memory
hierarchy in modern architectures typically consists of several levels of private and shared caches
and the main memory. The further away the memory hierarchy is from the processor, the higher the
latency it incurs. The use of a store buffer improves performance, because writing to a store buffer
avoids the latency incurred by writing out to the cache. A write in the store buffer is only visible to
the executing processor but not to other processors, however. Thus, from other processors’ perspec-
tive, it may appear as if a read has taken place before an older write, which differs from the ordering
perceived by the executing processor (i.e., its program order).

Most systems employ a cache coherency protocol between the processors. which governs ac-
cesses to memory locations and enforces a consistent view of the data amongall the caches. The

3This is not a complete list but rather a relevant subset for the purposesof our discussion. I refer interested readers
to [3,71,135] for full details.
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cache coherency guarantees that a write becomesglobally visibleonce it leaves the store buffer
and is written to the cache. The proposed hardware mechanism for location-based memory fences
requires that the target architecture employ theMESI cache coherence protocol[71] (and can e
adapted to other variants such as MSI [61] and MOESI [3]). Acache controllermanages a cache
using the MESI protocol ensuring that each cache line is labeled with one ofthe following four
states:

1. Modified: the cache line has been modified and no other caches have this cache line;
2. Exclusive: this cache has exclusive access to this cache line and its content matches that in

main memory;
3. Shared: the cache line may be shared by other caches; or
4. Invalid: the cache line is invalid, which is equivalent to saying that this cache does not have

this particular cache line.

A cache is said tohold a particular cache line if the cache has the cache line in Modified or Exclusive
state. When the oldest write is flushed out of the store buffer, the cache controller must first obtain
the corresponding cache line in Exclusive state (if it does not hold the cache line in Exclusive or
Modified state already) in order to complete the write. On the other hand, a cache that holds a
line may receive a request todowngradethe cache line into Shared or Invalid state, depending on
whether the requesting cache wishes to read or write to the line. A cache thatreceives a downgrade
request must first write the line back to the main memory (if it’s modified) before itdowngrades the
line.

Now we shall define more precisely what it means for a memory access instruction to be com-
mitted. A read instruction is considered to becommittedonce the data is available (in a state other
than Invalid) in the processor’s private cache. A read may be speculatively executed out of order,
but it must be committed in order. That is, the processor may perform a speculative read and fetch
the cache line early, but if the cache line gets invalidated between the speculative read and when the
read should commit in program order, the processor must reissue the read and fetch the cache line
again. Once a read is committed successfully, the read value can be used in subsequent instructions.

A write instruction involves two phases: “committed” and “completed.” A write is considered
to becommittedonce it is written to the store buffer, although its effect is not yet visible to other
processors. A write is considered to becompletedwhen it is flushed from the store buffer and
written to the processor’s cache, which entails obtaining the cache line for the flushed location in
Exclusive state and updating the cache line with the written value. Once a write completes, its
effect becomes globally visible, since the cache coherence protocol ensures that all processors have
a consistent view.

Since reads and writes are committed in the order that they arrive in the instruction stream,
and the store buffer flushes out entries in FIFO order, it is easy to see how Principles 1–3 and
Principle 5 of Definition 7.1 are enforced. The only reordering that can occur between a pair of
memory accesses is a write followed by a read with a different target address. Since the read can
be committed (i.e., obtaining the cache line in Shared state) while the older write is still inthe store
buffer, the resulting behavior “observable” by other processors is that the read appears to have taken
place before the older write.

The executing processor does not “observe” this reordering, however. An executing processor
always sees its own write because the hardware employsstore-buffer forwarding, by which a read
with a target address that appears in the store buffer is serviced by the store buffer instead of by the
cache. Incidentally, the store-buffer forwarding also enforces the ordering principle that a read is
not reordered with an older write if they have the same target address (Definition 7.1,Principle 4).
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Furthermore, due to store-buffer forwarding, when two writes to the samelocation from two proces-
sors, sayP1 andP2, interleave, the write ordering observed byP1 may differ from the write ordering
observed byP2, because each processor always sees its own write as soon as it commits,but not the
write performed by the other processor until that write is completed and reaches the cache. On the
other hand, all other processors besidesP1 andP2 observe a consistent ordering of the two writes
(i.e., in the order that the writes complete), as stated in Definition 7.1, Principle 6.

A traditional memory fence,mfence, is used toserializea processor instruction stream, ensur-
ing that the memory accesses before themfence arrive at the cache before memory accesses after
the mfence. That is, memory accesses become globally visible in the same relative order tothe
mfence as they appear in the executing processor’s instruction stream. Operationally, when the
executing processor encounters anmfence, themfence simply forces the processor to stall until its
store buffer is drained, flushing all entries out to the cache in FIFO order.

Even though anmfence ensures that instructions of the executing processor arrive at the cache in
the same order as in the executing processor’s instruction stream, one must note that using a single
mfence by itself does not necessarily prevent another processorP2 from observing the memory
accesses in a different order than processorP1. In particular,P2 can only observe an ordering of
P1’s memory accessesA1 and A2 by performing memory accessesB1 and B2 which access the
same memory locations asA2 andA1 respectively, thereby inferring an ordering from the results
of performingB1 andB2 (in that order). IfB1 is a write andB2 is a read, thenB2 can reach the
cache beforeB1, which causesP2 to infer thatA2 occurred beforeA1, based on its assumption that
B1 occurred beforeB2. Thus, correct use of a memory fence typically involves a pair ofmfence

instructions, ensuring that the two processors involved agree on the ordering of relevant memory
accesses performed by both.

Besidesmfence, other events in the system may trigger a processor to flush its store buffer, such
as a context switch, an interrupt, or other serializing instructions. The store buffer also naturally
flushes the oldest entry to memory whenever the system bus is available. Theinvariant is that, the
entries are always flushed in FIFO order.

7.2 Location-Based Memory Fences

This section describes location-based memory fences, orl-mfence in details, including its informal
specification, usage, and a proposed hardware implementation, referred as theLE/ST mechanism.
The formal specification, as well as a correctness proof, is presentedin Section 7.3. The pro-
posed hardware mechanism that implements thel-mfence assumes an underlying architecture as
described in Section 7.1.

Informal specification and usage

An l-mfence takes in two inputs: a locationx, referred as theguarded locationand a valuev to
store inx (see Figure 7-3(a)). Informally, anl-mfence executes a memory fence “on demand”
— thel-mfence serializes the instruction stream of the executing processorP only when another
processor attempts to read the guarded location.

Programming using anl-mfence is very similar to programming with anmfence— threads
synchronizing vial-mfence need to coordinate with each other and be careful as to where to place
thel-mfence and which memory location to guard / read after. Just likemfence, correct usages
of l-mfence consist of a pair of memory fences. When used correctly, the serializationof P’s
instruction stream enforces a relative order between the storeSassociated with the execution of the
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Primary Thread

K1 l-mfence (&x,1);
K2
K3 i f (y == 0) {
K4 /* critical section */
K5 }
K6 x = 0;

Secondary Thread

J1 y = 1;
J2 mfence ();
J3 i f (x == 0) {
J4 /* critical section */
J5 }
J6 y = 0;

(a)

Instruction translation for l-mfence(&x,1) (line K1 in Thread 1)

K1.1 mov LEBit <- 1 //set LEBit
K1.2 mov LEAddr <- &x // LEAddr gets addr of x
K1.3 le &x //load x in E state
K1.4 st [&x] <- 1 //store x = 1
K1.5 bnq LEbit , 0, done //jump to done i f LEBit != 0
K1.6 mfence // e l s e execute mfence
K1.7 done:
K1.8 //the rest of the program (line K3)

(b)

Figure 7-3: (a) The asymmetric Dekker protocol using location-based memory fences. The code for the
primary thread is shown in lines K1–K6, and the code the secondary thread is shown in lines J1–J6.(b) The
instructions generated for thel-mfence shown in line K1 in(a).

l-mfence and the other memory accesses performed byP, and this order is observed consistently
across all processors. That is, ifP executedSbefore (after) an accessA, no other processor would
infer thatS“happened” after (before)A.

The effects of anl-mfence are very similar to the effects of a regularmfence: First, when either
anmfence or anl-mfence is used in a program, an implicit compiler fence should be inserted in
that place to prevent reordering of memory accesses by the compiler. Second, neither anmfence
nor anl-mfence themselves prevent other processors from observing a reordering of the memory
accesses of the executing processor, and must be used in pairs. Finally, serialization enforced by
an mfence or anl-mfence does not enforce any relative order between two accesses that both
happened before (or after) instruction. This serialization ensures thatall processors (includingP)
consistently observe that two accessesA1 andA2 happened before (or after)S, but the processors
may not have a consistent view of the relative order betweenA1 andA2. The relative order between
these accesses is still defined by the TSO / PO memory model.

Figure 7-3(a) presents the usage of anl-mfence in the Dekker protocol. To guarantee mutual
exclusion it is crucial thatboth processors insert memory fences between the write and the read,
to prevent the other processor from observing reordering. Forl-mfence, the pairing can be with
either anotherl-mfence or an ordinarymfence.

The correct usage ofl-mfence has one distinct requirement that is not needed by the use of
mfence, however. The use ofl-mfence guarantees that the program execution is serialized cor-
rectly only if the program execution does not contain concurrent writes tothe guarded location while
thel-mfence is “in effect.” That is, if a processorP executes anl-mfence with guarded location
x, all other processors running concurrently may read from the guarded locationx, but they are pro-
hibited from writing tox or executing anl-mfence where the guarded location isx. An l-mfence

no longer guarantees a correct serialization ofP’s instruction stream and may be downgraded to an
ordinary store (writingv to locationx) if a concurrent write is detected while thel-mfence is in
effect. The reason for this requirement is explained later in this section.

It is important to note that this requirement does not forbid a program usingl-mfence from
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having two different threads writing to the location guarded by anl-mfence. The requirement
is simply that the writes should not be concurrent. In addition, two differentthreads may execute
l-mfence with the same guarded locationx throughout a program execution, as long as the two
l-mfence instructions are not in effect concurrently. Even though this requirement is not necessary
for an ordinarymfence, concurrent writes in a program without proper synchronization typically
constitutes a bug, since it results in a nondeterministic execution. Henceforth,whenever we discuss
the condition ofno concurrent writesin the context ofl-mfence’s semantic guarantee, it specif-
ically means that no other processors should be writing tothe guarded locationof an l-mfence
while thel-mfence is in effect.

A proposed hardware implementation — the LE/ST mechanism

The proposed implementation ofl-mfence employs a new hardware mechanism, calledload-
exclusive / store, or LE/ST. The name of the LE/ST mechanism is reminiscent of the hardware
mechanism of load-linked / store-conditional, or LL/SC, originally proposed by Jensen, Hagensen,
and Broughton [72]. As we shall see, however, while the concept of linking a load to a store is
similar, the LE/ST mechanism operates differently, and its purpose is to provide a fence between
memory accesses, not an atomic operation.

Conceptually, the LE/ST mechanism allows the processor to set up a “link” to keep track of the
status of the store associated with thel-mfence (i.e., whether the store to the guarded location is
committed or completed as defined in Section 7.1). The link is set as long as the store is committed
but not yet complete. While the link is set, the processor coordinates with the cache controller (for
its private cache) to monitor attempts to access the guarded location.

When the link is set, another processor’s attempt to read the guarded location causes the proces-
sor to clear the link and triggers actions necessary to serialize the instructionstream. On the other
hand, if the LE/ST mechanism detects a concurrent write while the link is in effect, downgrading
the l-mfence to an ordinary store is necessary to ensure that the overall system makesforward
progress. Whenever the store completes naturally (before another processor attempts to access the
guarded location), the processor clears the link and thus stops guardingthe location. We shall first
describe how the LE/ST mechanism operates, and then explain why it is necessary for the LE/ST
mechanism to downgrade thel-mfence if a concurrent write is detected.

LE/ST requires one new instruction and two additional hardware registers. The new instruction,
le, takes one operand, the location of the variable to load, and obtains Exclusive state on that
location. Therefore, oncele is committed, the processor has the location in its cache in at least
Exclusive state, and no other processors have a valid copy of the location in their cache. Sincele
is very similar to a regular load, except the requirement for having at leastExclusive state on the
location, it can be easily implemented by modern architectures using the MESI coherency protocol.
The two additional hardware registers areLEBit andLEAddr, both readable and writable by the
processor, and readable by the cache controller.

Figure 7-3(b) presents an assembly-like translation of thel-mfence performed by the executing
processor, where the value 1 is being stored in locationx.4 Initially, LEBit andLEAddr are cleared.
As part of thelmfence(&x, 1), the processor initiates the link to the guarded location, which
involves three instructions. The first two instructions set theLEBit with 1 andLEAddr with the
address ofx (lines K1.1 and K1.2 in Figure 7-3(b)). Next, thele instruction in line K1.3 loadsx
into the cache in Exclusive state, so that no other processor holds a copyof x in its cache. Once the

4The code shown is not strictly assembly. First, it is not using a particular instruction set. Second, for the sake of
clarity, I chose to use the store instruction (line K1.4) instead of using the regular move instructions to specify instructions
that write to memory (i.e., non registers).
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cache line ofx is obtained in Exclusive state, the link is fully set. Thest instruction in line K1.4
stores the value 1 tox, committing it into the store buffer. If for any reason the link is broken, implied
by the zero value inLEBit (line K1.5), the processor executes anmfence (line K1.6). Themfence
causes the processor to serialize its execution — it flushes the store buffer, and thus completes the
store of the guarded location, making it globally observable by other processors. If the link is not
broken when thest in line K1.4 commits, the processor may continue without flushing the store
buffer.

Let’s now examine how the cache controller interacts with the processor to guard the location
stored inLEAddr. Essentially, the LE/ST mechanism piggybacks on the cache coherency protocol
to detect another processor’s attempt to access the guarded location. Whenever bothLEBit and
LEAddr are set, the cache controller listens to cache coherency traffic, and notifies the processor if
any request requires the cache controller to downgrade the state of the cache line corresponding to
the guarded location. There are three possible events that cause the cache line to be downgraded
from Exclusive state:

A. Eviction — the cache line needs to be evicted;
B. Concurrent read —the cache line needs to be downgraded to Shared state; and
C. Concurrent write —the cache line needs to be downgraded to Invalid state.

When the cache controller encounters an eviction or a concurrentread — in these cases
the cache controller notifies the processor and waits for the processor’s response before it takes any
actions regarding the guarded location, since these events require the serialization of the instruction
stream. When the processor receives the notification from the cache controller, it clears theLEBit
andLEAddr and flushes the store buffer. The processor responds to the cache controller only when
the most up-to-date value of the guarded location is flushed from the store buffer to the cache. When
the cache controller receives the response it replies back to the requesting processor. Since the cache
controller only resumes the action regarding the guarded location after it receives a response from
the processor, it is guaranteed that it will send the most up-to-date value tothe read request (or to
memory in the case of eviction). By clearing theLEBit, the processor remembers that the link to the
guarded location is broken. In the event that the link is broken beforest (line K1.4) was committed,
the code forl-mfence takes the branch that executes anmfence, causing the store buffer to flush
(line K1.5) after the store commits. If none of the scenarios above occurs,the link remains set for
as long as the store is not yet complete and the processor still owns the cache line.

When the cache controller encounters a concurrent write— in this case the LE/ST mecha-
nism does not guarantee the serialization and regards thel-mfence as a regular store. The cache
controller notifies the processor, and the processor simply clears the link and responds immediately
to the cache controller, without flushing the store buffer. The cache controller can then respond
to the requesting processor. Thel-mfence semantic is not guaranteed in the event of concurrent
write because the LE/ST mechanism may create additional dependencies between processors when
several of them attempt to flush their store buffers, and these dependencies may cause the system to
deadlock. To avoid the possibility of a deadlock and allow the system as a whole to make forward
progress, the LE/ST mechanism gives up the serialization guarantee in the presence of concurrent
writes and regards the store associated with thel-mfence as a regular write. How additional de-
pendencies are created by the LE/ST mechanism and why regarding thel-mfence as a store avoids
a deadlock are discussed in detail after the following concluding remarks onthe hardware imple-
mentation.

The design of the LE/ST hardware mechanism is intended to be light-weight and efficient, which
uses only existing mechanisms and adds minimal hardware. Since the design assumes only one pair
of LEBit andLEAddr is allocated per processor, if a processor encounters a secondl-mfence
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Processor 1

T1.1 x = 1;
T1.2 lmfence (&y, 1);

Processor 2

T2.1 y = 1;
T2.2 lmfence (&x, 1);

Figure 7-4: An example of multiple writers to the same location, where some of the writes are not protected
by l-mfence. This situation can cause deadlock without the additional mechanism to avoid it.

while the link from the firstl-mfence is still in effect, the processor must clear the link and flush
the store buffer before it can proceed with the secondl-mfence, unlessthe secondl-mfence has
the same guarded location as the first one. That means that a processor may possibly handle two
consecutivel-mfence instructions with the same guarded location without flushing the store buffer
in between. The semantics ofl-mfence is still guaranteed (assuming no concurrent writes), even
if another processor attempts to read the guarded location between the twol-mfence instructions.
However, in the event where a downgrade request arrives at the processor between setting up the
LEBit (line K1.1) and committingst (line K1.4) for the secondl-mfence, the processor will
flush the store buffer twice — the first flush is performed when the processor is notified, making
the store associated with the firstl-mfence visible, and the second flush is performed after thest

commits, via taking the branch (lines K1.5 and K1.6) since the link has been cleared, making the
store associated with the secondl-mfence visible.

Examining the LE/ST mechanism in the context of the Dekker protocol, sincele ensures that
the primary processor has the cache line forx in Exclusive state before thest in line K1.4, its cache
controller must receive a downgrade request from a secondary processor before the secondary pro-
cessor can accessx. Furthermore, since the cache controller of the primary processor cannot respond
to the downgrade request until the primary processor responds to its notification, the secondary pro-
cessor will see the most up-to-date value ofx.

Whyl-mfence does not guarantee serialization when concurrent writes exist

To explain how the system may deadlock in the case where concurrent writes exist, let’s examine
a simple example in which two processors may deadlock. Figure 7-4 shows code snippets that are
executing concurrently on two different processors. ProcessorP1 writes to memory locationx and
executes anl-mfence with guarded locationy. Similarly, P2 executes the mirrored code which
writes to locationy and executes anl-mfence with guarded locationx. Now lets look at the store
buffer of P1 after it executes anl-mfence on locationy. Since the write tox is not guarded by an
l-mfence, locationx may or may not be inP1’s cache (and it is not in this example, given thatP2 is
executing concurrently), but locationy is in P1’s cache in Exclusive state.P2’s store buffer similarly
containsy followed byx, with x being inP2’s cache in Exclusive state but noty.

Suppose thatP1 is trying to flush locationx from its store buffer to its private cache. In order to
do so,P1’s cache must gain Exclusive state onx. By the MESI protocol,P1’s cache controller thus
sends a request toP2, who holdsx, to downgrade its state to Invalid. AssumingP2’s l-mfence is still
in effect when it received the request, in order to guaranteeP2’s serialization in such a scenario,P2’s
cache controller must notify the processor and not respond toP1’s cache request untilP2 performs an
mfence successfully. In order forP2 to execute anmfence, P2’s cache controller must now obtain
the cache line fory in Exclusive state, which involves sending a request toP1 to invalidate its cache
line ony. Similarly, sinceP1’s l-mfence is still in effect, in order to guaranteeP1’s serialization,
P1’s cache controller cannot respond toP2’s cache request untilP1 executes anmfence successfully,
which means it must obtain Exclusive state onx. Thus, the cache controllers of the two processors
are locked in circular dependencies —P1 is waiting on gettingx in Exclusive state before it can
release the cache line ony, andP2 is waiting on gettingy in Exclusive state before it can release the
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cache line onx.
This example illustrates the dependency the LE/ST mechanism creates betweensatisfying an

incoming request to invalidate the guarded location and obtaining Exclusive state on some memory
location in the store buffer. This dependency means that the cache controller of a processorP1 with
anl-mfence in effect can no longer immediately respond to an invalidation request from another
cache controller on the guarded location. Instead, the cache controller must wait untilP1 success-
fully flushes its store buffer (at least up to the point where the guarded location is flushed into the
cache), which involves gaining Exclusive state on memory locations inP1’s store buffer. The sys-
tem deadlocks if another processorP2 has exactly the opposite dependency, i.e.,P2 hasP1’s guarded
location in its store buffer and has anl-mfence in effect on a location which happens to be inP1’s
store buffer. Regarding thel-mfence as an ordinary store breaks the circular dependency, because
the processor does not attempt to flush its store buffer and the cache controller can immediately
respond to the incoming invalidation request.

Even though Figure 7-4 illustrates a simple example involving only two processors with two
memory locations, the circular dependencies can potentially occur among several processors with
multiple guarded memory locations, where each processor has anl-mfence in effect. Since all
processors regards thel-mfence as a regular store when a concurrent write is detected, the potential
circular dependencies are guaranteed to be broken and the system as awhole can make forward
progress.

The circular dependencies between satisfying an incoming request and obtaining Exclusive state
can only rise when concurrent writes exist in the program. This is because only a write operation
is saved in the store buffer, and needs to gain Exclusive state before reaching the cache. A read
operation does not go through the store buffer, and therefore will notcause a dependency when
the processor is trying to flush the store buffer. To distinguish between read and write attempts,
the LE/ST mechanism relies on the cache controller and its implementation of the cache coherency
protocol, to only send an invalidation request to another cache if it intends towrite to a location, but
not if it intends to read — in which case, it sends a “downgrade to shared”request.

The design decision to downgrade thel-mfence into an ordinary store and not guarantee se-
rialization if a concurrent write is detected was made to keep the LE/ST mechanism lightweight.
In addition, concurrent writes in a program without proper synchronization typically constitute a
bug and result in nondeterministic execution. Therefore, keeping thel-mfence semantics would
cumbersome the implementation and would not benefit the programmer. Even though the existence
of concurrent writes may not necessarily lead to circular dependencies, it is certain that circular
dependencies involve concurrent writes. Concurrent writes are easily detected by the type of the co-
herency message received by the cache controller, and the processor actions are simple and effective
— the deadlock is avoided. Thus, whenever concurrent writes are detected, the LE/ST mechanism
downgrades thel-mfence semantics, instead of keeping track of actual dependencies, which would
require global coordination among all cache controllers.5

Finally, there is one important implication that follows from how the LE/ST mechanism handles
concurrent writes. That is, a memory location guarded by anl-mfence should be allocated on its
own cache line so as to avoid false sharing. Otherwise, a cache controllermay receive an invalidation

5One could imagine that some form of policy can be employed in the cache controller so that anl-mfence is not
immediately downgraded whenever a concurrent write is detected. For instance, one could employ some form of time-out
policy — a cache controller guarding locationx but needs Exclusive ony to flush the store buffer only downgrades the
l-mfence if some amount of time has elapsed and its request ony has not been fulfilled. One could also employ some
“tie-breaking” policy so that in the event of circular dependencies, onlyone processor will ever downgrade itsl-mfence.
One possible tie breaker is to say that a cache controller guarding locationx and needs Exclusive ony only downgrades
thel-mfence if the address ofx is smaller thany.
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request on the cache line not because another processor wishes to write to the guarded location,
but rather because another processor wishes to write to some memory location that happens to be
allocated next to the guarded location.

7.3 Formal Specification and Correctness ofl-mfence

This section formally defines the specification ofl-mfence and proves that the LE/ST mechanism
described in Section 4.3 implements the specification. This section also shows that, in the event that
there are concurrent writes during an execution, the LE/ST mechanism does not introduce deadlock.
Then, based on the specification ofl-mfence, one can show that the asymmetric Dekker Protocol
usingl-mfence (as shown in Figure 7-3(a)) achieves mutual exclusion.

Formal specification ofl-mfence

To formally define the specification of anl-mfence, some notation and definitions are required.
Throughout this section, we shall use the short hand notationS= WP(x) to mean thatS is a store
performed by processorP, writing a value to memory locationx. Similarly, the short hand notation
L = RP(x) means thatL is a load performed by processorP, reading from memory locationx. In
cases where it is not important to distinguish which processor performed the operation, the notation
W(x) or R(x) is used, omitting which processor performed the memory operation.

To formally define the specification ofl-mfence, Definition 7.2 first defines the “serialization
order” for a given memory location.

Definition 7.2 (Serialization order) Given a memory location x, the ordering of accesses to x per-
formed by all processors is as follows.

1. A load L= R(x) is serialized immediately aftera store S= W(x) if and only if L reads the
value written by S.

2. A store S= WP(x) is serialized immediately aftera store S′ = W(x) if at the timecompletion
of S, had P executed a load L= RP(x), L would have read the value written by S′.

3. A load L= R(x) is serialized immediately beforea store S= W(x) if there exists a store
S′ = W(x) such that L is serialized immediately after S′, and S is also serialized immediately
after S′.

Given two memory accesses A1 and A2 to a memory location x, we say that A1 is serialized
beforeA2, denoted as A1 <S A2, if and only if A1 is serialized immediately before A2, or if A1 is
serialized immediately before some other memory access that is serialized before A2. Vice versa, A2
is serialized afterA1. The order of all accesses to x performed by all processors is referred to as the
serialization orderof x.

While the relation of serialized immediately before / after is not transitive, the serialization order
defined in Definition 7.2 is transitive, i.e., ifA1 <SA2 andA2 <SA3, thenA1 <SA3. Furthermore, the
serialization order on a given memory location is globally consistent across all processors, since the
serialization because it is defined by the time of completion, not the time of commit. To complete a
store to locationx, the executing processorP must gain Exclusive state onx, and thus all processors
must agree on a single serialization order for the locationx.

The program orderof a processorP is defined by the ordering of memory accesses executed
in P’s instruction stream. Formally, the program order is determined by the time instruction are
committed.
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Definition 7.3 (Program order) Theprogram orderof a processor P is defined by the ordering
of memory accesses committed in P’s instruction stream. Let A1 and A2 be RP(x) and / or WP(y)
(where x may or may not be the same as y). We say that A1 <P A2 if A1 executed before A2 in P’s
program order.

Given serialization order on all memory locations and the program order ofall processors, Def-
inition 7.4 defines theinferred orderof memory accesses for a given processorP, denoted as≺P:

Definition 7.4 (Inferred order) Let A1 and A2 be memory operations performed by processor P,
and let B and C be memory operations performed by other processors6= P. Theinferred order for
P is defined as follows.

1. If A1 <P A2 then A1 ≺P A2.
2. If B <S A1 and A1 <P A2, then B≺P A1 ≺P A2. Similarly, if A2 <S B and A1 <P A2, then

A1 ≺P A2 ≺P B.
3. If A≺P B and B≺P C, then A≺P B≺P C.

For each processorP, the inferred order combinesP’s program order with the serialization
orders of memory locations thatP accessed. By definition, two memory accesses are ordered in
program order (<P) if and only if both memory accesses are performed byP. In addition, two
memory accesses are ordered in serialization order (<S) only if both memory accesses have the
same target memory location.6 Finally, the inferred order relation is transitive. The inferred order
does not provide a total order on all accesses performed by all processors. Rather, it provides a
partial order for each processorP, that agrees withP’s program order and the serialization orders of
all the memory locations accessed byP.

Definition 7.5 (Consistent inferred orders) The inferred orders of processors P1 and P2 are con-
sistentwith respect to specific memory accesses A1 and A2 if all the following conditions are satis-
fied:

1. A1 and A2 are ordered by both inferred orders≺P1 and≺P2,
2. A1 and A2 were performed by the same processor, and
3. If A1 ≺P1 A2 then A1 ≺P2 A2.

The last condition guarantees that ifA1 precedesA2 in one inferred order, it must precedesA2

in the other order, and vice verse, so that the relative ordering ofA1 andA2 in both orders agree.
Let’s go back to the TSO and PO models that are the assumed architecture forthel-mfence im-

plementation. It is due to the TSO and PO reordering that the inferred orders of different processors
may be inconsistent. The ordering principles of TSO and PO defined in Definition 7.1 (Section 7.1)
lay out the discrepancies between the inferred orders that two different processors may deduce.
Memory fences were created to provide consistency in the inferred orders, by enforcing consistency
between particular memory accesses across the inferred orders of all processors.

The difference in the inferred orders can be demonstrated using an example. Assumingmfence
or l-mfence is not used, imagine the following scenario. A processorP1 committedWP1(x) and
then committedRP1(y), and another processorP2 committedWP2(y) and then committedRP2(x). By
Definition 7.3, we have:

WP1(x) <P1 RP1(y) , (7.1)

WP2(y) <P2 RP2(x) . (7.2)

6In this case, “only if” but not “if and only if” is used, because two readsto the same location may not be ordered.
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However, at the end ofP1 andP2 execution, it is possible to reach the following serialization order
given the TSO and PO re-orderings and Definition 7.2:

RP2(x) <S WP1(x) , (7.3)

RP1(y) <S WP2(y) . (7.4)

Then, by Definition 7.4, we have:

RP2(x) ≺P1 WP1(x) ≺P1 RP1(y) ≺P1 WP2(y) , (7.5)

RP1(y) ≺P2 WP2(y) ≺P2 RP2(x) ≺P2 WP1(x) . (7.6)

P1’s inferred order (7.5) is obtained via orderings (7.3), (7.1), and (7.4). Similarly,P2’s inferred order
(7.6) is obtained via orderings (7.4), (7.2), and (7.3). Therefore, even though fromP1’s perspective,
WP1(x) ≺P1 RP1(y), P2 observed the opposite order. Similarly, even though fromP2’s perspective,
WP2(y) ≺P2 RP2(x), P1 observed the opposite order. These differences in their inferred orders are
consistent with Principle 4 of Definition 7.1. In addition,P1 observed thatWP1(x) ≺P1 WP2(y),
whereasP2 observed the opposite order, which is consistent with Principle 6 of Definition 7.1.

As mentioned at the end of Section 7.1, correct usage of a memory fence typically involves a
pair ofmfence instructions. Using the same example, one can also show thatP1 andP2 can observe
different ordering of memory accesses if only onemfence is used. Assume thatP1 executed a
mfence betweenWP1(x) andRP1(y), butP2 did not usemfence. At the end ofP1 andP2 executions,
it is still possible to end up with serialization orderings (7.3) and (7.4), because even though an
mfence executed byP1 ensures thatRP1(y) did not commit untilWP1(x) completed,WP1(x) could
have still completedafter RP2(x) committed, resulting in ordering 7.3, andRP1(y) could have still
committedbefore WP2(y) completed, resulting in ordering 7.4. Given the same program orders 7.1
and 7.2 and the same serialization orders (7.3) and (7.4),P1 andP2 inferred orders are still different,
even thoughP1 used anmfence. HadP2 alsoexecuted anmfence betweenWP2(y) andRP2(x), this
scenario could not have happened, and both processors would haveconsistent inferred orders with
respect to their read and write operations.

Now Definition 7.6 defines the specification ofl-mfence formally.

Definition 7.6 (l-mfence specification) Let C be a program execution that does not contain con-
current writes, S be a store associated with anl-mfence executed by processor P1, and A be a
memory access also executed by P1. Let P2 be another processor whose inferred order enforces an
ordering between A and S. Let B1 and B2 be the two memory operations executed by P2 access-
ing the same locations as A and S that lead to the ordering of A and S in P2’s inferred order. The
l-mfence enforces that the inferred orders of P1 and P2 are consistent with respect to A and S if
they are also consistent with respect to B1 and B2.

The condition that the inferred orders ofP1 andP2 are consistent with respect toB1 andB2 performed
by P2 implicitly states that if the relevant memory accesses are a write followed by a read, there
ought to be anmfence (or l-mfence) between them to prevent reordering inP1’s inferred order.
This condition follows from the correct usage ofmfence (andl-mfence), that involves a pair of
fences. If the condition is met, then anl-mfence with a storeS=WP1(x) enforces an inferred order
betweenSand another accessA performed byP1, that is consistent with the inferred order ofP2.

Correctness proof of the LE/ST mechanism

First let’s see some definitions and lemmas that will help us show that the LE/ST mechanism (which
includes the code sequence shown in Figure 7-3(b)) implements the specification ofl-mfence.
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Definition 7.7 Given a particular instance ofl-mfence with guarded location x implemented with
the LE/ST mechanism, a link for thel-mfence is setif LEBit contains1, LEAddr contain x, and the
executing processor’s private cache holds the cache line for x (i.e., in Exclusive or Modified state).
If any of these conditions is not met, the link isclear.

Lemma 7.8 Given a particular instance ofl-mfence with guarded location x, ifLEBit contains
1 when the associated store commits (line K1.4), the link must be set.

PROOF. By executing the instructions in lines K1.1–K1.3, the executing processor sets up the
link. SinceLEBit is set as thefirst instruction of thel-mfence execution, if the link was broken at
any point before the commit ofst in line K1.4, the LE/ST mechanism clearsLEBit as part of the
protocol to break the link. Once the link is broken,LEBit is never set again until the next instance
of l-mfence.

Lemma 7.9 The LE/ST mechanism maintains the ordering principles defined by the TSO /PO
memory model described in Section 7.1.

PROOF. The ordering principles are maintained by the fact that instructions are committed in
order, and a processor’s store buffer is flushed in FIFO order. The LE/ST mechanism employs
regular loads7, stores, and memory fences, which do not interfere with the commit orderingof
instructions and the FIFO ordering of the store buffer. Thus, the TSO / PO ordering principles are
maintained.

Lemma 7.10 Let S= WP1(x) be a store associated with anl-mfence performed by processor P1.
Let L = RP2(x) be a read operation performed by processor P2 and committed after P1 gained
Exclusive state on x (line K1.3 in Figure 7-3(a)). The LE/ST mechanism ensures that, before P1
commits the next instruction following thisl-mfence, either the store S in line K1.4 is already
complete, or L is serialized after S, i.e., S<S L.

PROOF. Since the lemma assumes thatP2 executes the read afterP1 gained Exclusive state onx,
it must be that the cache controller ofP2 sent a request to downgradex to Shared toP1. Let’s look
at the link situation whenScommits, and examine the actions ofP1 when it receivesP2’s request.
There are two cases to consider: either the link is clear at the time whenScommits, or the link is
still set.

1. Link is clear when S commits. The link can be clear only ifP2’s request was detected
after the Exclusive state was gained (line K1.3) but beforeS had a chance to commit. By
Lemma 7.8, we know that if the link is clear, theLEBit must be 0. Therefore, by the imple-
mentation of the LE/ST mechanism (Figure 7-3(b)), the condition for the branch (line K1.5)
is false, and thusP1 must execute anmfence in line K1.6 right after it commitsS, causingS
to complete before the next instruction (line K3 in Figure 7-3(a)) commits. Note that in this
caseL is serialized beforeS.

2. Link is set when Scommits. If the link is set, then by Definition 7.7, we know thatP1 still
hasx in Exclusive / Modify state whenScommits. By the LE/ST mechanism, this means that
when the cache controller receivesP2’s downgrade request,P1’s cache controller must notify
the processor when such a request arrives, and upon notification,P1 clears the link, flushes its
store buffer to completeS, and replies to the cache controller. After that,P1’s cache controller
responds to the downgrade request. Thus,L must be serialized afterS.

7As explained in Section 7.1, thele instruction is very similar to a regular load and can be implemented using the
existing architecture and cache coherency protocol.
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Theorem 7.11 is the main theorem that shows that the LE/ST mechanism implements thel-mfence
specification.

Theorem 7.11 The LE/ST mechanism implementsl-mfence as specified in Definition 7.6. That is,
let C be a program execution that does not contain concurrent writes, S be astore associated with
an l-mfence executed by processor P1, and A be a memory access also executed by P1. Let P2 be
another processor whose inferred order enforces an ordering between A and S. Let B1 and B2 be
the two memory operations executed by P2 accessing the same locations as A and S that lead to the
ordering of A and S in P2’s inferred order. Anl-mfence implemented using the LE/ST mechanism
guarantees that the inferred orders of P1 and P2 are consistent with respect to A and S if they are
also consistent with respect to B1 and B2.

PROOF. The proof is split into two cases: one that proves that the inferred orders of all processors
are consistent with respect to accesses that happened before anl-mfence in the program order of
the executing processor, and the other proves the same about accesses after thel-mfence.

Case 1:A≺P1 S. SinceA≺P1 Sand bothA andSwere executed byP1, it must be thatA <P1 S. If
A is a store, then by the TSO and PO ordering Principle 5 in Definition 7.1 and by Lemma 7.9, it is
impossible for another processorP2 to infer thatS≺P1 A.

If A is a load, in order forP2 to infer thatS≺P2 A, it must be thatScompleted beforeAcommitted.
Given our assumption thatA <P1 S, by the TSO Principle 2 in Definition 7.1 and by Lemma 7.9,
this cannot be the case.

Case 2:S≺P1 A. SinceS≺P1 A and bothSandA were executed byP1, it must be thatS<P1 A. If
A is a store then by the TSO and PO ordering Principle 5 in Definition 7.1 and by Lemma 7.9, it is
impossible for another processorP2 to infer thatA≺P1 S. Thus, we only need to consider the case
whereA is a load, which can be reordered with older stores by the TSO and PO ordering principles.

Without loss of generality, letS=WP1(x) andA= RP1(y), wherex is the location guarded by the
l-mfence. The case wherex = y is trivial — assumingx = y, since bothA andSare executed by
P1, A must have observed the value written bySdue to store-buffer forwarding, and no reordering
could have occurred, since in this caseS<S A. Hence, another processorP2 must also infer that
S≺P2 A and the inferred orders are consistent with respect toA andS. Thus, we should consider the
casex 6= y.

There are three possible pairing ofB1 andB2 executed byP2 that allowsP2 to infer and ordering
betweenA andS, and we consider them one by one.

1. B1 = RP2(y) andB2 = RP2(x). Given that the inferred orders ofP1 andP2 are consistent with
respect toB1 andB2, there are two cases to consider: eitherS<S B2 or B2 <S S, depending
on the value read byB2. If S<S B2, there is no placement ofA andB1 that could forceP2 to
infer A≺P2 S. Thus, the inferred orders ofP1 andP2 are consistent with respect toA andS.
If B2 <S S, then it must be thatS committed afterB2 committed. Moreover, it must be that
B2 committed before thel-mfence executed byP1 onx gained the Exclusive state onx. This
follows from Lemma 7.10, which says that ifB2 committed after the Exclusive state was
gained byP1, then eitherS is completed by the timeA committed, orB2 is serialized after
S. Since we assume thatB2 <S S, it must be thatS is completed by the timeA committed.
Thus,P2 cannot possibly infer thatA ≺P2 S. Thus, the inferred orders ofP1 andP2 are also
consistent with respect toA andS in this case.
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2. B1 = WP2(y) andB2 = WP2(x). The case thatB2 <P2 B1 is trivial, since in this case, nothing
can forceP2 to infer thatA≺P2 S, no matter what the serialization order betweenB1 andA,
andB2 andSare. Thus, let’s consider the caseB1 <P2 B2.
Let’s assume for the sake of contradiction thatP2 infers an ordering inconsistent fromP1 with
respect toA andS. That is,A≺P2 S, which can only be true ifA <S B1 andB2 <S S. Since
both B1 andB2 are stores, by Principle 5 in Definition 7.1 and by Lemma 7.9, the inferred
orders ofP1 andP2 must be consistent with respect toB1 andB2. Furthermore, sinceB2 is
a store to locationx, guarded byS, based on the assumption thatC contains no concurrent
write, B2 cannot occur while the link forP1 is in effect. IfB2 reached the cache before the link
was set, thenB2 must have completed beforeScommitted, which is beforeA committed. This
leads to a contradiction to our assumption — sinceB1 completed beforeB2 completed, which
is beforeScommitted, which is beforeA committed, it cannot be possible to haveA <S B1.
Thus,P1 andP2 must infer a consistent ordering with respect toA andS. On the other hand,
if B2 reached cache when the link was no longer set, that means eitherS has completed at
this point, orShas not committed but would complete beforeA commits since the link was
broken. IfShas completed, then it must be thatS<S B2, which leads to a contradiction to our
assumption,B2 <SS. If Shas not committed but would complete beforeA commits, this again
leads to a contradiction thatA <S B1, sinceB1 must be completed by the timeB2 reached the
cache.

3. B1 = WP2(y), B2 = RP2(x). The only interesting case here is whenB1 <P2 B2. This is because,
if B2 <P2 B1, thenP2 can always infer thatS≺P2 A, no matter what the serialization orders
betweenB1 andA, andB2 andSare. Thus, we focus on the case whereB1 <P2 B2. Again, let’s
assume for the sake of contradiction that the inferred orders ofP1 andP2 are not consistent
with respect toA andS. That is,P2 infer thatA≺P2 S, which can only be true ifA≺P2 B1 ≺P2

B2 ≺P2 S. Furthermore, since the lemma guarantees that the inferred orders ofP1 andP2 are
consistent with respect toA andS only if they are also consistent with respect toB1 andB2,
we must also assume thatB1 ≺P1 B2.
To achieve this assumption, all the following constraints must hold:

(a) A commits beforeB1 completes,
(b) B2 commits beforeScompletes,
(c) B1 completes beforeB2 commits.

Note that constraint (c), if not occurring naturally, can be enforced by either inserting an
mfence or anl-mfence betweenB1 andB2. An mfence guarantees that the next instruction
after themfence commits only after all instructions before themfence have completed, which
meets the constraint.
On the other hand, if anl-mfence is used to serializeB1 andB2, by Lemma 7.10, either
B1 <S A, orB1 completes beforeB2 commits. SinceB1 <S A breaks the first constraint, which
leads to a contradiction, it must be thatB1 completes beforeB2 commits.
Taking all the constraints together,A must commit beforeScompletes forP1 andP2 to infer
inconsistent orders with respect toSandA.
Let’s examine thel-mfence link status ofP1 when it commitsA.

• The link is clear whenA commits. By Lemma 7.10,Smust be completed before the next
instructionA commits, which means thatS is already completed whenA commits. This
leads to a contradiction to thatA must commit beforeScompletes, and thusP2 cannot
infer thatA≺P2 S.

• The link is set whenA commits. This means thatS has been committed but not yet
completed, and thatP1 holds the guarded locationx in Exclusive or Modify state. LetZ
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be the next access tox performed by any processor. IfZ = R(x), by Lemma 7.10, it must
be thatS<S Z. If Z = B2 then constraint (b) is violated, which leads to a contradiction.
If Z 6= B2, sinceZ is the next access tox afterS, and since constraints (a) and (c) dictate
that A commits beforeB2 commits, it must be thatS<S Z <S B2. This again violates
constraint (b) and leads to a contradiction. IfZ = W(x) is the next access tox, since the
lemma assumes thatC does not contain concurrent writes, it must be thatScompleted
beforeZ completed, and therefore the link was not set whenZ completed. Thus,S<S Z.
Following the same reasoning as the case whereZ = R(x) andZ 6= B2, this again leads
to a contradiction. Thus,P2 cannot inferA≺P2 S.

In all cases, we have shown that the inferred orders ofP1 andP2 must be consistent with respect to
A andS, assuming that they are also consistent with respect toB1 andB2 executed byP2 accessing
the same locations asA andS. Thus, the LE/ST mechanism correctly implements the specification
of l-mfence as specified in Definition 7.6.

Theorem 7.11 shows that the LE/ST mechanism correctly implements the specification ofl-mfence,
which provides guarantees only for computations that do not contain concurrent writes. This is nec-
essary to avoid deadlock due to the additional dependencies that the LE/STmechanism creates.
Next, we show next that the LE/ST mechanism does not introduce system deadlock.

Theorem 7.12 The LE/ST mechanism does not introduce system deadlock.

PROOF. The LE/ST mechanism is implemented using mostly instructions ready available in the
architecture, where each instruction can make progress by itself. The only situation in which the
LE/ST mechanism introduces a new dependency is when the link is set for anl-mfence executed
by a processorP1, the store associated with thel-mfence has been committed intoP1’s store buffer,
and a different processorP2 requestsP1 to invalidate its guarded location. In this case,P1 cannot
satisfy the incoming invalidation request fromP2 until all its outgoing requests to get Exclusive
states on locations in the store buffer before the guarded location are satisfied. This is becauseP1

must flush the locations in its store buffer in FIFO order up to and including the guarded location
before it can invalidate the guarded location.

A concurrent write is easily detected by the LE/ST mechanism when the cachecontroller re-
ceives an invalidation request for the guarded location while the link is set. When invalidation
request to the guarded location is detected, the LE/ST mechanism notifies the processor, which in
turn just clears the link and let the cache controller reply to the invalidation request immediately.
Since the cache controller no longer need to wait for other locations in the store buffer to be com-
pleted before it responds to the invalidation request, the system does not deadlock.

Given that the LE/ST mechanism implements the specification as described in Definition 7.6, it
is not difficult to see that the asymmetric Dekker protocol shown in Figure 7-3(a) guarantees mutual
exclusion. Since the primary thread uses anl-mfence between the store tox and the read fromy,
and the secondary thread uses anmfence between the store toy and read fromx, according to the
specification, we know that the primary thread and the secondary thread agree upon the orderings of
WP1(x)≺P1,P2 RP2(y) andWP2(y)≺P1,P2 RP2(x). As long as they agree on the orderings of the relevant
memory accesses, mutual exclusion is guaranteed.

The asymmetric Dekker protocol is designed to optimize away the overhead incurred onto the
primary thread at the expense of additional overhead on the secondarythread, which is advantageous
for applications that exhibit asymmetric synchronization patterns. Hence, an mfence is used in the
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secondary thread instead of anl-mfence to avoid incurring additional overhead on the primary
thread. If the secondary thread was using anl-mfence, the primary thread may need to wait for
the secondary thread to flush its store buffer when it attempts to ready in line K3. Nevertheless, the
secondary thread has the option of executing the mirrored code (usingl-mfence(&y,1) in line J2),
and the protocol still provides mutual exclusion in such case.

7.4 An Empirical Evaluation of Location-Based Memory Fences

This section presents an empirical evaluation of a software-based implementation of location-based
memory fences, which have two purposes. First, the evaluation demonstrates that performance ben-
efits can be gained using location-based memory fences instead of program-based memory fences.
Second, the evaluation allows us to analyze the expected performance of the proposed hardware
mechanism, based on performance results of the software implementation.

The software prototype ofl-mfence used in this section is implemented using software signals.
This implementation is applied to two applications that exhibit asymmetric synchronization pat-
terns, and their performance is evaluated during serial and parallel execution. All experiments were
conducted on an AMD Opteron system with 4 quad-core 2 GHz CPU’s having a total of 8 GBytes
of memory. Each core on a chip has a 64-KByte private L1-data-cache and a 512-KByte private
L2-cache, and all cores on a chip share a 2-MByte L3-cache.

When executed serially, the benchmarks perform better using the software implementation of
l-mfence instructions than their counterparts using ordinarymfence instructions. The reason for
these results is that the software prototype incurs effectively no overhead on the executing thread
when it runs serially. When executed in parallel, even though the communication overhead of the
software prototype is high, some benchmarks still see performance benefit from using the soft-
ware implementation ofl-mfence instructions. While the software implementation is feasible, the
LE/ST mechanism should significantly enhance the performance of the benchmarks in parallel exe-
cutions (without affecting the results in the serial executions), and enablea larger class of programs
to benefit froml-mfence.

This section briefly summarizes the software prototype, compares the overhead between the
software prototype and the LE/ST mechanism, describes the experimental results based on the soft-
ware prototype, and discusses how the outcomes would differ with the LE/STmechanism.

Software prototype ofl-mfence

The software prototype of the location-based memory fences is implemented using signals, similar
to the approach proposed in [34]. The software prototype must correctly capture two main effects.
First, the primary thread must not reorder the write and the read at the compiler level. This can
be achieved simply by inserting a compiler fence at the appropriate location. Second, before the
secondary thread attempts to read the variable written by the primary thread, itmust cause the
primary thread to serialize, and only proceed with the readafter the primary thread has performed
the serialization. This is achieved via signals — a software signal generatesan interrupt on the
processor receiving the signal, and the processor flushes its store buffer before calling the signal
handling routine. Thus, the secondary thread sends a signal to the primary thread and waits for
an acknowledgment by spinning on a shared variable. Upon receiving the signal (which implicitly
flushes the store buffer), the primary thread executes a user-definedsignal handler, which sets the
shared variable as an acknowledgment, thereby allowing the secondary thread to resume execution.
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Overhead comparisons between the software prototype and the LE/ST mechanism

Let’s compare the overhead between the software prototype and the LE/STmechanism in two cases:
when the primary thread executes alone, and when other secondary threads exist in the same context.

When the primary thread executes alone, the software prototype incurs negligible overhead
from the compiler fence, while the LE/ST mechanism would incur small additionaloverhead from
setting the link, performing the load-exclusive, and taking the branch. Nevertheless, this additional
overhead should be negligible as well, since the target cache line of the loadstays in the primary
processor’s cache, and the branch is a predictable branch for the most part.

During parallel execution, the software implementation using signals would incur much higher
communication overhead compared to the LE/ST mechanism. In the software implementation,
the communication overhead includes the secondary thread sending the signal and waiting for the
primary thread to flush its store buffer and handle the signal. Furthermore,this software implemen-
tation also slows down the primary thread whenever communication occurs, because the primary
thread must handle the signal (which entails crossing between kernel anduser modes four times
to execute a user-defined signal8) while the secondary thread waits. The estimated cost of a single
round trip communication is on the order of 10,000 cycles on the system in which the experiments
were run. On the other hand, the round trip time in the LE/ST mechanism involveswaiting for the
cache controllers of the two processors to send and handle messages (akin to a L1 cache miss / L2
cache hit), and for the primary processor to flush its store buffer. I rana synthetic benchmark to sim-
ulate this round trip time, which costs about 150 cycles on the system where theexperiments were
conducted. Moreover, the performance impact on the primary processor is negligible: it just needs
to flush the store buffer and regain the cache line the next time around; the processor performance
is not affected by the cache controller listening to cache traffic and handling messages.

Performance benefit can be gained usingl-mfence if the latency avoided by the primary thread
is greater than the communication overhead borne by the secondary thread. Putting the overhead
comparison into the context of benchmark execution, the software implementation requires signif-
icantly more asymmetry in the benchmarks in order to obtain performance gain than the LE/ST
mechanism.

Applications overview

Two applications are used to evaluate the location-based memory fences using the software pro-
totype — the asymmetric Cilk-5 runtime system and an asymmetric multiple-reader single-writer
lock.

For the first application, the open-source Cilk-5 runtime system [49]9 is modified to incorporate
l-mfence into the Dekker-like protocol employed by its work stealing scheduler, referred to as the
ACilk-5 runtime system. In a work-stealing scheduler, when a thief (the secondary thread) needs
to find more work to do, it engages in an augmented Dekker-like protocol witha given victim (the
primary thread) in order to steal work from the victim’s deque. Assuming the benchmarks contains
ample parallelism, a victim would access its own deque much more frequently than athief, because
steals occur infrequently.

The second application uses anasymmetric multiple-reader single-writer lock, where the lock
is biased towards the readers, henceforth referred to as theARW lock. From time to time, a reader
(the primary thread) turns into a writer (the secondary thread), and attemptsto acquire the ARW

8One could modify the operating system to cut the signal handling overheaddown by half (crossing two times instead
of four), but that would still be on the order of thousands of cycles.

9The open-source Cilk-5 system is available at http://supertech.csail.mit.edu/cilk/cilk-5.4.6.tar.gz.
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Benchmark Input Description
cholesky 4000/40000 Cholesky factorization
cilksort 108 Parallel merge sort
fft 226 Fast Fourier transform
fib 42 Recursive Fibonacci
fibx 280 Alternate between fib(n-1) and fib(n-40)
heat 2048×500 Jacobi heat diffusion
knapsack 32 Recursive knapsack
lu 4096 LU-decomposition
matmul 2048 Matrix multiply
nqueens 14 Count ways to placeN queens
qsort 108 Parallel quick sort
rectmul 4096 Rectangular matrix multiply
strassen 4096 Strassen matrix multiply

Figure 7-5: The 13 benchmark applications.

lock in the write mode by engaging in an augmented Dekker protocol with each of the registered
readers.

Evaluation using ACilk-5

13 benchmarks are used to evaluate the effect of location-based memory fences, comparing how
ACilk-5 performs against Cilk-5 running these benchmarks. Figure 7.4 provides a brief description
of each benchmark.

Figure 7-6(a) compares the performance of the benchmarks running onACilk-5 and Cilk-5
when executed serially. Figure 7-6(b) shows a similar performance comparison when executed on
16 cores. For each measurement, the mean of 10 runs is used (with standard deviation of less than
3%). A value below 1 means that the benchmark runs faster on ACilk-5 than on Cilk-5.

Not surprisingly, when executed serially, benchmarks on ACilk-5 run faster, because the victim
executes on the fast path with virtually no overhead from memory fences. The improvement that
ACilk-5 exhibits over Cilk-5 when running a given benchmark is directly related to the ratio between
the overall work in a given benchmark and the number of fences avoidedin the benchmark (which
corresponds to the the number and the granularity of parallel tasks that thebenchmark generates).
The fewer the number of memory accesses performed under a given fence, the more saving gained
from avoiding the fence. All these benchmarks except forfib, fibx, andknapsack have their
base case coarsened (so as to generate enough parallel tasks and avoid parallel overhead when
there is enough parallelism), so the ratio of work per fence is high. On the other hand,fib is
specifically designed to measure the spawn (for generating parallel tasks) overhead, and the number
suggests that the spawn overhead is cut by half if the fence is avoided. Ibelieve the numbers will
be comparable ifl-mfence were implemented using the LE/ST mechanism.

Figure 7-6(b) shows the same performance comparison when executed on 16 cores. When ex-
ecuted in parallel, the software implementation ofl-mfence incurs an additional communication
overhead for every steal attempt (which impacts both the victim and the thief).Despite the com-
munication overhead, many benchmarks still exhibit saving or stay even (meaning that savings and
overhead even out). The three exceptions arecholesky, heat, andlu. There are two factors
at play here. First, while the work-first principle [49] states that one should put the scheduling
overhead onto the steal (thief’s) path instead of onto the work (victim’s) path, one must be able to
amortize the overhead against successful steals in order to obtain good scalability. In the case of
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Figure 7-6: (a) The relative serial execution time of the ACilk-5 runtime system compared to the original
Cilk-5 runtime system for 13 Cilk benchmarks.(b) The relative execution time of the ACilk-5 runtime system
compared to the original Cilk-5 runtime system for 13 Cilk benchmarks on 16 cores. A value below 1 means
that the application runs faster on ACilk-5 than on Cilk-5; avalue above 1 means the other way around. Each
value is calculated by normalizing the execution time of thebenchmarks on ACilk-5 with that on Cilk-5.

cholesky andlu, much of the communication overhead did not translate into successful steals—
only 53.6% of signals sent incholesky turn into successful steals, and only 72.8% for lu (while
other benchmarks have over 90%). As a result, the benchmarks do not scale as well. Second, while
over 90% of the signals sent inheat translate to successful steals, the number of fences avoided
per signal sent is much smaller compared to other benchmarks, so the communication overhead
incurred byl-mfence outweighs the benefit. Given that the LE/ST mechanism has much smaller
communication overhead and impacts only the thief, I believe both problems wouldbe avoided.

Evaluation using ARW lock

The next application of location-based memory fences is the ARW lock, where we compare the read
throughput between the ARW lock and its symmetric counterpart: the same design but using an
mfence for the primary thread in the Dekker protocol instead of anl-mfence, henceforth referred
as theSRW lock. The application works as follows. Each thread performs read operations most
of the time, and only occasionally performs a write. In the tests, the threads read from and write
to an array with 4 elements. The read-to-write ratio is an input parameter to the microbenchmark:
assuming the ratio isN : 1, and there areP threads executing, then for everyN/P reads, a thread
performs a write. With each configuration, the microbenchmark is run for 10seconds to measure
the overall read throughput.

Figure 7-7(a) shows the throughput comparison between the ARW lock and the SRW lock. In
the software implementation ofl-mfence, since a request for serialization translates to a signal, the
writer ends up signaling a list of readers and waiting for their responses one by one, which becomes
a serializing bottleneck. This is particularly inefficient when the thread counts is high, and the read-
to-write ratio is low (less asynchronous), since the communication overheadoutweighs the benefit
from avoiding fences.

I believe that the lack of scalability is again due to the high communication overhead in the soft-
ware implementation. To confirm this, I devised an ARW lock that implements awaiting heuristic:
when a writer wants to write, instead of sending signals to the readers immediately, it first indicates
intent to write and spin-waits to see if any reader responds, acknowledging the writer’s intent to
write. Only after spin-waiting for awhile, the writer sends signals to readerswho have not acknowl-
edged. The ARW lock with this heuristic is referred as theARW+ lock.
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Figure 7-7: (a) The relative read throughput of execution using the ARW lockcompared to that using the
SRW lock. (b) The relative throughput of execution using the ARW+ lock (i.e., the ARW lock with the
waiting heuristics) compared to that using the SRW lock. A value above 1 means that the ARW lock / ARW+
lock performs better; a value below 1 means that the SRW lock performs better. Each value is calculated by
normalizing the read throughput from the execution using the ARW lock by that using the SRW lock.

Figure 7-7(b) shows the throughput comparison between the ARW+ lock and the SRW lock.
A value above 1 means that the ARW+ lock performs better. There are two maintrends to notice.
Indeed, the ARW+ lock scales much better and consistently has higher throughput compared to the
SRW lock, except for the 300 : 1 read / write ratio (which is close to 1). Onenotable outlier in
Figure 7-7(b) is the data point for 300 : 1 ratio with two threads, which has much higher throughput
compared to other thread counts. This is due to the fact that when there areonly two threads, the
writer end up receiving the acknowledgment most of the time and does not need to send signals.

While the waiting heuristic seems to work well in the microbenchmarks, if the reader does not
access the lock frequently, the heuristic would not help as much, becausea thread would only check
for pending intent during lock acquire and release. With that in mind, the results inspire confidence
that the ARW lock should perform and scale well when thel-mfence is implemented with the
LE/ST mechanism.

7.5 Related Work

This work is closely related to studies performed on biased locks and asymmetric synchronization,
so this section focuses on these studies. Several researchers studiedthis area, mainly in the context
of improving performance for Java locks.

[134] describes a fast biased lock algorithm, which allows the primary thread to avoid executing
memory fences, until a secondary thread attempts to enter the critical section.In this case, the sec-
ondary thread must wait for the primary thread to grant access in order tocontinue execution. While
this request and grant protocol is performed via shared variables andis therefore fairly efficient, this
implementation can potentially deadlock if the biased lock is nested within another lock (or any
resource that can block). Imagine the following scenario: suppose thata primary thread and sec-
ondary thread try to acquire a lockA and then an biased lockB (biased towards the primary thread).
If the secondary threads acquiresA first, the system deadlocks, because the secondary thread must
wait for the primary thread to set the grant bit while the primary thread is blocked on acquiring lock
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A, which is held by the secondary thread.
The studies in [36] and [119] describe similar biased lock implementations, where the owner of

the lock is on the fast path for accessing the lock, and other threads needto revoke it and compete
for ownership, and the lock ownership may transfer. Both algorithms use the “collocation” trick,
where the status field and the lock field are allocated on the same word. They first write to one field
and then the whole word is read. The correctness of the algorithm depends on the fact that hardware
typically does not reorder a read before an older write when the addresses overlap. This collocation
trick, while interesting, is not guaranteed to be safe, and on systems wherethis trick works correctly,
it always forces a memory fence to be issued regardless of whether there is contention [33].

Serialization using signal and notify was proposed in [34], along with othermore heavy-weight
serialization mechanisms. Their work focus on software means to cause serialization in another
thread, while decreasing synchronization overhead on the primary thread in applications that exhibit
asymmetric synchronization patterns.

Finally, Lin et al. [99] propose a hardware mechanism for conditional memory fences, whose
aim is also to reduce the overhead of memory fences when synchronizationis unnecessary. In [99],
however, the assumption is that the compiler would automatically insert memory fences in order to
enforce sequential consistency everywhere, and there may be multiple outstanding memory fences
for a given thread at a given moment. Thus, their hardware mechanism is much more heavyweight
compared to the LE/ST mechanism for implementingl-mfence. The LE/ST mechanism, on the
other hand, aims to be lightweight and does not focus on enforcing sequential consistency every-
where automatically.

7.6 Conclusion

This chapter investigates in location-based memory fences, which aim to reduce the overhead in-
curred by memory fences in parallel algorithms. Location-based memory fences are particularly
well-suited for algorithms that exhibit asymmetric synchronization patterns. This chapter describes
a hardware mechanism to support location-based memory fences, proves its correctness and eval-
uates the feasibility of the fences using a software prototype. The evaluation with the software
prototype inspires confidence that the suggested LE/ST mechanism for supporting location-based
memory fences in hardware is worth considering.

Finally, location-based memory fences lend itself to a different way of viewing programs com-
pared to the traditional program-based memory fences. It would be interesting to investigate what
other algorithms can benefit from location-based memory fences, as well as other mechanisms that
exploit the location-based model.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This dissertation has explored five different memory abstractions:

1. TLMM-based cactus stacks that interoperate with linear stacks (Chapter 3),
2. memory-mapped reducers (Chapter 4),
3. reducer arrays (Chapter 5),
4. ownership-aware transactions (Chapter 6), and
5. location-based memory fences (Chapter 7).

These memory abstractions ease the task of parallel programming, either directly, by mitigating the
complexity of synchronization, and/or indirectly, by enabling one to design aconcurrency platform
which utilizes resources more efficiently than one could do without the memory abstraction.

I would like to revisit the definition of memory abstractions and provide some perspective on
the work explored in this dissertation. At the beginning of this dissertation, I defined memory
abstraction to be an abstraction layer between the program execution and the memory that provides a
different view of a memory location depending on the execution context in which the memory access
is made. This definition does not specify where a memory abstraction should be implemented. There
can be many layers along the software stack between the raw memory provided by the hardware
system and the program execution. A memory abstraction can be implemented within a specific
layer or with support across multiple layers and have the topmost layer providing an interface for
the program execution to interact with the memory abstraction.

In a sense, a memory abstraction can be viewed as a contract defined between a program execu-
tion and the system layer on which the program is executing. The contract defines how the program
execution may interact with the memory and what kind of guarantees the underlying system pro-
vides. Here, the system layer can be anything within the software stack — theunderlying hardware
architecture, the operating system, a virtual machine, or a concurrency platform. Taking this view
of a memory abstraction, one begins to see that memory abstractions constitute some integral parts
of the system that we use on a daily basis, such as the virtual memory mechanism provided by the
operating system or the automatic memory management in a managed runtime environment.

Virtual memory [44,78]1 is a memory abstraction provided by an operating system for programs
running directly on top of the operating system. Virtual memory abstracts awaythe underlying
raw physical memory so that the addresses as seen by the program are nicely decoupled from the
addresses of the physical memory provided by the underlying hardware. This decoupling provided
by the virtual memory significantly simplifies the task of programming. It frees theprogrammer

1Articles from Peter J. Denning [31,32] provide a nice overview and historical context for the development of virtual
memory.
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from worrying about the problem ofoverlaying— replacing a block of code or data with another
when the program or data accessed by the program is larger than the main memory supported by the
hardware. Because the problem of overlaying, or address space allocation, is handled automatically
by the operating system, modular programming becomes possible, where components of programs
can be compiled separately and reused. The virtual memory mechanism also provides an additional
layer of safety. An operating system employing the virtual memory mechanism can seamlessly
time-share among multiple executing processes, precluding them from interfering with each other
and providing the illusion that each process is executing in isolation. A process can specify regions
of address space with different protection modes, and the virtual-memory mechanism ensures that
the access protection is not violated. For instance, a user program whichaccidentally accesses a
region of address space that should only be accessed in kernel mode triggers a fault.

Automatic memory management provided by a managed runtime environment, such as Java
Virtual Machine [100] and Common Language Runtime [107], is yet anotherexample of a memory
abstraction. This memory abstraction is enabled by the use of a garbage collector [104], which
manages the allocation and deallocation of memory for programs executing in such a managed
runtime environment. The automatic memory management abstracts away the notion of explicit
memory addresses, which simplifies the task of programming and provides a layer of memory safety.
It simplifies the task of programming, because the programmer is freed from manually managing
memory usage. The programmer no longer needs to worry about allocating the right amount of
memory for a piece of data or remembering to free a piece of allocated memory when the memory
is no longer being used. This memory abstraction also provides a layer of memory safety. In
such a managed runtime, a program execution assigns names to objects, anda name provides a
handle to its associated object. Since this model eliminates the possibility of a program execution
performing arbitrary memory accesses, a program execution cannot access memory out of bounds
without generating an exception or accidentally corrupt a piece of data. Dangling pointers, resulted
from freeing some memory while the memory is still in use, can no longer exist, because memory
deallocation is handled automatically by the runtime system.

With the proliferation of multicore architectures, the computing field must move from writing
sequential software to parallel software in order to take advantage of thecomputation power pro-
vided by modern hardware. Writing parallel programs, however, givesrise to a new set of challenges
in how programs interact with memory, such as how to properly synchronizeconcurrent accesses
to shared memory. I believe that investigating memory abstractions is a fruitful path. The previous
two examples of memory abstractions designed for sequential programming are widely adopted and
have proven to be successful. They hide the complexity of dealing with raw memory as supported
by the underlying hardware, thereby significantly simplifying the task of programming, and they
provide an additional layer of safety. These are precisely the same goalsthat we would like to
achieve today for parallel programming.

This dissertation explores three memory abstractions designed to mitigate the complexity of
synchronization, namely memory-mapped reducers, reducer arrays, and ownership-aware transac-
tions. Reducer hyperobjects [48] are shown to be a useful linguistic mechanism for avoiding deter-
minacy race [42, 116] in a dynamically multithreaded computation. This dissertation proposes an
alternative design and implementation of reducers (Chapter 4) and reducer arrays (Chapter 5) that
perform much more efficiently than existing implementations. The ownership-aware transactions
(OAT) enable the use of the open-nesting methodology [113], which is moreefficient than closed
nesting, while providing a sensible semantics that the programmer can use to reason about the pro-
gram behaviors. The hope is that, by exploring different kinds of memoryabstractions, we can
obtain a deeper understanding of these new sets of challenges concerning how parallel programs
interact with the memory, which then allows us to design sensible synchronization mechanisms that
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simplify parallel programming and achieve safe and efficient concurrentaccesses to shared memory
as well.

As we gather more experiences in designing memory abstractions, I believe that we should also
move down the software stack and investigate what other memory abstractionsthe lower system
layers may provide to enable support for memory abstractions in the higher layers. This dissertation
proposes operating system support for thread-local memory mapping (TLMM), which in itself can
be viewed as a memory abstraction provided by the operating system that allows a partially shared
and partially private virtual address space. The support for TLMM provides a convincing case
study, since it has been shown to be useful for implementing memory abstractions offered by a
concurrency platform, such as TLMM-based cactus stacks (Chapter 3), memory-mapped reducers
(Chapter 4), and reducer arrays (Chapter 5). Besides these memory abstractions, TLMM can benefit
other memory abstractions proposed by other researchers [2,11,101,123] as well.

The memory abstractions explored in this dissertation by no means provides a final answer to
the challenges in parallel programming — not a complete one anyway. In fact,there is still much
room for exploration, improvement, and addressing challenges. In the case of memory-mapped
reducers and reducer arrays, the way that the reducer mechanism operates imposes a fundamental
limitation on how many reducers (or how large size of a reducer array) a particular computation
can employ before the reduce overhead becomes a scalability bottleneck. The reduce overhead is
incurred by the need to reduce all the additional views created during parallel execution, which is
difficult to avoid if one wishes to maintain the serial ordering in which the updates are performed on
the reducer. In some cases, however, if the updates are commutative as well as associative, one may
be able to design a more efficient mechanism for commutative reducers. In the case of ownership-
aware transactions, the use of ownership types, albeit necessary to enforce the proper data sharing
that the OAT system depends on, results a cumbersome linguistic interface. The expressiveness of
OAT’s linguistic interface is another area that is not fully investigated. Nevertheless, I hope the that
the study on memory abstractions documented in this dissertation represents a small step towards
understanding how memory abstractions may aid parallel programming in the future.
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Appendix A

The OAT Model and Sequential
Consistency

This appendix contains the details of the proof of Theorem 6.20: if the OAT model generates a
trace(C ,Φ) and a topological sort orderS , thenS satisfies Definition 6.13, i.e.,S is sequentially
consistent with respect toΦ.

The first part of the appendix proves that the OAT model preserves several invariants on memory
operations and content sets of transactions. The second part of the appendix uses these invariants to
prove Theorem 6.20.

The OAT model invariants

In order to state the OAT model invariants, we shall first examine the notion of“dynamic content
sets” for transactions, which is a generalization of the static content sets from Definition 6.10.

Definition A.1 At any time t, for any transaction T∈ xactions(t)(C ) and a memory operation u∈
memOps(t)(C ), define thedynamic content setscContent(t)(T), oContent(t)(T), aContent(t)(T),
andvContent(t)(T) according theContentType(t,u,T) procedure:

ContentType(t,u,T) // For any u∈ memOps(t)(T)
1 X = xparent(u)
2 while (X 6= T)
3 if X ∈ activeXactions(t)(C ), return u∈ vContent(t)(T)

4 if X ∈ aborted(t)(C ), return u∈ aContent(t)(T)

5 if (X = committer(u)) return u∈ oContent(t)(T)
6 X = xparent(X)

7 return u∈ cContent(t)(T)

The difference between the dynamic content sets defined in Definition A.1 and the static content
sets (defined in Definition 6.10) is that for dynamic content sets, if aPENDING or PENDING_ABORT
transaction is encountered when walking up the tree from a memory operationu to a transactionT,
u is placed in theactive contentof T, i.e.,u∈ vContent(t)(T). The static content sets, on the other
hand, are defined on the computation tree after the program has finished executing, and no active
transactions should be encountered. If a transactionT completes at timetendT, it is not hard to see
that the dynamic classificationContentType(t,u,T) gives the same answer as the static classifica-
tion ContentType(u,T) for all timest ≥ tendT. Furthermore, once a memory operationu is classi-
fied into one of the following the content setscContent(t)(T), oContent(t)(T), oraContent(t)(T)
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with respect to a transactionT at timet, u stays in that content set with respect toT for all times
t∗ ≥ t. Lemma A.2 states this observation formally.

Lemma A.2 Any any time t, for any transaction T∈ xactions(t)(C ), and a memory operation
u∈ memOps(t)(C ), the following invariants are satisfied:

1. If u∈ cContent(t)(T), then u∈ cContent(T).
2. If u∈ oContent(t)(T), then u∈ oContent(T).
3. If u∈ aContent(t)(T), then u∈ aContent(T).

PROOF. Let ST
(t)(u) = xactions(t)(C ) ∩ ances(u) ∩ pDesc(T). That is, defineST

(t)(u) to be
the set of transactions along the path fromu to T at timet, excludingT. We shall consider each of
the three cases one by one.

1. u∈ cContent(t)(T): Sinceu∈ cContent(t)(T), the setST
(t)(u) is precisely the set of transac-

tions examined by the procedureContentType(t,u,T) before it returns. Moreover, we know
that there is no active transactions at timet in ST

(t)(u), i.e.,ST
(t)(u)∩activeXactions(t)(C )=

/0, or u would be invContent(t)(T) instead. Therefore,ST
(t)(u) = ST

(t∗)(u) for all times
t∗ ≥ t. Since theContentType(u,T) procedure examines the setST

(t∗)(u), with t∗ being the
time execution ends, and the status ofABORTED andCOMMITTED transactions does not change,
it must be thatu∈ cContent(T).

2. u ∈ oContent(t)(T): Sinceu ∈ oContent(t)(T), it must be thatcommitter(u) ∈ ST
(t)(u).

Let X = committer(u) and defineSX
(t)(u) = xactions(t)(C ) ∩ ances(u) ∩ desc(X)

(which includesX), i.e.,SX
(t)(u) is precisely the setContentType(t,u,T) examines before it

returns (it returns as soon as it findsX). We know that there is no active transactions at timet
in SX

(t)(u), or u would be invContent(t)(X) instead. Thus, the same argument from Case 1
applies, and it must be thatu∈ oContent(T).

3. u ∈ aContent(t)(T): This case is similar to Case 2 if we defineX to be the “first” aborted
transactions encountered when walking along the path fromu to T. That is, define:

lea f(S) = {Z ∈ S: pDesc(Z)∩S= /0}

SA
(t) =

{

A∈ ST
(t)(u) : status[A] = ABORTED

}

Let X = lea f(SA), and the same argument from Case 2 follows, i.e., since there is no active
transactions inSX

(t)(u), it must be thatu∈ aContent(T).

Lemma A.3 characterizes when a transaction should have a location in its write set.

Lemma A.3 At any time step t, consider any transaction T∈ activeXactions(t)(C ) and any
memory locationℓ. Let Sℓ(t) =

{

u∈ memOps(t)(C ) : W(u, ℓ)
}

. Exactly one of the following cases
holds:

1. It is the case thatℓ 6∈ W(t)(T), andcContent(t)(T)∩Sℓ
(t) = /0.

2. There exists an(u, ℓ) ∈ W(t)(T) which happens at time tu, and two conditions are satisfied:

(a)
(

cContent(t)(T)∪oContent(t)(T)
)

∩Sℓ
(t).

(b) For any operation v∈
(

Sℓ
(t)−{u}

)

which happens at time tv, where tu < tv ≤ t, v∈

aContent(t)(T)∪vContent(t)(T).
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3. T = root(C ), (⊥, ℓ) ∈ W(t)(T), and two conditions are satisfied:

(a) cContent(t)(T)∩Sℓ
(t) = /0.

(b) For all v∈ Sℓ
(t), v∈ aContent(t)(T)∪vContent(t)(T).

PROOF. This theorem can be proved by induction on time, showing that every instruction exe-
cuted in the OAT model preserves the invariant.

In the base case, at time stept = 0, the OAT model starts with a computation treeC that has a
single transactionroot(C ) with (⊥, ℓ) ∈ W(root(C )) for all ℓ ∈ L . On this step, we only have a
single transaction which falls into Case 3, and the invariant is reserved.

For the inductive step, consider each instruction that a program in the OATmodel can issue, as
described in Section 6.3:fork, join, xbegin, xend, xabort, read, andwrite. The instructions
fork andjoin do not create or finish any transactions, nor do they change any transaction write
sets. Thus, they do not affect the invariant in Lemma A.3. Similarly, a successful read does not
affect the invariant because it only adds a new pair(u, ℓ) into a read set of a transaction, but does
not change any write sets.

Consider a successfulwrite on setupt that creates a memory operationu satisfyingW(u, ℓ). Let
X = xparent(u). Then thewrite adds(u, ℓ) toW(X). For all transactionsT ∈ activeXactions(t)(C ),
let’s examine howu affect the invariant forT.

1. Suppose thatT = X. Sincewrite adds(u, ℓ) to W(t)(X), we shall check that Case 2 holds
for X on stept. To check the first condition, we know thatu∈ cContent(t)(X) becauseX =
xparent(u), and so the first condition holds. The second condition holds trivially, becauseu
happens on the current time stept, and there are no other operationsv such thattv > tu.

2. For any transactionT 6= X with ℓ 6∈ W(t)(T), we know by the inductive hypothesis and Case 1
thatcContent(t−1)(T)∩Sℓ

(t−1) = /0. After the step, we still haveℓ 6∈ W(t)(T) andcContent(t)(T)∩
Sℓ

(t) = /0, sinceu only changes the closed content set ofcContent(t)(X).
3. For any transactionT 6= X with (w, ℓ) ∈ W(t)(T), we know thatT ∈ xAnces(u), which also

implies thatT ∈ xAnces(X). Otherwise,u would have caused a memory conflict withT
according to Definition 6.6.
There are two subcases to consider: eitherw 6=⊥ or w =⊥.

• If w 6=⊥, by inductive hypothesis and Case 2a,w ∈ (cContent(T)∪oContent(T))
before and after stept. Also, sinceX is issuing thewrite instruction, we know that
X ∈ activeXactions(t)(C ), and thusu is added tovContent(t)(T), and Case 2b still
holds.

• If w =⊥, which implies thatT = root(C ), we have a similar subcase, except thatT
falls into Case 3 of Lemma A.3 instead of Case 2. Case 3a is preserved becauseT 6= X
and thewrite instruction does not changecContent(t)(T). Case 3b is preserved as
well becauseu is added tovContent(t)(T).

Thus, a successfulwrite instruction preserves the invariant of Lemma A.3.
Consider anxbegin that creates a transactionZ. SinceZ begins withR(Z) = W(Z) = /0, Z falls

into Case 1, which is trivially satisfied becausecContent(t)(Z) = /0.
Next, consider anxend that successfully commits a transactionZ. LetY = xparent(Z). Then,

since thexend changesZ’s status fromPENDING to COMMITTED, we know that

cContent(t)(Y) = cContent(t−1)(Y) ∪ cContent(t−1)(Z) −
{

w∈ cContent(t−1)(Z) : Z = committer(w)
}

.
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That is, the commit ofZ merges its closed content into the closed content of its parent, except
for the memory operations that operate on memory locations owned byxMod(Z) (since those are
committed in an open-nested fashion toroot(C )).

The write sets and content sets for all other transactions besidesY, Z, androot(C ) are un-
changed by thexend, and we no longer need to considerZ’s write set and content sets since it is
no longer active (i.e.,Z 6∈ activeXactions(t)(C )). Thus, we only need to check weather thexend

still preserves the invariant of Lemma A.3 forY androot(C ). For any memory locationℓ, consider
the possible cases for how the commit ofZ can changeW(Y) andW(root(C )).

1. Suppose thatℓ 6∈ W(t−1)(Z). By inductive hypothesis and Case 1, we know thatcContent(t−1)(Z)∩
Sℓ

(t−1) = /0. We also know that the setcContent(Y)∩Sℓ is the same before and after step
t. The same argument applies to theroot(C ). Thus, forY androot(C ), xend preserves
Case 1, Case 2a, or Case 3a in this scenario.

Now we check for Case 2b or Case 3b. The only way that thexend instruction can contradict
Case 2b or Case 3b is to remove a memory operationv from aContent(Y) or vContent(Y).
This cannot be the case, however. ForaContent(Y), we know by Lemma A.2 that, for any
memory operationv∈ aContent(t−1)(Y), it must be thataContent(t)(Y). ForvContent(Y),
on the other hand, any memory operationv removed fromvContent(t−1)(Y) must be added to
cContent(t)(Y), but this cannot be the case becausecContent(Y) remains the same. Again,
the same argument applies to theroot(C ). Thus, thexend instruction also preserves Case 2b
or Case 3b in this scenario.

2. Suppose that(u, ℓ) ∈ W(t−1)(Z). To check whether the invariant still holds forY and for
root(C ), we have two subcases to consider:Z = committed(u) or Z 6= committed(u).

• SupposeZ = committer(u). It must be the case that(u, ℓ) 6∈ W(t)(Y) before and after
the step, since by Theorem 6.8,Z is the unique committer ofℓ, andY, being a proper
ancestor ofZ, can never directly accessl . This scenario falls under Case 1, and the
invariant is preserved forY.

For root(C ), on the other hand,(u, ℓ) is propagated toW(t)(root(C )), so we need to
check that Case 2 still holds. We know that Case 2a holds, sinceZ = committer(u),
and so whenZ commits on stept, u∈ oContent(t)(root(C )).

Now we check that Case 2b holds forroot(C ). By the inductive hypothesis (Case 2),
we know that for allv ∈ Sℓ

(t−1) such thattv > tu, we havev ∈ aContent(t−1)(Z)∪
oContent(t−1)(Z). WhenZ commits on stept, however, it must be thatvContent(t)(Z)=
/0, sinceZ can only commit if all its nested transactions have completed. Thus, any such
vmust be inaContent(t−1)(Z). SinceaContent(t−1)(Z)⊆ aContent(t−1)(root(C ))=
aContent(t)(root(C )), v satisfies Case 2b forroot(C ).

• SupposeZ 6= committer(u). In this case, we just need to check that the invariant still
holds forY, since the write set and content sets forroot(C ) with respect toℓ remains
the same before and after the step. SinceZ 6= committer(u), we know that after stept,
(u, ℓ) ∈ W(t)(Y), so we need to check Case 2 forY.

First, we can verify that Case 2a holds forY. By inductive hypothesis,u∈ cContent(t−1)(Z).
Thus, afterxend, we haveu∈ cContent(t)(Y).

Next, we can very that Case 2b holds forY. This subcase is similar to the subcase of
root(C ) whenZ = committer(u), and the same argument applies.

Thus,xend preserves the invariant in Lemma A.3.
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Finally, thexabort instruction (which could be triggered bysigabort) preserves the invariant
in Lemma A.3. Thexabort of a transactionZ causesZ to be removed fromactiveXactions(t)(C ),
which eliminates the need to check the invariants forZ. In addition, the only content sets affected by
the abort of transactionZ are the content sets of transactionsX ∈ pAnces(Z)∩activeXactions(C ),
wherexabort of Z only moves an operationv from vContent(t−1)(X) to aContent(t)(X), so the
invariant is preserved for any active transactions that areZ’s proper ancestors.

The intuition for Lemma A.3 lies mostly in Case 2; if at timet a pair(ℓ,u) is the write set of a
transactionT, thenu is the last write toℓ in T ’s subtree which is “committed with respect to”T. Any
v which writes toℓ after tu (the timeu occurs) must belong toT ’s subtree; otherwise, there would
have been a conflict. Furthermore, anyv which happens aftertu must still be aborted or pending
with respect toT (i.e.,v∈ aContent(t)(T)∪vContent(t)(T)); otherwise,v should replaceu in T ’s
write set. Finally, for the most part, when a write operationu is committed with respect toT, it is
the case thatu ∈ cContent(T) (in Case 2a), unlessT = root(C ), since ifT 6= root(C ) and has
(u, ℓ) ∈ W(T), it must be thatxid(owner(ℓ)) ≤ xid(xMod(T)). OtherwiseT would not be able to
accessℓ directly by Theorem 6.8. The only case where(u, ℓ)∈ W(T) andw∈ oContent(T) is when
T = root(C ), since a transactionZ = committer(u) commits(u, ℓ) to W(root(C )) as described in
Section 6.3.

Case 1 says the write set ofT does not contain a locationℓ if no memory operation inT ’s subtree
commitsℓ to T. Case 3 of Lemma A.3 handles the special case of the root.

Proof of sequential consistency

Finally, Theorem 6.20 uses invariants from Lemma A.2 and Lemma A.3 to prove that, if the OAT
model generates a trace(C ,Φ) and a topological sort orderS , thenS satisfies Definition 6.13, i.e.,
Φ = XS , or S is sequentially consistent with respect toΦ.

PROOF. [Theorem 6.20]
To show thatΦ = XS , one must show that for allv∈ memOps(C ), let Φ(v) = u, andu satisfies the
four conditions of the transactional last writer ofv according toS , as described in Definition 6.12:

1. W(u, ℓ),
2. u <S v,
3. ¬(uHv), and
4. ∀w(W(w, ℓ)∧ (u <S w <S v)) =⇒ wHv.

The first condition and second conditions are true by construction, sincethe OAT model can
only setΦ(v) = u if u <S v, W(u, ℓ) andR(v, ℓ)∨W(v, ℓ).

Now we check the third condition. Suppose at timetv, memory operationv happens and the OAT
model setsΦ(v) = u. We know thatu∈ Sℓ

(tv) as defined in Lemma A.3, sinceu <S v andu = Φ(v)
(i.e., u is awrite). Also, it must be that(u, ℓ) ∈ W(tv)(X) for some transactionX ∈ xAnces(v), or
v would have caused a conflict withX (by Definition 6.6). LetL = xLCA(u,v), and we know that
X ∈ xAnces(L), sinceu,v∈ memOps(X) andL = xLCA(u,v). By Lemma A.3 Case 2a, we haveu∈
cContent(tv)(X)∪oContent(tv)(X). SinceX ∈ xAnces(L), it must be thatu∈ cContent(tv)(L)∪
oContent(tv)(L) as well. Thus, by Lemma A.2, it must be thatu∈ cContent(L)∪oContent(L) at
the end of the computation, and¬(uHv), satisfying the third condition.

To check the fourth condition, assume for contradiction that there exists aw such thatW(w, ℓ),
andu <S w <S v. Sinceu ∈ W(tv)(X), by Lemma A.3 Case 2b, we knoww ∈ aContent(tv)(X)∪
vContent(tv)(X) (which also impliesw∈ memOps(tv)(X)).
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Let Y = xLCA(w,v). Sincew∈ memOps(tv)(X), we knowX ∈ ances(Y). There are two cases to
consider forw:

1. Supposew∈ aContent(tv)(X). SinceX ∈ ances(Y), w∈ cContent(tv)(Y)∩aContent(tv)(Y).
We can show by contradiction thatw∈ aContent(tv)(Y), and so we havewHv.

(a) SupposeY = T. Then we already havew∈ aContent(tv)(Y) by the original assumption.
(b) SupposeT ∈ pAnces(Y). If we hadw∈ cContent(tv)(Y), then by Lemma A.3, we must

have somewrite y such that(y, ℓ) ∈ W(tv)(Y). This statement contradicts the fact that
OAT model found(u, ℓ) from transactionX, since a closer transactionY hadℓ in its read
set. Thus, it must be thatw∈ aContent(tv)(Y).

2. Supposew∈ vContent(tv)(T). Then, we knoww∈ cContent(tv)(Y)∪vContent(tv)(Y). As
in the previous case, we can showw 6∈ cContent(tv)(Y) and we havewHv.

If w ∈ vContent(tv)(Y), then there exists some transactionZ ∈ activeXactions(tv)(Y)−
{Y} such thatℓ ∈ W(tv)(Z) (by Definition A.1). This statement leads to a contradiction, how-
ever. We know thatZ 6∈ xAnces(v) sinceY = xLCA(w,v) andZ is a proper descendant of
Y. Thus, if it were the case thatw ∈ W(tv)(Z), sinceZ 6∈ xAnces(v), v would have caused a
conflict, contradicting the assumption thatv is a successful operation.

In both cases, the fourth condition is satisfied. Therefore, we haveΦ = XS .
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Appendix B

Rules for the OAT Type System

This appendix contains the type rules for the OAT type system. The grammar for the type system is
presented below:

P = defn∗; e

defn = class cDecl extends cDecl where constr∗ { field∗; init; meth∗ }

cDecl = cn〈formal+〉 | Object〈formal〉 | Xmodule〈formal〉

constr = formal < formal | formal = formal | formal 6= formal

field = t fd

init = cn〈formal+〉(param∗) { super〈formal+〉(e∗); this.fd = e;∗ }

meth = t mn〈formal∗〉(param∗) where constr∗{ e}

param = t x

owner = world[i] | formal | this[i]

formal = f

t = int | constraint | ct

ct = cn〈owner+〉

e = new ct(e∗) | x | x = e | let (param= e) in { e}

| x.fd | x.fd = e | x.mn〈owner+〉(e∗)

cn = a class name that is notObject nor Xmodule

mn = a method name that is not a constructor

fd = a field name

x,y = a variable name

f ,g = an owner formal

i, j = an int literal
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For simplicity, the OAT type system makes the following assumptions. First, each class has only
one constructor (specified by the terminit), and that all fields are initialized properly after the call
to the constructor. Second, all field names (whether inherited or declared)are distinct. Third, the
call tosuper is explicit. Fourth, an index is always specified when the ownership tagsworld andthis
are used. Fifth, the class namesObject andXmodule are special and assumed to be properly defined
by the system. Finally, the explicit use of upcast and downcast are not allowed, as specified in the
abstract syntax.

For the constraints on owners (constr), the notation< is used as defined in Section 6.2: Assum-
ing f1 and f2 are instantiated witho1 ando2, f1 < f2 specifies that eithero1.name≺ o2.name, or
o1.name= o2.nameando1.index< o2.index. Similarly, f1 = f2 specifies thato1.name= o2.name
ando1.index= o2.index. On the other hand,f1 6= f2 specifies that eithero1.name6= o2.name, or
o1.name= o2.nameando1.index6= o2.index.

The OAT type system uses some shorthand notation. Henceforth, for brevity, the notation�
is used in place of the keywordextends (i.e., A extendsB is written asA� B). The notation�
between class names is the reflexive and transitive closure induced by the� relation. On the other
hand, the notation6� simply indicates that the� relation does not hold. Note that the� is not
the same as subtyping (denoted as<:), because� only considers the static relation defined by the
extends keyword, and does not account for the ownership tags. Furthermore, field∈d cn〈. . .〉 is
used to mean that classcn〈. . .〉 declaresfield and field∈i cn〈. . .〉 is used to mean that classcn〈. . .〉
inheritsfield. Finally, field∈ cn〈. . .〉 is used to mean that eitherfield∈d cn〈. . .〉 or field∈i cn〈. . .〉.
These notations are used forfd (field name),meth(method), andmn(method name) similarly.
The following predicates are used in the typing rules:

Predicate Meaning

ClassOnce(P) No class is declared twice inP
∀cn,cn′ in P, cn 6= cn′

FieldsOnce(P) No class contains two fields with the same name
∀ct ∀fd, fd′ ∈ ct in P, fd 6= fd′

MethodsOnce(P) No class declares two methods with the same name
∀ct ∀mn,mn′ ∈d ct in P, mn 6= mn′

WFClasses(P) No cycles in the class hierarchy; i.e., the� relation is antisymmetric
∀cn,cn′ in P, cn�cn′∧ cn′ �cn =⇒ cn= cn′

The typing judgment has the form:P; Γ ⊢ e : t, whereP is the program being checked to
provide information about class definitions;Γ is the typing environment, providing mappings from
a variable name to its static type for the free variables ine; finally, t is the static type ofe.

The typing environmentΓ is defined asΓ ::= /0 | Γ, x : t | Γ, f : owner | Γ, constr: constraint.
That is, the typing environmentΓ contains the types of variables, the owner parameters and the
constraints among owners. Note that an entryconstralways has typeconstraint , which is a type
used implicitly by the type system and cannot be used by the user program. For simplicity, the
type rules drop theconstraint type when listing theconstrentries inΓ when it is clear from the
context. When checking for well-formness of the typing environment, we assume the new entries
are checked in the order listed, from left to right. The domain of the typing environment,Dom(Γ),
intuitively, is defined to be the set of variables, owner parameters, and constraints bound byΓ.
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The typing system uses the following judgments:

Judgment Meaning

⊢ P : t programP yields typet
P ⊢ defn defnis a well-formed class
P ⊢ cn〈 f1..n〉� cn′〈g1..k〉 class cn〈 f1..n〉 extends class cn′〈g1..k〉
P ⊢ cn� cn′ cn′ is an ancestor ofcn in the graph defined by theextends keyword
P ⊢ field∈d cn〈. . .〉 classcn〈. . .〉 declaresfield
P ⊢ field∈i cn〈. . .〉 classcn〈. . .〉 inheritsfield
P ⊢ field∈ cn〈. . .〉 classcn〈. . .〉 declares / inheritsfield
P ⊢ init ∈ cn〈. . .〉 classcn〈. . .〉 declaresinit
P ⊢ meth∈d cn〈. . .〉 classcn〈. . .〉 declaresmeth
P ⊢ meth∈i cn〈. . .〉 classcn〈. . .〉 inheritsmeth
P ⊢ meth∈ cn〈. . .〉 classcn〈. . .〉 declares / inheritsmeth
P; Γ ⊢ field field is a well-formed field
P; Γ ⊢ meth methis a well-formed method
P; Γ ⊢ wf typing environmentΓ is well-formed
P; Γ ⊢ t t is a well-formed type
P; Γ ⊢ constr constraintconstris satisfied
P; Γ ⊢owner o o is an owner
P; Γ ⊢ e : t expressionehas typet
P; Γ ⊢ t <: t ′ t is a subtype oft ′

In the type rules, we also use the following auxiliary rules:

The Extends Relation

P ⊢ class cn〈 f1..n〉 extends cn′〈g1..m〉 . . .

P ⊢ cn〈 f1..n〉 � cn′〈g1..m〉

P ⊢ cn � cn

P ⊢ cn〈 f1..n〉 � cn′〈g1..m〉

P ⊢ cn � cn′
P ⊢ cn � cn′ P ⊢ cn′ � cn′′

P ⊢ cn � cn′′

Type Lookup

type( ) = ()
type(t x) = t
type(t fd) = t
type(t1 x1, t2, x2, . . . ) = t1, t2, . . .
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Field Lookup

P ⊢ class cn〈 f1..n〉 . . . { . . . field . . . }

P ⊢ field ∈d cn〈 f1..n〉

P ⊢ field ∈ cn′〈g1..m〉
P ⊢ cn〈 f1..n〉� cn′〈o1..m〉

P ⊢ field [o1/g1]..[om/gm] ∈i cn〈 f1..n〉

P ⊢ field ∈d cn〈 f1..n〉 ∨ P ⊢ field ∈i cn〈 f1..n〉

P ⊢ field ∈ cn〈 f1..n〉

Init Lookup

P ⊢ class cn〈 f1..n〉 . . . { . . . init . . . }

P ⊢ init ∈ cn〈 f1..n〉

Method Lookup

P ⊢ class cn〈 f1..n〉 . . . { . . . meth. . . }

P ⊢ meth∈d cn〈 f1..n〉

P ⊢ meth∈ cn′〈g1..m〉
P ⊢ cn〈 f1..n〉� cn′〈o1..m〉

P ⊢ meth[o1/g1]..[om/gm] ∈i cn〈 f1..n〉

P ⊢ meth∈d cn〈 f1..n〉 ∨ P ⊢ meth∈i cn〈 f1..n〉

P ⊢ meth∈ cn〈 f1..n〉

Override Ok

P ⊢ cn〈 f1..n〉 � cn′〈o1..m〉

P ⊢ t mn〈. . .〉(ti xi
i∈1..k) . . . ∈d cn〈 f1..n〉

P ⊢ t[g1/o1]..[gm/om] mn〈. . .〉(ti [g1/o1]..[gm/om] yi
i∈1..k) . . . /∈ cn′〈g1..m〉

OverrideOk(cn〈 f1..n〉, cn′〈o1..m〉, meth)

P ⊢ cn〈 f1..n〉 � cn′〈o1..m〉

P ⊢ t mn〈 fn+1..n+ j〉(ti xi
i∈1..k) . . . ∈d cn〈 f1..n〉

P ⊢ t ′ mn〈gn+1..n+ j〉(ti
′ yi

i∈1..k) . . . ∈ cn′〈g1..m〉

t = t ′ [o1/g1]..[om/gm] type(ti xi
i∈1..k) = type(ti

′ yi
i∈1..k) [o1/g1]..[om/gm]

OverrideOk(cn〈 f1..n〉, cn′〈o1..m〉, meth)
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The type rules are presented below:

⊢ P : t
[PROG]

WFClasses(P) ClassOnce(P) FieldsOnce(P) MethodsOnce(P)
P = defn1..n; e P ⊢ defni P; /0 ⊢ e : t

⊢ P : t

P ⊢ defn

[CLASS]

P ⊢ cn 6� Xmodule
Γ = f1..n : owner, f1 < fi : constraint, constr∗, this : cn〈 f1..n〉

P; Γ ⊢ wf P; Γ ⊢ cn′〈 f1, o∗〉 P; Γ ⊢ fieldi P; Γ ⊢ init P; Γ ⊢ methi
OverrideOk( cn〈 f1..n〉, cn′〈 f1, o∗〉, methi )

P ⊢ class cn〈 f1..n〉 extends cn′〈 f1, o∗〉 where constr∗ { field∗; init; meth∗ }

[XMODULE CLASS]

P ⊢ cn � Xmodule
Γ = f1..n : owner, f1 < fi : constraint, constr∗, this : cn〈 f1..n〉, this : owner, this[i] < f1
P; Γ ⊢ wf P; Γ ⊢ cn′〈 f1, o∗〉 P; Γ ⊢ fieldi P; Γ ⊢ init P; Γ ⊢ methi

type( fieldi ) 6= int OverrideOk( cn〈 f1..n〉, cn′〈 f1, o∗〉, methi )

P ⊢ class cn〈 f1..n〉 extends cn′〈 f1, o∗〉 where constr∗ { field∗; init; meth∗ }

P; Γ ⊢ init

[INIT ]

P ⊢ cn〈 f1..n〉� cn′〈 f1,o2..m〉
Γ′ = Γ, param∗ P; Γ′ ⊢ wf P; Γ′ ⊢ this.fd j = ej

P ⊢ cn′〈g1..m〉(ti xi
i∈1..k) { . . . } ∈ cn′〈g1..m〉 P; Γ′ ⊢ ei : ti [ f1/g1][o2/g2]..[om/gm]

P; Γ ⊢ cn〈 f1..n〉(param∗) { super〈 f1, o2..m〉(ei
i∈1..k); this.fd = e;∗ }

P; Γ ⊢ field P; Γ ⊢ meth

[FIELD] [METHOD]

P; Γ ⊢ t

P; Γ ⊢ t fd

Γ′ = Γ, f1..n : owner, constr∗, param∗ P; Γ′ ⊢ wf P; Γ′ ⊢ e : t

P; Γ ⊢ t mn〈 f1..n〉(param∗) where constr∗ {e}
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P; Γ ⊢ w f

[ENV /0 ] [ENV X] [ENV OWNER]

P; /0 ⊢ wf

P; Γ ⊢ t x /∈ Dom(Γ) P; Γ ⊢ wf

P; Γ, x : t ⊢ wf

f /∈ Dom(Γ) P; Γ ⊢ wf

P; Γ, f : owner ⊢ wf

[ENV CONSTR<]

P; Γ ⊢ wf P; Γ ⊢owner o, o′ Γ′ = Γ, o < o′ : constraint
6 ∃ f ,g (P; Γ′ ⊢ f < g) ∧ (P; Γ′ ⊢ g < f ) 6 ∃ f ,g (P; Γ′ ⊢ f < g) ∧ (P; Γ′ ⊢ f = g)

P; Γ, o < o′ ⊢ w f

[ENV CONSTR=]

P; Γ ⊢ wf P; Γ ⊢owner o, o′ Γ′ = Γ, constr: constraint
6 ∃ f ,g (P; Γ′ ⊢ f < g) ∧ (P; Γ′ ⊢ f = g)

6 ∃ f ,g (P; Γ′ ⊢ g < f ) ∧ (P; Γ′ ⊢ f = g) 6 ∃ f ,g (P; Γ′ ⊢ f = g) ∧ (P; Γ′ ⊢ f 6= g)

P; Γ, constr ⊢ w f

[ENV CONSTR6=]

P; Γ ⊢ wf P; Γ ⊢owner o, o′ Γ′ = Γ, o 6= o′ : constraint
6 ∃ f ,g (P; Γ′ ⊢ f < g) ∧ (P; Γ′ ⊢ f 6= g) 6 ∃ f ,g (P; Γ′ ⊢ f = g) ∧ (P; Γ′ ⊢ f 6= g)

P; Γ, constr ⊢ w f

P; Γ ⊢ t

[TYPE INT] [TYPE CONSTRAINT] [TYPE OBJECT] [TYPE XMODULE]

P; Γ ⊢ int P; Γ ⊢ constraint

P; Γ ⊢owner o

P; Γ ⊢ Object〈o〉

P; Γ ⊢owner o

P; Γ ⊢ Xmodule〈o〉

[TYPE CT]

P ⊢ class cn〈 f1..n〉 . . . where constr∗ . . .
P; Γ ⊢owner oi P; Γ ⊢ o1 < oi : constraint P; Γ ⊢ constr[o1/ f1]..[on/ fn]

P; Γ ⊢ cn〈o1..n〉
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P; Γ ⊢ constr

[CONSTR ENV] [< WORLD I] [< WORLD II] [< THIS]

Γ = Γ′, constr, Γ′′

P; Γ ⊢ constr

P; Γ ⊢owner o
P; Γ ⊢ o 6= world

P; Γ ⊢ o < world[i]

i < j

P; Γ ⊢ world[i] < world[ j]

i < j
P; Γ ⊢owner this

P; Γ ⊢ this[i] < this[ j]

[< TRANS] [= WORLD] [= THIS] [= TRANS]

P; Γ ⊢ o1 < o2

P; Γ ⊢ o2 < o3

P; Γ ⊢ o1 < o3

i = j

P; Γ ⊢ world[i] = world[ j]

i = j
P; Γ ⊢owner this

P; Γ ⊢ this[i] = this[ j]

P; Γ ⊢ o1 = o2

P; Γ ⊢ o2 = o3

P; Γ ⊢ o1 = o3

[= REFL] [6= WORLD] [6= THIS]

P; Γ ⊢owner o
P; Γ ⊢ o 6= world P; Γ ⊢ o 6= this

P; Γ ⊢ o = o

i 6= j

P; Γ ⊢ world[i] 6= world[ j]

i 6= j
P; Γ ⊢owner this

P; Γ ⊢ this[i] 6= this[ j]

[6= WORLD] [SUBSTITUTION] [RELATION]

P; Γ ⊢owner this[i]

P; Γ ⊢ this[i] 6= world

P; Γ ⊢ o1 = o2

P; Γ ⊢ constr

P; Γ ⊢ constr[o1/o2]

P; Γ ⊢ o1 < o2

P; Γ ⊢ o1 6= o2

P; E ⊢ownero

[OWNER WORLD] [OWNER FORMAL] [OWNER THIS]

P; Γ ⊢owner world[i]

Γ = Γ′, f : owner, Γ′′

P; Γ ⊢owner f

Γ = Γ′, this : owner, Γ′′

P; Γ ⊢owner this[i]

P; E ⊢ e : t

[EXP SUB] [EXP NEW] [EXP VAR]

P; Γ ⊢ e : t ′

P; Γ ⊢ t ′ <: t

P; Γ ⊢ e : t

P ⊢ cn〈 f1..n〉(ti xi
i∈1..k) { . . . } ∈ cn〈 f1..n〉

P; Γ ⊢ cn〈o1..n〉 P; Γ ⊢ ei : ti [o1/ f1]..[on/ fn]

P; Γ ⊢ new cn〈o1..n〉(ei
i ∈ 1..k) : cn〈o1..n〉

Γ = Γ′, x : t, Γ′′

P; Γ ⊢ x : t
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[EXP VAR ASSIGN] [EXP LET] [EXP REF]

P; Γ ⊢ x : t
P; Γ ⊢ e : t

P; Γ ⊢ x = e : t

P; Γ ⊢ e′ : t ′

P; Γ, x : t ′ ⊢ wf P; Γ, x : t ′ ⊢ e : t

P; Γ ⊢ let (t ′ x = e′) in { e} : t

P; Γ ⊢ x : cn〈o1..n〉
P ⊢ t fd ∈ cn〈 f1..n〉

P; Γ ⊢ x.fd : t [o1/ f1]..[on/ fn]

[EXP REF ASSIGN]

P; Γ ⊢ x : cn〈o1..n〉 P ⊢ t fd ∈ cn〈 f1..n〉 P; Γ ⊢ e : t [o1/ f1]..[on/ fn]

P; Γ ⊢ x.fd = e : t [o1/ f1]..[on/ fn]

[EXP INVOKE]

P ⊢ t mn〈 f(k+1)..n〉(ti yi
i∈1..h) where constr∗ . . . ∈ cn〈 f1..k〉

P; Γ ⊢ x : cn〈o1..k〉 P; Γ ⊢ ei : ti [o1/ f1]..[on/ fn] P; Γ ⊢ constr[ok+1/ fk+1]..[on/ fn]

P; Γ ⊢ x.mn〈o(k+1)..n〉(e1..h) : t [o1/ f1]..[on/ fn]

P; Γ ⊢ t <: t ′

[SUBTYPE] [SUBTYPE TRANS] [SUBTYPE REFL]

P; Γ ⊢ cn〈o1..n〉
P ⊢ cn〈 f1..n〉 � cn′〈 f +〉

P; Γ ⊢ cn〈o1..n〉 <: cn′〈 f +〉[o1/ f1]..[on/ fn]

P; Γ ⊢ t <: t ′

P; Γ ⊢ t ′ <: t ′′

P; Γ ⊢ t <: t ′′
P; Γ ⊢ t

P; Γ ⊢ t <: t
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